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Abstract 
 

This thesis presents an empirically oriented investigation into Mandarin-Chinese control 

and complementation. It provides an in-depth systematic classification of Chinese matrix 

predicates based on their control and complementation properties. The classification 

draws on a range of diagnostics, including cross-linguistically valid ones and language-

specific ones. Besides incorporating corpus data, the study has adopted sentence-

acceptability experiments followed by mixed-effects statistical analyses to test a subset of 

linguistic generalisations. The obtained empirical patterns are modelled within the parallel 

constraint-based architecture of Lexical-Functional Grammar, which is augmented by 

Glue Semantics and Partial Compositional Discourse Representation Theory to address 

issues at syntax-semantics-discourse interfaces. 

 

The empirical chapters (Chapter 2 and Chapter 3) focus on the control and 

complementation properties of the following lexical-semantic verb classes: aspectual, 

attitudinal, comitative, commissive, communication, desiderative, directive/permissive, 

factive, implicative, interrogative, and situational. Chapter 2 focuses on developing five 

types of linguistic diagnostics: (i) complementation diagnostics, which reveal phrasal 

structures, grammatical relations, and predicate-argument relations; (ii) coreferentiality 

diagnostics, which distinguish various control properties (e.g., obligatory, non-obligatory, 

exhaustive, partial, split, implicit, unconstrained); (iii) clausehood diagnostics; (iv) 

diagnostics for identifying the distribution of future modals (hui and yao) and aspectual 

markers (-le and -guo) in the complement clause, which has implications for a finiteness 

distinction for the complement clause; (v) diagnostics for revealing correlational 

relationships between control properties and two displacement phenomena – inner 

topicalisation and focus fronting. Chapter 3 applies these five types of diagnostics 

systematically to every verb in the data set, resulting in detailed empirical classifications. 

The chapter also addresses issues related to finiteness, which is approached as a relative 

notion of semantic dependency in Chinese. Sentence-acceptability experiments, followed 

by cumulative link mixed-effects statistical analyses, have been adopted to test the 

generalisations related to inner topicalisation and focus fronting. 

 

The theoretical chapters (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5) focus on formal-language modelling. 

Chapter 4 addresses control relations at syntax-semantics-discourse interfaces by 

integrating Lexical-Functional Grammar with Glue Semantics and Partial Compositional 

Discourse Representation Theory. The discussion leads to a refined typology of model-

theoretic control mechanisms, adding novel sub-types to the existing literature. 

Furthermore, the chapter addresses modelling complexities related to different classes of 

equi, partial-control variants, and (partial) copy control. Chapter 5 provides a formally 

explicit analysis for inner topicalisation and focus fronting, capturing their correlation 

with control and complementation properties. It also contributes to the modelling of 

restructuring effects and shows how restructuring constraints interact with other 

constraints in the formal grammar.  
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PART ONE: INTRODUCTORY CHAPTER 

 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

1.1. Setting the Scene 

As a lead-in to the subject matter, one may think about the following sentences: 

 

(1) Peter tried [__ to speak the language].      (Control) 

(2) Sophie seemed [__ to know everything].    (Raising) 

 

Each sentence involves an interpretative dependency between an overt element in the 

matrix clause and an unexpressed element in the complement clause. In (1), Peter is an 

overt element in the matrix clause, which corefers with an unexpressed subject – notated 

as a gap – in the complement clause. Likewise, in (2), Sophie corefers with an unexpressed 

subject. There is a difference between try- and seem-constructions in terms of their 

predicate-argument relations: while Peter is a (semantic) argument of tried, Sophie is not a 

(semantic) argument of seem. This is a distinction between “control” and “raising”. In 

Mandarin Chinese, there are further language-specific complexities arising from discourse 

pro-drop, which allows for the omission of subjects and objects with their referents 

retrievable from the context. For example, in (3), the subject and object of jiandao ‘see’ 

are dropped with their referents implied by the context. 

 

(3) Context: Has Zhangsan seen Xiaomei?         (Discourse pro-drop) 

jiandao-le 

see-PFV 

‘(Zhangsan/he) has seen (Xiaomei/her)’. 

 

This thesis is devoted to the study of unexpressed elements in complementation 

structures. Without going into further details at this stage, the study adopts a generalised 

framework of control, under which the other two phenomena – raising and discourse 

pro-drop – can be subsumed. Behind this investigation is the assumption of a parallel 

constraint-based grammatical architecture, as implemented by the theory of Lexical-

Functional Grammar (LFG). 

In the following sections, I will briefly summarise some approaches to control 

and raising in Generative traditions. Then, I will discuss the objectives of this thesis and 
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provide a list of Chinese matrix predicates whose complementation constructions form 

the empirical basis of this study. Finally, I will outline the different chapters. 

 

1.2. Brief Overview of Generative Approaches 

Control and raising have been at the forefront of linguistic theorising since Rosenbaum 

(1967, 1970). Since then, the formal syntactic account for raising has adhered to the idea 

that the subject noun phrase (e.g., Sophie in (2)) moves – in a series of steps – from a 

position in the embedded clause to a higher position in the matrix clause, eventually 

ending up in the matrix-subject position. The noun phrase receives a theta-role from the 

embedded predicate but not from the matrix predicate. (4) is a simplified illustration of 

raising, where Sophie is a raised DP. (4) adopts the Minimalist style, with movement being 

conceptualised as copy and deletion (Chomsky, 1995). 

 

(4) Sophiei seemed [Sophiei to know everything]. 

 

 

Compared to raising, there have been more diverse views on control. In the early 

days, control was analysed as “Equi NP Deletion” (Rosenbaum, 1967, 1970). In the 

Government and Binding framework (Chomsky, 1981, 1982, 1986), the unexpressed 

element in a control construction is represented by the base-generated empty category 

PRO, as exemplified in (5): 

 

(5) Peteri tried [PROi to speak the language]. 

 

In (5), PRO was enforced by the Theta Criterion (Chomsky, 1981: 188), which states that 

each argument bears exactly one theta-role and that each theta-role is assigned to exactly 

one argument. Peter in (5) is assigned a theta-role by tried and PRO is assigned another 

one by speak. According to Rosenbaum's (1967) Minimal Distance Principle, the 

controller of PRO is expected to be the closest c-commanding potential antecedent – in 

this case, Peter. In the Minimalist Program, a particularly well-developed approach which 

retains PRO is Landau's (2000, 2004, 2013, 2015) Agree Theory of PRO. His syntactic 

system uses feature specifications ([±T], [±Agr], [±R]) and Agree relations to explain the 

distribution of PRO and derive the various coreferential relationships between the 

controller and PRO. His system focuses on two types of coreferential relationships: 

complete vs partial coreference, known as “Exhaustive Control” and “Partial Control” 

respectively. 
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A competing theory to the PRO-based theory is the Movement Theory of 

Control (e.g., Boeckx et al., 2010; Hornstein, 1999, 2001; Hornstein & Polinsky, 2010), 

which posits that the relationship between the controller and controllee is derived by 

movement. In this way, the theory unifies control and raising, both of which are said to 

involve movement and differ minimally regarding whether the moved DP bears a theta-

role assigned by the matrix predicate. (6) is a simplified illustration regarding how a 

control structure can be derived via movement: 

 

(6) Peteri tried [Peteri to speak the language]. 

 

 

The Movement Theory of Control was developed against the backdrop of the Minimalist 

Program when the Theta Criteria was reformulated to allow an argument to bear more 

than one theta-role (Chomsky, 1995). This reformulation enables, for example, Peter in (6) 

to bear two theta-roles: one from the embedded predicate speak and another one from 

the matrix predicate tried. 

On the other hand, LFG adopts a lexicalist approach to complement control and 

raising, with the relevant constraints defined in the lexicon.1 The earliest LFG account of 

the phenomena can be credited to Bresnan (1982a). (7) and (8) are the lexical entries of 

try and seem. Here, I present a possible approach in LFG, according to Bresnan (1982a) 

and Bresnan et al. (2015), in defining control and raising relations. 

 
(7) try V  (↑PRED)=‘TRY<SUBJ, XCOMP>’ 

(↑SUBJ)=(↑XCOMP SUBJ) 

(8) seem V  (↑PRED)=‘SEEM<XCOMP>SUBJ’ 

(↑SUBJ)=(↑XCOMP SUBJ) 

 

LFG does not assume movement. Try selects for a thematic subject; thus, in the first line 

of (7), SUBJ is notated within the angled brackets (which is known as the 

“subcategorisation frame”). Seem selects for an athematic subject; hence, in the first line 

of (8), SUBJ is notated outside the angled brackets. In LFG, raising is generally subsumed 

under its theory of control. The control equation (↑SUBJ)=(↑XCOMP SUBJ) applies to both 

try and seem, capturing the fact that the matrix subject is the controller of the subject of 

 
1 Adjunct control – which is outside the remit of this thesis – is analysed as constructionally induced control 
with the relevant control equations annotated on a phrase-structural rule rather than introduced by the 
lexicon. 
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the complement clause (XCOMP).2 LFG assumes two syntactic structures: constituent 

structure and functional structure. Control relations are modelled in the functional 

structure, which encodes grammatical functions (e.g., subject, object). More information 

about LFG will be discussed in the forthcoming chapters, especially Chapters 4 and 5, 

where formal analyses are provided. 

C.-T. J. Huang (1984, 1989)and Grano (2015) are notable proposals on Chinese 

control, with the former in the Government and Binding era and the latter adopting a 

Minimalist framework. 

One impactful idea by C.-T. J. Huang (1984, 1989) is that Chinese discourse pro-

drop can be subsumed under a generalised theory of control, for which he formulated 

the “Generalised Control Rule”. The rule specifies the environments where both the 

empty pronoun for discourse pro-drop (known as “pro”) and the empty pronoun for 

control (PRO) have a local antecedent. In C.-T. J. Huang's (1989: 207) view, “both PRO 

and pro may be subject to control and both may be free” and his theory “expresses this 

similarity by treating them alike”. The rule aims to “eliminate the need for a theory of 

pro-drop by deriving the properties of pro from a generalised theory of control” (C.-T. J. 

Huang, 1989: 206). The rule is still relevant to the current theoretical discussions in 

Chinese linguistics (see e.g., N. N. Zhang, 2016). 

Grano (2015) is influenced by the Movement Theory of Control and Cinque's 

(2006) functional-head restructuring proposal. He focuses on two classes of control 

predicates – Exhaustive-Control and Partial-Control. He hypothesises that Exhaustive-

Control constructions are “restructured” into monoclausal configurations, where control 

relations are derived by movement. In contrast, Partial-Control constructions bear 

biclausal configurations. Interestingly, although Grano (2015) eliminates PRO from the 

analysis of Chinese, which can be said to follow from the Movement Theory of Control, 

he assimilates discourse pro-drop into Partial Control, which is analysed as containing pro. 

Empirically, Grano (2015) focuses on subject-control predicates (e.g., shefa ‘try’) and very 

little is said about object-control predicates (e.g., shuifu ‘persuade’). There is a lack of 

discussion about other control types (e.g., Split Control, Implicit Control, Control Shift), 

which are commonly found in the general literature (e.g., Landau, 2013). Although Grano 

(2015) has substantial differences from C.-T. J. Huang (1984, 1989), both proposals 

integrate Chinese discourse pro-drop into some control mechanisms. From this 

 
2  This approach, known as Functional Control, involves structuring sharing between the matrix and 
embedded subjects in the functional structure. The earliest LFG approach to try-type verbs, as discussed 
by Bresnan (1982a), involve Functional Control. In Section 4.1.3, we will see that there is an alternative way 
of modelling try-type verbs using another control mechanism known as (Obligatory) Anaphoric Control. 
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perspective, both argue for a generalised control theory for Chinese, encompassing 

control and discourse pro-drop. 

C.-T. J. Huang (1984, 1989) and Grano (2015) are proposals adopting mainstream 

Chomskyan approaches. Little work on Chinese control has been done in LFG. Although 

Her's (2008) LFG study contains a few Chinese control constructions, its focus is on 

general Chinese verbal subcategorisation and thus lacks in-depth discussion on control. 

Nonetheless, Her's (2008) systematic classification of Chinese verbs provides a good 

reference for this thesis, demonstrating how one may conduct empirically oriented 

investigation involving verbal classification. 

 

1.3. Objectives 

This study has two main objectives: 

I.  On the empirical side, this work presents a systematic classification of Chinese matrix 

predicates based on their control and complementation properties. The classification 

draws on a range of diagnostics. The empirical contribution addresses the lack of 

detailed empirical descriptions of Mandarin-Chinese control and complementation in 

the literature. Methodologically, besides acquiring corpus data for controversial 

properties, acceptability-judgment tasks are adopted to test linguistic generalisations. 

The empirical patterns establish a strong foundation for formal theoretical analysis. 

II. On the theoretical side, this study models Chinese control and complementation 

within Lexical-Functional Grammar, using a generalised control framework that 

includes control, raising, and discourse pro-drop. The formal language modelling aims 

at capturing nuances attested in the empirical data. It integrates Lexical-Functional 

Grammar with Glue Semantics and Partial Compositional Discourse Representation 

Theory to address control relations at syntax-semantics-discourse interfaces. 

 
1.4. Introducing the Data Set 

Table 1 lists 62 verbs that were selected for their complementation structures. These verbs 

are categorised into 11 lexical-semantic classes and their control and complementation 

patterns constitute the data set of this study. The categorisation of the verbs follows 

similar classes found in previous works by Grano (2015), Landau (2000), Polinsky (2006), 

and Stiebels (2007a). In section 3.8, preliminary generalisations about control properties 

based on the lexical-semantic classes are discussed. Section 3.8 also provides a summary 

of the control and complementation patterns.  
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Table 1 

Lexical-semantic classes of 62 matrix predicates in the data set 
 

Aspectual 

kaishi ‘begin’ jixu ‘continue’ tingzhi ‘stop’  

 

Attitudinal 

zhushang ‘advocate’ xiangxin ‘believe’ renwei ‘believe/think’ huaiyi ‘doubt’ 

guji ‘guess/predict’ taoyan ‘hate’ xiwang ‘hope’ zhidao ‘know’ 

xihuan ‘like/prefer’ houhui ‘regret’ jianyi/tiyi ‘suggest’  

 

Comitative 

peitong ‘accompany’ dailing ‘lead’   

 

Commissive 

baozheng ‘guarantee’ dayin ‘promise’   

 

Communication 

tingshuo ‘hear’ tongzhi ‘inform’ shuo ‘say’ gaosu ‘tell’ 

 

Desiderative 

jueding ‘decide’ kewang ‘desire’ zhiyi ‘insist’ dasuan ‘intend/plan’ 

xue(xi)  

‘learn (from)/imitate’ 

jianchi 

‘persist/insist’ 

zhunbei ‘prepare’ jujue ‘refuse’ 

xiang ‘want’ xiangyao ‘want’   

 

Directive/permissive 

yunxu ‘allow’ jiao ‘ask/order’ guli ‘encourage’ bi(po) ‘force’ 

yaoqing ‘invite’ rang ‘let’ pizhun ‘permit’ shuifu ‘persuade’ 

jinzhi ‘prohibit’ quan ‘try to persuade’ yinyou ‘seduce’ pai ‘send’ 

 
Factive 

guai/manyuan ‘blame’ gongxi ‘congratulate’ faxian ‘discover’ yuanliang ‘forgive’ 

daibiao ‘represent’ ganxie ‘thank’   

 

Implicative 
qitu ‘attempt’ gan ‘dare’ shefa/changshi 

/xiangbanfa ‘try’ 

 

 

Interrogative 

wen ‘ask’ diaocha ‘investigate’ xiangzhidao ‘wonder’  

 

Situational 

kanqilai ‘appear’ sihu ‘seem’   
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Table 1 includes (partial) synonyms. If two (or more) synonyms display the same control 

and complementation patterns, they are grouped as one entry. For example, shefa, changshi, 

and xiangbanfa can all be translated as ‘try’, but there are subtle differences in meaning and 

register. Shefa is typically used in formal written language, while the other two can be used 

in both formal and informal contexts. Xiangbanfa implies that the actor has devoted much 

effort in trying, while changshi has no such connotation. Nevertheless, they all exhibit the 

same control and complementation properties – as summarised in section 3.8.2. 

Consequently, they are presented together as shefa/changshi/xiangbanfa ‘try’. 

If two (or more) synonyms display diverse control and complementation patterns, 

they are presented as separate entries in Table 1. For example, both zhiyi ‘insist’ and jianchi 

‘persist/insist’ demand the occurrence of an event; however, they differ in their control 

and complementation patterns – as summarised in sections 3.8.3 and 3.8.4. Likewise, 

although xiangyao ‘want’ and xiang ‘want’ are both translated as ‘want’, they differ in 

complementation structures: xiangyao ‘want’ can take a matrix object but xiang ‘want’ 

cannot (sections 3.8.3 and 3.8.19). 

Some predicates lack direct English equivalents. Renwei in the attitudinal class can 

mean either ‘believe’ or ‘think’, depending on the context. Dasuan ‘intend/plan’ in the 

desiderative class does not necessarily entail any concrete action in planning, although it 

is often used in contexts where some concrete action has taken place. Xue(xi) in the 

desiderative class is polysemous with three potential meanings. It can mean to learn to do 

something, to learn from somebody to do something, or to imitate somebody in doing 

something. This predicate has two alternative complementation patterns, as summarised 

in section 3.8.18. 

Some of the predicates also allow an alternative subcategorisation pattern without 

a complement clause. For example, the predicate wen ‘ask’ can be also used express the 

meaning of asking a question without a complement clause. This thesis focuses on those 

subcategorisation patterns with complementation. 

 

1.5. Overview of Chapters 

The remaining chapters are organised into two parts: “Part Two: Empirical Patterns” 

(Chapters 2 and 3) and “Part Three: Theoretical Assumptions, Analyses, and Conclusions” 

(Chapters 4, 5, and 6). 

Chapter 2 develops diagnostics for complementation structures and control 

patterns based on three linguistic dimensions: Constituent Dimension, Grammatical-

relation (GR) Dimension, and Argument Dimension. The chapter also introduces 

notational symbols for encoding the clausal patterns. The linguistic notations will be 
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simpler than those in formal analyses because the focus of “Part Two: Empirical Patterns” 

is on empirical properties. The Argument-Dimension diagnostics detect selectional 

restrictions imposed by the matrix predicates. They are adapted from established ones in 

general syntax textbooks (e.g., Adger, 2003; Börjars et al., 2019; Kroeger, 2004; Radford, 

2016) but tailored to Chinese complementation structures. For the GR Dimension, 

binding diagnostics (using Chinese pronouns) are designed to detect GR patterns – in line 

with LFG’s view that binding relations are stated in terms of grammatical relations. 

Regarding the Constituent Dimension, different types of nominal overtness are defined. 

Clausehood diagnostics are discussed for detecting clausal vs non-clausal properties in 

the Constituent and GR Dimensions. Control is viewed as a discrepancy between 

linguistic dimensions, leading to a generalised notion of control referred to as 

“Generalised Control (GC) Relations”. Various types of GR Relations are identified. 

Then, the chapter explores ways for identifying the distribution of future modals (hui and 

yao) and aspectual markers (-le and -guo) in the complement clause, which has been debated 

as empirical evidence for a finiteness distinction at an abstract level despite the absence 

of overt finiteness marking on Chinese verbs. The last set of diagnostics concerns the 

interaction between the matrix predicates and two displacement phenomena – Inner 

Topicalisation and Focus Fronting. Previous studies have suggested that these 

phenomena correlate with control, but a more thorough analysis is needed. 

Chapter 3 applies the diagnostics to the 62 matrix predicates listed in Table 1 and 

systematically classifies them based on their clausal patterns and control properties. A 

taxonomic system is developed, which identifies 19 control and complementation (C&C) 

classes. Afterwards, there is an investigation of the distribution of future modals (hui and 

yao) and aspectual markers (-le and -guo) in the complement clause. In line with Generative 

studies, finiteness is broadly characterised as a relative concept that is cross-linguistically 

applicable: in a given language, the syntactically unembedded, declarative, non-modal, 

non-negative clause is regarded as the “finite” complement, which is used as a standard 

of comparison for other complement types. The distribution of the future modals and 

aspectual markers in Chinese enables a division of complement clauses into finite vs non-

finite classes. With clausehood diagnostics, restructuring effects (in the Constituent 

Dimension) are detected for control constructions carrying the aspectual markers (-le and 

-guo) in the complement clause. Finally, the chapter addresses empirical patterns of Inner 

Topicalisation and Focus Fronting. There are correlational relationships between control 

properties and the two displacement phenomena. Sentence-acceptability judgment 

experiments were conducted to provide further evidence for the correlational relations. 
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Chapter 4 focuses on the formal explicit modelling of GC Relations using the 

parallel constraint-based architecture of LFG. To capture the intricacies at syntax-

semantics-discourse interfaces, the chapter integrates Glue Semantics and Partial 

Compositional Discourse Representation Theory into the LFG framework. It begins by 

providing background information on LFG and then proceeds to explain the four model-

theoretical control mechanisms in LFG, which include Functional Control, Obligatory 

Anaphoric Control, Arbitrary Anaphoric Control, and Quasi-obligatory Anaphoric 

Control. To model the detailed empirical data in Chinese GC Relations, the four control 

mechanisms are divided into fine-grained sub-variants, with novel sub-variants proposed 

as additions to the existing literature. The chapter also discusses how Chinese may shed 

light on controversial issues in the literature. For example, in response to whether Equi 

predicates should be modelled as Functional Control or Obligatory Anaphoric Control, 

the chapter shows that there are both classes of Equi predicates in Chinese, distinguished 

by their ability of licensing Copy Control. The chapter also illustrates how to constrain 

(Partial) Copy Control, which is rarely mentioned in the existing LFG literature. The 

chapter argues for a fine-grained typology of LFG model-theoretic control mechanisms 

to capture empirical nuances. 

Chapter 5 presents a formal analysis of Inner Topicalisation and Focus Fronting 

within LFG, based on four linguistic generalisations derived in Chapter 3. The chapter 

explains the role of the lexicon in introducing critical features and how they interact with 

annotated phrase-structural rules to allow for displacement. The analysis also addresses 

restructuring effects and demonstrates how LFG’s constraint-based approach can model 

them. The chapter concludes by showing how the constraints for restructuring interact 

with those for Inner Topicalisation, Focus Fronting, and Copy Control. 

Chapter 6 is the concluding chapter. 
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PART TWO: EMPIRICAL PATTERNS 

 

Chapter 2: Diagnostics for Control and Complementation 

Patterns 

 

2.1. Three Linguistic Dimensions 

The chapter discusses control and complementation diagnostics. In the spirit of LFG 

(Bresnan, 1982b; Bresnan et al., 2016; Dalrymple et al., 2019; Kaplan & Bresnan, 1982), 

this thesis views “grammar” as a parallel-correspondence system, comprising different 

components that model different linguistic information. These components exist in a 

parallel inter-related manner, forming “linguistic dimensions”. Below I will introduce 

three linguistic dimensions – Constituent Dimension, Argument Dimension, and 

Grammatical-Relation Dimension – assumed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. These chapters 

opt for representations which are less formal and carry fewer technical details than one 

would expect in the formal grammatical model of LFG, only encoding those features 

relevant to the empirical patterns of control and complementation. 

 

2.1.1. Constituent Dimension 

In Chapters 2 and 3, the Constituent-Dimension representation encodes the linear order 

of syntactic units, certain phrasal projections (e.g., DP, VP), as well as a head categories 

(e.g., Vm, Vcomp).
3 The investigation focuses on constructions which can be encoded by 

the schematic pattern in (1), for which I have coined the term “constituent pattern”.4 

 

(1) (DP1)   Vm   (DP2)   (DP3)   VPcomp 

 

There are a few points to heed with regard to the notation of the constituent pattern: 

(i) Vm is the matrix verb that subcategorises for an embedded complement, whether 

clausal or non-clausal, along with other elements. 

 
3 Note that in Dalrymple et al. (2019), the surface linear order is represented by a separate level of 
representation known as the syntactic string (s-string). However, in general LFG works where there is no 
explicit separation of the s-string, the constituent structure (c-structure) is usually assumed to also encode 
the linear order. In Bresnan et al.'s (2016: 212) words, “linear order is a relation native to the c-structure”. 
4 Chinese sentences can be represented by this schematic pattern due to their SVO word order, which 
allows for a single pre-verbal DP in basic clauses. However, the pattern would differ for verb-initial or verb-
final languages. 
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(ii) VPcomp is the verb phrase of the embedded complement and is headed by the 

embedded verb Vcomp. The internal structure of VPcomp is not crucial to the diagnostics 

unless specified. 

(iii) Numbering on the DPs encodes the linear order of the nominals, with optional 

nominals enclosed in round brackets. DP1 represents the first DP that appears, DP2 is 

the second one, and so on. The following patterns are considered impossible: 

 

(2) a. *DP1   Vm   DP3   VPcomp 

b. *Vm   DP2   VPcomp 

 

In pattern (2)a, a DP should not be labelled as DP3 if there is no DP2 preceding it. 

Likewise, the post-Vm DP is the first and only DP in (2)b and thus should be labelled 

as DP1 instead. 

(iv) Note that (1) displays the phrasal projections of DPs and VPcomp but not higher 

hierarchical projections. If such information is relevant to the discussion at hand, it 

will be shown in the constituent pattern, as exemplified in (3), where DP3 and VPcomp 

(enclosed by a pair of square brackets) form an IP. 

 

(3) (DP1)   Vm   (DP2)   [(DP3)   VPcomp]IP 

 

(v) Representing Chinese nominal phrases as DPs or NPs does not affect the empirical 

investigation of control, even though DP is assumed to be the highest projection in 

this thesis.5 

(vi) As will be discussed in section 2.1.4, a DP displayed in any given constituent pattern 

maps onto a grammatical relation and/or (semantic) argument in cross-dimensional 

mapping. As such, the number of DPs that a matrix verb can take is constrained by 

the subcategorisation requirements of the matrix verb. As a preview of Chapter 3, (4) 

is the longest constituent pattern that appears in my data set, with DP1 corresponding 

to the matrix subject, DP2 mapping onto the matrix object, and DP3 being the 

embedded subject of the complement clause.6  

 

(4) DP1   Vm   DP2   [DP3   VPcomp]IP 

 
5 For further discussion on Chinese nominal phrases, see e.g., Börjars et al. (2018) and Her, (2012). 
6 Matrix verbs that can form this constituent pattern include e.g., dayin ‘promise’, wen ‘ask’, etc. It will also 
be pointed out in section 3.2.3 that while these verbs can form the pattern of DP1-Vm-DP2-[VPcomp]IP, they 
cannot form DP1-Vm-[DP2-VPcomp]IP. In other words, native speakers always interpret their post-Vm 
nominal as the matrix object rather than the embedded subject if one of the nominals is omitted. 
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Also, note that throughout my data set, DP3, if available, always maps onto the 

embedded subject rather than a matrix grammatical relation. In other words, it is not 

possible for a Chinese complementation verb to subcategorise for four grammatical 

relations (e.g., one matrix subject, two object relations, and a complement-clause 

relation). 

 

In line with most Generative studies on Chinese (e.g., Che & Bodomo, 2018; Her, 

2009; C.-T. J. Huang et al., 2009; N. Huang, 2015, 2018; T.-H. J. Lin, 2011, 2015; Paul, 

2005, 2015; Sato, 2019; cf. Grano, 2017), I assume that a Chinese sentence projects up to 

the inflectional domain, which is characterised as IP in congruence with LFG’s X’-theory 

(see e.g., Dalrymple et al., 2019: 89-116). It is assumed that the I position is occupied by 

a modal auxiliary such as hui ‘will (objective future)’, yao ‘will (subjective future)’, neng ‘can 

(ability)’, keyi ‘can (permission)’, bixu ‘must’, kan ‘be willing to’, yinggai ‘should’, etc. Modal 

auxiliaries share some distributional patterns that distinguish them from lexical verbs: a 

modal auxiliary must be followed by a lexical verb (or another modal auxiliary preceding 

a lexical verb), except in elliptical situations; a modal auxiliary cannot take an aspectual 

marker, whereas most lexical verbs can take aspectual markers (for exceptions, see Li & 

Thompson, 1989: 184-236); in a sequence of [modal auxiliary + lexical verb] or [modal 

auxiliary + modal auxiliary + lexical verb], only the (first) modal auxiliary verb can 

participate in the A-not-A pattern to form a yes-no question: 

 

(5)  a. women ke-bu-keyi    bu-yao   shuo zaijian 

            we        can-not-can  not-will say    goodbye 

            ‘Can we not say “goodbye”?’ 

        b. *women keyi  yao-bu-yao   shuo  zaijian 

              we        can   will-not-will  say    goodbye 

             Intended: ‘Can we not say “goodbye”?’ 

 

It is assumed that the first modal auxiliary is associated with the phrase-structural category 

I, while the second auxiliary (if present) and the following lexical verb occur in V positions. 

The I category is distinct from the V category by possessing all of the above three 

properties. Further observation shows that the I category is the head, while the VP is its 

complement, since the I category can represent the whole constituent in ellipsis: 
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(6) xiaoming  neng  hua   xiaomao, zhangsan  bu   neng 

Xiaoming can    draw kitten      Zhangsan  not can 

       ‘Xiaoming can draw kittens, but Zhangsan cannot.’ 

 

In (6), what is negated by bu ‘not’ is not just neng ‘can’, but the whole constituent neng hua 

xiaomao ‘can draw kittens’, which is elliptic and represented by neng ‘can’. It is further 

assumed that a Chinese sentence is a projection of the I category, hence IP, no matter 

whether there is a modal auxiliary taking up the I position or not. For example, in (7)b, 

the I category does not appear because there is no modal auxiliary filling the position. 

However, the entire sentence is still posited to be an IP projection, rather than a VP 

projection.7 This ensures that both (7)a and (7)b show the same distribution as both of 

them are complete sentences. If (7)a were analysed as IP but (7)b as VP, the two sentences 

would end up being encoded as having different distribution, which is not desirable. 

 
(7) a. xiaoming  neng   hua   xiaomao 

   Xiaoming  can     draw kitten 

          ‘Xiaoming can draw kittens.’ 

b. xiaoming  hua   xiaomao 

   Xiaoming  draw kitten 

          ‘Xiaoming draws kittens.’ 

 

As will be discussed in section 2.1.3, the subject generally occurs pre-verbally. With the 

assumption that a Chinese sentence being an IP, the subject is characterised as being in 

the specifier position of IP (Spec-IP).8  

All the matrix verbs in the data set can embed a clausal complement IP, which 

may (but does not have to) contain a modal auxiliary for the I position, mirroring the 

situation of the matrix clause. In section 2.4, I will discuss a few diagnostics –  ye ‘also’ 

diagnostic, complementizer shuo diagnostic, and independent negation diagnostic – which 

demonstrate the clausal status of the complement. Section 2.6 and section 3.8 will discuss 

a phenomenon known as “restructuring” (Wurmbrand, 2001, 2004, 2015), where some 

matrix verbs are claimed to embed a non-clausal VP-like complement when they appear 

in certain construction types, for example, “Aspect under Control” constructions (N. 

Huang, 2018). 

 
7 LFG’s phrase-structure theory does not impose a universal requirement to make certain phrase-structure 
positions obligatory, including the head and complement. Whether certain categories need to be obligatory 
or not depends on language-specific analyses. See e.g., Dalrymple et al. (2019: 107-108). 
8 See Dalrymple et al. (2019: 121-127) regarding what phrases can fill the specifier position. 
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As a caveat, although the I category is posited for Chinese, it does not necessarily 

mean that Chinese makes a finiteness distinction. In other words, in the phrase-structural 

system here, the Chinese I category does not entail finiteness, unlike the I category posited 

for English and other languages. I will address the finiteness issue in section 2.6. Also, 

note that in discussions only concerning the linear order of nominal and verbal 

constituents, the phrasal IP category may not be displayed. 

 

2.1.2. Argument Dimension 

This dimension characterises the number and type of arguments semantically required by 

the predicate. The diagnostics in section 2.2 deal with the argument status of DPs with 

respect to the matrix predicate (PREDm). The diagnostics take the imposition of semantic 

restrictions by the PREDm on a nominal entity as an indication of its argument status. 

The nominal entity is considered an argument of the PREDm if and only if such semantic 

restrictions exist. As for the schematic representation, “Argm” is used to encode an 

argument of the PREDm, and “Argcomp” as an argument of the embedded predicate 

(PREDcomp). (8) is the representation of the argument pattern of a hypothetical 

complementation construction: 

 

(8) PREDm <Argm   Proposition>     PREDcomp <Argcomp ...>       

 

All the constructions in my data set involve argument patterns similar to that of 

(8). The pattern involves two predicates, each with their separate argument structure 

represented by the angled brackets <...>. PREDm takes two arguments, namely Argm and 

Proposition. PREDcomp takes an Argcomp and potentially more arguments omitted as “...”. 

When I discuss cross-dimensional correspondence in section 2.1.4, I will notate, via 

linking with the Grammatical-Relation (GR) Dimension, that PREDcomp and its 

arguments are the components of the propositional argument of PREDm. An argument 

can be unexpressed in the Constituent Dimension, which will be shown in the cross-

dimensional correspondence. 

The argument-pattern representations here resemble those of Butt (2010, 2014) 

but without exact theta-roles. In the current study, presence or absence of Argm and 

Argcomp is what matters for control relations, not their exact theta-roles. 
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2.1.3. Grammatical-Relation Dimension9 

This dimension encodes grammatical relations (GRs), such as the subject and object. In 

line with LFG, the present study assumes that a predicate’s syntactic subcategorisation 

requirements are stated in the GR Dimension (see Dalrymple et al., 2019: 42-44). A GR 

is not identified on the basis of its semantic role, as the present study maintains that 

semantic roles are notions of the Argument Dimension. For example, it is not taken for 

granted that an element is a subject because it takes on an agentive role.10 Having said 

that, this study subscribes to an assumption of correspondence between the GR and 

Argument Dimensions: when a predicate takes an Arg, it always subcategorises for a 

corresponding GR. This correspondence is termed “Arg-GR Entailment”, which is a 

“one-way” entailment. It means when a predicate subcategorises for a GR, it does not 

necessarily require a corresponding argument.11 The Arg-GR Entailment aligns with LFG 

research that identifies regularities between the Argument and GR Dimensions, allowing 

for the prediction of a predicate’s syntactic behaviour from its meaning (e.g., Bresnan & 

Kanerva, 1989; Bresnan & Zaenen, 1990; see also Dalrymple et al., 2019: 42, 329-352).12 

Chinese does not employ morphological means (e.g., case, agreement) to indicate 

GRs, unlike some other languages. However, previous studies (Her, 1991; Huang, 2013; 

Li & Thompson, 1989) have shown that Chinese has a degree of correspondence between 

word order and GRs: the subject is generally associated with the pre-verbal position and 

the object tends to occur post-verbally. This word order-GR association generally holds 

true unless there are topicalised elements.13 

Most constructions in this study illustrate the order of DP1-Vm-(DP2)-(DP3)-

VPcomp. Without topicalisation, DP1 functions as the matrix subject. The status of DP2 

and DP3 is unclear as they occupy the post-Vm and pre-Vcomp position. Linear order alone 

does not reveal whether DP2 and/or DP3 are subcategorised for by the matrix or 

embedded predicate. The diagnostics in section 2.3 aim to investigate the syntactic 

behaviour of these two nominals to enable accurate GR mapping. 

(9) is a hypothetical GR pattern. 

 
9 This dimension is central to LFG. See e.g., Dalrymple et al. (2019: 9-88), Bresnan et al. (2016: 94-101). 
10 See e.g., Börjars et al. (2019: 9-11) and Kroeger (2004: 14-15) for a discussion of the mismatch between 
semantic roles and GRs from LFG perspectives. 
11 Section 3.5 addresses a type of discrepancy between the GR and Argument Dimensions such that a GR 
does not have its corresponding Arg. This discrepancy is characterised as “Raising” in the present study. 
12  LFG literature identifies two exceptions to Arg-GR Entailment: passivisation (which allows the 
suppression of a theta-role and no linking to a GR) and argument merging for complex predicates (Butt, 
1995, 2010, 2014). 
13 Variation of GR associated with the pre-verbal position is often due to topicalisation: e.g., an object is 
topicalised to the sentential-initial position while the matrix SUBJ is made unexpressed. See e.g., Chen 
(1996), Shi (2000), Tan (1991), Xu & Langendoen (1985). 
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Const. : DP1          Vm         DP2     [DP3            VPcomp        ]IP 

               |                            |          |                                  | 

GR      : SUBJm   PREDm    OBJm  [SUBJcomp  PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR 

                                              

Arg.     : PREDm <Argm   Argm Proposition>     PREDcomp <Argcomp...>       

 

 

(9) SUBJm   PREDm   OBJm   [SUBJcomp   PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR 

 

SUBJm and OBJm are GRs of PREDm. SUBJcomp is the subject of PREDcomp inside the 

Clausal GR.14 There may be additional GRs in the embedded clause (omitted as “...”). 

The order of GRs is not significant as long as they are close to their respective PRED. 

However, to enhance labelling consistency, all the GR patterns follow the order of SUBJ-

PRED-OBJ. 

 
2.1.4. Correspondence across dimensions and multi-dimensional clausehood 

The three dimensions co-exist and correspond to each other, with elements in one 

dimension mapping onto corresponding elements in another dimension. For instance, in 

(10), DP1 corresponds to SUBJm, which maps onto an Argm; DP2 corresponds to OBJm, 

which maps onto another Argm; DP3 corresponds to SUBJcomp, which maps onto Argcomp; 

and the complement clause IP corresponds to the Clausal GR, mapping onto the 

propositional argument of PREDm. 

 
(10)   

 
 
 
 
 

 

Occasionally, discrepancy occurs where an element in one dimension does not have a 

corresponding counterpart in another dimension. Cross-dimensional discrepancies have 

significant implications for control relations, as elaborated in section 2.5. 

In this thesis, I do not assume a specific mapping sequence, nor do I propose 

mapping principles across dimensions. They do not contribute to the empirical 

observations of control relations, although they are important for the development of a 

refined theory. The Constituent and GR Dimensions are considered syntactic dimensions, 

while the Argument Dimension is not.15 Therefore, in the notation, the two syntactic 

 
14 Chapter 4 discusses two clausal grammatical relations assumed in LFG, namely XCOMP and COMP. 
XCOMP is associated with Functional Control, whereas COMP is for Anaphoric Control. To diagnose 
whether a matrix predicate licenses Functional Control or Anaphoric Control, one needs to consider a 
range of control and complementation properties. To simplify matters, in Chapters 2 and 3, the term 
“Clausal GR” is used to refer to the complement clause, which can be either XCOMP or COMP. 
15 Recent work in LFG tends to integrate arguments into the Semantic Dimension, which is projected 
directly from the GR Dimension (Findlay, 2017). However, some earlier LFG work assumes a direct 
relationship between the Argument Dimension and Constituent Dimension (e.g., Butt et al., 1997; 
Nordlinger & Sadler, 2004). 
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dimensions are placed closer to each other, and the GR Dimension is positioned between 

the Constituent and Argument Dimensions.16  

LFG’s view of “grammar” as a multi-dimensional system entails that “clausehood” 

is not a single-dimensional concept. Butt (2014: 166) explains clausal embedding as 

follows: 

 
“... Lexical-Functional Grammar ... different types of embeddings are represented 

at different levels of representation. Constituents are embedded within one 

another at c(onstituent)-structure. Dependency relations such as embedded 

complements are represented at f(unctional)-structure. C-structure and f-structure 

are not isomorphic and embedding at c-structure need not correspond to 

embedding at f-structure and vice versa.”         Butt (2014: 166)          

             

The c-structure and f-structure in LFG correspond to my representations of the 

Constituent Dimension and GR Dimension respectively. Clausal embedding can be 

identified in these two dimensions. In the Constituent Dimension, an embedded IP or 

CP is a clausal complement and the construction is “biclausal”. 17  If an embedded 

complement is a VP that cannot project further to IP, it is a non-clausal complement and 

the construction is “monoclausal”.18 Section 2.4 will discuss the diagnostics of ye ‘also’, 

complementizer shuo, and scope of negation, which establish the clausal status of the 

embedded complement in the Constituent Dimension. As for the GR Dimension, 

following Butt (1995, 2010, 2014), I will draw evidence from anaphoric binding: an 

embedded subject signals the presence of an embedded clausal GR, which indicates a 

“biclausal” structure for the construction. 19  Using anaphoric binding to detect 

clausehood in the GR Dimension aligns with LFG’s view that binding is resolved in the 

GR Dimension (see e.g., Dalrymple, 1993, 2015; Lam, 2021). The Constituent and GR 

Dimensions are not isomorphic, allowing for a construction to be monoclausal in one 

but biclausal in another. 

 
16 This is reminiscent of certain LFG views that arguments map onto grammatical functions in a regular 
manner, governed by mapping principles (see e.g., Bresnan et al., 2016: 324-348; Bresnan & Kanerva, 1989; 
Bresnan & Zaenen, 1990). The implication is that arguments are “closer” to grammatical functions, rather 
than constituents. 
17 In LFG, the term “complement” applies to both c- and f-structures. The c-structure assumes the 
distinctive “specifier”, “complement”, and “modifier” positions, following a version of the X’-theory (see 
e.g., Dalrymple et al., 2019: 97-99).  In the f-structure, certain non-clausal functions (e.g., OBJ) and clausal 
functions (e.g., COMP, XCOMP) are known as “complement functions” (see Bresnan et al., 2016: 100). 
18  Assuming the projection hierarchy generally posited in Generative studies (VP < IP < CP), the 
appearance of a higher-level projection implies the presence of a lower-level one. 
19 In LFG, an embedded SUBJ entails an embedded clausal function, XCOMP or COMP, which in turn signals 
bi-clausality for the whole sentence. See e.g., Butt (2014). 
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My correspondence system follows the “Rule of VP/IP/CP and Clausal GR 

Correspondence”, which aims to establish regularity between the Constituent and GR 

Dimensions. 

 

(11) Rule of VP/IP/CP and Clausal GR Correspondence 

If a construction contains a VP, IP, or CP in the Constituent Dimension and a Clausal 

GR in the GR Dimension, the constituents within the VP, IP, or CP map onto the 

GRs within the Clausal GR; likewise, the GRs within the Clausal GR map onto the 

constituents within the VP, IP, or CP. 

 

According to this rule, (12)a is ruled out because DP2 (a constituent outside IP) maps 

onto SUBJcomp (a GR inside the Clausal GR). (12)b is ruled out because DP2 (a constituent 

inside IP) maps onto OBJm (a GR outside the Clausal GR). 

 
(12) Invalid mapping 

a. 

 

 

 

 
     
     b. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Const. : (DP1)       Vm             DP2        [ VPcomp     ]IP 

                |                               |                            | 

GR      : SUBJm   PREDm    [SUBJcomp  PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR 

Const. : (DP1)       Vm        [DP2                       VPcomp    ]IP 

                |                           |                                        | 

GR      : SUBJm   PREDm  OBJm  [SUBJcomp PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR 
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2.2. Diagnostics for Patterns in the Argument Dimension 

This section examines diagnostics for identifying whether a nominal is an argument of 

the matrix predicate.20  The three diagnostics discussed are the selectional discrepancy 

test, meteorological clause compatibility test, and semantic entailment test. Note that 

while this section uses expressions like “DP1 is an argument of the matrix predicate” or 

“DP1 is assigned a theta-role by the matrix predicate”, a more accurate description in the 

cross-dimensional correspondence system would be “DP1 (in the Constituent Dimension) 

maps onto to a GR (in the GR Dimension) which maps onto an argument of the matrix 

predicate (in the Argument Dimension)”. However, using this lengthy description would 

detract from the discussion’s purpose of diagnosing theta-role properties. 

 

2.2.1. Selectional discrepancy test 

This test determines the argument status of DP1 in a DP1-Vm-VPcomp construction or DP2 

in a DP1-Vm-DP2-VPcomp construction. If the matrix predicate assigns a theta-role to a 

nominal, it imposes semantic selectional restrictions. For example, to test for selectional 

restrictions on DP1 of a DP1-Vm-VPcomp construction, I vary the content of DP1 and 

VPcomp but keep the same Vm. In all of the variations, it is assumed that the chosen 

embedded predicate always imposes semantic restrictions on the nominal being tested. If 

the matrix predicate also imposes semantic restrictions on the nominal, it is expected that 

in some variations, the matrix predicate and embedded predicate will require different 

types of arguments. This gives rise to a discrepancy of semantic restrictions being 

simultaneously imposed by the matrix predicate and embedded predicate on the same 

nominal entity. The resulting construction will be anomalous, indicating that the nominal 

entity is a matrix argument. If the matrix predicate does not simultaneously impose 

restrictions on the nominal, such a discrepancy is not expected because the nominal only 

has to satisfy the semantic restrictions from the embedded predicate, indicating that the 

nominal entity is not a matrix argument. Table 1 illustrates the selectional discrepancy test 

applied to the DP1 of a DP1-Vm-VPcomp construction, and Table 2 illustrates the test 

applied to the DP2 of a DP1-Vm-DP2-VPcomp construction. 

  

 
20 Postal's (1974) On Raising was among the first studies to differentiate between control and raising using 
various diagnostics, many of which have been widely used in subsequent studies. 
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Table 1 

Selectional discrepancy test on DP1 of DP1-Vm-VPcomp construction (curved arrows represent θ-role 
assignment) 

Situation Expected outcome Conclusion 

                      θ-role assignment 

 

DP1   Vm  Vcomp… 

Discrepancy of θ-role 

assignment in some contexts 

(infelicitous reading) 

DP1 is an argument of the matrix 

predicate. 

                      θ-role assignment 

 

DP1   Vm  Vcomp… 

No discrepancy of θ-role 

assignment 

DP1  is not an argument of the 

matrix predicate. 

 
 
Table 2 

Selectional discrepancy test on DP2 of DP1-Vm-DP2-VPcomp construction (curved arrows represent θ-role 
assignment) 

Situation Expected outcome Conclusion 

                      θ-role assignment 

 

DP1     Vm      DP2        Vcomp… 

 

Discrepancy of θ-role 

assignment in some contexts 

(infelicitous reading) 

DP2 is an argument of the matrix 

predicate. 

                      θ-role assignment 

 

DP1     Vm      DP2        Vcomp… 

 

No discrepancy of θ-role 

assignment 

DP2 is not an argument of the 

matrix predicate. 

 

The argument status of DP1 of the matrix predicate dasuan ‘intend’ was tested 

using two contexts in (13)a and (13)b. The infelicity in (13)b is caused by the fact that 

dasuan ‘intend’ requires an animate experiencer whereas ronghua ‘melt’ requires a theme 

entity capable of melting, creating a discrepancy in semantic requirements. This implies 

that DP1 is assigned a theta-role by the matrix predicate, making it a matrix argument. 

 
(13) a. xiaoming   dasuan  xie     yi-ben    shu 

    Xiaoming  intend   write  one-CL  book 

                ‘Xiaoming intends to write a book.’ 

             b. #bingkuai dasuan  ronghua-le 

  ice          intend   melt       PFV 

                #‘The ice intends to melt.’ 

 

Unlike dasuan ‘intend’, no semantic discrepancy is observed when manipulating contexts 

for sihu ‘seem’ complementation, as demonstrated in (14) with two possible contexts. 
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Unless new evidence suggests a semantic discrepancy, it is concluded that sihu ‘seem’ does 

not assign a theta-role to its DP1. 

 
(14) a. xiaoming  sihu    xie-le          yi-ben   shu 

                Xiaoming seem  write-PFV    one-CL book 

                ‘Xiaoming seems to have written a book.’ 

b. bingkuai sihu     ronghua-le 

    ice          seem    melt       PFV 

               ‘The ice seems to have melted.’ 

 

2.2.2. Meteorological clause compatibility test 

In Chinese, a meteorological construction does not take a subject with semantic content 

(e.g., tianqi ‘weather’, yun ‘cloud’), nor does it allow an expletive subject. This contrasts 

with English, where a meteorological construction can have an expletive pronominal 

subject, as seen in (15)c. 

 

(15) a. xiayu le21 

    rain     SFP 

    ‘It is raining.’ 

b. *tianqi    /  *yun   /  *ta     xiayu  le 

      weather      cloud      it      rain    SFP 

       Intended meaning: ‘It is raining.’ 

            c. It is raining. 

 

In (15)b, tianqi ‘weather’ and yun ‘cloud’ are non-expletive elements. Their presence as the 

subject needs to be licensed by receiving a theta-role from a predicate. In Chinese, the 

absence of expletive pronominals and the non-assignment of theta-roles by weather verbs 

to their subjects can account for the patterns in (15)b. 

Chinese weather verbs can be used to formulate tests for the argument status of 

DP1 in a DP1-Vm-VPcomp construction, DP2 in a DP1-Vm-DP2-VPcomp construction, and 

DP3 in a DP1-Vm-DP2-DP3-VPcomp construction. The test concerns whether the relevant 

 
21 I assume that a Chinese weather verb like xiayu ‘rain’ is a compound predicate consisting of two 
morphemes, such as xia ‘fall’ and yu ‘rain’, rather than two constituents with yu ‘rain’ being the subject of 
the verb xia ‘fall’. This assumption is supported by the fact that the element yu ‘rain’ in xiayu ‘rain’ cannot 
be questioned in the same way as forming a question in Chinese. 
(i) #gangcai  xia-le       shenme,  yu     haishi xue 
       just.now fall-PFV   what       rain   or       snow 
       Intended meaning: ‘Did it rain or snow just now?’ 
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nominal is semantically required by the matrix predicate or embedded predicate (or both). 

If the matrix predicate is responsible for the theta-role assignment, the relevant nominal 

entity has to be a valid recipient of this theta-role. Its corresponding meteorological 

construction will be ill-formed, as there will not be a valid recipient for the theta-role.22 

If the matrix predicate can have a meteorological clause as its sub-clause, it is concluded 

that the matrix predicate does not assign a theta-role to the nominal in its non-

meteorological construction. (16) is an example of the test: 

 

(16) a. xiaoming   sihu    zai     zuo  gongke 

   Xiaoming   seem  now   do   homework 

   ‘Xiaoming seems to be doing homework.’ 

b. Ø    sihu    xiayu  le 

           seem   rain    SFP 

    ‘It seems to be raining.’ 

 

If sihu ‘seem’ assigned a theta-role to DP1, DP1 must be a suitable theta-role recipient as 

per the matrix predicate’s theta-role assigning nature. In (16)b, the weather verb xiayu 

‘rain’ does not have a subject as Chinese weather verbs do not select for any. 

Consequently, there is no appropriate recipient to take the theta-role from the matrix 

predicate. If DP1 in (16)a were a matrix argument, its corresponding meteorological 

sentence in (16)b would be ill-formed.23 However, the fact that (16)b remains well-

formed indicates that sihu ‘seem’ does not assign a theta-role to DP1.24 

When a matrix predicate is not compatible with a meteorological sub-clause, 

caution must be taken when drawing conclusions because the incompatibility may be due 

to reasons other than the theta-role-assigning property of the matrix predicate, such as 

semantic incompatibility between the matrix and meteorological predicates. 

 
2.2.3. Semantic entailment test 

The diagnostic tests whether DP2 is an argument of the matrix predicate in a DP1-Vm-

DP2-VPcomp construction. Some matrix predicates allow for both DP1-Vm-DP2-VPcomp and 

 
22 Chinese weather verbs can be preceded by locative and/or temporal expressions, which are assumed to 
be adjuncts rather than the sentential subject. To simplify the meteorological diagnostic, these expressions 
are not included. 
23 Sentence b is not a discourse pro-drop scenario. Constructions showing subject pro-drop always allow 
the subject expression in a non-pro-drop scenario, but since Chinese weather verbs do not select for a 
subject, this construction cannot take an expressed subject. 
24 This test is similar to the English theta-role test using the dummy it, which is an invalid theta-role recipient. 
Instead of using the dummy it, my test makes the required theta-role recipient non-existent (i.e., absence of 
a valid theta-role recipient). 
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DP1-Vm-DP2 patterns. If a matrix predicate assigns a theta-role to DP2 in DP1-Vm-DP2-

VPcomp (rather than to a proposition formed by DP2 and VPcomp), it should also assign the 

same theta-role to DP2 in DP1-Vm-DP2. This leads to a semantic entailment pattern such 

that DP1-Vm-DP2-VPcomp semantically entails DP1-Vm-DP2. (17) illustrates the test. 

 
(17) a. wo  ganxie  xiaoming   canjia  bisai 

    I     thank   Xiaoming  join     competition 

                ‘I thank Xiaoming for joining the competition.’ 

            b. wo   ganxie  xiaoming    

     I     thank    Xiaoming 

                ‘I thank Xiaoming.’ 

 

By saying ‘I thank Xiaoming for joining the competition’, the speaker means that they 

thank Xiaoming. (17)a entails (17)b. This semantic entailment arises because the Vm 

ganxie ‘thank’ assigns the same theta-role to DP2 in both constructions, indicating that 

DP2 in (17)a is an Argm. To compare, consider (18): 

 
(18) a. wo xiangxin xiaoming   canjia-le   bisai 

                 I   believe   Xiaoming  join-PFV   competition 

               ‘I believe Xiaoming has joined the competition.’ 

            b. wo   xiangxin xiaoming 

     I     believe   Xiaoming 

               ‘I believe Xiaoming.’ 

 

(18)b means the speaker believes in Xiaoming, whereas (18)a means they believe in 

Xiaoming’s joining the competition, not Xiaoming himself. Thus, (18)a does not entail 

(18)b. The difference is due to how the Vm xiangxin ‘believe’ assigns its theta-role: in (18)b, 

it assigns it to DP2, whereas in (18)a, it assigns it to the proposition formed by DP2 and 

VPcomp. Therefore, DP2 in (18)a is not a matrix argument. 

This diagnostic should be used with caution. After removing VPcomp, if the DP1-

Vm-DP2 construction becomes ill-formed, there are two competing explanations: (i) the 

matrix predicate assigns a theta-role to DP2 and another to VPcomp; however, the VPcomp 

is syntactically obligatory; (ii) there is no theta-role assignment from the matrix predicate 

to DP2; instead, the matrix predicate assigns a theta-role to the proposition formed by 

DP2 and VPcomp. To distinguish, apply a VP-ellipsis test based on the assumption that if 
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it is for situation (i), one will be able to elide VPcomp in an appropriate context. Figure 1 

summarises the steps for the diagnostic: 

 
Figure 1 

Steps of semantic entailment test (+VP ellipsis test) 

  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.2.4. Interim summary for argument-status diagnostics 

The section has introduced three argument-status diagnostics, outlined in Table 3. 
  

DP2 is argument of Vm 

Comparing DP1-Vm-DP2-VPcomp and DP1-Vm-DP2 

Semantic entailment pattern No semantic entailment pattern 

Is DP1-Vm-DP2 well-formed? 

DP2 is not an argument of Vm 

No Yes 

VP ellipsis in context 

Well-formed Ill-formed 

DP2 is an argument of Vm DP2 is not an argument of Vm 
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Table 3 

Summary of argument-status diagnostics 

Diagnostic Target DP Possible outcome 

Selectional discrepancy 
test 

DP1 of DP1-Vm-VPcomp;  
DP2 of DP1-Vm-DP2-VPcomp 

(i) Semantic discrepancy 
↓ 

DP1/2 as Argm 
(ii) No semantic discrepancy 

↓ 
DP1/2 not Argm 

Meteorological clause 
compatibility test 

DP1 of DP1-Vm-VPcomp;  
DP2 of DP1-Vm-DP2-VPcomp; 
DP3 of DP1-Vm-DP2-DP3-VPcomp 

Compatible 
↓ 

DP1/2/3 not an argument of Vm 

Semantic entailment test 
(+ VP ellipsis test) 

DP2 of DP1-Vm-DP2-VPcomp (i) Semantic entailment pattern 
↓ 

DP2 as Argm 

(ii) No semantic entailment pattern 
↓ 

Well-formed after VPcomp removal 
↓ 

DP2 not Argm 

(iii) No semantic entailment 
pattern 

↓ 
Ill-formed after VPcomp removal 

↓ 
VP ellipsis test 

↓ 
Well-formed after ellipsis 

↓ 
DP2 as Argm 

(iv) No semantic entailment 
pattern 

↓ 
Ill-formed after VPcomp removal 

↓ 
VP ellipsis test 

↓ 
Ill-formed after ellipsis 

↓ 
DP2 not Argm 
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2.3. Diagnostics for Patterns in the Grammatical-Relation Dimension 

This section uses binding properties as diagnostics to test for GRs associated with the 

DPs, especially DP2 and DP3, of complementation constructions. Linear order alone 

cannot determine if DP2 and/or DP3 map onto GRs of the matrix or embedded predicate. 

The test results help identify embedded-clause boundaries in the GR Dimension. The 

binding conditions of three anaphoric pronouns will be presented in GR terms: 3rd 

person singular pronoun ta, 3rd person complex reflexive taziji, and bare reflexive ziji. 

 
2.3.1. Binding properties of Chinese pronouns 

Past research on Chinese pronouns has produced a significant body of literature (e.g., 

Giblin, 2016; C.-T. J. Huang et al., 2009; C.-T. J. Huang & Liu, 2001; C.-T. J. Huang & 

Tang, 1991; Reuland et al., 2020; Tang, 1989; Xu, 1993; Xue et al., 1994). Most of these 

studies were conducted in the framework of Chomsky (1981, 1986), formulating binding 

conditions in phrase-structure terms. 25  In this section, I will re-state the binding 

conditions in GR terms, addressing the type of binding (free or bound), binding domain 

and, if relevant, GR of the antecedent. My approach to binding in GR terms is commonly 

used by LFG researchers. Note that the binding conditions formulated here are subject 

to refinement with a wider range of data. For a more comprehensive discussion of LFG’s 

approach to Chinese anaphora, refer to Lam (2021). 

The binding condition of the 3rd person singular pronoun ta is stated below: 

 
(19) Binding Condition of ta 

The personal pronoun ta, which is a GR of a predicate, must be free from any 

other GRs subcategorised for by the same predicate. 

 

This binding condition explains the pattern in (20) where ta must be free from Lisi, since 

both ta and Lisi are GRs of the same predicate piping ‘criticise’. 

 
(20) zhangsani  zhidao lisij   lao                piping     tai/*j/k 

       Zhangsan  know  Lisi   incessantly    criticise   3.SG 

       ‘Zhangsan knows that Lisi criticises him all the time.’  

   (C.-T. J. Huang et al., 2009: 333) 

 

The binding condition of the 3rd person complex reflexive taziji is stated in (21). 

 

 
25 Some recent studies of Chinese binding, e.g., Giblin (2016) and Reuland et al. (2020), build on Reuland's 
(2011) influential work. 
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(21) Binding Condition of taziji 

The complex reflexive taziji must be bound by the closest subject in the sentence: 

when taziji is a non-subject GR subcategorised for by a predicate (or possessor in 

a non-subject GR with the non-subject GR being subcategorised for by a 

predicate), the complex reflexive must be bound by the subject of that predicate; 

when taziji is a subject GR subcategorised for by the predicate of an embedded 

clause (or possessor in a subject GR with the subject GR being subcategorised 

for by the predicate of an embedded clause), the complex reflexive must be bound 

by the subject of the immediately enclosing matrix clause. 

 

The binding condition accounts for the pattern in (22) where taziji must be bound by the 

closest subject, which in this case is Lisi but not Zhangsan. 

 

(22) zhangsani  zhidao lisij    renwei  taziji*i/j/*k   zui       congming 

       Zhangsan  know  Lisi    think    C.SELF       most    be.smart 

   ‘Zhangsan knows that Lisi thinks he is the smartest.’ (C.-T. J. Huang et al., 2009: 331) 

            

The different binding conditions of ta and taziji explain the patterns in (23): 

  

(23) zhangsani  zong     yiwei   tazijii/*j/tai/j    zui      liaobuqi 

       Zhangsan  always   think   C.SELF/3SG   most   be.great 

       ‘Zhangsan always thinks he is the greatest.’     (C.-T. J. Huang et al., 2009: 333) 

 

Taziji, as the embedded subject, must be bound by the closest subject antecedent, which 

is the matrix subject Zhangsan. On the other hand, ta is the only GR required by the 

predicate liaobuqi ‘be.great’ without any syntactic requirement for or against it coreferring 

with Zhangsan. The double-object constructions in (24) demonstrate that taziji must be 

bound by the subject Zhangsan, not the object Lisi.26 

 

(24) a. zhangsani  song (gei) lisij yi-zhang    tazijii/*j-de     xiangpian 

                Zhangsan give   to   Lisi one-CL      C.SELF-POSS   picture 

                ‘Zhangsan gives Lisi a picture of himself.’           (Charnavel et al., 2017: 2341) 

  

 
26 The subject requirement for (ta)ziji has been reinterpreted as a c-command orientation in some studies, 
e.g., Charnavel et al. (2017). However, this does not explain why the subject, not the object, is the antecedent 
in e.g., double-object constructions where both c-command the reflexive. The present study assumes the 
view that subject orientation is a grammatical-relation concept in line with Lam (2021). 
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      b. zhangsani gaosu lisij   tazijii/*j-de      shenshi 

          Zhangsan tell     Lisi   C.SELF-POSS    life.story 

      ‘Zhangsan told Lisi the story of his life.’            (Huang & Tang, 1991: 282) 

 

The binding condition of the bare reflexive ziji is formulated in (25): 

 

(25) Binding Condition of ziji 

The bare reflexive ziji must be bound by a subject in the sentence. 

 

Ziji needs its antecedent to be a subject within the same construction. Ziji in (26) can 

either refer to the closer subject Lisi (local binding) or the remote subject Zhangsan (long-

distance binding). 

 
(26) zhangsani zhidao lisij  chang zai bieren mianqian piping    zijii/j/taziji*i/j 

            Zhangsan know  Lisi  often  at  others face         criticise  SELF/C.SELF 

    ‘Zhangsan knows that Lisi often criticises himself in the presence of others.’ 

       (adapted from C.-T. J. Huang et al., 2009: 331) 

 

The antecedent of ziji must be a subject: 

 

(27) a. zhangsani yijing     tongzhi  lisij     zijii/*j-de    fenshu le 

           Zhangsan already  inform   Lisi    SELF-DE    grade   SFP 

           ‘Zhangsan already told Lisi his grade.’             (C.-T. J. Huang et al., 2009: 337) 

            b. zhangsani [cong lisij chu]       tingshuo wangwuk  bu    xihuan  zijii/*j/k 

              Zhangsan [from Lisi place]   hear        Wangwu  not   like      SELF 

            ‘Zhangsan heard from Lisi that Wangwu did not like himself.’  

                                       (Pollard & Xue, 1998: 296) 

 
2.3.2. Diagnostics for GRs and clausehood in the GR Dimension 

This section will apply the binding conditions of ta, tazji, and ziji to determine GRs and 

clausal boundaries in complementation constructions. An inventory of diagnostic tools 

will be generated by placing the pronouns in three linear positions: DP2, DP3, and lower 

DP within VPcomp. The section will focus on the patterns that emerged in the data set of 

the present study, rather than presenting all logically possible outcomes. 
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2.3.2.1. Diagnostics involving a pronoun as DP2 

Ta as DP2 for DP1-Vm-DP2-(DP3)-VPcomp constructions 

When ta appears as DP2, two possible outcomes will be discussed, depending on whether 

ta shows optional coreference or obligatory disjoint reference with DP1. If ta fills a GR 

of a predicate, it must be disjoint from another GR of the same predicate. In (28), the 

optional coreference suggests that DP1 and DP2 do not correspond to the GRs of the 

same predicate, and DP2 is associated with a GR of PREDcomp. DP2, occupying a pre-

Vcomp position, is expected to map onto SUBJcomp in the absence of topicalisation. SUBJcomp 

indicates clausal embedding and bi-clausal structure in the GR Dimension. The partial 

mapping between the Constituent and GR Dimensions is shown in (28). 

 
(28) Const. : DP1(i)          Vm          tai/j          VPcomp 

                                                  | 

GR      :                       [GR of PREDcomp ...     ]Clausal.GR 

 

If ta is disjoint from DP1, it suggests that ta and DP1 map onto the GRs of the same 

predicate PREDm. DP2, occupying the post-Vm, is likely to map onto OBJm. The mapping 

is presented in (29). 

 

(29) Const. : DP1(i)          Vm          ta*i/j         (DP3)          VPcomp 

                                                    | 

GR      :                        GR of PREDm 

 

Taziji as DP2 for DP1-Vm-DP2-(DP3)-VPcomp constructions 

(30) shows a possible outcome when taziji is DP2, coreferring with DP1. Taziji requires a 

subject antecedent, indicating that DP1 maps onto SUBJm. 

 

(30) Const. : DP1(i)          Vm          tazijii/*j          (DP3)          VPcomp 

                       | 

GR      : SUBJm  

 
2.3.2.2. Diagnostics involving a pronoun as DP3 

Ta as DP3 for DP1-Vm-DP2-DP3-VPcomp constructions 

When ta is DP3, it may show optional coreference with DP1 and DP2. This implies that ta 

is in a different clause from the GRs of DP1 and DP2. Therefore, ta is likely to be 
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associated with SUBJcomp, suggesting the existence of clausal embedding and bi-clausal 

structure in the GR Dimension. This is presented in (31). 

 
(31) Const. : DP1(i)          Vm          DP2(j)          tai/j/k            VPcomp 

                                                                      | 

GR      :                                            [GR of Vcomp ...             ] Clausal.GR 

 

Taziji as DP3 for DP1-Vm-DP2-DP3-VPcomp constructions 

(32) shows a possible partial mapping for taziji as DP3. As taziji needs to be bound by the 

closest subject and cannot be bound by DP2, it is inferred that DP2 does not map onto a 

subject. Additionally, taziji being bound by DP1 supports the mapping of DP1 onto a 

subject. 

 
(32) Const. : DP1(i)          Vm          DP2(j)            tazijii/*j          VPcomp 

                       |                           |  

GR      : SUBJm              non-SUBJ 

 

Ziji as DP3 for DP1-Vm-DP2-DP3-VPcomp constructions 

In (33), because ziji can be long-distance bound by a subject, the fact that it is disjoint 

from DP2 suggests that DP2 does not map onto a subject. Its coreference with DP1 

suggests that DP1 maps onto SUBJm. 

 
(33) Const. : DP1(i)          Vm          DP2(j)           zijii/*j          VPcomp 

                       |                           | 

GR      : SUBJm              non-SUBJ         

 

2.3.2.3. Diagnostics involving a pronoun as lower DP in VPcomp 

Taziji as lower DP in VPcomp for DP1-Vm-DP2-VPcomp constructions 

In (34), DP2 has to be the closest subject to taziji in order to bind the reflexive. Based on 

its pre-Vcomp position, it could be inferred that DP2 is associated with SUBJcomp, which is 

indicative of clausal embedding. 

 
(34) Const. : DP1(i)          Vm          DP2(j)            Vcomp … taziji*i/j 

                                                    |                       

GR      :                          [ SUBJcomp ...                             ]Clausal.GR 
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This diagnostic with the result of taziji*i/j may be complicated if a previous test using ta as 

DP2 (section 2.3.2.1) has been applied and resulted in DP2 mapping onto OBJm. However, 

the discrepancy between the Constituent and GR Dimensions can explain the apparent 

conflict, with the unexpressed SUBJcomp in the GR Dimension serving as the antecedent 

of the reflexive. The partial mapping in (35) illustrates this possibility. 

 

(35) Const. : DP1(i)          Vm          DP2(j)                       Vcomp … taziji*i/j 

                                                    |                                        

GR      :                             OBJm(j)    [  SUBJcomp(j)                         ]Clausal.GR 

 

In (36), taziji is coreferential with DP1 but not DP2. The binding condition of taziji requires 

the reflexive to be bound by the closest subject. The fact that DP2 is not coreferential 

with taziji suggests that DP2 does not map onto a subject. The embedded predicate is 

expected to require SUBJcomp, which is unexpressed in the Constituent Dimension. Thus, 

the GR which binds taziji is SUBJcomp, indicative of clausal embedding. SUBJcomp and 

SUBJm (DP1) corefers, explaining taziji’s coreference with DP1. 

 
(36) Const. : DP1(i)          Vm          DP2(j)                        Vcomp … tazijii/*j 

                                                    |                                          

GR      :                         non-SUBJ(j)  [  SUBJcomp(i) ...                     ]Clausal.GR 

 
Ziji as lower DP in VPcomp for DP1-Vm-DP2-VPcomp constructions 

(37) suggests DP1 and DP2 as potential antecedents of a reflexive ziji, indicating they are 

associated with subject relations: SUBJm and SUBJcomp, respectively. The presence of 

SUBJcomp implies bi-clausal structure in the GR Dimension. 

 

(37) Const. : DP1(i)          Vm          DP2(j)            Vcomp … zijii/j 

                        |                         |                       

GR     : SUBJm               [   SUBJcomp ...                         ]Clausal.GR 

 

This diagnostic may be complicated when combined with the ta-test for DP2. If the ta-

test indicates that DP2 maps onto OBJm, the referential behaviour of zijii/j may appear 

contradictory. However, the conflict can be resolved by assuming the existence of an 

unexpressed SUBJcomp, which is a potential antecedent of ziji. SUBJcomp and OBJm corefer. 
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(38) Const. : DP1(i)          Vm          DP2(j)                    Vcomp … zijii/j 

                      |                            |                                      

GR     : SUBJm(i)                OBJm(j)    [ SUBJcomp(j) ...            ]Clausal.GR 

 

If ziji can be coreferential with DP1 but not DP2, it implies that DP2 maps onto a non-

SUBJ relation. An unexpressed SUBJcomp is assumed to be present, as the embedded 

predicate would normally require it, acting as the local antecedent of the bare reflexive. 

 

(39) Const. : DP1(i)          Vm          DP2(j)                     Vcomp … zijii/*j 

                       |                          |                                     

GR     : SUBJm(i)           non-SUBJ(j)   [ SUBJcomp(i) ...                ]Clausal.GR 

 
Taziji as lower DP in VPcomp for DP1-Vm-DP2-DP3-VPcomp constructions  

In (40), DP3 is coreferential with the reflexive, indicating that its GR is the closest subject. 

DP3 maps onto SUBJcomp, which signals clausal embedding in the GR Dimension. 

 

(40) Const. : DP1(i)          Vm          DP2(j)        DP3(k)        Vcomp … taziji*i/*j/k 

                                                                    |                       

GR      :                                           [SUBJcomp ...                            ]Clausal.GR 

 

Ziji as lower DP in VPcomp for DP1-Vm-DP2-DP3-VPcomp constructions  

In (41), ziji can license long-distance binding with a subject antecedent, suggesting that 

DP1 and DP3 map onto subject relations while DP2 does not. 

 

(41) Const. : DP1(i)          Vm          DP2(j)          DP3(k)        Vcomp … zijii/*j/k 

                      |                           |                 |                       

GR      : SUBJm              non-SUBJ    [ SUBJcomp ...                          ]Clausal.GR 

 
2.3.3. Interim summary 

This section has explained how to use binding diagnostics to reveal GR patterns. SUBJcomp 

signals an embedded clausal structure in the GR dimension, indicating biclausality. These 

results have implications for detecting clausal boundaries and for establishing a systematic 

correspondence between the Constituent and GR Dimensions. In section 3.4, the Arg-

GR Entailment, introduced in section 2.1.3, will be used in addition to anaphoric binding 

to determine GR patterns. 
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2.4. Diagnostics for Clausehood in the Constituent Dimension 

As discussed in section 2.1.4, this study conceptualises “clausehood” as a multi-

dimensional construct, which has its own implementation in the Constituent Dimension 

and GR Dimension (Butt, 1995, 2010, 2014). Clausal embedding in one dimension does 

not entail embedding in another. This section will cover three diagnostics which detect 

clausehood in the Constituent Dimension: ye ‘also’, complementizer shuo, and 

independent negation diagnostics. 

 

2.4.1. Ye ‘also’ diagnostic 

The ye ‘also’ diagnostic is adopted by N. Huang (2018) to detect whether a matrix verb 

takes a clausal complement. As observed by N. Huang (2018: 352-353), ye ‘also’ has 

language-specific restrictions on its structural position: ye ‘also’ has to be positioned after 

the subject and before any future morpheme jiang, pre-verbal aspectual marker zai, or 

modal auxiliaries: 

 
(42) a. lisi    mingtian    jiang  hui   qu riben. (*ye)  zhangsan   mingtian    (ye)   jiang 

           Lisi   tomorrow  FUT   will  go Japan   also  Zhangsan  tomorrow   also   FUT 

           (??ye) hui   (*ye)   qu   riben 

           also    will    also   go   Japan 

           ‘Lisi will go to Japan tomorrow. Zhangsan will also go to Japan tomorrow.’ 

       b. lisi  mingtian    zhe-ge shihou hui zai       paobu. (*ye)   zhangsan  (ye)   hui  

           Lisi tomorrow this-CL time    will PROG   run       also    Zhangsan also   will 

           (*ye) zai       (*ye)  paobu 

            also  PROG    also   run 

           ‘Lisi will be running this time tomorrow. Zhangsan will also be running.’ 

               (N. Huang, 2018: 353) 

 

N. Huang (2018) categorises jiang and modal auxiliaries as T and Modal heads respectively. 

TP and ModalP are the corresponding projections of these heads, and they represent 

clauses. The position of ye ‘also’ implies that it is a constituent of the inflectional domain, 

which contains a TP or ModalP, as per N. Huang's (2018)framework. Using ye ‘also’ after 

the matrix verb indicates if the lower VP complement projects up to TP (or ModalP), 

revealing a biclausal configuration if an embedded TP (or ModalP) is present. 

I agree with N. Huang (2018) that ye ‘also’ is a useful diagnostic for clausal 

structures. In my study, the inflectional domain is characterised as IP rather than TP (or 

ModalP), following the conventional use of clause-structure labels in LFG (section 2.1.1). 
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Table 4 illustrates the test environments for the diagnostic. (43) is an example from N. 

Huang (2018). The sentence is well-formed with ye ‘also’ located below shefa ‘try’ and 

above the lower VP. The result indicates that shefa ‘try’ takes a clausal complement IP, 

and the sentence has a biclausal configuration. The same explanation is applied to (44).27 

 
Table 4 

Ye ‘also’ diagnostic 
Test environment Expected outcome Conclusion 

 

 

Contextual statement +  

DP1 Vm  (DP2) (DP3)  ye  VPcomp 

 

 

Well-formed construction The matrix verb takes a clausal 

complement IP. 

Ill-formed construction The matrix verb does not take a clausal 

complement. Its embedded 

complement only projects up to VP, 

which is non-clausal. 

 
(43) Context: Lisi will finish data collection this week. 

        ta  hui  shefa [ye   tijiao     jinzhan    boagao] 

        he will  try     also  submit  progress  report 

        ‘He will try to also submit a progress report this week.    

          (adapted from N. Huang, 2018: 354) 

 
(44) Context: Zhangsan will go to France tomorrow. 

        lisi    {dasuan/zhunbei} [mingtian     ye     qu   fraguo] 

        Lisi    plan    /prepare     tomorrow   also   go   France 

        ‘Lisi is planning/preparing to also go to France tomorrow.’ (N. Huang, 2018: 355) 

 
2.4.2. Complementizer shuo diagnostic 

The complementizer shuo diagnostic appears in N. Huang (2018). This diagnostic utilises 

the functional word shuo, which has been considered a complementizer diachronically 

derived from the homophonous verb shuo ‘say’, echoing the crosslinguistic observation 

that verbs with ‘say’ semantics grammaticalise into complementizers (see e.g. Chappell, 

2008, 2015; Hwang, 2000; Wang et al., 2003). As explained by N. Huang (2018: 353), 

functional shuo is rarely attested in written Chinese, and is more frequent in casual speech, 

 
27 Using a tense-aspect-modality (TAM) marker directly as a diagnostic for the inflectional domain may 
seem straightforward to some. However, the presence of a TAM element alone does not necessarily justify 
the inflectional domain in Generative syntax. A more comprehensive consideration of language-specific 
factors is required. E.g., Most LFG analyses agree that in the sentence, the dog bit the chair, although bit is a 
TAM-marked element, bit is associated with a V rather than an I category. Thus, although the sentence has 
IP and I’ projections, there is no I category. See e.g., Börjars et al., (2019: 22-41) and Bresnan et al. (2015: 
89-150). 
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especially in non-standard varieties. It optionally appears after the matrix predicate but 

before the lower VP, which is a typical position for complementizers. Sociolinguistic 

research, such as Baran (2017), indicates that complementizer shuo is becoming a full-

fledged complementizer in non-standard varieties, as it can follow not only verbs of 

saying but also verbs of cognition, emotion, etc. 

As is generally assumed in Generative studies, a clausal complement introduced 

by a complementizer is a CP. However, N. Huang (2018: 359) is sceptical about the 

syntactic category of functional shuo because some observations from Paul (2014: 98) 

seem to suggest “non-prototypical” behaviour of shuo as a complementizer. On the other 

hand, N. Huang (2018: 370) admits that treating shuo as a non-complementizer functional 

head in the inflectional domain (TP), as he does in his analysis, is not unproblematic. The 

conundrum has led N. Huang (2018) to leave the syntactic category of functional shuo as 

inconclusive. I analyse functional shuo as a complementizer, following Chappell (2008, 

2015), among others, instead of regarding it as an exception to the grammaticalization 

process of ‘say’ verbs in the crosslinguistic literature. While Paul (2014: 98) notes some 

non-prototypical behaviour of shuo as a complementizer, such as its inability to appear in 

a fronted embedded clause, further research is needed to clarify what a “prototypical” 

complementizer should look like cross-linguistically and to evaluate the validity of Paul's 

(2014) observations against Chappell's (2008, 2015). 

I use the complementizer shuo as a diagnostic for the Constituent Dimension, 

where a matrix verb with a shuo-headed complement indicates the CP domain. Table 5 

illustrates the test environment. Since it is generally not expected that all matrix verbs of 

a language can be compatible with a particular complementizer, I regard this diagnostic 

as a sufficient but not necessary criterion for clausehood. Moreover, past studies 

(Chappell, 2008, 2015; N. Huang, 2018) suggest that the complementizer shuo originated 

from non-standard varieties of Mandarin Chinese and its usage is not uniformly accepted 

by native speakers. Thus, if the construction with shuo is deemed ill-formed, other clausal 

indicators should be used instead of concluding that the matrix verb does not take a 

clausal complement. (45) demonstrate that juede ‘feel’, dasuan ‘plan’, and changshi ‘try’ can 

take a CP complement, while (46) shows that complementizer shuo differs from the 

homophonous verb shuo ‘say’ in that complementizer shuo cannot be suffixed with 

aspectual markers. 
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Table 5 

Functional ‘shuo’ diagnostic 
Test environment Expected outcome Conclusion 

 

 

DP1 Vm ...  shuo ...  VPcomp 

 

Well-formed construction The matrix verb takes a clausal 

complement CP. 

Ill-formed construction Inconclusive; consider other potential 

clausal indicators 

 
 

(45) a. lisi    juede [shuo    zhangsan  ye     bu   hui   lai] 

           Lisi   feel    COMP   Zhangsan  also  not  will  come 

           ‘Lisi feels that Zhangsan also will not come.’ 

       b. lisi    dasuan [shuo    nian-di      dao  Ouzhou    dujia] 

           Lisi   plan      COMP    year-end    to    Europe   take.vacation 

           ‘Lisi plans to take a vacation in Europe at the end of the year.’ 

       c. lisi    changshi [shuo     huan     yixia   biede       xifalu] 

           Lisi  try            COMP    change  a.bit   another   shampoo 

           ‘Lisi tries to switch to another shampoo’   (N. Huang, 2018: 353-355) 

 

(46) a. lisi   shuo-guo yao    zai sanshi sui              zhiqian  yingde  nuobeier jiang 

           Lisi  say-PFV    want  at  thirty   years-old    before   win       Nobel     prize 

           ‘Lisi had said that he wanted to win a Nobel Prize before he turned thirty.’ 

       b. lisi congmei {xiang-guo shuo / *xiang shuo-guo} ta hui  yingde nuobeier jiang 

           Lisi never      think-PFV COMP     think COMP-PFV   he will win     Nobel    prize 

           ‘Lisi never thought that he would win the Nobel prize.’ (N. Huang, 2018: 354) 

 

2.4.3. Independent negation diagnostic 

I adopt the independent negation test for clausehood in the Constituent Dimension. This 

diagnostic has been adopted by typological studies to distinguish between monoclausal 

and biclausal structures, such as Bohnemeyer et al. (2007), Fan (2016), and Haspelmath 

(2016), among others. In a constuction containing two verbs ...Vm...Vcomp..., if the 

constuction has a biclausal matrix-complement configuration such that Vm is the matrix 

verb and Vcomp is the verb of the embedded clause (i.e., IP or CP), it is possible for Vm 

and/or Vcomp to be negated independently; on the other hand, if the construction has a 

monoclausal configuration such that Vm and Vcomp belong to the same clause with Vcomp 

being the verb of a non-clausal complement (i.e., VP), it is impossible to negate Vm and 

Vcomp independently. Fan’s (2016) study on Chinese serial-verb constructions suggests that 
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independent negation of Vcomp is most critical in differentiating between biclausal and 

monoclausal configurations in this language. Table 6 displays the test environment. 

Independent negation of Vcomp is taken as signalling a biclausal configuration with the 

embedded complement being an IP (or CP).28 

 

Table 6 

Independent negation diagnostic 
Test environment Criteria for biclausal configuration 

(embedded IP/CP) 

DP1 Vm ...  NEG Vcomp ... Independent negation of Vcomp 

 
 
2.4.4. Interim summary of VP/IP/CP diagnostics 

Given the projection hierarchy of VP < IP < CP, if an embedded complement only 

projects up to VP, it is a non-clausal complement. Embedded IP and CP are clausal 

complements. This section has discussed three diagnostics to determine clausehood in 

the Constituent Dimension: ye ‘also’, complementizer shuo, and independent negation 

diagnostics. For a given construction DP1-Vm-(DP2)-(DP3)-VPcomp, passing these 

diagnostics is taken as evidence that Vm embeds a clausal complement, which suggests 

the construction has a biclausal configuration. If the construction has a monoclausal 

configuration, it is unable to pass the diagnostics. 

  

 
28 Fan (2016: 45) suggests that a Chinese biclausal configuration passing this diagnostic may involve a 
complement, coordinate, relative, or adverbial clause. In my data set, as the lower VPs lack any markers of 
the coordinate, relative or adverbial clause, I consider them as clausal complements if their constructions 
allow independent verbal negation. 
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2.5. Overtness of Nominals in the Constituent Dimension and Diagnostics for 

Control Properties of Unexpressed Entities 

This section will address the overtness of DP2 and DP3, as well as the obligatory 

expression vs potential unexpressed nature of GR and Arg. The discussion will lead to 

the development of diagnostics for the referential properties of unexpressed entities. 

 

2.5.1. Overtness of DP and expression of GR/Arg 

To avoid ambiguity, key terminology should be clarified. A DP in the Constituent 

Dimension can be “obligatory” or “optional”. An “expressed” GR or Arg has a 

corresponding DP, while an “unexpressed” GR or Arg has no corresponding DP. A GR 

or Arg can be “obligatorily expressed”, “optionally unexpressed”, or “obligatorily 

unexpressed”. The Chinese sentential subject is always “optionally unexpressed”, as 

Chinese is a discourse pro-drop language (see e.g., C.-T. J. Huang, 1984, 1984; Neeleman 

and Szendrői, 2007; Roberts & Holmberg, 2010; Liao, 2010; Tomioka, 2003).29 

 
Table 7 

Overtness of DP and Expression of GR/Arg 

 Description 

Overtness of DP Obligatory DP (= obligatorily overt DP) 

Optional DP (= optionally overt DP) 

Expression of GR/Arg Obligatorily expressed GR/Arg 

Optionally unexpressed GR/Arg 

Obligatorily unexpressed GR/Arg 

  

2.5.1.1. Obligatory DP2 or DP3 

An overt DP2 or DP3 is obligatorily required by the matrix verb if its omission would 

make the construction ill-formed. The schematised example in (47) shows that the matrix 

verb requires an obligatory DP2:  

 
(47) DP1 Vm *(DP2) (DP3) Vcomp 

  

 
29 Exceptions to this generalisation include meteorological and existential constructions (see e.g., Li & 
Thompson, 1989: 91-92, 510-516). 
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2.5.1.2. Optional nominal and obligatorily unexpressed GR/Arg 

A matrix verb allows a DP2 or DP3 to be optionally overt if neither its presence nor 

absence affects well-formedness.30 Each schematised form in (48) contains an optionally 

overt nominal: 

 

(48) a. DP1 Vm (DP2) Vcomp 

 b. DP1 Vm DP2 (DP3) Vcomp 

 

A GR or Arg is obligatorily unexpressed when expressing it as a DP results in an ill-

formed construction. Table 8 illustrates a hypothetical scenario: 

 
Table 8 

Example of cross-dimensional discrepancy 
 

Cross-dimensional discrepancy 
 

Description 

Const.    : …(*DP2) … 
                          | 
GR         : …   GR   … 

   | 
Arg.        : …   Arg   … 

There is an obligatorily unexpressed GR 
(in the GR Dimension) and obligatorily 
unexpressed Arg (in the Argument 
Dimension). If the GR and/or Arg 
could be expressed, they would 
correspond to the DP2 position. 

 
2.5.2. Generalised Control Relation as Cross-dimensional Discrepancy 

“Coreference” is a relationship between two (or more) entities which share the same 

reference. An “antecedent” refers to an entity which precedes and supplies reference to 

its following entities in the same sentence or in the wider discourse. “Control” is 

understood, pre-theoretically, as the antecedence relationship involving an unexpressed 

entity. In line with the parallel-correspondence grammatical architecture in this study, I 

adopt a broad definition of control and characterise it as a phenomenon of cross-

dimensional discrepancy. I label this antecedence relation as “Generalised Control 

Relation” (GC Relation): 

  

 
30 This applies only when the embedded verb does not require the relevant DP to be non-overt. If the 
matrix verb allows an optionally overt DP2/3 but the embedded verb requires non-overt DP, then the DP 
must be non-overt, as in the case of meteorological verbs. 
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(49) Generalised Control (GC) Relation 

The antecedence relation involving an unexpressed entity, which is signalled by a 

discrepancy across different linguistic dimensions – Constituent Dimension, GR 

Dimension, Argument Dimension – such that there are more GR(s) and/or Arg(s) 

than DP(s) available for cross-dimensional mapping 

 

(50) exemplifies a cross-dimensional discrepancy where SUBJcomp and Argcomp lack a 

corresponding DP, which (following Chinese word order) would otherwise appear at the 

linear position before VPcomp (namely the DP2 position). SUBJcomp and Argcomp are 

unexpressed. The antecedence relation of the unexpressed entity is termed “Generalised 

Control (GC) Relation”. 

 

(50)  

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

Most of the GC Relations to be discussed involve coreference between an expressed GR 

in the matrix clause and an unexpressed GR in the embedded clause, where the expressed 

GR serves as the antecedent (or controller) for the unexpressed GR (controllee).31 The 

controller may also be identified extra-sententially as a discourse participant (e.g., Landau, 

2013: 231). In my data, the controllee is always SUBJcomp, whereas the controller is either 

SUBJm or OBJm. Note that an expressed GR may or may not have a corresponding Arg. 

When there is no corresponding Arg, the matrix predicate is said to license “Raising”, 

which will be discussed in section 3.5. 

 

2.5.3. Diagnostics for unexpressed entities 

This section will develop diagnostics to investigate properties of unexpressed GRs. The 

diagnostics apply to matrix predicates which allow an optionally unexpressed or 

obligatorily unexpressed GR. I will use the symbol “Ø” as an informal representation of 

a cross-dimensional discrepancy resulting from an unexpressed GR. Ø represents the 

 
31 This is known as “forward control”. Forward control contrasts with backward control, where the 
controller is in the embedded clause with its controllee in the matrix clause (see e.g., Polinsky & Potsdam, 
2002, 2006; Zaenen & Kaplan, 2002). 

 

Const.      : DP1          Vm         [               VPcomp         ]IP 

                    |                                                              | 

GR          : SUBJm   PREDm    [SUBJcomp  PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR 

                                               

Arg.         : PREDm <Argm   Proposition>     PREDcomp <Argcomp...>       

 

1 DP 

 

2 GRs  

(excluding Clausal GR) 

 

2 Args 
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controllee.32 Informally, I describe the location of an unexpressed GR (Ø) in terms of a 

potential DP position, as in Table 9. Ø is defined in GR rather than Arg terms. This is 

because, governed by Arg-GR Entailment (section 2.1.3), when there is an Arg, there 

must be a GR, which can be expressed or unexpressed. However, when there is a GR, 

there may not be an Arg. The latter situation is known as “Raising”. In Raising, while it 

is possible to describe a control relation between a controller GR and controllee GR, it is 

impossible to describe such a relation in Arg terms because the controller Arg does not 

exist. More details about Raising will be discussed in session 3.5 with graphs showing 

cross-dimensional correspondence. 

 
Table 9 

Description of Ø location 

Pattern 

 

Description of Ø location 

(controllee/cross-dimensional discrepancy caused 

by an unexpressed GR) 

DP1-Vm-Ø-VPcomp Ø corresponding to DP2 position; 
DP2-position Ø 

DP1-Vm-Ø-DP3-VPcomp Ø corresponding to DP2 position; 
DP2-position Ø 

DP1-Vm-DP2-Ø-VPcomp Ø corresponding to DP3 position; 
DP3-position Ø 

 
2.5.3.1. Testing referential behaviour of an unexpressed GR 

The diagnostics in this section apply to constructions with an optionally unexpressed or 

obligatorily unexpressed GR. They reveal possible Generalised Control (GC) Relations. 

Figure 1 previews the steps for diagnosing the various (sub-)types of GC Relations for a 

DP2-position Ø. Figure 2 shows the steps for a DP3-position Ø. A difference between 

Figures 1 and 2 is that there is one more test, namely the plural-anaphor test. There is one 

more type – namely Implicit Control – which is left out from Figures 1 and 2. As will be 

discussed in section 2.5.3.1.5, an Implicit-Control environment involves two instances of 

Ø: a DP2-position Ø (corresponding to an optionally expressed matrix GR) serves as the 

controller of a DP3-position Ø (which is an obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp). 

  

 
32 Implicit Control is an exception, where there are two instances of Ø and the first Ø controls the second 
Ø. 
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Pass 

Fail: LCT, BVT 

Pass: SRCT 

Locality-Constraint Test (LCT) + Bound-Variable Test (BVT) + Syntactically Remote Controller Test (SRCT)  

 
Pass: LCT, BVT 

Fail: SRCT 

Collective-word Test 

Pass Fail 

Plural-Anaphor Test Exhaustive Control 

Non-obligatory Control (NOC) 

Unconstrained Type 

Obligatory Control (OC) 

Split Control Partial Control 

Fail 

 

Figure 1 

Steps for determining GC Relations for a DP2-position Ø 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 2 

Steps for determining GC Relations for a DP3-position Ø 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Fail: LCT, BVT 

Pass: SRCT 

Locality-Constraint Test (LCT) + Bound-Variable Test (BVT) + Syntactically Remote Controller Test (SRCT)  

 
Pass: LCT, BVT 

Fail: SRCT 

Collective-word Test 

Pass Fail 

Partial Control Exhaustive Control 

Non-obligatory Control (NOC) 

Unconstrained Type 

Obligatory Control (OC) 
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The (sub-)types of GC Relations are as follows: 

 
(51) a. Obligatory Control 

b. Non-obligatory Control 

c. Exhaustive Control 

d. Partial Control 

       e. Split Control 

       f. Unconstrained Type 

 g. Implicit-Control (Environment) 

 

2.5.3.1.1. Obligatory Control (OC) vs Non-obligatory Control (NOC)33  

Obligatory Control (OC) is characterised by two conditions: Locality Condition and 

Bound-Variable Interpretation. Unlike Landau's (2013: 29) configurational approach, my 

definition in (52) refers to syntactic subcategorisation in the GR Dimension.34 Defining 

OC in terms of GR aligns with the LFG approach, where control is explained in the GR 

Dimension (f-structure) (see e.g., Bresnan et al., 2016: 286-323; Dalrymple et al., 2019: 

545-601). 

 

(52) Obligatory Control (OC) 

In a control construction formed by a matrix predicate (PREDm) 

[matrix clause of PREDm ... Xi ... [embedded clause of PREDm Øi ...] ...], where the controller X controls 

the controllee Ø, the OC relationship fulfils the following two conditions: 

a. Locality Condition: The controller(s) X must be (a) grammatical relation(s)  

   (GR(s)) subcategorised for by PREDm. 

b. Bound-Variable Interpretation: The controllee Ø (or part of it) must be  

    interpreted as a bound variable. 

 

The possibility of having more than one controller X allows Split Control, where there 

are two controllers in the matrix clause. The part-of-it statement for the bound-variable 

interpretation permits Partial Control to be classified as a subtype of OC. In contrast, 

 
33 One of the earliest accounts of OC vs NOC can be attributed to Williams (1980). 
34 Landau's (2013: 29) formulation of OC is stated below. Landau accounts for both complement and 
adjunct control. A dependent of S is defined as either an argument or adjunct of S: 

(i) In a control construction […Xi… [S PROi…]…], where X controls the PRO subject of the 
clause S: 
a. The controller(s) X must be (a) co-dependent(s) of S. 
b. PRO (or part of it) must be interpreted as a bound variable. 
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Non-obligatory Control (NOC) does not obey the two conditions. My definition of NOC 

can be compared with the NOC signature in Landau (2013: 232).35 

 
(53) Non-obligatory Control (NOC) 

 In a construction formed by a matrix predicate (PREDm): 

a. The controller(s) need not be (a) grammatical relation(s) (GR(s)) subcategorised  

    by the PREDm. 

b. The controllee Ø need not be interpreted as a bound variable. 

  

I propose three diagnostics to differentiate OC from NOC. OC passes the locality 

and bound-variable tests but not the remote controller test, while NOC fails the locality 

and bound-variable tests but passes the remote controller test. 

The locality-constraint test examines whether the controllee Ø must corefer with 

the GR(s) of the matrix predicate. Table 10 exemplifies the test environments, some 

possible outcomes and conclusions. Topicalised structures and adjuncts are not used to 

keep the diagnostics simple. If the controllee Ø must corefer with matrix GR(s), the 

locality condition for OC is met. 

  

 
35 Landau's (2013: 232) definition of NOC is stated below: 

(i) In a control construction [… [S PROi…]…]: 
a. The controller need not be a grammatical element or a co-dependent of S. 
b. PRO need not be interpreted as a bound variable (i.e., it may be a free variable). 
c. PRO is [+human]. 

I have removed the [+human] requirement from my definition since in Chinese the controllee can be a 
non-human entity. 
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Table 10 

Locality-constraint test for OC vs NOC  

Test environment Possible outcome Locality condition for OC 
 

     DP1(i)-Vm-Ø... 
        | 
    SUBJm(i) 

Øi(+)/*j Observed 

      DP1(i)-Vm-Ø... 
        | 
     SUBJm(i) 

Øi/j Violated 

      DP1(i)-Vm-(DP2(j))-Ø... 
       |               | 
   SUBJm(i)       GRm(j) 

Øi(+)/*j/*k 

Ø*i/j(+)/*k 

Øi/j/*k 

Øi+j/*k  

Observed 

      DP1(i)-Vm-DP2(j)-Ø... 
       |             | 
   SUBJm(i)    GRm(j) 

Øi/j/k 

Ø*i/j/k 

Øi/*j/k 

Ø*i/*j/k 

Violated 

 

The bound-variable interpretation test to be illustrated is adopted from Landau 

(2013: 30-31). It examines whether the controllee Ø can have a strict reading in addition 

to a bound-variable reading.  If Ø only has a bound-variable interpretation, it displays 

OC; if it can have a strict reading as well, it displays NOC. 

When a controllee is considered a bound variable, its interpretation co-varies with 

the controller. For example, the controllee of the English predicate try is consider a bound 

variable of the controller. Therefore, the meaning of (54)a can be represented as (54)b, 

where both controller and controllee are represented by the same variable x, which 

suggests co-variation. (54)b adopts a “semi-formal” semantic representation for the 

bound-variable reading as used by Landau (2013) and I will follow his approach in this 

thesis. 

 

(54) a. Only Johni tried to Øi win the competition. 

b. Bound-variable reading: 

    John = Only x[x tried for x to win the competition] 

c. Testing environment for bound-variable reading: 

    John, Thomas, and Peter tried for John to win the competition. 

 

To prove that (54)a licenses a bound-variable reading, this sentence is tested to be true in 

scenario (54)c: John is the only person who tried (and for himself) to win the competition. 
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In contrast, in an English non-control scenario involving a personal pronoun, such as 

example (55)a, if we focus on the reading where John and he corefer, they do not need to 

result in a bound-variable reading despite the coreference (Landau, 2013: 30-31). That 

means John and he do not have to co-vary. 

 

(55) a. Only Johni claimed that hei won the competition. 

b. Strict-interpretation reading: 

    John = Only x[x claimed John won the competition] 

c. Testing environment for strict-interpretation reading 

John claimed that he (John) won the competition. Thomas claimed that he 

(Thomas) won the competition. Peter claimed that he (Peter) won the 

competition. 

 

The non-co-varying interpretation is known as the “strict interpretation” and can be 

represented as (55)b. In the “semi-formal” semantic representation, the agent of won – 

John inside [x claimed John won the competition] – is deliberately not represented by the 

variable x, which is the agent of claimed, despite their coreference (since John = x). This 

kind of representation is adopted by Landau (2013) to convey the fact that John and he in 

(54)a are not in a co-varying relationship, in contrast to the bound-variable representation 

in (54)b, where there are three instances of “x”, conveying a chain of co-variation. In 

other words, coreference does not entail co-variation, which is a key point captured by 

Landau's (2013) “semi-formal” semantic representations. To prove that (55)a can license 

strict interpretation, the sentence is tested to be true under the scenario (55)c. In this 

reading, John is the only person (among the three people) who made the following claim : 

“John won the competition”. 

Sample formulaic test environments are provided in (56) and (57), which differ in 

Ø’s location. If sentence (a) in (56) and (57) is false under the scenario (bi) but true under 

(bii), then Ø licenses a bound-variable reading. On the contrary, if sentence (a) is false 

under the scenario (bii) but true under (bi), then Ø licenses a strict reading. The diagnostic 

may need adjustments to account for other referential relations displayed by Ø. Before 

moving on, it should be cautioned that the test often involves subtle judgments by native 

Chinese speakers and the English paraphrases of the sentence frames in (56)b and (57)b 

are meant to be the closest approximates in English, even though they may not always 

sound idiomatic to English native speakers. Also, note that zhi is the shorter form of 

zhiyou and it is more idiomatic to use zhi in the pre-Vm position in test environment 2. Zhi 

and zhiyou are considered semantically equivalent with the meaning of “only”. 
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(56) Test environment 1 (DP2 position Ø) – Ø corefers with DP1 

a. zhiyou xiaomingi Vm Øi  yingde bisai 

    only    Xiaoming             win     competition 

 ‘Only Xiaoming Vm to win the competition.’ 

         b. i. Xiaoming Vm (for himself) to win the competition. Zhangsan Vm (for himself) 

to win the competition. Lisi Vm (for himself) to win the competition. 

 ii. Xiaoming, Zhangsan, and Lisi Vm for Xiaoming to win the competition.  

         c. Bound-variable reading: Xiaoming = Only x[x Vm for x to win the competition] 

             Strict reading: Xiaoming = Only x[x Vm for Xiaoming to win the competition] 

 
(57) Test environment 2 (DP3 position Ø) – Ø corefers with DP2 

          a. zhangsani   zhi       Vm     xiaomingj   Øj  dejian         le 

  Zhangsan  only               Xiaoming         win.prize    SFP 

  ‘Zhangsan only Vm Xiaoming for winning the prize.’ 

          b. i. Zhangsan Vm Xiaoming for him (Xiaoming) winning the prize. Zhangsan Vm 

Lisi for him (Lisi) winning the prize. Zhangsan Vm Wangwu for him (Wangwu) 

winning the prize. 

  ii. Zhangsan Vm Lisi, Wangwu and Xiaoming for him (Xiaoming) winning the 

prize. 

            c. Bound variable reading: Xiaoming = Only x[Zhangsan Vm x for x winning the 

prize] 

                Strict reading: Xiaoming = Only x[Zhangsan Vm x for Xiaoming winning the 

prize] 

 

The syntactically remote controller test examines whether the matrix predicate 

allows its controllee Ø to take a remote controller, violating the locality condition for OC. 

If so, it is known as “long-distance control” (e.g., Dalrymple et al., 2019: 577; Haug, 2013: 

276; Landau, 2013: 29-30). (58) and (59) test for whether a matrix predicate allows a 

remote controller for a DP2- or DP3-position Ø. Xiaoming is a potential remote controller. 

If Øi is a possible interpretation, it will be concluded that the matrix predicate can license 

a syntactically remote controller, a hallmark of NOC. 

 
(58) xiaomingi    shuo   DP1(j)    Vm    Ø     VPcomp 

       Xiaoming    say       

           ‘Xiaoming say…’ 
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(59) xiaomingi    shuo   DP1(j)     Vm    DP2(k)      Ø     VPcomp 

       Xiaoming    say       

            ‘Xiaoming say…’ 

 
2.5.3.1.2. Exhaustive Control vs Partial Control (subtypes of OC) 

Exhaustive Control requires a strict identity between the controller and the controllee. 

Partial Control, on the other hand, is licensed when the matrix predicate permits the 

controller to be a subset of the controllee entities (see e.g., Grano, 2015; Haug, 2013; N. 

Huang, 2018; Landau, 2000, 2013). Both Exhaustive Control and Partial Control are 

viewed as subtypes of OC (see also Haug, 2013; Landau, 2000, 2013). 

The environment to differentiate between Exhaustive Control and Partial Control 

consists of a semantically singular controller in the matrix clause and a semantically plural 

controllee in the complement clause. To ensure that the controllee is semantically plural, 

a test sentence needs to contain a collective word (e.g., yiqi ‘together’, jianmian ‘meet’, jihe 

‘gather’) in the complement clause (Haug, 2013; Landau, 2000: 5, 2013: 157). Partial 

Control is a marked option, requiring further contextual support. Partial Control is 

licensed if “the context offers a salient plurality that contains the syntactic controller and 

is a suitable semantic subject for the embedded [clause]” (Haug, 2013: 279). I 

schematically represent the collective-word test for a DP2-position Ø in (60)a and that for 

a DP3-position Ø in (60)b:36 

 
(60) Environments for collective-word test 

a. Contextual sentence: [context with salient plurality] 

           Target sentence       : DP1                    Vm                Ø             VPcomp 

                              singular entity                              contains a collective word 

         b. Contextual sentence: [context with salient plurality] 

        Target sentence       : DP1             Vm                DP2         Ø             VPcomp 

                             singular entity          singular entity   contains a collective word 

  

 
36 Past studies on Partial Control generally focus on the DP2-position Ø type (e.g., Haug, 2013; Landau, 
2000, 2013). 
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(61) is an example to illustrate the test environment in (60). 

 
(61) Contextual sentence: xiaoming  gen           zhangsan  shuo-le    shenme 

                                        Xiaoming with/to     Zhangsan say-PFV    what 

                                        ‘What has Xiaoming said to Zhangsan?’ 

       Target sentence       : xiaoming   Vm   Ø   yiqi            chi  fan 

                                        Xiaoming                together     eat   rice 

                                            ‘Xiaoming ___ have a meal together.’ 

 

If a matrix predicate fails the collective-word test, the GC Relation will be 

identified as Exhaustive Control. If a DP1(i)-Vm-Ø-VPcomp construction passes the 

collective-word test, it indicates Partial Control. However, if a DP1(i)-Vm-DP2(i)-Ø-VPcomp 

construction passes the collective-word test, it needs to undergo another test to 

differentiate between Partial Control and Split Control, which will be tackled in the next 

section. Table 11 summarises the expected outcomes: 

 
Table 11 

Collective-word test for Partial Control vs Exhaustive Control 

Test environment 
(VPcomp containing a 

collective word) 

Possible outcome GC Relation 

DP1(i)-Vm-Ø-VPcomp Øi+ Partial Control 

DP1(i)-Vm-Ø-VPcomp Infelicitous Exhaustive Control 

DP1(i)-Vm-DP2(j) -Ø-VPcomp Øi+ or Øj+ Partial Control or Split 
Control (see section 

below for a further test) 

DP1(i)-Vm-DP2(j)-Ø-VPcomp Infelicitous Exhaustive Control 

 
2.5.3.1.3. Split Control vs Partial Control (subtypes of OC) 

Only a DP3-position Ø can licence Split Control. Following Landau (2000, 2013) and 

Haug (2013), the controllers are split among two matrix GRs in the immediately 

dominating clause, observing the locality condition of OC. 

Landau (2000) and Haug (2013) propose a test to differentiate between Split 

Control and Partial Control. The controllee Ø in Partial Control is semantically plural but 

syntactically singular, which cannot license a plural anaphor (e.g., each other, themselves). 
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Conversely, the controllee Ø in Split Control is syntactically plural and can license a plural 

anaphor. (62) and (63) are adopted from Landau (2000: 53) and Haug (2013: 279): 

 

(62) a. John told Mary that hei preferred to Øi+ meet (*each other) at six today. 

       b. Johni proposed to Maryj to Øi+j meet each other at six. 

 

(63) a. Johni told Maryj hei wondered whether to Øi(+) get (*themselves) a new car.37 

       b. Johni asked Maryj whether to Øi+j get themselves a new car. 

 
There is a difference between the pairs in (62) and (63). The test suggests that prefer and 

wonder are Partial-Control verbs, whereas propose and ask are Split-Control verbs. 

To differentiate between Split Control and Partial Control in Mandarin Chinese, 

I designed a test environment using the complex reflexive tamenziji ‘themselves’.38 Since 

Split Control requires controllers split among two matrix GRs, the test only considers 

constructions with the DP1(i)-Vm-DP2(j)-Ø-VPcomp pattern, with the GRs of DP1 and DP2 

as joint controllers. If a matrix predicate allows (64) with the result of Øi+j, it exhibits Split 

Control but not Partial Control. 

 
(64) Environment for plural-anaphor test 

  DP1(i)   Vm   DP2(j)   Ø   Vcomp   tamenziji ‘themselves’ 

 
2.5.3.1.4. Unconstrained Type (NOC) 

The controller of the Unconstrained Type can be a local controller, a long-distance one, 

or an extra-sentential discourse participant. The reference of Ø depends largely on the 

context. (65) illustrates the possible patterns of the Unconstrained Type: 

 

(65) a. DP1(i)-Vm-Øi/j... 

b. DP1(i)-Vm-DP2(j)-Øi/j/k... 

 
2.5.3.1.5. Implicit-Control (Environment) (OC) 

In an Implicit-Control environment, there are two unexpressed GRs, where the first Ø 

serves as the “implicit controller” of the second Ø, constraining the interpretation of the 

second Ø. While the first Ø is an optionally unexpressed matrix GR, the second Ø is an 

obligatorily unexpressed embedded subject. (66)a is an English example of Implicit 

 
37 The i+ interpretation would only arise in a Partial-Control environment where there is a collective word 
in the VPcomp. 
38 Both tamenziji ‘themselves’ and taziji ‘C.SELF’ require local binding, but tamenziji is bound by a plural 
antecedent while taziji is bound by a singular antecedent. 
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Control with the matrix verb gesture or signal (Landau, 2013: 45-46; Potsdam & Haddad, 

2017). (66)b makes the implicit controller – oblique to Chris – explicit. 

 

(66)  a. Leoi gestured/signalled Ø1*i/j Ø2j to follow the suspect. 

 b. Leoi gestured/signalled [to Chrisj]  Ø2j to follow the suspect. 

 

Note that the first Ø cannot corefer with the matrix subject, but instead it corefers with 

a remote controller or an extra-sentential discourse participant. For example, Ø1 in (66)a  

cannot corefer with the matrix subject Leo. With both Ø1 and Leo being GRs (or co-

arguments) of the same predicate, their coreferential relation cannot be regarded as 

constituting a control relation. As will be discussed in section 3.6.5, in Mandarin-Chinese 

data, Ø1 behaves like an ordinary Chinese personal pronoun whose binding condition 

forces it to be disjoint from its co-arguments. As such, I will assimilate the negative 

binding constraint for Chinese personal pronouns into the modelling of Ø1’s disjoint 

reference in section 4.2.4. 

Ø1 is the implicit controller of Ø2. In an Implicit-Control environment, the 

nature of the coreferential relationship between the Ø1 and Ø2 can exhaustive, partial, 

or even split, all of which are species of OC. These possibilities are illustrated in Table 12. 

 

Table 12 

Implicit-Control environments and coreferential relations between Ø1 and Ø2 

Implicit-Control Environment Coreferential relation between Ø1 
(controller) and Ø2 (controllee) 

 
DP1(i)-Vm- Ø1*i/j- Ø2j-VPcomp 

 
Exhaustive Control 

 
DP1(i)-Vm- Ø1*i/j- Ø2j+-VPcomp 

 
Partial Control 

 
DP1(i)-Vm- Ø1*i/j- Ø2i+j-VPcomp 

 
Split Control 

 
2.5.3.2. Comparing reference of Ø and overt pronouns 

After examining the reference of the controllee, the next step is to understand the nature 

of the controllee as to how much it resembles a pronoun. I will compare the controllee 

with the 3rd person singular pronoun ta, complex reflexive taziji, and simplex reflexive ziji 

in environments where they are all acceptable but with potentially varied interpretations. 

This comparison is only applicable to constructions with an optionally expressed GR, 

which can be realised as an overt pronoun. 
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2.5.4. Interim summary 

This section has discussed diagnostics for differentiating between various types of GC 

Relations as a phenomenon of cross-dimensional discrepancy. Table 13 summarises the 

investigation steps. Data analysis will be presented in sections 3.6 and 3.7. Further issues 

regarding the formal mechanism of control can only be addressed after thorough data 

inspection. 

 

Table 13 

Steps for investigating GC Relations of Ø 
Expressions of GR Investigation of GC Relations of Ø 

1.Obligatorily expressed (inapplicable) 

2.Optionally unexpressed • Step 1: 
Investigate referential behaviour of Ø (when GR is 
unexpressed) 

→ What GC Relation does it display? 

• Step 2: 
Compare Ø with pronoun ta, taziji, and ziji 

→ Does the GC relation resemble the binding relation of ta, 
taziji, or ziji? 

3.Obligatorily unexpressed • Investigate referential behaviour of Ø 

→  What GC Relation does it display? 
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2.6. Properties of Embedded Complements – Diagnostics of Modal Auxiliaries of 

Futurity and Aspectual Markers 

Chinese lacks overt tense marking, but it employs aspectual markers (C. N. Li & 

Thompson, 1989). This section examines criteria related to the interaction among 

complementation, modal auxiliaries of futurity, and aspectual markers in Chinese. The 

discussion delves into two future modals, hui and yao, both indicating futurity but with 

nuanced semantic distinctions. It also covers two post-verbal aspectual markers: the 

perfective marker -le and the experiential marker -guo.39 

Chinese embedded complements are often divided into two classes based on how 

modal auxiliaries and aspectual markers behave when placed in the complement. The 

“restrictive” class is characterised as “non-finite” (e.g., C.-T. J. Huang, 1982, 1989; Y.-H. 

A. Li, 1985, 1990) or “monoclausal” (Grano, 2015), while the “non-restrictive” class is 

characterised as “finite” or “biclausal”, depending on how “finiteness” and “clausehood” 

are defined. Some argue that the syntactic division correlates with the complement’s 

ability to contain an overt subject and GC relations, as seen in English and other languages 

where control clauses are non-finite and non-control clauses are finite. The importance 

of examining these correlational relations is emphasised in recent Generative studies (e.g., 

C.-T. J. Huang, 2022). However, others challenge the syntactic nature of the split and 

suggest that the differences are caused by the lexical-semantic variations of matrix 

predicates (Hu et al., 2001; Xu, 1985). The literature debates whether syntax or lexical 

semantics provides a better explanation for the behaviour of the embedded complement 

in relation to aspectual markers and future modals. 

This discussion will develop tests to explore how complementation interacts with 

aspectual markers and future modals. It will formulate three testable hypotheses to 

investigate the relationships between, on the one hand, aspectual markers and future 

modals, and on the other hand, GC Relations and clausehood. These hypotheses aim to 

investigate the claim that there are two distinct classes of embedded complements 

correlated with control and clausehood. Independent evidence is required to sustain this 

distinction. I seek the evidence in the form of distributional correlation among language 

properties. I expect that the restrictive complement-type would consistently demonstrate 

a set of restricted properties in the domain of future modals/aspectual markers. If the 

observed patterns do not align with expectations, alternative lexical-semantic 

explanations will be considered. 

 
39 There is a homophonous clause-final variant of le. While post-verbal -le encodes the perfective aspect, 
clause-final le conveys the semantics of a “currently relevant state” and is not a perfective marker (see e.g., 
Grano, 2015; C. N. Li & Thompson, 1989). 
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As Chinese lacks visible formal marking for “finiteness”, I am cautious about 

postulating this concept. In section 2.6.3, I will discuss how Generative literature 

(including LFG) conceptualises finiteness more broadly than traditional definitions of 

tense-and-agreement inflection. This implies a cross-linguistically valid characterisation 

of finiteness, even for isolating languages like Chinese, which lack inflectionally marked 

verbs. The new definition characterises finiteness as a relative concept, contrasting 

complement clauses with the declarative main clause as the standard of comparison. This 

method is also used in typological studies under different terminology (“balancing” vs 

“de-ranking”). For now, I will use “non-restrictive” and “restrictive” instead of “finite” 

and “non-finite”. 

In Chapter 3, I will examine evidence for control and complementation. In this 

section, I will briefly discuss what has been claimed in the literature regarding modal 

auxiliaries and aspect markers, and use these claims to formulate testable hypotheses that 

will be examined in section 3.9. I will mention the concepts of “obligatorily unexpressed 

SUBJcomp” and “Unconstrained Type of GC Relation” as part of the hypotheses, but the 

empirical classification will be presented in detail in sections 3.6-3.7. 

 
2.6.1. Modal auxiliaries of futurity: hui and yao 

2.6.1.1. Issues in past studies 

Previous research suggests that the embedded complements of some matrix predicates 

allow the future modal hui, while others do not, contributing to the purported syntactic 

division between the restrictive vs non-restrictive classes. Matrix predicates licensing an 

obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp are said to prohibit the future modal, while those 

licensing the Unconstrained Type of GC Relation allow it. Relevant data from previous 

studies, such as (67) and (68) from C.-T. J. Huang (1989, 1998) and Y.-H. A. Li (1990), 

support these claims. 

 

Restrictive class:40 

(67) a. lisi     shefa    (*hui)    lai 

               Lisi    try           will     come 

              ‘Lisi tries to come.’            (C.-T. J. Huang, 1989: 189) 

  

 
40 The matrix predicates – bi ‘force’, shefa ‘try’, quan ‘persuade’, and zhunbei ‘prepare’ – involve an obligatorily 
unexpressed SUBJcomp. See section 3.5. 
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            b. wo  zhunbei mingtian (*hui)   lai 

                  I    plan      tomorrow  will   come 

                 ‘I plan to come tomorrow.’                       (C.-T. J. Huang, 1989: 248) 

c. wo  bi       lisi   (*hui)    lai 

                 I    force  Lisi     will    come 

                ‘I force Lisi to come.’                       (C.-T. J. Huang, 1989: 189) 

            d. wo  quan           ta  (*hui)    lai 

                 I     persuade    he    will     come 

                ‘I persuade him to come.’           (Y.-H. A. Li, 1990: 22) 

 

Non-restrictive class:41 

(68) a. zhangsan    xiangxin ta     hui    lai 

                Zhangsan   believe   3SG  will    come 

               ‘Zhangsan believes that he will come.’            (C.-T. J. Huang, 1989: 188) 

            b. wo gaosu ta      huoche  hui    kai 

     I   tell      3SG   train      will   leave 

                ‘I tell him that the train will leave.’             (Y.-H. A. Li, 1990: 22) 

 

The alleged syntactic division between the two classes of embedded complements may 

be challenged by the fact that although the future modal hui is prohibited with matrix 

predicates that have an obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp, the same sentences can be used 

with the future modal yao, which has similar semantics to hui but with subtle differences. 

(69) and (70) from Grano (2015), Y. Li (1985), and Xu (1994) illustrate this point. 

 
Restrictive class 

(69) a. wo quan                  ta     yao    lai 

                 I   try.to.persuade   3SG  will    come 

                ‘I try to persuade him to come.’         (Xu, 1994: 324) 

            b. ta   bi       wo yiding yao  zai liang tian zhinei   wancheng 

                he  force  I    must   will  at  two   day  within  finish 

                ‘He forces me to finish it within two days.’         (Xu, 1994: 324) 

  

 
41 The matrix predicates – xiangxin ‘believe’ and gaosu ‘tell’ – license the Unconstrained Type of GC Relation. 
See sections 3.6 and 3.7. 
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             c. wo zhunbei  mingtian   yao    canjia   yi-ge      hui 

                 I    prepare  tomorrow  will   attend  one-CL  meeting 

                ‘I prepare to attend a meeting tomorrow.’    

          (Y. Li, 1985; cited by Hu et al., 2001: 1122) 

 
Non-restrictive class 

(70) zhangsan   renwei    lisi     hui/yao    lai 

Zhangsan  believe   Lisi    will/will    come 

     ‘Zhangsan believes that Lisi will come.’           (Grano, 2015: 152) 

 

Xu (1985, 1994) and Hu et al. (2001) reject the idea of a syntactic division between 

the two classes and suggest a lexical-semantic explanation for the hui-yao asymmetry. They 

argue that while both hui and yao express futurity, they have subtle semantic differences. 

Hui indicates objective futurity, uncertainty of future eventuality, and low volitionality of 

an agentive entity in carrying out the action. (67)c and (67)d with hui are unacceptable 

because “it is hard to imagine how it is possible to persuade or force a person to come 

without his knowing that he will come or without his own activation of the action of his 

coming” (Hu et al., 2001: 1124). Similarly, (67)b is unacceptable with hui due to semantic 

incompatibility between the modality of uncertain possibility and planned eventhood 

denoted by zhunbei ‘prepare’. Xu (1985: 347) further evidences this semantic 

incompatibility with the following English pair: 

 
(71) a. #I plan to possibly come tomorrow. 

       b. I expect to possibly come tomorrow. 

 

In contrast, yao expresses subjective futurity, certainty of future events, and high 

volitionality of the agent carrying out the action. As explained by Hu et al. (2001: 1124), 

“if one persuades or forces a person to come, one expects his persuasion or forcing will 

produce an effect upon the person being persuaded or forced so as to make him accept 

his persuasion or forcing and carry out the action of coming”. 

 

2.6.1.2. Diagnostics for complementation constructions with hui and yao 

There is a need for a more systematic investigation of the relationship between 

complementation constructions and hui/yao, as many studies draw conclusions based on 

very limited data. This study aims to address this by applying a consistent test 

environment to a wider range of data. Each matrix predicate (Vm) will be examined with 
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its complementation construction kept to the pattern where possible linear positions 

corresponding to the arguments of Vm and Vcomp are filled by overt expressions, resulting 

in one of the following test environments: 

 
(72) a. DP1 Vm hui/yao VPcomp 

     b. DP1 Vm DP2 hui/yao VPcomp 

     c. DP1 Vm DP2 DP3 hui/yao VPcomp 

 

I expect the outcomes to group each matrix predicate into one of these categories: 

 
(73) Group 1: Compatible with both hui and yao 

     Group 2: Incompatible with hui, but compatible with yao 

     Group 3: Compatible with hui, but incompatible with yao 

     Group 4: Incompatible with both hui and yao 

 

The presented data can be classified into Groups 1 and 2, with a possibility of Groups 3 

and 4 when more matrix predicates are considered. The following distribution-correlation 

hypothesis relates the distribution of hui/yao to GC Relations and aims at confirming the 

claim of a division between two classes of embedded complements: 

 
(74) Distribution-correlation Hypothesis 1 (to be tested) 

For matrix predicates that require an obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp, the 

embedded complements also display restricted occurrence of the future modals 

hui or yao. In contrast, for matrix predicates that can license the Unconstrained 

Type of GC Relation, their embedded complements do not have restrictions for 

the occurrence of the future modals. 

 

If the attested patterns confirm the hypothesis, they constitute distribution-correlation 

evidence for positing two complement types – restrictive vs non-restrictive classes. If the 

attested patterns fail to confirm to the hypothesis, alternative explanations pertinent to 

the lexical semantics of matrix predicates will be explored. 

 
2.6.2. Aspectual markers: -le and -guo 

2.6.2.1. Issues in past studies 

Some studies split embedded complements into two subclasses based on whether they 

restrict the occurrence of -le or -guo markers. The restrictive-class complements show a 
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correlation with unexpressed SUBJcomp, while the non-restrictive-class complements 

correlate with the Unconstrained Type of GC Relation. See (75) and (76) for relevant data. 

 

Restrictive class42 

(75) lisi    shefa lai-(*guo/*le) 

            Lisi   try     come-EXP/PFV 

            ‘Lisi tries to come’              (C.-T. J. Huang, 1989: 188) 

 

Non-restrictive class43 

(76) a. zhangsan shuo ta     lai-le 

                Zhangsan say   3SG  come-PFV 

               ‘Zhangsan says that he has come.’                (C.-T. J. Huang, 1989: 188) 

            b. zhangsan  gaosu lisi    wangwu    chi-le/guo        fan 

                Zhangsan tell     Lisi   Wangwu   eat-PFV/EXP      food 

               ‘Zhangsan tells Lisi that Wangwu has eaten.’                        (Grano, 2015: 152) 

  

However, there are apparent counterexamples where the complements of the restrictive 

class are compatible with the aspectual markers: 44 

 

(77) a. wo bi        ta     lai-le 

            I    force  3SG   come-PFV 

           ‘I have forced him to come.’           (C.-T. J. Huang, 1989: 190) 

        b. wo jiao  ta      kan-guo   ni-de         shu 

            I     ask  3SG   read-EXP  you-POSS  book 

            ‘I have asked him to read your book.’          (C.-T. J. Huang, 1989: 190) 

 c. zhangsan    qing    lisi   chi-le/guo       fan 

            Zhangsan   invite  Lisi  eat-PFV/EXP    food 

            ‘Zhangsan has invited Lisi to have a meal.’              (Grano, 2015: 154) 

        d. zhangsan     bi       lisi   chi-le       fan 

            Zhangsan    force  Lisi  eat-PFV    food 

            ‘Zhangsan has forced Lisi to eat.’               (Grano, 2015: 156) 

 

 
42 Shefa ‘try’ selects for an obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp. See section 3.5. 
43 Shuo ‘say’ and gaosu ‘tell’ licence the Unconstrained Type of GC Relation. See sections 3.6 and 3.7. 
44 The set of restrictive-class matrix predicates may vary depending on the criteria used to define the class. 
The presented matrix predicates are from studies that consider them to select for a restrictive complement 
and have restricted -le and -guo occurrence as a criterion. 
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Supporters of the syntactic division of restrictive vs non-restrictive classes (e.g., Grano, 

2015; C.-T. J. Huang, 1989; N. Huang, 2018) argue that the aspectual markers -le or -guo 

in (77) are not counterexamples, as they are semantically associated with the matrix 

predicate through “Aspect under Control” (or “Aspectual Lowering”). For example, in 

(77)b, the experiential aspect -guo is claimed to scope over the asking-to-read event instead 

of merely the reading event. According to J.-W. Lin (2003, 2006), -le and -guo have both 

aspectual and temporal components, and part of their semantic contribution is to place 

an event’s topic time before the evaluation time, which is the understood time of the 

matrix predicate. For example, (78) entails that the time of Mary’s getting angry precedes 

the time of John’s saying. 

 
(78) yuechan shuo mali     sheng-guo/-le  qi 

   John      say    Mary   get-EXP/PFV     angry 

  ‘John says that Mary has been angry (before the saying time).’  

(adapted from J.-W. Lin, 2006: 26) 

 
Grano (2015) applies J.-W. Lin's (2003, 2006) observation to restrictive-class matrix 

predicates. (77)c does not entail that the time of Lisi having a meal precedes the time of 

Zhangsan’s invitation. He concludes that the presence of -le or -guo in an embedded 

complement of the restrictive class does not necessarily indicate the embedded-event time 

precedes the matrix-event time. This is because the aspectual marker is semantically 

associated with the matrix predicate, placing its event temporally prior to the utterance 

time. From this perspective, the restrictive-class embedded complement displays 

restrictions such that its predicate cannot be semantically associated with an aspectual 

marker, although the marker is morphologically affixed to the embedded predicate. 

Xu (1985) and Hu et al. (2001) challenge the view that sentences like those in (77)  

contain an aspectual marker associated with the matrix predicate. They provide data 

demonstrating that the placement of an aspectual marker in the matrix clause vs the 

embedded complement has an impact on semantic interpretation, undermining the claim 

that both constructions have a matrix interpretation. 

 
(79) a. wo  qing-guo    ta     chi  fan   (keshi ta    mei  lai) 

                 I    invite-EXP  3SG  eat  rice   but    3SG  not   come 

     ‘I have invited him to have a dinner, (but he didn’t come).’ 
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            b. wo qing     ta     chi-guo   fan   (# keshi  ta     mei   lai) 

                I    invite   3SG   eat-EXP   rice       but    3SG   not   come 

               ‘I have invited him to have a dinner, (# but he did not come).’ 

         (adapted from Xu, 1985: 349) 

 

In (79)a, the experiential marker is attached to the matrix predicate, while in (79)b, it is 

attached to the embedded predicate. According to Xu (1985) and Hu et al. (2001), for 

(79)b, if the experiential marker cannot be semantically associated with the embedded 

predicate, but must be associated with the matrix predicate, the follow-up sentence should 

be semantically compatible in the same way as (79)a. However, (79)b is semantically 

incompatible with the follow-up sentence, unlike (79)a. This weakens the claim about the 

existence of two complement classes. 

 
2.6.2.2. Diagnostics for complementation constructions with -le and -guo 

Past studies often draw conclusions from limited matrix predicates, highlighting the need 

for a systematic study on the interplay between complementation and aspectual markers. 

Previous studies have identified several issues to be tested. The first issue 

concerns the compatibility of an aspectual marker with the embedded predicate. Another 

issue is the temporal sequence of events denoted by the matrix predicate and embedded 

predicate. It is unclear whether the appearance of the aspectual marker -le or -guo in the 

embedded complement entails that the event time associated with the embedded 

complement precedes the event time of the matrix clause, which has implications for 

whether the embedded -le or -guo of some constructions should have a matrix construal 

as argued by some linguists. To address these issues, I propose a systematic study using a 

specific complementation pattern and test environments in (80). The expected outcomes 

and follow-up tests on temporal sequences are shown in (81). 

 

(80) a. DP1 Vm Vcomp-le/guo ... 

b. DP1 Vm DP2 Vcomp-le/guo ... 

c. DP1 Vm DP2 DP3 Vcomp-le/guo ... 
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(81)  Outcome       Further test on temporal sequences 

             Event time: tcomp<tm 

     Well-formed construction       Event time: tm<tcomp 

                 Event time: tm=tcomp 

     Ill-formed construction       

 

To test the effect of an aspectual marker in the matrix clause vs embedded 

complement on interpretation, the proposed test environment contains two sentences, 

with the first sentence adopting the same format as in (79) and the follow-up sentence 

negating the event denoted by the embedded complement. 

The diagnostics aim at confirming the distribution-correlation hypothesis in (82). 

If there are two classes of embedded complements, the restrictive class consistently 

displays a cluster of properties, correlating with obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp. 

 
(82) Distribution-correlation Hypothesis 2 (to be tested) 

For matrix predicates requiring obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp, the embedded 

complements also have restricted behaviour with respect to aspectual markers -le 

and -guo in one of the following ways: 

(a) it is ungrammatical to affix -le or -guo to the embedded predicate 

(b) it is grammatical to affix -le or -guo to the embedded predicate but the aspectual 

marker is semantically associated with the matrix predicate rather than the 

embedded predicate. Such semantic association can be evidenced by:  

(i) a temporal effect where the aspectual marker places the matrix event 

temporally prior to the utterance time and the embedded event does not 

precede the matrix event; and/or 

 (ii) there are no interpretational differences between affixing the 

aspectual marker to the matrix predicate vs affixing it to the embedded 

predicate since both options should constitute a matrix construal. 

In contrast, for matrix predicates which can license the Unconstrained Type of 

GC Relation, their embedded complements do not display the above restrictions. 

Affixing -le or -guo to the embedded predicate results in the event time of the 

embedded material preceding the event time of the matrix clause. 

 

If the attested patterns confirm the hypothesis, they constitute distribution-correlation 

evidence for proposing two complement types. 
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2.6.3. Finiteness vs clausehood explanations 

I used “non-restrictive” and “restrictive” to describe two clause types and emphasized 

the need for distribution-correlation evidence to support such a distinction. If two 

constructs are of the same clause type, they should share a common set of language 

properties associated with that type. 

Generative studies on Chinese label the “non-restrictive” type as “finite” and the 

“restrictive” type as “non-finite” (e.g., Grano, 2017; C.-T. J. Huang, 1989; N. Huang, 

2018; T.-H. J. Lin, 2011, 2012, 2015; N. N. Zhang, 2016). This position may seem 

surprising given the traditional definition of “finiteness” as involving verbal inflection in 

tense and person-number agreement, which is derived from the Latin grammatical 

tradition. Chinese, being an isolating language that lacks such inflection, does not fit this 

definition – a position espoused by typologically-oriented studies (e.g., Hu et al., 2001). 

In order to justify the view held by Generative studies on finiteness in Chinese, it 

is important to note that their concept of finiteness is broader than the traditional 

definition. According to Grano (2017: 259), “finiteness” is viewed as a cluster of 

properties that enable a clause to stand alone as a syntactically unembedded assertion. 

Similarly, some LFG studies (e.g., Butt, 2014; Lowe, 2019) also view “finiteness” as a 

broader concept. Lowe (2019: 311) emphasises the “cross-linguistic relativity” of 

finiteness and approaches it as a “prototypical notion” with prototypically finite clauses 

being non-dependent, non-modal, non-negative, and assertive. Essentially, current 

Generative studies tend to construe “finiteness” as a relative concept – in a given language, 

a syntactically unembedded declarative clause is considered a “finite” clause, and any 

embedded clause type that is subject to systematic restrictions that are not imposed on 

unembedded declarative clauses is considered “non-finite”. 

The present study proposes testable hypotheses for possible systematic 

restrictions in embedded clauses, which require distribution-correlation evidence from 

other language properties like GC Relations to support any potential clause-type 

distinction. If the hypotheses are supported by empirical data, the “restrictive” clause type 

can be renamed as “non-finite” while the “non-restrictive” clause types can be renamed 

as “finite” according to current Generative studies. Typological studies (e.g., Cristofaro, 

2005), on the other hand, tend to preserve the traditional definition of “finiteness” and 

adopt “balancing” and “de-ranking” from Stassen (1985) to characterise scenarios where 

some embedded clauses are as free as unembedded clauses while others are susceptible 

to restrictions. From this perspective, the debate between Generative linguists and 

typologists on “finiteness” is terminological rather than empirical. 
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Generative studies generally propose a “finite” vs “non-finite” distinction, but 

Grano (2015) offers an alternative explanation based on biclausal vs monoclausal 

configurations, amid cross-linguistic proposals on “restructuring” (Cinque, 2006; 

Wurmbrand, 2001, 2004, 2015). Chinese exhaustive-Control predicates, according to  

Grano (2015), involve clausal restructuring, resulting in a monoclausal configuration with 

a non-clausal vP complement. On the other hand, predicates such as xiangxin 

‘believe/think’ appear in biclausal configurations with a clausal CP complement. Grano's 

(2015) monoclausal class corresponds to the “non-finite” class, while the biclausal class 

corresponds to the “finite” class. From a Minimalist perspective (Adger, 2007), finiteness 

pertains to different types of clausal embedding if there are complex layers of functional 

projections which can be truncated at various points to encode finiteness: finite 

embedded clauses project up to CP, whereas non-finite ones are reduced to TP (IP), vP, 

VP, etc. Therefore, Grano's (2015)  biclausal/monoclausal proposal can be reconciled 

with the finite/non-finite proposal within the Minimalist context. 

I distinguish between restrictiveness/finiteness and clausehood and look for 

independent evidence for each before exploring any relationship between them. To 

identify complement types, I examine distribution-correlation evidence using the 

hypotheses outlined in (74) and (82). For clausehood in the Constituent Dimension, I 

consider an embedded IP or CP as a clausal complement and VP as non-clausal. They are 

differentiated by ye ‘also’, shuo, and independent negation diagnostics (section 2.4). 

Anaphoric binding is used to detect clausehood in the GR Dimension (section 2.3). My 

preliminary results in section 2.4 suggest that some matrix predicates such as shefa ‘try’ 

can select for a clausal IP or CP complement, challenging the idea that they always appear 

in monoclausal configurations (pace Grano, 2015). I also propose a distribution-

correlation hypothesis to explore the relationship between clausehood and GC Relations: 

 
(83) Distribution-correlation Hypothesis 3 (to be tested) 

Matrix predicates selecting for unexpressed SUBJcomp have non-clausal embedded 

complements, while those allowing the Unconstrained Type of GC Relation have 

clausal embedded complements. 

 

The hypothesis will be tested in various contexts, with and without aspectual markers or 

future modals. There are two positions in the Minimalist literature on restructuring: the 

strong position (Cinque, 2006; Grano, 2015) claims that some control predicates (e.g., 

shefa ‘try’) always select for non-clausal complements, while the more flexible position (N. 
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Huang, 2018; Wurmbrand, 2015) argues that they select for non-clausal complements 

only in certain contexts. 

 
2.6.4. Interim summary 

Motivated by past research, I have identified relevant diagnostics to test the relationships 

between complementation, modal auxiliaries, and aspectual markers. I have formulated 

three distribution-correlation hypotheses to guide my investigation. The first two 

hypotheses aim to examine any correlation between the distribution of GC Relations and 

the aspectual markers/modal auxiliaries. The existence of two subclasses of embedded 

complements can be taken as independent evidence if the distributional correlation is 

established. The “non-finite” class is known to have restrictive behaviour while the “finite” 

class is non-restrictive, and each class should possess a set of common properties. 

However, it is crucial to be aware of alternative lexical-semantic explanations if these 

correlational hypotheses fail. The third hypothesis involves a concept called 

“restructuring”, where matrix predicates involving certain GC Relations are claimed to 

select for non-clausal complements. 
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2.7. Diagnostics for Inner Topicalisation and Focus Fronting 

This section will present diagnostics pertinent to two displacement phenomena – Inner 

Topicalisation and Focus Fronting (Grano, 2015; N. Huang, 2018; Paul, 2002; see also 

Ernst & Wang, 1995; T.-H. J. Lin, 2015; Shyu, 1995). Prior research (e.g., Grano, 2015; N. 

Huang, 2018) has proposed that Chinese matrix predicates can be divided into two classes 

based on whether their inner topic or fronted phrase can be “displaced” to a position 

before the matrix predicate but following DP1 (i.e., whether the phrase can “cross” the 

matrix predicate).45  Studies correlate the displacement phenomena with control and 

complementation (Grano, 2015; N. Huang, 2018). 

 
2.7.1. Inner Topicalisation: issues in past studies 

Inner Topicalisation (also known as “object preposing”; see e.g., Ernst & Wang, 1995; 

Grano, 2015; N. Huang, 2018; T.-H. J. Lin, 2015; Paul, 2002; Shyu, 1995) involves an 

object appearing in a higher position below a subject position.46 I present data from N. 

Huang (2018: 351) in (84) and (85). Xiangxin ‘believe’ and shefa ‘try’ represent two classes 

of matrix predicates. Xiangxin ‘believe’ forbids the inner topic to cross the matrix predicate, 

whereas shefa ‘try’ in the context of inner topicalisation necessitates such crossing. (84)a 

and (85)a illustrate what the complementation constructions would look like without 

Inner Topicalisation. “__” indicates the canonical position for the embedded object 

without Inner Topicalisation. 

 
(84) a. DP1  Vm          DP2  Vcomp                    DPcomp 

    wo   xiangxin  lisi    xie-wan-le            [zhe-pian baogao] 

    I       believe   Lisi   write-finish-PFV     this-CL   report     

    ‘I believe that Lisi has already written this report.’ 

 

b. DP1 Vm           DP2   [inner topic]            Vcomp                   ____             

    wo   xiangxin  lisi     [zhe-pian baogao]    xie-wan-le 

     I      believe    Lisi    this-CL    report       write-finish-PFV 

    ‘I believe that Lisi has already written this report.’ 

 

c. DP1 [inner topic]             Vm          DP2    Vcomp                     ____             

   *wo  [zhe-pian baogao]    xiangxin  lisi      xie-wan-le   

      I     this-CL    report       believe    Lisi    write-finish-PFV  

 
45 Similar to the general LFG literature, although I use terms such as “displaced”, “fronting”, “extraction”, 
and “crossing”, I do not assume that there is any (covert) process of movement involved in the formation 
of the topicalised or focused constructions. 
46 Inner topics are different from external topics, which appear in a position above the subject (see e.g., 
Paul, 2002). 

Not crossing Vm 

Crossing Vm 

(unacceptable) 
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(85) a. DP1         Vm                                        Vcomp               DPcomp  

    wo hui    shefa  jinkuai                         xie-wan          [zhe-pian baogao] 

    I     will   try      as.soon.as.possible      write-finish     this-CL    report     

   ‘I will try to finish this report as soon as possible.’ 

 

   

b. DP1  [inner topic]                      Vm                                      Vcomp        ____ 

    wo    [zhe-pian baogao]     hui   shefa  jinkuai                      xie-wan 

    I         this-CL   report        will   try      as.soon.as.possible   write-finish 

   ‘I will try to finish this report as soon as possible.’ 

 

The inner topic of a xiangxin ‘believe’ construction is confined to the embedded clause, 

whereas that of a shefa ‘try’ construction appears between DP1 and Vm. There are two 

competing accounts. Grano (2015) suggests that (84) has a biclausal structure with the 

matrix predicate embedding a clausal CP, whereas (85) is “restructured” into a 

monoclausal construction with the embedded complement being a non-clausal vP-like 

complement. N. Huang (2018) adopts a more flexible proposal. He proposes that the 

embedded complement of (85) can either be a non-clausal vP-like complement or a clausal 

complement that projects up to the inflectional domain but not the CP domain. In both 

Grano (2015) and N. Huang (2018), (85) is analysed as lacking a functional projection in 

the embedded complement for hosting an inner topic. I will not go into the technical 

details of their analyses here, but more details will be revealed in section 5.1.1. 

 

2.7.2. Focus Fronting: issues in past studies 

I will examine two types of Focus Fronting. The first type involves a shenme ‘what’ 

constituent, which has a universal-quantifier interpretation with the meaning of ‘any’ or 

‘anything’ as a fronted constituent. The second type involves a lian ‘even’ constituent, 

which consists of the focus marker lian ‘even’ and a DP. In a focus-fronting construction, 

the particle dou is usually needed to make the construction well-formed.47 

I present data from N. Huang (2018: 352) in (86) and (87). Xiangxin ‘believe’ 

forbids the fronted phrase to cross the matrix predicate, whereas shefa ‘try’ and dasuan ‘plan’ 

are analysed as requiring such crossing. (86)a and (87)a illustrate what the constructions 

would look like without Focus Fronting. Their DPcomp cannot contain the universal-

 
47 Although some references (e.g., C.-T. J. Huang et al., 2009) translate dou as ‘all’,  dou does not preserve 
much (if any) of the meaning of ‘all’. 

Crossing Vm 
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quantifying shenme or focus marker lian ‘even’ because these words make fronting 

obligatory. In other words, it is not possible to have the un-fronted version containing 

universal-quantifying shenme ‘what’ or focus marker lian ‘even’. 

 
(86) a. DP1    Vm         DP2                             Vcomp     DPcomp 

    lisi     xiangxin zhangsan   hui    ziji     chuli     [zhexie/renhe  shi] 

      Lisi    believe   Zhangsan   will  SELF   handle   these/any    matter 

           ‘Lisi believes that Zhangsan will handle these/any matters himself.’ 

 

 

b. DP1    Vm          DP2       [focused phrase]                                                        Vcomp ___ 

    lisi     xiangxin zhangsan [shenme shi      /lian  zhe zhong xiao   shi]   dou ziji  chuli 

    Lisi    believe   Zhangsan  what    matter/even this type   small matter PRT SELF handle 

    ‘Lisi believes that Zhangsan handles everything/even trivial matters like these himself.’ 

 
 
 

 

c. DP1 [focused phrase]                                                   Vm          DP2                   Vcomp __ 

 *lisi    [shenme shi     /lian  zhe zhong xiao   shi]    dou  xiangxin zhangsan   ziji     chuli 

  Lisi    what     matter/even this type   small matter PRT  believe    Zhangsan  SELF   handle 

 

(87) a. DP1   Vm                            Vcomp     DPcomp 

    lisi    [shefa/dasuan] ziji     chuli     zhexie/renhe  shi 

    Lisi    try     /plan     self    handle   these/any       matter 

    ‘Lisi tries/plans to handle these matters himself.’ 

 

b. DP1   [focused phrase]                                                        Vm                        Vcomp ___     

     lisi    [shenme shi/lian        zhe zhong xiao   shi]      dou   [shefa/dasuan]  ziji   chuli 

     Lisi    what     matter/even this type    small matter  PRT    try   /plan        SELF  handle 

     ‘Lisi tries/plans to handle everything/even trivial matters like these himself.’ 

 

The focused phrase of a xiangxin ‘believe’ construction is confined to the embedded clause, 

whereas the focused phrase of a shefa ‘try’ or dasuan ‘plan’ construction crosses the matrix 

predicate. Similar to the previous discussion on Inner Topicalisation, Grano (2015) and 

N. Huang (2018) propose competing accounts. Grano (2015) analyses (86) to be biclausal, 

whereas (87) is “restructured” into a monoclausal construction. On the other hand, N. 

Not crossing Vm 

Crossing Vm 

(unacceptable) 

Crossing Vm 
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Huang (2018) proposes that the embedded complement of (87) can either be clausal or 

non-clausal as long as it lacks a functional projection to host a focused phrase. 

 
2.7.3. Data of divergent judgment 

N. Huang (2018) considers (88) to involve divergent judgment. If one adopts N. Huang's 

(2018) analysis, one should predict that a displaced phrase in a dasuan ‘plan’ or zhunbei 

‘prepare’ construction needs to cross the matrix predicate. However, (88) is accepted by 

at least some native speakers: 

 

(88) a. wo dasuan [shenme ren]        dou   bu   qing 

            I    plan      what      person  PRT   not  invite 

            ‘I plan to invite no one.’            (Hu et al., 2001: 1124) 

 b. wo zhunbei jinhou       [zhe-lei     shu]  duo    kan yidian 

                 I    prepare from.now   this-kind  book more  see  some 

                 ‘I prepare to read more of this kind of book from now on.’  

         (adapted from Hu et al., 2001: 1124) 

 

2.7.4. Diagnostics for Inner Topicalisation and Focused Fronting 

The presence of contentious data calls for a wider range of matrix predicates to be tested 

before drawing any conclusions. It is important to test the matrix predicate’s ability of 

allowing a displaced phrase to cross it. The test environments in (89) contain the linguistic 

environments with a displaced phrase crossing the matrix predicate and set (b) contains 

the ones without this kind of crossing. 

 
(89) a. Crossing Vm 

      (i) DP1 [displaced phrase] Vm Vcomp __ 

      (ii) DP1 [displaced phrase] Vm DP2 Vcomp __ 

      (iii) DP1 [displaced phrase] Vm DP2 DP3 Vcomp __ 

   b. Not crossing Vm 

       (i) DP1 Vm [displaced phrase] Vcomp __  

    (ii) DP1 Vm DP2 [displaced phrase] Vcomp __ 

    (iii) DP1 Vm DP2 DP3 [displaced phrase] Vcomp __ 
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2.7.5. Interim summary 

The above sections have presented the diagnostics required to test for Inner 

Topicalisation and Focus Fronting. Some studies have claimed that the distribution of the 

displaced phrase correlates with the matrix predicate’s control behaviour (e.g., Grano, 

2015; N. Huang, 2018). However, the conclusion is often drawn based on a few matrix 

predicates, which calls for a wider range of data to be analysed to derive the correct 

linguistic generalisations. 

 
2.8. Summary for Chapter 2 

This chapter has proposed an array of diagnostics to reveal the properties of Chinese 

control and complementation. Section 2.1 outlines the view of “grammar” as a parallel 

correspondence system, consisting of three dimensions: Constituent Dimension, GR 

Dimension, and Argument Dimension. Section 2.2 discusses three diagnostics to 

establish the argument status of nominals (DP1, DP2, and DP3) with respect to theta-role 

assignment by the matrix predicate. They are the selectional restriction test, 

meteorological clause compatibility test, and semantic entailment test. Section 2.3 

discusses how to use binding diagnostics to reveal GR patterns. Section 2.4 addresses 

three diagnostics for clausehood in the Constituent Dimension. Section 2.5 covers tests 

related to the overtness of DP2/3 and the expression of GR and Arg. When a GR is 

unexpressed, there are tests to detect its GC Relation. Section 2.6 proposes diagnostics 

to test how complementation interact with future modals and aspectual markers. Section 

2.7 discusses tests pertaining to Inner Topicalisation and Focus Fronting. 
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Chapter 3: Application of Diagnostics and Multi-level 

Taxonomic System for Classifying Empirical Patterns 

 

3.1. Introduction to Multi-level Taxonomic System 

Applying the diagnostics introduced in the previous chapter, Chapter 3 will develop an 

intricate taxonomic system that aims to classify the matrix predicates based on their 

control and complementation properties. The taxonomic system is divided into the 

following levels: 

Level 1: Attested patterns in the Constituent Dimension 

Level 2: Attested patterns in the Argument Dimension 

Level 3: Attested patterns in the Grammatical-Relation Dimension 

Level 4A: GC Relations of unexpressed GR at DP2-position 

Level 4B: GC Relations of unexpressed GR at DP3-position 

Level 5: Properties of matrix predicates/embedded complements 

– modal auxiliaries of futurity and aspectual markers 

Level 6: Inner Topicalisation and Focus Fronting 

Although I have adopted the term “Level” throughout the taxonomic system (partly out 

of convenience), it does not mean that the above linguistic information is viewed on a 

par with each other; most of all, the three linguistic dimensions (Constituent, Argument, 

and GR) should be accorded different theoretical status from the remaining 

phenomenon-related levels. The ultimate goal of the taxonomic system is to reveal the 

mechanism of control in Chinese through a systematic arrangement of empirical evidence. 

After examining Levels 1 to 3 separately, I will provide a summary of 

complementation patterns across the three levels. After addressing Levels 4A and 4B, I 

will divide the matrix predicates into 19 classes based on their control and 

complementation patterns. They are termed “Control and Complementation (C&C) 

classes” (section 3.8). Section 3.8 will serve as a useful summary for the C&C properties 

of the different matrix predicates covered in this thesis. 
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3.2. Level 1: Attested Patterns in the Constituent Dimension 

Chapter 2 introduced several concepts that will be necessary for the upcoming discussion: 

section 2.1.1 on encoding the Constituent Dimension; section 2.4 on diagnosing 

clausehood in the Constituent Dimension; section 2.5.1 on the different types of 

overtness of DP2/3. 

Three main constituent patterns are found, and overt nominal phrases are used 

to fill argument positions in each pattern when possible. In Chinese, the sentential subject 

(DP1) is always optionally overt (section 2.5.1). When a matrix verb is identified to embed 

a clausal complement, section 2.1.1 explained that the complement is marked as an IP 

projection when no complementizer is present, irrespective of whether a modal auxiliary 

occupies the I position. A clausal complement is designated as a CP projection only if it 

can take a complementizer, and only when that complementizer is present. This implies 

that the “general” complementation pattern of a matrix predicate does not encode cases 

where a complementizer is present. This approach is further justified by the fact that the 

use of the complementizer shuo comes from non-standard varieties of Mandarin Chinese 

and is not uniformly accepted by native speakers (section 2.1.1). 

As a preview, there are three main constituent patterns characterised as follows: 

Pattern 1: Absence of DP2 and DP3 

Pattern 2: Presence of DP2 and absence of DP3 

Pattern 3: Presence of DP2 and DP3 

Patterns 2 and 3 demonstrate some sub-variation, leading to a total of six observed 

patterns. 

 

3.2.1. Pattern 1: Absence of DP2 and DP3 

(DP1)-Vm-[VPcomp]IP 

shefa/changshi 

/xiangbanfa ‘try’ 

qitu ‘attempt’ dasuan ‘intend/plan’ zhunbei ‘prepare’ 

jujue ‘refuse’ zhiyi ‘insist’ gan ‘dare’  sihu ‘seem’ 

kanqilai ‘appear’ kaishi ‘begin’ tingzhi ‘stop’ xiang ‘want’ 

jixu ‘continue’ 

 

The complementation constructions of the above matrix predicates cannot contain an 

overt DP2. 
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(1) xiaoming {qitu   /dasuan/xiang/gan/zhiyi} (*ta /*xiaoming/*xiaomei) 

     Xiaoming  attempt/plan/want/dare/insist     3SG/Xiaoming/Xiaomei 

     kefu            kunnan 

     overcome   difficulty 

     ‘Xiaoming attempts/plans/wants/dares (*him/*Xiaoming/*Xiaomei) to       

      overcome/insists on overcoming the difficulty.’ 

 

(2) xiaoming   {sihu/kaishi}   (*ta/*xiaoming/*xiaomei)  mingbai        zhenxiang 

     Xiaoming    seem/begin      3SG/Xiaoming/Xiaomei  understand    truth 

     ‘Xiaoming seems/begins (*him/*Xiaoming/*Xiaomei) to understand the truth.’ 

 

A sihu ‘seem’ construction has an alternative linear pattern of Vm-DP1-VPcomp with 

an optional DP1, as shown in (3): 

 
 
(3) sihu     ren        ye       biande     geng.congming-le 

     seem   person   also    become   smarter-PFV 

     ‘It seems the person has also become smarter.’     (zhTenTen17 corpus) 

 

In (3), the pre-Vm position must not be filled by any overt nominal. 

Matrix predicates embodying Pattern 1 can take an IP clausal complement, as 

shown by the ye ‘also’ and independent negation diagnostics in (4) and (5). Certain matrix 

predicates can take a clausal complement that projects up to CP, demonstrated by the 

complementizer-shuo diagnostic in (6). 

 
(4) Context: Zhangsan will go to the UK tomorrow. 

     lisi    {xiangbufa/qitu     /dasuan/zhunbei/jujue/sihu   /xiang/zhiyi  }  

     Lisi    try           /attempt/plan   /prepare/refuse/seem/want /insist 

     [mingtian     ye     (yao)  qu   yingguo] 

     tomorrow    also    will   go   UK 

     ‘Lisi tries/attempts/plans/prepares/refuses/seems/wants to also go/insists on 

      also going to the UK tomorrow.’ 
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(5) xiaoming {kaishi/gan}  bu    zuo    na-jian-shi 

     xiaoming {begin/dare} not   do     that-CL-task 

     ‘Xiaoming begins/dares not (to) do that task.’ 

 

(6)  lisi   xiangbanfa/dasuan/zhunbei /xiang  /zhiyi 

 Lisi  try              /plan    /prepare  /want  /insist 

[shuo   nian-di     (yao)  dao  Ouzhou  dujia] 

 COMP   year-end    will   to    Europe    take.vacation 

 ‘Lisi tries/plans/prepares/wants to take a vacation in Europe at the end of the year.’ 

 
3.2.2. Pattern 2: Presence of DP2 and absence of DP3 

Pattern 2a: (DP1)-Vm-[(DP2)-VPcomp]IP 

jueding ‘decide’ houhui ‘regret’ shuo ‘say’ faxian ‘find’ 

baozheng ‘guarantee’ jianchi ‘persist/insist’ xiangxin ‘believe’ renwei ‘believe/think’ 

xiwang ‘hope’ kewang ‘desire’ guji ‘guess/predict’ huai ‘suspect’ 

zhuzhang ‘advocate’ jianyi/tiyi ‘suggest’ tingshuo ‘hear’ zhidao ‘know’ 

xiangzhidao ‘wonder’ diaocha ‘investigate’ 

 

The complementation constructions formed by the above matrix predicates can 

optionally contain a DP2. The following examples feature an optional personal pronoun 

ta or full DP. Note that the reference of ta is irrelevant to a construction’s constituent 

pattern, although it is important to its GR pattern (section 2.3).48 

 

(7) xiaoming {shuo/renwei/guji  /huaiyi   /jianchi}       (ta  /zhangsan)  

            Xiaoming  say  /think   /guess/suspect/insist           3SG/Zhangsan 

            yao  xie    yi-ben  shu 

            will  write one-CL book 

           ‘Xiaoming says/thinks/guesses/suspects that he/Zhangsan will write a  

            book.’ 

 

(8) xiaoming  xiangzhidao (ta/zhangsan)    hui-bu-hui     chenggong 

       Xiaoming  wonder        3SG/Zhangsan  will-not-will  succeed 

       ‘Xiaoming wonder whether he/Zhangsan will succeed.’ 

 

 
48 Native speakers in general do not prefer DP2 to be a repetition of DP1 to avoid sounding repetitive. Such 
patterns are not included here. 
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Matrix predicates embodying Pattern 2a can take an IP clausal complement, as 

evidenced by the ye ‘also’ and independent negation diagnostics in (9). Some of these 

predicates can take the complementizer shuo, indicating a CP projection. The presence of 

the complementizer specifies that the clausal boundary lies between the matrix predicate 

and DP2, with DP2 as part of the lower clause. To obtain additional evidence of the clausal 

boundary, a complement-clause ellipsis test can be utilised. If DP2 and VPcomp constitute 

one element as the IP complement of the Vm, they can be omitted together under 

appropriate discourse conditions. 

 

(9) xiaoming {jueding/shuo/xiangxin/tiyi      /tingshuo /zhidao}  ta   {ye/bu}  

            Xiaoming  decide /say   /believe   /suggest/hear       /know     3SG  also/not 

            yao  xie    yi-ben  shu 

            will  write one-CL book 

           ‘Xiaoming decides/says/believes/suggests/heard/knows that he will also/not  

           write a book.’ 

 
(10) a. xiaoming {jueding/renwei/guji   /jianchi/xiangxin/tiyi      /zhidao/faxian}  

           Xiaoming  decide /think  /guess /insist  /believe  /suggest/know /discover 

           [shuo   ta      yao  xie    yi-ben  shu] 

            COMP   3SG   will  write one-CL book 

           ‘Xiaoming decides/thinks/guesses/insists/believe/suggests/knows/has  

           discovered that he will write a book.’ 

        b. xiaoming   xiangzhidao   [shuo    ta   neng-bu-neng   cheng.de.xia.qu] 

           Xiaoming   wonder           COMP   he  can-not-can      survive 

           ‘Xiaoming wonders whether he can survive.’ 

 
(11) xiaoming  zhidao xiaomei   shi  fanren,   zhangsan   que   bu    zhidao 

       Xiaoming  know  Xiaomei   be  criminal  Zhangsan  but   not   know 

      {xiaomei   shi    fanren   / *xiaomei  shi fanren}  

             Xiaomei   be    criminal     Xiaomei  be  criminal   

       ‘Xiaoming knows that Xiaomei is a criminal, but Zhangsan doesn’t.’ 

 

The ellipsis test in (11) shows that DP2 and VPcomp form one syntactic constituent as the 

clausal complement. 
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Pattern 2b: (DP1)-Vm-(DP2)-[VPcomp]IP 

xue(xi)  

‘learn (from)/imitate’ 

jinzhi ‘prohibit’ guili ‘encourage’ pizhun ‘permit’ 

yunxu ‘allow’ dailing ‘lead’ peitong ‘accompany’ xihuan ‘like/prefer’ 

taoyan ‘hate’ xiangyao ‘want’ 

 

The complementation constructions formed by the above matrix predicates contain an 

optional DP2, as exemplified by (12) to (15). 

 
(12) xiaoming  xue             (ta/zhangsan)     dan   gangqin 

       Xiaoming learn.from   3SG/Zhangsan   play   piano 

       ‘Xiaoming learns from him/Zhangsan how to play the piano.’ 

 
(13) xiaoming   jinzhi/guli                 (ta/zhangsan)     qu    xuexiao 

       Xiaoming  prohibit/encourage   3SG/Zhangsan    go    school 

       ‘Xiaoming prohibits/encourages him/Zhangsan from going/to go to school.’ 

 

(14) xiaoming   xiangyao    (ta/zhangsan)    haohao   biaoxian 

       Xiaoming  want           3SG/Zhangsan  well        behave 

      ‘Xiaoming wants him/Zhangsan to behave well.’ 

 

(15) xiaoming   dailing/peitong    (tamen/tuandui)    qu    lundun 

       Xiaoming   lead/accompany   they/team            go    London 

       ‘Xiaoming leads/accompanies them/the team to London.’ 

 

Matrix predicates conforming to Pattern 2b embed a clausal complement IP, as 

exemplified by the ye ‘also’ diagnostic in (16) and independent negation diagnostic in (17). 

Some of them can be followed by the complementizer shuo, as shown in (18), signalling 

the possibility of a CP projection. The complementizer suggests that the clausal boundary 

occurs between DP2 and VPcomp, with DP2 being part of the higher clause. 

 
(16) xiaoming   {dailing/peitong/jinzhi  /guli          /pizhun/yunxu/xiangyao}     

       Xiaoming    lead/accompany/forbit/encourage/permit/allow  /want 

       tuandui    ye     qu    lundun 

       team        also   go    London 

       ‘Xiaoming leads/accompanies/forbits/encourages/permits/allows/wants the  

       team to also go to London.’ 
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(17) xiaoming  dailing/peitong    /guli             /xihuan/xiangyao   tuandui 

       Xiaoming  lead   /accompany/encourage  /prefer /want         team 

       bu   zai    zuo    wuweide dikang 

       not  again make useless    resistance 

      ‘Xiaoming leads/accompanies/encourages/prefers/wants the team not to  

       engage in anymore useless resistance.’ 

 

(18) a. xiaoming   dailing/peitong    tuandui  [shuo   qu    lundun] 

          Xiaoming   lead/accompany  team       COMP   go    London 

         ‘Xiaoming leads/accompanies the team to go to London.’ 

       b. xiaoming  xue              zhangsan  [shuo  wanshang   bu   shuijiao] 

           Xiaoming learn.from   Zhangsan  COMP  night          not  sleep  

           ‘Xiaoming learns from Zhangsan not to sleep at night.’ 

      c. xiaoming    guli            zhangsan    [shuo   haohao dushu] 

          Xiaoming   encourage  Zhangsan   COMP    hard      study 

          ‘Xiaoming encourages Zhangsan to study hard.’ 

 
Pattern 2c: (DP1)-Vm-DP2-[VPcomp]IP 

quan ‘try to persuade’ shuifu ‘persuade’ bi(po) ‘force’ (yao)qing ‘invite’ 

pai ‘send’ yinyou ‘seduce’ jiao ‘ask/order’ gongxi ‘congratulate’ 

ganxie ‘thank’ yuanliang ‘forgive’ guai/manyuan ‘blame’ rang ‘let’ 

daibiao ‘represent’ 

 

Pattern 2c shows an obligatory DP2. 

 

(19) xiaoming  {quan              /shuifu      /jiao/bi} *(ta/zhangsan)   renzhen  gongzuo 

       Xiaoming  try.to.persuade/persuade/ask/force 3SG/Zhangsan seriously work 

           ‘Xiaoming tries to persuade/persuades/asks/forces him/Zhangsan to be serious  

            at work.’ 

 

(20) xiaoming   {ganxie/rang/pai}    *(ta/zhangsan)     qu.canjia    huodong 

       Xiaoming    thank /let   /send       he/Zhangsan    go.attend    activity 

       ‘Xiaoming thanks/lets/sends him/Zhangsan for attending/attend/to attend the  

       activity.’ 
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(21) xiaoming    daibiao      *(guojia)    canjia          aoyun 

       Xiaoming   represent      country   participate  Olympics 

       ‘Xiaoming represents the country to participate in the Olympics.’ 

 

The predicates can embed a clausal complement IP, evidenced by the ye ‘also’ 

diagnostic in (22) and independent negation diagnostic in (23). A number of them can 

take the complementizer shuo between DP2 and VPcomp, indicating the potential for a CP 

projection. A complement-clause ellipsis test in (25) suggests that DP2 and VPcomp do not 

form a single syntactic constituent. If they formed a single constituent, it should be 

possible to elide them together under appropriate discourse conditions.49 

 
(22) a. zhifeng  laoshi   daibiao      laoshi-men  ye      biaoda-le      dui  

                Zhifeng teacher represent  teacher-PL   also    express-PFV   to 

     tongxu-men de    ganxie 

                student-PL    DE   gratitude 

                ‘Teacher Zhifeng represented the teachers in also expressing gratitude  

                 towards to the students.’            (zhTenTen17) 

 b. xiaoming    pai     zhangsan   ye     qu.canjia    huodong 

               Xiaoming    send   Zhangsan  also  go.attend   activity 

               ‘Xiaoming sends Zhangsan to also attend the activity.’ 

 
(23) xiaoming  {quan               /shuifu     /qing  /yinyoujiao/jiao /bi     /rang} 

            Xiaoming   try.to.persuade/persuade/invite/seduce     /ask  /force /let 

       zhangsan   bie   qu 

       Zhangsan  not   go 

           ‘Xiaoming tries to persuade/persuades/invites/seduces/asks/forces Zhangsan  

            not to go.’ 

 
(24) xiaoming  {quan               /shuifu    /qing  /yinyou/jiao /bi} 

       Xiaoming   try.to.persuade/persuade/invite/seduce/ask  /force 

       zhangsan    [shuo    bu   keyi    qu] 

       Zhangsan    COMP   not  can     go 

      ‘Xiaoming tries to persuade/persuades/invites/seduces/asks/forces Zhangsan  

       not to go.’ 

 

 
49 This test should be used cautiously since the acceptability of ellipsis can be affected by the matrix 
predicate’s theta-role assignment (e.g., rang ‘let’). See section 2.2.3. 
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(25) a. Context: Have both Xiaoming and Zhangsan sent Xiaowang to join the competition?   

          shide. xiaoming  pai-le        xiaowang  canjia  bisai,            zhangsan  ye     

          yes     Xiaoming  send-PFV  Xiaowang join     competition Zhangsan also  

          pai-le      {xiaowang     canjia   bisai             / *xiaowang    canjia  bisai} 

          send-PFV  Xiaowang     join      competition     Xiaowang    join     competition 

          ‘Yes. Xiaoming has sent Xiaowang to join the competition, Zhangsan has also  

           sent Xiaowang.’ 

      b. Context: Are both Xiaowang and Zhangsan representing Hong Kong, taking part in the  

         competition? 

         shide. xiaowang   daibiao     xianggang      can    sai,                 zhangsan    

         yes     Xiaowang  represent  Hong.Kong   join   competition   Zhangsan   

         ye     daibiao     {xianggang   can   sai               /*xianggang    can   sai} 

         also   represent   Hong.Kong  join  competition    Hong.Kong  join   competition 

         ‘Yes. Xiaowang represents Hong Kong, joining the competition, and Zhangsan  

         also represents Hong Kong.’ 

 

3.2.3. Pattern 3: Presence of DP2 and DP3 

Pattern 3a: (DP1)-Vm-DP2-[(DP3)-VPcomp]IP 

gaosu ‘tell’ tongzhi ‘inform’ 

 

Pattern 3a contains an obligatory DP2 and optional DP3. 

 
(26) xiaoming   {gaosu/tongzhi}  *(ta/zhangsan)   (ta/xiaodong)    

       Xiaoming    tell/inform            he/Zhangsan    he/Xiaodong   

 meitian      qu   yingguo 

 tomorrow  go   UK 

       ‘Xiaoming tells/informs him/Zhangsan that he/Xiaodong will go to the UK  

        tomorrow.’ 

 

These predicates can embed a clausal complement IP, which passes the ye ‘also’ 

and independent negation diagnostics. For brevity, I will skip their results. The clausal 

complement can project to CP, with the complementizer shuo marking the clausal 

boundary between DP2 and DP3, as shown in (27). A complement-clause ellipsis test in 

(28) shows that DP2, DP3 and VPcomp do not form a single constituent. However, DP3 

and VPcomp form one constituent – the clausal complement IP – and can be elided together. 
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(27) xiaoming   {gaosu/tongzhi}  zhangsan   [shuo     xiaodong    

       Xiaoming    tell/inform         Zhangsan    COMP    Xiaodong   

 meitian      qu   yingguo] 

 tomorrow  go   UK 

       ‘Xiaoming tells/informs him/Zhangsan that he/Xiaodong will go to the UK  

        tomorrow.’ 

 
(28) Context: Have both Xiaoming and Xiaomei told Zhangsan that Xiaodong will  

go to the UK tomorrow? 

       a. shide.   xiaoming     gaosu-le   zhangsan   xiaodong   meitian      qu   yingguo, 

          yes       Xiaoming     tell-PFV    Zhangsan   Xiaodong  tomorrow go   UK 

          xiaomei    ye      gaosu-le    zhangsan xiaodong  meitian      qu   yingguo  

    Xiaomei   also   tell-PFV     Zhangsan Xiaodong tomorrow go   UK 

         ‘Xiaoming has told Zhangsan that Xiaodong will go to the UK tomorrow, and  

          Xiaomei has also told Zhangsan.’ 

 b.*shide.   xiaoming      gaosu-le   zhangsan   xiaodong   meitian      qu   yingguo, 

            yes       Xiaoming     tell-PFV    Zhangsan   Xiaodong  tomorrow go   UK 

            xiaomei    ye      gaosu-le    zhangsan  xiaodong  meitian      qu   yingguo 

      Xiaomei   also   tell-PFV       Zhangsan Xiaodong tomorrow  go   UK 

            Intended: ‘Xiaoming has told Zhangsan that Xiaodong will go to the UK 

            tomorrow, and Xiaomei has also told Zhangsan.’ 

 

Pattern 3b: (DP1)-Vm-(DP2)-[(DP3)-VPcomp]IP 

wen ‘ask’ dayin ‘promise’ 

 

The complementation constructions formed by these predicates contain an optionally 

overt DP2 and DP3.
50 

 

(29) xiaoming   wen   (ta  /zhangsan)  (ta  /xiaodong)  yao-bu-yao     chi   wufan 

       Xiaoming   ask    3SG/Zhangsan  3SG/Xiaodong   will-not-will   eat   lunch 

       ‘Xiaoming asks him/Zhangsan whether he/Xiaodong would like to have lunch.’ 

  

 
50 Note that while these matrix verbs can form the pattern of DP1-Vm-DP2-[VPcomp]IP, they cannot form 
DP1-Vm-[DP2-VPcomp]IP. In other words, native speakers always interpret the post-Vm nominal as the matrix 
object rather than the embedded subject if one of the nominals is omitted. This conclusion is based on my 
own intuitive judgement as well as informal judgement gathered from a few native speakers. 
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(30) xiaoming  daying     (ta   /zhangsan)  (ta  /xiaodong)    hui    haohao   gongzuo 

       Xiaoming  promise   3SG/Zhangsan  3SG/Xiaodong    will    well        work 

      ‘Xiaoming promises him/Zhangsan that he/Xiaodong will do the work well.’ 

 

Pattern-3b predicates embed a clausal complement IP, which passes the ye ‘also’ 

and independent negation diagnostics (omitted here). The clausal complement can project 

to CP when taking on the complementizer shuo, marking the clausal boundary between 

DP2 and DP3. 

 
(31) a. xiaoming   wen  zhangsan    [shuo    zenyang  qu    xiyuan] 

           Xiaoming  ask   Zhangsan    COMP    how        go    cinema 

           ‘Xiaoming asks Zhangsan how to get to the cinema.’ 

       b. xiaoming   daying     zhangsan   [shuo    ta     hui    haohao   gongzuo] 

           Xiaoming  promise   Zhangsan   COMP   3SG  will    well        work 

           ‘Xiaoming promises Zhangsan that he will do the work well.’ 

 

3.2.4. Interim summary for Level 1 

This section has revealed the constituent patterns of the constructions formed by the 

matrix predicates in my data set: 

Pattern 1: (DP1)-Vm-[VPcomp]IP 

Pattern 2a: (DP1)-Vm-[(DP2)-VPcomp]IP 

Pattern 2b: (DP1)-Vm-(DP2)-[VPcomp]IP 

Pattern 2c: (DP1)-Vm-DP2-[VPcomp]IP 

Pattern 3a: (DP1)-Vm-DP2-[(DP3)-VPcomp]IP 

Pattern 3b: (DP1)-Vm-(DP2)-[(DP3)-VPcomp]IP 

All the matrix verbs can embed a clausal complement in the Constituent Dimension. 
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3.3. Level 2: Attested Patterns in the Argument Dimension 

To test whether a DP1, DP2, or DP3 corresponds to an argument (Argm) of the matrix 

predicate, this section applies the diagnostics introduced in section 2.2. Only data with a 

transitive embedded predicate (PREDcomp) taking two arguments are examined to ensure 

fair comparison and avoid distraction by any theta-role-assigning variation of PREDcomp. 

Weather verbs are only used as PREDcomp for the meteorological clause compatibility test 

(section 2.2.2). Therefore, an argument pattern is always notated with an Argcomp, and any 

extra argument is omitted as “...”. 

As a preview, three argument patterns are attested: 

Pattern 1: PREDm <Argm   Proposition> PREDcomp <Argcomp...> 

Pattern 2: PREDm <Proposition> PREDcomp <Argcomp...> 

Pattern 3: PREDm <Argm   Argm   Proposition> PREDcomp <Argcomp...> 

 
3.3.1. Pattern 1: PREDm <Argm   Proposition> PREDcomp <Argcomp...> 

Pattern 1 Group 1: 

dasuan ‘intend/plan’ zhunbei ‘prepare’ jujue ‘refuse’ zhiyi ‘insist’ 

xiang ‘want’ gan ‘dare’ shefa/changshi 

/xiangbanfa ‘try’ 

qitu ‘attempt’ 

 

I focus on DP1 for the above matrix predicates and test its argument status using the 

selectional discrepancy test (section 2.2.1). Complementation constructions formed by 

these predicates cannot have an overt DP2 (section 3.2). The embedded predicates I have 

chosen for the selectional discrepancy test (section 2.2.1) always impose semantic 

restrictions on DP1. If the matrix predicate also imposes semantic restrictions on DP1, a 

discrepancy in semantic restrictions on DP1 may arise in some contexts, indicating that 

the matrix and embedded predicates require different types of arguments. The test is 

illustrated in (32): 

 
(32) a. xiaoming {dasuan/zhunbei/jujue  /zhiyi/xiang/gan/shefa/qitu} 

           Xiaomin   plan    /prepare /refuse/insist/want/dare/try /attempt 

           xie     zizhuan 

           write  autobiography 

          ‘Xiaoming plans/prepares/refuses/insists/wants/dares/tries/attempts to write  

           an autobiography.’ 

b. #bingkuai {dausan/zhunbei/jujue/zhiyi/xiang/gan/shefa/qitu} ronghua  le 

      ice            plan/prepare/refuse/insist/want/dare/try/attempt   melt        SFP 

   #‘The ice plans/prepares/refuses/insists/wants/dares/tries/attempts to melt.’ 
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There is a discrepancy between the semantic requirements of the matrix predicate and the 

embedded predicate, making (32)b infelicitous. The matrix predicates require an animate 

entity capable of having thoughts and intentions, while bingkuai ‘ice’ is only compatible 

with the requirements of the embedded predicate ronghua ‘melt’, which selects for an 

inanimate theme entity capable of undergoing the melting process. Therefore, it can be 

concluded that the matrix predicate assigns a theta-role to DP1, making it a matrix 

argument. 

I represent the argument pattern of these matrix predicates as follows: 

PREDm <Argm Proposition> PREDcomp <Argcomp...>. Argm is, for example, the agent of 

shefa ‘try’ in (32) and Argcomp is the agent of xie ‘write’. The two arguments are represented 

separately with respect to their corresponding predicates although they correspond to the 

same entity Xiaoming, which surfaces once as DP1. 

 

Pattern 1 – Group 2: 

 
The above matrix predicates select for an optional or obligatory DP2. Relying on the linear 

order alone, it is ambiguous whether DP2 corresponds to an argument of the matrix 

predicate or that of the embedded predicate (or both). Diagnostics are used to clarify the 

argument status of DP2. The following examples display the meteorological clause 

compatibility test (section 2.2.2): 

 
(33) a. xiaoming {shuo/baozheng/xiangxin/xiwang/guji    /huaiyi  /tingshuo/zhidao} 

           Xiaoming  say  /guarantee/believe  /hope    /predict/suspect/hear     /know    

           zhangsan   yao   qu  yingguo 

           Zhangsan   will   go UK 

           ‘Xiaoming says/guarantees/believes/hopes/predicts/suspects/hears/knows  

Zhangsan will go to the UK.’ 

  

jueding ‘decide’ houhui ‘regret’ shuo ‘say’ faxian ‘find’ 

baozheng ‘guarantee’ jianchi ‘persist/insist’ xiangxin ‘believe’ renwei ‘believe/think’ 

xiwang ‘hope’ guji ‘guess/predict’ huaiyi ‘suspect’ zhuzhang ‘advocate’ 

jianyi/tiyi ‘suggest’ tingshuo ‘hear’ zhidao ‘know’ xiangzhidao ‘wonder’ 

diaocha ‘investigate’ kewang ‘desire’ rang ‘let’ xihuan ‘like/prefer’ 

taoyan ‘hate’ xiaogyao ‘want’ yunxu ‘allow’ 
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       b. xiaoming {shuo/baozheng/xiangxin/xiwang/guji/huaiyi/tingshuo/zhidao}  Ø    

           Xiaoming  say  /guarantee/believe  /hope    /predict/suspect/hear/know 

           yao    xiayu 

    will    rain 

           ‘Xiaoming says/guarantees/believes/hopes/predicts/suspects/hears/knows it  

            will rain.’ 

 
(34) a. xiaoming    {xiangzhidao/diaocha}   zhangsan   hui-bu-hui      qu  yingguo 

           Xiaoming    wonder/investigate        Zhangsan  will-not-will    go  UK 

           ‘Xiaoming wonders/investigates whether Zhangsan will go to the UK.’ 

       b. xiaoming    {xiangzhidao/diaocha}   Ø    hui-bu-hui     xiayu 

           Xiaoming     wonder/investigate               will-not-will  rain 

           ‘Xiaoming wonders/investigates whether it will rain.’ 

 
(35) a. xiaoming    {xihuan/taoyan/xiangyao}  zhangsan   qu   yingguo 

    Xiaoming     like    /hate     /want         Zhangsan   go  UK 

           ‘Xiaoming likes/hates/wants Zhangsan going/to go to the UK.’ 

       b. xiaoming    {xihuan/taoyan/xiangyao}  Ø    xiayu 

           Xiaoming     like    /hate     /want                 rain 

           ‘Xiaoming likes/hates/wants raining/it to rain.’ 

 

In (33)a, (34)a, and (35)a, if the matrix predicate needed to assign a theta-role to DP2, the 

corresponding sentences in (b) should be ill-formed, following the disappearance of a 

valid theta-role recipient (as indicated by Ø) to take up this theta-role when the 

complement clause is replaced by a meteorological clause. The fact that the (b) sentences 

remain well-formed means that these matrix predicates do not assign a theta-role to their 

DP2 in (33)a, (34)a, and (35)a. 

The semantic entailment test (section 2.2.3) can also be applied to illustrate that 

DP2 does not correspond to a matrix argument: 

 
(36) a. xiaoming    {xihuan/taoyan/xiangyao}  zhangsan    qu  yingguo 

           Xiaoming     like    /hate     /want         Zhangsan    go  UK 

           ‘Xiaoming likes/hates/wants Zhangsan going/to go to the UK.’ 

        b. xiaoming    {xihuan/taoyan/xiangyao}  zhangsan 

            Xiaoming     like    /hate     /want          Zhangsan  

            ‘Xiaoming likes/hates/wants Zhangsan.’ 
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(36)b means that Xiaoming likes, hates, or wants Zhangsan. (36)a does not entail (36)b: 

Xiaoming likes the idea of Zhangsan going to the UK, but it does not mean that Xiaoming 

has personal affection for Zhangsan. If Zhangsan and qu yingguo ‘go to the UK’ each received 

a theta-role from the matrix predicate, (36)a should entail (36)b, since in each sentence 

Zhangsan should have received a theta-role from the matrix predicate. 

The semantic entailment test can be used on rang ‘let’ and yunxu ‘allow’ followed 

by an additional VP-ellipsis test (section 2.2.3). 

 
(37) a. xiaoming    {rang/yunxu}  zhangsan    qu  yingguo 

           Xiaoming     let  /allow      Zhangsan    go  UK 

           ‘Xiaoming lets/allows Zhangan (to) go to the UK.’ 

       b. *xiaoming   {rang/yunxu}  zhangsan 

             Xiaoming    let/allow        Zhangsan       

           *‘Xiaoming lets/allows Zhangsan.’ 

 

There are two possible explanations for the pattern in (37), as discussed in section 2.2.3: 

(i) the matrix predicate assigns theta-roles to both DP2 and the complement clause, but 

the complement clause is syntactically obligatory; (ii) the matrix predicate only assigns a 

theta-role to the complement clause, not DP2. To distinguish between the two 

possibilities, I use a VP-ellipsis test based on the assumption that if explanation (i) were 

correct, the complement clause could be elided in an appropriate context: 

 
(38) Context: Who did you allow to participate in the competition? 

        *wo    {rang/yunxu}  ni 

          I         let/allow        you       

          Intended: ‘I let/allow you ((to) participate in the competition).’ 

 

The VP-ellipsis test, as shown in (38), indicates that explanation (ii) is correct, which 

means that there is no theta-role assigned by the matrix predicate to DP2. 

The argument pattern is coded as PREDm <Argm Proposition> PREDcomp 

<Argcomp...>. It does not indicate the overtness of DP2 since overtness pertains to the 

Constituent Dimension, not the Argument Dimension. 
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3.3.2. Pattern 2: PREDm <Proposition> PREDcomp <Argcomp...> 

sihu ‘seem’ kanqilai ‘appear’ kaishi ‘begin’ tingzhi ‘stop’ 

jixu ‘continue’ 

 

No theta-role is assigned to DP1 by these matrix predicates. The selectional discrepancy 

test (section 2.2.1) indicates that the matrix predicate does not impose semantic 

requirements on DP1, while DP1 needs to satisfy the semantic requirements of the 

embedded predicate. (39) is an example out of the many possible variations when 

adjusting the contexts (DP1...VPcomp) in the selectional discrepancy test: 

 
(39) a. xiaoming {sihu/kaishi/tingzhi/jixu}      (zai)   xie     zizhuan 

           Xiaoming  seem/begin/stop/continue   now  write  autobiography 

           ‘Xiaoming seems/begins/stops/continue to be write/writing an  

            autobiography (now).’ 

       b. bingkuai {sihu/kaishi/tingzhi/jixu}         ronghua  le 

           ice            seem/begin/stop/continue      melt        SFP 

          ‘The ice seems/begins/stops/continues to melt.’ 

 

These predicates can select for a meteorological sub-clause (section 2.2.2). 

 
(40) Ø    {sihu /kaishi/tingzhi/jixu}     xiayu   le 

                seem/begin/stop/continue   rain     PFV 

      ‘It seems/begins/stops to rain/raining.’ 

 

If a matrix predicate assigned a theta-role to DP1, DP1 would need to be an appropriate 

theta-role recipient. If there were no such recipient due to the meteorological verb in the 

embedded clause, the sentence should become ill-formed. However, (40) is well-formed, 

suggesting that these matrix predicates do not assign a theta-role to DP1. Therefore, the 

argument pattern is coded as PREDm <Proposition> PREDcomp <Argcomp...>.51 

  

 
51 The generalised schematic representation with Argcomp does not cover the case of having a meteorological 
predicate as the embedded predicate. 
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3.3.3. Pattern 3: PREDm <Argm   Argm   Proposition> PREDcomp <Argcomp...> 

Pattern 3 – Group 1 

quan ‘try to persuade’ bi(po) ‘force’ shuifu ‘persuade’ (yao)qing ‘invite’ 

pai ‘send’ yinyou ‘seduce’ jiao ‘ask/order’ gongxi ‘congratulate’ 

ganxie ‘thank’ yuanliang ‘forgive’ guai/manyuan ‘blame’ daibiao ‘represent’ 

xue(xi)  

‘learn (from)/imitate’ 

jinzhi ‘prohibit’ guli ‘encourage’ pizhun ‘permit’ 

dailing ‘lead’ peitong ‘accompany’ 

 

Based on the linear order alone, it is ambiguous whether DP2 is an argument of the matrix 

predicate. I first apply the semantic entailment test (section 2.2.3). 

 
(41) a. xiaoming {quan          /bipo    /shuifu      /guli      /yaoqing  /peitong}  

          Xiaoming try.to.persuade/force/persuade/encourage/invite   /accompany 

          zhangsan   qu   xianggang 

          team          go   Hong.Kong 

         ‘Xiaoming tries to persuade/forces/persuades/encourages/invites/accompanies   

         Zhangsan to go to Hong Kong.’ 

 
      b. xiaoming {quan             /bipo   /shuifu     /guli         /yaoqing /peitong} 

          Xiaoming try.to.persuade/force /persuade /encourage/invite /accompany 

          zhangsan 

          Zhangsan 

         ‘Xiaoming tries to persuade/forces/persuades/encourages/invites/accompanies   

          Zhangsan.’ 

 

(41)a entails (41)b. DP2 is a matrix argument. 

(42) is inconclusive as (42)b is not well-formed, but the VP-ellipsis test in (43) 

indicates that the ill-formedness of (42)b is due to the syntactic obligation of the 

embedded VPcomp, not the absence of theta-role assignment to DP2 (section 2.2.3). 

 

(42) a. xiaoming {pai /jiao /jinzhi   /pizhun} zhangsan qu   xianggang 

          Xiaoming send/ask/prohibit /permit   Zhangsan go   Hong.Kong 

          ‘Xiaoming sends/asks/prohibits/permits Zhangsan to go to Hong Kong.’ 

       b. ?xiaoming     {pai   /jiao/jinzhi      /pizhun}  zhangsan 

            Xiaoming      send/ask /prohibit  /permit    Zhangsan 

           ?‘Xiaoming sends/asks/prohibits/permits Zhangsan.’ 
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(43) Context: Who did Xiaoming send/ask/prohibit/permit to go to Hong Kong? 

        xiaoming     {pai   /jiao /jinzhi      /pizhun}  zhangsan 

        Xiaoming      send/ask /prohibit   /permit    Zhangsan 

        ‘Xiaoming sends/asks/prohibits/permits Zhangsan.’ 

 

VPcomp ellipsis is possible in the context of (43). Based on (42) and (43), there is theta-role 

assignment by the matrix predicate to DP2. Therefore, the argument pattern is coded as 

PREDm <Argm   Argm   Proposition> PREDcomp <Argcomp...>. 

I further compare a few semantically similar PREDm: jiao ‘ask/order’ (Pattern 3), 

pizhun ‘permit’ (Pattern 3), rang ‘let’ (Pattern 1), and yunxu ‘allow’ (Pattern 1). Rang ‘let’ and 

yunxu ‘allow’ do not assign a theta-role to DP2, whereas jiao ‘ask/order’ and pizhun ‘permit’ 

do. This contrast is manifested in the selectional discrepancy test (section 2.2.1): 

 
(44) a. #xiaoming   {jiao/pizhun}   bingkuai     ronghuai 

             Xiaoming    ask/permit       ice              melt 

          #‘Xiaoming asks/gives permission to the ice to melt.’ 

       b. xiaoming   {rang/yunxu}  bingkuai     ronghuai 

           Xiaoming    let/allow        ice              melt 

           ‘Xiaoming lets/allows the ice (to) melt.’ 

 

Pattern 3 – Group 2 

gaosu ‘tell’ tongzhi ‘inform’ wen ‘ask’ dayin ‘promise’ 

 

These matrix predicates allow optional DP3. Theta-role diagnostics can determine if DP3 

is a matrix argument. Results of the meteorological clause compatibility test (section 2.2.2) 

are shown in (45) and (46): 

 
(45) a. xiaoming {gaosu/tongzhi} zhangsan    xiaodong  keyi  qu   xianggang 

          Xiaoming   tell    /inform    Zhangsan   Xiaodong  can  go   Hong.Kong 

          ‘Xiaoming tells/informs Zhangsan that Xiaodong can go to Hong Kong.’ 

       b. xiaoming    {gaosu/tongzhi}       zhangsan   Ø   xiayu   le 

           Xiaoming     tell    /inform          Zhangsan         rain     SFP 

          ‘Xiaoming tells/informs Zhangsan it is raining.’ 
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(46) a. xiaoming    wen       zhangsan    xiaodong   ke-bu-keyi     qu   xianggang 

           Xiaoming   ask        Zhangsan    Xiaodong  can-not-can  go   Hong.Kong 

           ‘Xiaoming asks Zhangsan whether Xiaodong can go to Hong Kong.’ 

       b. xiaoming    wen       zhangsan   Ø    hui-bu-hui     xiayu   le 

           Xiaoming   ask         Zhangsan         will-not-will   rain     SFP 

          ‘Xiaoming asks Zhangsan whether it will rain.’ 

 

If the matrix predicate assigned a theta-role to DP3, DP3 would need to be a valid theta-

role recipient. In (45)b and (46)b, despite the absence of the valid theta-role recipient, the 

construction remains well-formed, suggesting no theta-role assignment from the matrix 

predicate to DP3. The matrix predicate assigns a theta-role to its proposition where the 

entity denoted by DP3 is a part of the proposition. The argument pattern is coded as 

PREDm <Argm  Argm  Proposition> PREDcomp<Argcomp...>. 

 

3.3.4. Interim summary for Level 2 

Three argument patterns have been identified in my data set: 

Pattern 1: PREDm <Argm   Proposition> PREDcomp <Argcomp...> 

Pattern 2: PREDm <Proposition> PREDcomp <Argcomp...> 

Pattern 3: PREDm <Argm   Argm   Proposition> PREDcomp <Argcomp...> 
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3.4. Level 3: Attested Patterns in the Grammatical-Relation Dimension 

In this section, I will use binding diagnostics from section 2.3 to determine the GR-

subcategorisation properties of the matrix predicates. Arg-GR Entailment (section 2.1.3) 

will provide additional evidence if there is any cross-dimensional discrepancy caused by 

unexpressed GRs (section 2.5). Clausehood is considered a multi-dimensional construct 

(section 2.1.4). In the GR Dimension, the presence of an embedded subject (SUBJcomp) 

indicates clausal embedding, with the embedded clause taking on a Clausal GR. 

Any GR in the embedded clause is governed by the subcategorisation properties 

of the embedded predicate. To ensure a fair comparison, only constructions where the 

embedded predicate selects for SUBJcomp will be considered. This will be reflected in the 

GR pattern labels. Additionally, to limit variation, topicalised structures will be ruled out. 

Assuming no topicalisation, DP1 is always associated with the sentential subject (SUBJm). 

When applying diagnostics, GRs associated with DP2 and DP3 are closely 

examined to determine whether they map onto the matrix predicate’s or embedded 

predicate’s GRs. Cross-dimensional discrepancy will be closely monitored when there are 

more GRs than DPs. 

As a preview, this section will address two GR patterns: 

Pattern 1: SUBJm-PREDm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR 

Pattern 2: SUBJm-PREDm-OBJm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR 

 
3.4.1. Pattern 1: SUBJm-PREDm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR 

Pattern 1 – Group 1 

jueding ‘decide’ houhui ‘regret’ shuo ‘say’ faxian ‘find’ 

baozheng ‘guarantee’ jianchi ‘insist’ xiangxin ‘believe’ renwei ‘believe/think’ 

xiwang ‘hope’ guji ‘guess/predict’ huaiyi ‘suspect’ zhuzhang ‘advocate’ 

jianyi/tiyi ‘suggest’ tingshuo ‘hear’ zhidao ‘know’ xiangzhidao ‘wonder’ 

diaocha ‘investigate’ kewang ‘desire’ 

 

The above predicates allow an overt DP2. The linear order cannot indicate whether it 

should map onto a GR of the matrix or embedded predicate. Binding diagnostics are used 

to determine this information. 
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(47) a. xiaomingi  {shuo/faxian/baozheng/jianchi/xiangxin/renwei/xiwang 

   Xiaoming    say/discover/guarantee/insist/believe   /think   /hope    

   /guiji/huaiyi/       tingshuo/zhidao} tai/j  (bu)   shi   huai   ren 

          /guess/suspect/   hear       /know    3SG   not   be    bad    person 

         ‘Xiaoming says/discovers/guarantees/insists/believes/thinks/hopes 

          /guesses/suspects/hears/knows that he is (not) a bad person.’ 

       b. xiaomingi  {shuo/faxian/baozheng/jianchi/xiangxin/renwei/xiwang 

           Xiaoming   say/discover/guarantee/insist/believe   /think   /hope    

          /guiji/huaiyi/ tingshuo/zhidao}  zhangsanj   changchang    kuajiang    taziji*i/j 

          /guess/suspect/ hear     /know    Zhangsan   always           praise        C.SELF 

         ‘Xiaoming says/discovers/guarantees/insists/believes/thinks/hopes 

         /guesses/suspects/hears/knows that Zhangsan always praises himself.’ 

       c. xiaomingi  {shuo/faxian/baozheng/jianchi/xiangxin/renwei/xiwang 

           Xiaoming   say/discover/guarantee/insist/believe   /think   /hope    

          /guiji/huaiyi/ tingshuo/zhidao}  zhangsanj   changchang    kuajiang    zijii/j 

          /guess/suspect/ hear     /know    Zhangsan   always            praise       SELF 

         ‘Xiaoming says/discovers/guarantees/insists/believes/thinks/hopes 

          /guesses/suspects/hears/knows that Zhangsan always praises him/himself.’ 

 
(48) a. xiaomingi  {jueding/zhuzhang/tiyi       /kewang}  tai/j   zuo   zhe-jian   gongzuo 

    Xiaoming   decide /advocate/suggest  /desire     3SG   do     this-CL    work 

   ‘Xiaoming decides/advocates/suggests/has the desire that he does this work.’ 

b. xiaomingi  {jueding/zhuzhang/tiyi   /kewang} zhangsanj  (dei) 

    Xiaoming    decide /advocate/suggest/desire   Zhangsan  need     

    chengfa   taziji*i/j 

    punish     C.SELF 

           ‘Xiaoming decides/advocates/suggests/has the desire that Zhangsan (needs to) 

punish(es) himself.’ 

c. xiaomingi  {jueding/zhuzhang/tiyi       /kewang} zhangsanj  (dei)      

    Xiaoming   decide /advocate/suggest  /desire     Zhangsan   need 

    chengfa   zijii/j 

    punish     SELF 

 ‘Xiaoming decides/advocates/suggests/has the desire that Zhangsan (needs to) 

punish(es) him/himself.’ 
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(49) a. xiaomingi   zheng(zai) {diaocha/xiangzhidao} tai/j  yao-bu-yao          zuo  

    Xiaoming   now           investigate/wonder     3SG  need-not-need     do 

    zhe-jian   gongzuo 

    this-CL    work 

   ‘Xiaoming is now investigating/wondering whether he needs to do this work.’ 

b. xiaomingi  zheng(zai) {diaocha/xiangzhidao} zhangsanj   hui-bu-hui      

    Xiaoming  now            investigate/wonder     Zhangsan   will-not-will     

    chengfa   taziji*i/j 

    punish     himself 

           ‘Xiaoming is now investigating/wondering whether Zhangsan will punish 

himself.’ 

c. xiaomingi  zheng(zai) {diaocha/xiangzhidao} zhangsanj   hui-bu-hui      

    Xiaoming  now           investigate/wonder     Zhangsan   will-not-will     

    chengfa   zijii/j 

    punish     self 

           ‘Xiaoming is now investigating/wondering whether Zhangsan will punish 

him/himself.’ 

 

If ta is a GR of a predicate, it must be disjoint from another GR of the same predicate. 

Optional coreference in (47)a, (48)a, and (49)a suggests that DP1 (Xiaoming) and DP2 (ta) 

do not map onto the GRs of the same predicate. This observation leads to the deduction 

that DP1 and DP2 are not in the same clause, with DP2 mapping onto a GR of the 

embedded predicate. The binding pattern of taziji in (47)b, (48)b, and (49)b supports this 

deduction, as taziji must be bound by the closest subject, indicating that DP2 is associated 

with SUBJcomp and signalling clausal embedding. Similarly, in (47)c, (48)c, and (49)c, ziji is 

bound by DP1 or DP2, indicating that they are associated with subject relations. Therefore, 

their GR pattern is coded as SUBJm-PREDm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR. 

My speaker’s intuition and corpus searches suggest that for the predicate houhui 

‘regret’, it is common for the referents of SUBJm and SUBJcomp to coincide.52 Pragmatically, 

 
52 I searched the zhTenTen17 corpus for patterns of “houhui” and “houhui + ta”, inspecting the first 100 
random observations for each search. I did not find any examples where SUBJm and SUBJcomp had different 
referents. It is also common for SUBJcomp to be either unexpressed or expressed as the simplex reflexive 
ziji, which refers to SUBJm. 
(i)  tai     ye      congwei  houhui   Øi/*j   chongjin huohai jiu      ren 
      3SG  also   never      regret               go.into    fire      save    person   
      ‘Also, he never regretted going into the fire to save people.’     (zhTenTen17 corpus) 
(ii) dangshi       xuezhangrui  ... hen    houhui  zijii/*j   mo daishang yingdu      geng ying   yixie-de    gan 
     at.that.time  Xuezhangru     very   regret    SELF    not bring       hardness  more hard  more-DE  pole 
      ‘At that time, Xuezhangru regretted it very much that he didn’t bring a harder pole.’      

(zhTenTen17 corpus) 
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speakers often use houhui ‘regret’ to describe a mistake made by themselves or, in a story-

telling context, a mistake made by the SUBJm referent. Therefore, when DP2 is ta, the 

pronoun tends to refer to SUBJm. This is illustrated in (50), which is a corpus example: 

 
(50) wo xiwang you.yi.tian jiani bu   hui  houhui  tai/#j  xuanze-le     zhe-tiao lu  

            I    hope    one.day     Jian not  will  regret   he     choose-PFV  this-CL   path 

‘I hope that one day Jian will not regret he has chosen this path.’       

                 (zhTenTen17 corpus) 

           

Since DP2-position ta corefers with DP1, it suggests that DP1 and DP2 are not associated 

with the GRs of the same predicate. 

 
Pattern 1 – Group 2 

dasuan ‘intend/plan’ zhunbei ‘prepare’ jujue ‘refuse’ zhiyi ‘insist’ 

xiang ‘want’ gan ‘dare’ shefa/changshi 

/xiangbanfa ‘try’ 

qitu ‘attempt’ 

sihu ‘seem’ kanqilai ‘appear’ kaishi ‘begin’ tingzhi ‘stop’ 

jixu ‘continue’ 

 

These matrix predicates do not allow an overt DP2. Binding diagnostics yield following 

outcomes: 

 
(51) a. xiaomingi {dasuan/zhunbei/jujue/zhiyi  /xiang/gan/shefa/qitu 

    Xiaoming  plan    /prepare/refuse/insist/want/dare/try/attempt 

   /sihu/tingzhi/kaishi}     (yao) da    ta*i/j 

   /seem/stop/begin           will  hit    3SG 

    ‘Xiaoming plans/prepares/refuses/insists/wants/dares/tries/attempts 

    /seems/stops/begins to hit/on hitting him.’ 

b. xiaomingi {dasuan/zhunbei/jujue/zhiyi  /xiang/gan/shefa/qitu 

    Xiaoming   plan    /prepare/refuse/insist/want/dare/try/attempt 

    /sihu/tingzhi/kaishi}     (yao) da    tazijii/*j 

     /seem/stop/begin          will  hit    C.SELF 

     ‘Xiaoming plans/prepares/refuses/insists/wants/dares/tries/attempts 

      /seems/stops/begins to hit/on hitting himself.’ 
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c. xiaomingi {dasuan/zhunbei/jujue/zhiyi  /xiang/gan/shefa/qitu 

   Xiaoming   plan    /prepare/refuse/insist/want/dare/try/attempt 

   /sihu/tingzhi/kaishi}  (yao) da    zijii/*j 

               /seem/stop/begin        will  hit    SELF  

   ‘Xiaoming plans/prepares/refuses/insists/wants/dares/tries/attempts 

               /seems/stops/begins to hit/on hitting himself.’ 

 

ta in (51)a is disjoint from DP1 Xiaoming. This seems puzzling as the binding condition of 

ta only requires it to be disjoint from other GRs of the same predicate. To explain this 

pattern, it is posited that there is an unexpressed SUBJcomp subcategorised for by the 

embedded predicate da ‘hit’, with SUBJcomp being coreferential with SUBJm Xiaoming. ta’s 

binding condition requires it to be disjoint from SUBJcomp, thus SUBJm. The binding 

pattern of taziji in (51)b also supports this postulation, as taziji, being OBJcomp of da ‘hit’, 

is bound by the unexpressed SUBJcomp. As for (51)c, ziji is bound by either SUBJm or 

SUBJcomp, both of which refer to Xiaoming. This postulation also follows from Arg-GR 

Entailment that if a predicate takes an Arg, it always subcategorises for a corresponding 

GR. In this case, da ‘hit’ requires an agentive argument, which has a corresponding GR. 

The presence of SUBJcomp signals clausal embedding. 

The GR pattern is coded as SUBJm-PREDm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR. 

 
3.4.2. Pattern 2: SUBJm-PREDm-OBJm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR 

Pattern 2 – Group 1 

quan ‘try to persuade’ shuifu ‘persuade’ bi(po) ‘force’ (yao)qing ‘invite’ 

pai ‘send’ yinyou ‘seduce’ jiao ‘ask/order’ gongxi ‘congratulate’ 

ganxie ‘thank’ yuanliang ‘forgive’ guai/manyuan ‘blame’ daibiao ‘represent’ 

xue(xi)  

‘learn (from)/imitate’ 

jinzhi ‘prohibit’ guli ‘encourage’ pizhun ‘permit’ 

dailing ‘lead’ peitong ‘accompany’ rang ‘let’ xihuan ‘like/prefer’ 

taoyan ‘hate’ xiangyao ‘want’ yunxu ‘allow’ 

 

These predicates license an optional or obligatory DP2. There is ambiguity regarding the 

GR status of DP2. Word order does not indicate whether DP2 is the GR of the matrix or 

embedded predicate. Binding diagnostics can resolve this ambiguity: 
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(52) a. xiaomingi {quan               /bi      /shuifu      /qing/pai  /yinyou  /jiao/jinzhi/ 

          Xiaoming  try.to.persuade/force/persuade/invite/send/seduce /ask/prohibit 

          guli            /pizhun/yunxu /rang}  ta*i/j   bangzhu  zhangsan 

          encourage /permit /allow /let         3SG   help         Zhangsan 

         ‘Xiaoming tries to persuade/forces/persuades/invites/sends/seduces 

         /asks/prohibits/encourages/permits/permits/lets him (to) help/ helping  

         Zhangsan.’ 

        b(i). xiaomingi {quan                /bi     /shuifu     /jiao/guli}           zhangsanj     

               Xiaoming  try.to.persuade/force/persuade/ask  /encourage   Zhangsan 

               bu     zai      zebei      taziji*i/j 

               not    again  blame     C.SELF 

              ‘Xiaoming tries to persuade/forces/persuades/asks/encourages Zhangsan  

              not to blame himself again.’ 

       b(ii). xiaomingi {qing  /pai    /yinyou  /jinzhi    /pizhun/yunxu /rang}  zhangsan j 

               Xiaoming  invite/send/seduce   /prohibit /permit/allow/let       Zhangsan 

               xie      taziji*i/j-de       gushi 

               write   C.SELF-POSS    story 

               ‘Xiaoming invites/sends/seduces/prohibits/permits/permits/lets  

                Zhangsan (to) write/from writing his story.’ 

        c(i). xiaomingi {quan                /bi     /shuifu     /jiao/guli}           zhangsanj     

               Xiaoming  try.to.persuade/force/persuade/ask  /encourage   Zhangsan 

               bu     zai      zebei      zijii/j 

               not    again  blame     SELF 

              ‘Xiaoming tries to persuade/forces/persuades/asks/encourages Zhangsan  

               not to blame himself again.’ 

       c(ii). xiaomingi {qing  /pai    /yinyou  /jinzhi    /pizhun/yunxu /rang}  zhangsan j 

               Xiaoming   invite/send/seduce  /prohibit/permit /allow /let      Zhangsan 

               xie      zijii/j-de     gushi 

               write   SELF-POSS  story 

              ‘Xiaoming invites/sends/seduces/prohibits/permits/permits/lets Zhangsan  

              (to) write/from writing his story.’ 

 

(52)a shows that DP2 ta is disjoint from DP1 Xiaoming. This binding pattern suggests that 

ta and DP1 are associated with GRs of the same matrix predicate.  Since DP2 occupies the 
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post-Vm position, it is likely to be OBJm (section 2.1.3).53 In contrast, (52)bi and (52)bii 

show that subject-oriented tazjii is bound by DP2 Zhangsan, which suggests that Zhangsan 

is a subject. Likewise, (52)ci and (52)cii indicate that both DP1 Xiaoming and DP2 Zhangsan 

map onto subject relations. (52)a seem to contradict (52)bi, (52)bii, (52)ci and (52)cii. 

Nevertheless, this conflict can be resolved if one considers a potential discrepancy 

between the Constituent and GR Dimensions with an unexpressed SUBJcomp being 

coreferential with OBJm Zhangsan. In (52)bi, (52)bii, (52)ci and (52)cii, this unexpressed 

SUBJcomp binds the reflexive. 

 

(53) a. Context: The chairperson is ill and cannot participate in the conference.   

           Xiaoming is the vice-chairperson. 

           xiaomingi  daibiao     ta*i/j   chuxi              huiyi   

           Xiaoming  represent  3SG   participate.in  conference  

           ‘Xiaoming represents him, participating in the conference.’ 

b. xiaomingi  daibiao     [jiaoyu        ju          juzhang]j  xuncha  tazijii/*j-de   xuexiao 

    Xiaoming  represent  Education Bureau  Director   inspect  C.SELF-POSS  school 

    ‘Xiaoming represents the Director of the Education Bureau, inspecting his  

     school.’ 

  c. xiaomingi  daibiao     [jiaoyu        ju          juzhang]j  xuncha  zijii/*j-de   xuexiao 

     Xiaoming  represent  Education  Bureau  Director  inspect  SELF-POSS  school 

     ‘Xiaoming represents the Director of the Education Bureau, inspecting his  

      school.’ 

 

The reference of DP2 ta in (53)a deviates from that of DP1. Similar to (52), it is inferred 

that DP2 maps onto OBJm. In (53)b, the binding pattern of taziji seems puzzling. When 

taziji is a possessor in a non-subject GR with the non-subject GR being selected by a 

predicate, taziji has to be bound by the subject of the same predicate. Hence, the pattern 

in (53)b seems to violate the prediction of taziji’s binding condition. To resolve this, it is 

posited that xuncha ‘inspect’ has an unexpressed SUBJcomp, which is coreferential with DP1. 

In this way, (53)b shows coreference between SUBJcomp and taziji. This analysis applies to 

(53)c, where ziji is bound by either SUBJm or SUBJcomp, both of which refer to Xiaoming. 

The postulation of an unexpressed SUBJcomp also follows from Arg-GR Entailment. The 

embedded predicate xuncha ‘inspect’ requires an agentive argument, which has a 

corresponding GR. The presence of SUBJcomp signals clausal embedding. 

 
53 As discussed in section 2.1.3, Chinese shows some correspondence between word order and GRs: the 
subject is generally associated with the pre-verbal position and the object tends to occur post-verbally. 
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In both (52) and (53), there is an unexpressed SUBJcomp. However, in (52), 

SUBJcomp corefers with OBJm, while in (53), SUBJcomp corefers with SUBJm. The different 

types of GC Relations will be classified in sections 3.6 and 3.7, but here only GR patterns 

without coreferential indexation will be characterised. The GR patterns of (52) and (53) 

are coded as SUBJm-PREDm-OBJm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR. 

Like (52) and (53), (54) implies that DP2 corresponds to OBJm. (54) presents 

intricate patterns that initially appear difficult to explain: 

 

(54) a. xiaomingi  {peitong/dailing}      ta*i/j   shouhu    xuexiao   

          Xiaoming    accompany/lead       3SG   protect    school 

          ‘Xiaoming accompanies/leads him to protect the school.’ 

       b. xiaomingi {peitong/dailing}  zhangsanj shouhu {?tazijii/j/tamenzijii+j}-de    

           Xiaoming   accompany/lead  Zhangsan protect    C.SELF/themselves-POSS  

           xuexiao   

           school 

          ‘Xiaoming accompanies/leads Zhangsan to protect ?his/their school.’ 

       c. xiaomingi {peitong/dailing}  zhangsanj  shouhu  zijii/i+j/?j-de   xuexiao   

          Xiaoming   accompany/lead  Zhangsan  protect  SELF-POSS     school 

          ‘Xiaoming accompanies/leads Zhangsan to protect his/their school.’ 

 

First, the acceptance for taziji is no more than marginal.54 If the speaker accepts taziji, it 

refers to either DP1 Xiaoming or DP2 Zhangsan. On the other hand, it is well-formed to 

use the plural complex reflexive tamenziji, which has the same binding condition as taziji. 

As tamenziji must be locally bound by a subject, I posit that there is an unexpressed 

SUBJcomp which binds tamenziji. The unexpressed SUBJcomp is a plural entity denoting the 

combination of DP1 Xiaoming and DP2 Zhangsan. Understanding the plural nature of the 

unexpressed SUBJcomp explains the low acceptability of taziji. Since taziji is a singular 

reflexive, but the potential antecedent (unexpressed SUBJcomp) is plural, the binding 

relation is not well established. For those speakers who marginally accept taziji, the fact 

that the potential antecedent (unexpressed SUBJcomp) is a plural entity semantically 

consisting of both Xiaoming and Zhangsan may explain why taziji could refer to either one 

of these two referents. As for (54)c, ziji can be long-distance bound by SUBJm Xiaoming. 

The interpretation of zijii+j is the consequence of local binding where ziji is bound by the 

plural unexpressed SUBJcomp. zijij is not a well-established binding interpretation. For 

 
54 This is based on my reading as well as informal judgment kindly offered by a few native speakers. 
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those speakers who can marginally accept it, I relate it to the fact that the unexpressed 

SUBJcomp is a plural entity with Zhangsanj being one of its referents. The GR pattern of (54) 

is coded as SUBJm-PREDm-OBJm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR. 

 
(55) a(i). xiaomingi {xihuan/taoyan/xiangyao} ta*i/j  zuo        yi-ge     hao    ren 

              Xiaoming  like    /hate     /want         3SG   become  one-CL good person 

              ‘Xiaoming likes/hates/wants him to become a good person.’ 

        a(ii). xiaomingi  xue             ta*i/j  zuo        yi-ge    hao    ren 

               Xiaoming  learn.from  3SG   become  one-CL good person 

               ‘Xiaoming learns from him to become a good person.’ 

      b(i). xiaomingi {xihuan/taoyan/xiangyao} zhangsanj   changchang  biaoyang   taziji*i/j 

             Xiaoming   like     /hate     /want       zhangsan   always          praise       C.SELF 

             ‘Xiaoming likes/hates/wants Zhangsan (to) always praise/praising himself.’ 

      b(ii). xiaomingi  xue            zhangsanj   changchang  biaoyang   tazijii/*j 

              Xiaoming  learn.from zhangsan    always          praise        C.SELF 

              ‘Xiaoming learns from Zhangsan to always praise himself.’ 

      c(i). xiaomingi {xihuan/taoyan/xiangyao} zhangsanj   changchang  biaoyang   zijii/j 

             Xiaoming   like     /hate    /want        zhangsan    always          praise        SELF 

            ‘Xiaoming likes/hates/wants Zhangsan (to) always praise/praising him/himself.’ 

      c(ii). xiaomingi  xue            zhangsanj   changchang  biaoyang   zijii/*j 

             Xiaoming  learn.from zhangsan    always          praise        SELF 

            ‘Xiaoming learns from Zhangsan to always praise himself.’ 

 

The binding patterns of (55)ai, (55)bi, and (55)ci are the same as those of (52)a, (52)bi and 

(52)ci. Therefore, their GR pattern is also SUBJm-PREDm-OBJm-[SUBJcomp-

PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR. For (55)aii, (55)bii and (55)cii, their patterns are similar to the daibiao 

‘represent’ construction in (53) with an unexpressed SUBJcomp coreferential with SUBJm. 

Their GR pattern is thus the same as (53). Section 3.6 will provide evidence that these 

predicates – xue(xi) ‘learn (from)/imitate’, xihuan ‘like/prefer’, taoyan ‘hate’, xiangyao ‘want’ 

– subcategorise for two different GR patterns (SUBJm-PREDm-OBJm-[SUBJcomp-

PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR and SUBJm-PREDm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR), depending on 

whether there is an overt DP2. 
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Pattern 2 – Group 2 

gaosu ‘tell’ tongzhi ‘inform’ wen ‘ask’ dayin ‘promise’ 

 

These matrix predicates allow an optional DP2 and DP3. The diagnostics clarify the GR 

status of these two nominals. 

 
(56) a(i). xiaomingi {gaosu/tongzhi/dayin}   ta*i/j  zhangsan   keyi  mingtian    qu 

              Xiaoming   tell   /inform/promise  3SG   Zhangsan  can    tomorrow  go 

              ‘Xiaoming tells/informs/promises him that Zhangsan can go tomorrow.’ 

       a(ii). xiaomingi    wen  ta*i/j  zhangsan   ke-bu-keyi     mingtian    qu 

               Xiaoming   ask    3SG   Zhangsan  can-not-can    tomorrow  go 

               ‘Xiaoming asks him whether Zhangsan can go tomorrow.’ 

       b(i). xiaomingi {gaosu/tongzhi/dayin}   zhangsanj   lisik   bu.hui.zai guai     taziji*i/*j/k 

              Xiaoming   tell   /inform/promise  Zhangsan  Lisi   no.longer  blame C.SELF 

              ‘Xiaoming tells/informs/promises Zhangsan that Lisi will no longer blame  

               himself.’ 

       b(ii). xiaomingi  wen   zhangsanj   lisik    hui-bu-hui     guai     taziji*i/*j/k 

               Xiaoming  ask    Zhangsan   Lisi    will-not-will  blame  C.SELF 

              ‘Xiaoming asks Zhangsan whether Lisi will blame himself.’ 

        c(i). xiaomingi {gaosu/tongzhi/dayin}   zhangsanj   lisik    bu.hui.zai  guai     zijii/*j/k 

               Xiaoming   tell   /inform/promise  Zhangsan   Lisi    no.longer  blame  SELF 

              ‘Xiaoming tells/informs/promises Zhangsan that Lisi will no longer blame himself.’ 

        c(ii). xiaomingi  wen   zhangsanj   lisik    hui-bu-hui     guai     zijii/*j/k 

                Xiaoming  ask    Zhangsan   Lisi    will-not-will  blame  SELF 

                ‘Xiaoming asks Zhangsan whether Lisi will blame himself.’ 

 

DP2 ta in (56)ai and (56)aii has to be disjoint from DP1, indicating that DP1 and 

DP2 are associated with the GRs of the same matrix predicate. As DP2 is in the post-Vm 

position, it is likely to be OBJm (section 2.1.3). In (56)bi and (56)bii, taziji is bound by DP3 

Lisi, suggesting that DP3 is associated with SUBJcomp. In (56)ci and (56)cii, the patterns of 

ziji, which allows both local and long-distance binding, provide evidence that DP1 and 

DP3 are subject relations, namely SUBJm and SUBJcomp respectively. The GR pattern 

should be coded as SUBJm-PREDm-OBJm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR. 
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3.4.3. Interim summary for Level 3 

Two GR patterns are associated with the matrix predicates in my data set: 

Pattern 1: SUBJm-PREDm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR 

Pattern 2: SUBJm-PREDm-OBJm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR 

 

3.5. Summary for Levels 1-3: Cross-dimensional Complementation Patterns 

I will summarise the complementation patterns across the three linguistic dimensions 

(Levels 1-3). Each verb that appears in this summary section has already been discussed 

in the previous sections. The discussion will link the previous findings to Generalised 

Control (GC) Relations in Levels 4A and 4B regarding the referentiality of unexpressed 

GRs. The discussion will consolidate the following concepts: (i) optionally unexpressed 

GR; (ii) obligatorily unexpressed GR; (iii) GC Relation; (iv) Raising (athematic GR); (v) 

thematic GR. The first two concepts were introduced in section 2.5.1 and GC Relations 

in section 2.5.2. Their definitions as well as the definitions of “Raising (athematic GR)” 

and “thematic GR” are (re)stated below: 

 

(57) Optionally unexpressed GR (with respect to PREDm) (section 2.5.1) 

A GR is considered to be optionally unexpressed if the construction remains well-

formed no matter whether the GR is expressed as a DP or not. 

 

(58) Obligatorily unexpressed GR (with respect to PREDm) (section 2.5.1) 

A GR is considered to be obligatorily unexpressed if the construction becomes 

ill-formed when the GR is expressed as a DP. 

 
(59) Generalised Control (GC) Relation (section 2.5.2) 

The antecedence relation involving an unexpressed entity, which is signalled by a 

discrepancy across different linguistic dimensions – Constituent, GR, and 

Argument Dimensions – such that there are more GR(s) and/or Arg(s) than DP(s) 

available for cross-dimensional mapping 
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(60) Raising (athematic GR controller) 

Raising is characterised as a discrepancy between the GR and Argument 

Dimensions such that there are more GR(s) than Arg(s) available for cross-

dimensional mapping. The GR which does not have a corresponding Arg is 

termed “athematic GR”, which is as the controller for an unexpressed GR. In 

short, Raising involves an athematic GR serving as the controller of an 

unexpressed GR. 

 
(61) Thematic GR 

A thematic GR is a GR that has a corresponding Arg in the Argument Dimension. 

 
Since the matrix subject is always optionally unexpressed, when it comes to 

unexpressed GRs, the discussion will only centre on OBJm (where applicable) and 

SUBJcomp, which show variation across different matrix predicates. The discussion will 

yield ten cross-dimensional complementation patterns. When discussing each pattern, I 

will present cross-dimensional correspondence graphs to show how elements at the three 

dimensions map onto one another. I will point out the identity of the unexpressed GR 

(coded as “Ø”), whose GC Relations await discussion in sections 3.6 and 3.7.55 In other 

words, the cross-dimensional correspondence graphs focus on the mapping of categories, 

GRs, and arguments across the three linguistic dimensions rather than GC relations. 

  

 
55 The symbol “Ø” is used as an informal representation of a cross-dimensional discrepancy due to an 
unexpressed GR. Ø is the controllee. “DP2-position Ø” refers to an unexpressed GR corresponding to the 
position in the Constituent Dimension where DP2 would otherwise appear. Likewise, “DP3-position Ø” 
refers to an unexpressed GR corresponding to the position in the Constituent Dimension where DP3 would 
otherwise appear. 
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3.5.1. Thematic SUBJm & Obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp (without OBJm) 

 

(62) is the cross-dimensional correspondence graph for these predicates. The graph 

shows a discrepancy across the linguistic dimensions, with more GRs and Args than DPs. 

A complementation construction formed by these matrix predicates contains an 

obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp, which corresponds to an Argcomp. The antecedence 

relation involving the controllee Ø (unexpressed SUBJcomp) constitutes a GC Relation to 

be discussed in section 3.6.1, where it is shown that SUBJm and SUBJcomp form a control 

relation. 

 
(62) Cross-dimensional correspondence:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

          Informal schematic representation (DP2-position Ø): 

     DP1-Vm-Ø-VPcomp 

  

shefa/changshi 

/xiangbanfa ‘try’ 

qitu ‘attempt’ dasuan ‘intend/plan’ zhunbei ‘prepare’ 

jujue ‘refuse’ zhiyi ‘insist’ gan ‘dare’  xiang ‘want’ 

Const.      : (DP1)       Vm         [               VPcomp           ]IP 

                    |                                                                | 

GR          : SUBJm   PREDm    [SUBJcomp  PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR 

                                               

Arg.        : PREDm <Argm   Proposition>     PREDcomp <Argcomp...>       

 

1 DP 

 

2 GRs  

(excluding Clausal GR) 

 

2 Args 
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3.5.2. Athematic SUBJm & obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp (without OBJm) 

sihu ‘seem’ kanqilai ‘appear’ kaishi ‘begin’ tingzhi ‘stop’ 

jixu ‘continue’ 

 

For these predicates, despite the two GRs – SUBJm and SUBJcomp – there is only one DP, 

which maps onto SUBJm.56 In other words, SUBJcomp is unexpressed. The GC Relations 

of this unexpressed GR will be discussed in section 3.6.1, which is not displayed in the 

cross-dimensional correspondence diagrams. Moreover, the comparison between the GR 

and Argument Dimensions reveals that there are two GRs but only one Arg, with SUBJm 

not mapping onto any Arg. This discrepancy between the GR and Argument Dimensions 

is characterised as “Raising” (athematic SUBJm). 

 

(63) Cross-dimensional correspondence:  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Informal schematic representation (DP2-position Ø): 

            DP1-Vm-Ø-VPcomp 

  

 
56 Sihu ‘seem’ involves an alternative constituent pattern, namely Vm-DP2-VPcomp (section 3.2.1). A sihu 
‘seem’-construction taking on this constituent pattern cannot take a DP1, similar to meteorological 
constructions. I assume that its DP2 maps onto SUBJcomp. 

Const.     : (DP1)         Vm         [               VPcomp          ]IP 

                    |                                                                | 

GR          : SUBJm   PREDm    [SUBJcomp  PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR 

                                               

Arg.         : PREDm <Proposition>     PREDcomp <Argcomp...>       

 

1 DP 

 

2 GRs  

(excluding Clausal GR) 

 

1 Arg 
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3.5.3. Optionally unexpressed SUBJcomp (without OBJm) 

jueding ‘decide’ houhui ‘regret’ shuo ‘say’ faxian ‘find’ 

baozheng ‘guarantee’ jianchi ‘persist/insist’ xiangxin ‘believe’ renwei ‘believe/think’ 

xiwang ‘hope’ kewang ‘desire’ guji ‘guess/predict’ huaiyi ‘suspect’ 

zhuzhang ‘advocate’ jianyi/tiyi ‘suggest’ tingshuo ‘hear’ zhidao ‘know’ 

xiangzhidao ‘wonder’ diaocha ‘investigate’ 

 

The complementation construction consists of an optionally unexpressed SUBJcomp which, 

if unexpressed, will result in a cross-dimensional discrepancy. Its GC Relation will be 

discussed in sections 3.6.3 and 3.6.4. There is no discrepancy between the GR and 

Argument Dimensions. 

 

(64) Cross-dimensional correspondence:  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Informal schematic representation (DP2-position Ø when SUBJcomp is unexpressed): 

         DP1-Vm-Ø-VPcomp 

  

Const.     : (DP1)       Vm          [(DP2)       VPcomp           ]IP 

                    |                               |                                | 

GR          : SUBJm   PREDm    [SUBJcomp  PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR 

                                               

Arg.         : PREDm <Argm   Proposition>     PREDcomp <Argcomp...>       

 

2 DPs 

 

2 GRs  

(excluding Clausal GR) 

 

2 Args 
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3.5.4. Obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp & obligatorily expressed thematic OBJm 

quan ‘try to persuade’ shuifu ‘persuade’ bi(po) ‘force’ (yao)qing ‘invite’ 

pai ‘send’ yinyou ‘seduce’ jiao ‘ask/order’ gongxi ‘congratulate’ 

ganxie ‘thank’ yuanliang ‘forgive’ guai/manyuan ‘blame’ daibiao ‘represent’ 

 
In the Constituent Dimension, there are two overt DPs, with DP1 mapped onto SUBJm 

and DP2 associated with OBJm. In the GR Dimension, there are three GRs. SUBJcomp is 

not associated with any DP. The GC Relation of this obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp 

will be discussed in sections 3.7.1 and 3.7.2. Between the GR and Argument Dimensions, 

there is no cross-dimensional discrepancy as each GR maps onto an Arg, and vice versa. 

 
(65) Cross-dimensional correspondence: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Informal schematic representation (DP3-position Ø): 

            DP1-Vm-DP2-Ø-VPcomp 

  

Const.      : (DP1)       Vm        DP2   [                  VPcomp      ]IP 

                    |                          |                                          | 

GR           : SUBJm   PREDm OBJm [SUBJcomp  PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR 

                                               

Arg.          : PREDm <Argm Argm Proposition>     PREDcomp <Argcomp...>       

 

2 DPs 

 

3 GRs  

(excluding Clausal GR) 

 

3 Args 
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3.5.5. Obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp & optionally unexpressed thematic OBJm 

jinzhi ‘prohibit’ guili ‘encourage’ pizhun ‘permit’ dailing ‘lead’ 

peitong ‘accompany’ 

 
There is a cross-dimensional discrepancy with an obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp, 

which maps onto Argcomp. The GC Relation of this unexpressed GR will be discussed in 

sections 3.7.1, 3.7.2, and 3.7.3. There is an optional DP2 corresponding to OBJm and Argm. 

When OBJm is unexpressed, it constitutes another GC Relation to be investigated in 

section 3.6.5. 

 
(66) Cross-dimensional correspondence: 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Informal schematic representation (DP2- and DP3-position Ø when OBJm and 

SUBJcomp are unexpressed): 

            DP1-Vm-Ø-Ø-VPcomp 

  

Const.    : (DP1)       Vm       (DP2)  [                  VPcomp      ]IP 

                    |                          |                                          | 

GR         : SUBJm   PREDm OBJm  [SUBJcomp  PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR 

                                               

Arg.        : PREDm <Argm Argm Proposition>     PREDcomp <Argcomp...>       

 

2 DPs 

 

3 GRs  

(excluding Clausal GR) 

 

3 Args 
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3.5.6. Obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp & optionally unexpressed athematic OBJm 

yunxu ‘allow’ 

 

There are (at most) two DPs but three GRs. With the two DPs mapped onto SUBJm and 

OBJm, SUBJcomp is left unmapped. The GC Relation of this obligatorily unexpressed 

SUBJcomp will be discussed in section 3.6.5. When DP2 becomes non-overt, it results in an 

unexpressed OBJm, whose GC Relation will be investigated in section 3.7.1. There are 

three GRs but only two Args. OBJm does not map onto an Arg. The discrepancy between 

these two dimensions is characterised as “Raising” (athematic OBJm). 

 

(67) Cross-dimensional correspondence: 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Informal schematic representation (DP2- and DP3-position Ø when OBJm and 

SUBJcomp are unexpressed)  

 DP1-Vm-Ø-Ø-VPcomp 

 
3.5.7. Obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp & obligatorily expressed athematic OBJm 

rang ‘let’ 

 
There are more GRs than DPs for cross-dimensional mapping, indicative of an 

obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp. Its GC Relation will be discussed in section 3.7.5. The 

fact that OBJm does not map onto any Arg suggests Raising (athematic OBJm).  

 
(68) Cross-dimensional correspondence 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          Informal schematic representation (DP3-position Ø) :  

          DP1-Vm-DP2-Ø-VPcomp 

Const.    : (DP1)       Vm       (DP2)  [                  VPcomp       ]IP 

                    |                          |                                           | 

GR        : SUBJm   PREDm OBJm  [SUBJcomp  PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR 

                                               

Arg.       : PREDm <Argm Proposition>     PREDcomp <Argcomp...>       

 

2 DPs 

 

3 GRs  

(excluding Clausal GR) 

 

2 Args 

 

Const.      : (DP1)       Vm        DP2  [                  VPcomp      ]IP 

                    |                          |                                          | 

GR          : SUBJm   PREDm OBJm  [SUBJcomp  PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR 

                                               

Arg.         : PREDm <Argm Proposition>     PREDcomp <Argcomp...>       

 

2 DPs 

 

3 GRs  

(excluding Clausal GR) 

 

2 Args 
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3.5.8. Optionally unexpressed SUBJcomp & optionally unexpressed thematic OBJm 

wen ‘ask’ dayin ‘promise’ 

 

DP2 and DP3 are optional. When they become non-overt, there will be cross-dimensional 

discrepancy, with OBJm as well as SUBJcomp being left unmapped onto any DP. In other 

words, there will be two unexpressed GRs. The GC Relation of the first unexpressed GR 

will be discussed in section 3.6.5 and the second one in section 3.7.5. 

 

(69) Cross-dimensional correspondence 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Informal schematic representation (DP2-position Ø and DP3-position Ø): 

          DP1-Vm-Ø-Ø-VPcomp 

 
3.5.9. Optionally unexpressed SUBJcomp & obligatorily expressed thematic OBJm 

gaosu ‘tell’ tongzhi ‘inform’ 

 

When DP3 becomes non-overt, there will be cross-dimensional discrepancy, with 

SUBJcomp being left unmapped onto any DP. The GC Relation of this unexpressed 

SUBJcomp will be discussed in section 3.7.5. 

 

(70) Cross-dimensional correspondence 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Informal schematic representation (DP3-position Ø) 

DP1-Vm-DP2-Ø-VPcomp 
  

Const.      : (DP1)       Vm      (DP2)   [(DP3)       VPcomp          ]IP 

                    |                          |          |                                | 

GR          : SUBJm   PREDm OBJm  [SUBJcomp  PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR 

                                               

Arg.         : PREDm <Argm Argm Proposition>     PREDcomp <Argcomp...>       

 

3 DPs 

 

3 GRs  

(excluding Clausal GR) 

 

3 Args 

 

Const.      : (DP1)       Vm       DP2    [ (DP3)       VPcomp          ]IP 

                    |                          |          |                                | 

GR          : SUBJm   PREDm OBJm  [SUBJcomp  PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR 

                                               

Arg.         : PREDm <Argm Argm Proposition>     PREDcomp <Argcomp...>       

 

3 DPs 

 

3 GRs  

(excluding Clausal GR) 

 

3 Args 
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3.5.10. Alternative complementation structures 

xue(xi) ‘learn (from)/imitate’  

 

As will be discussed in section 3.6, xue(xi) ‘learn (from)/imitate’ subcategorises for two 

different GR patterns, depending on whether there is a DP2. 

When there is a DP2, this nominal maps onto OBJm. There is a cross-dimensional 

discrepancy with an obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp, whose GC Relation will be 

discussed in section 3.7.2. 

 

(71) Cross-dimensional correspondence with DP2: 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Informal schematic representation (DP3-position Ø) 

DP1-Vm-DP2-Ø-VPcomp 
 

(72) illustrates the scenario when there is no DP2. There is an obligatorily unexpressed 

SUBJcomp, whose GC Relation will be discussed in section 3.6.3. 

 

(72) Cross-dimensional correspondence without DP2: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Informal schematic representation (DP2-position Ø) 

DP1-Vm-Ø-VPcomp 
  

Const.      : (DP1)       Vm        DP2   [                  VPcomp      ]IP 

                    |                          |                                          | 

GR          : SUBJm   PREDm OBJm  [SUBJcomp  PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR 

                                               

Arg.         : PREDm <Argm Argm Proposition>     PREDcomp <Argcomp...>       

 

2 DPs 

 

3 GRs  

(excluding Clausal GR) 

 

3 Args 

 

Const.      : (DP1)       Vm       [                  VPcomp       ]IP 

                    |                                                            | 

GR          : SUBJm   PREDm [SUBJcomp  PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR 

                                               

Arg.         : PREDm <Argm Proposition>     PREDcomp <Argcomp...>       

 

1 DP 

 

2 GRs  

(excluding Clausal GR) 

 

2 Args 
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xiangyao ‘want’ xihuan ‘like/prefer’ taoyan ‘hate’ 

 

Similar to xui(xi) ‘learn (from)/imitate’, these matrix predicates – xinagyao ‘want’, xihuan 

‘like/prefer’, and taoyan ‘hate’ – select for two GR patterns, depending on whether there 

is a DP2. More details will be discussed in section 3.6. The only thing different from xui(xi) 

‘learn (from)/imitate’ is that, when there is a DP2, these three predicates select for an 

OBJm, which does not map onto any Argm. In other words, this pattern involves Raising 

(athematic OBJm). 

 

(73) Cross-dimensional correspondence with DP2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Informal schematic representation (DP3-position Ø) 

DP1-Vm-DP2-Ø-VPcomp 
 

(74) Cross-dimensional correspondence without DP2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Informal schematic representation (DP2-position Ø) 

DP1-Vm-Ø-VPcomp 
  

Const.     : (DP1)       Vm        DP2   [                  VPcomp       ]IP 

                    |                          |                                           | 

GR         : SUBJm   PREDm OBJm  [SUBJcomp  PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR 

                                               

Arg.        : PREDm <Argm Proposition>     PREDcomp <Argcomp...>       

 

2 DPs 

 

3 GRs  

(excluding Clausal GR) 

 

2 Args 

 

Const.     : (DP1)       Vm        [                  VPcomp       ]IP 

                    |                                                             | 

GR         : SUBJm   PREDm [SUBJcomp  PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR 

                                               

Arg.        : PREDm <Argm Proposition>     PREDcomp <Argcomp...>       

 

1 DP 

 

2 GRs  

(excluding Clausal GR) 

 

2 Args 
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3.5.11. Interim summary of cross-dimensional complementation patterns 

This section has illustrated ten cross-dimensional patterns attested by the matrix 

predicates in my data set. The patterns of each dimension were extracted from the 

previous sections. As I presented the cross-dimensional patterns, I explicitly stated which 

GRs can be (or have to be) unexpressed. I notated such unexpressed GRs in the informal 

schematic representations as “DP2-position Ø” and “DP3-position Ø”. In section 3.6 

(Level 4A), I will address the GC Relations of the DP2-position Ø. Section 3.7 (Level 4B) 

will address the GC Relations of the DP3-position Ø. Below is a list of the ten cross-

dimensional complementation patterns covered: 

Pattern 1: Thematic SUBJm & obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp (without OBJm) 

Pattern 2: Athematic SUBJm & obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp (without OBJm) 

Pattern 3: Optionally unexpressed SUBJcomp (without OBJm) 

Pattern 4: Obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp & obligatorily expressed thematic OBJm 

Pattern 5: Obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp & optionally unexpressed thematic OBJm 

Pattern 6: Obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp & optionally unexpressed athematic OBJm 

Pattern 7: Obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp & obligatorily expressed athematic OBJm 

Pattern 8: Optionally unexpressed SUBJcomp & optionally unexpressed thematic OBJm 

Pattern 9: Optionally unexpressed SUBJcomp & obligatorily expressed thematic OBJm 

Pattern 10: Alternative complementation structures 
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3.6. Level 4A: Generalised Control Relations of Unexpressed GR at DP2 Position 

This section identifies the GC Relations of an optionally or obligatorily unexpressed GR 

corresponding to the post-Vm position (i.e., DP2-position Ø) using the diagnostics 

discussed in section 2.5.3. (75) is a schematic representation of a complementation 

structure, which can be embedded within a higher clausal structure omitted as “…”: 

 

(75) … DP1 Vm Ø VPcomp 

                  ↑ 

       “DP2-position Ø” 

 

For matrix predicates that exhibit alternative complementation structures (section 3.5.10), 

only the GC Relations of their “DP2-position Ø” will be analysed in this section. DP2-

position Ø is associated with a number of GC Relations, which cluster to form five 

distinct patterns: 

Pattern 1: Obligatory & Exhaustive Control (obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp) 

Pattern 2: Obligatory & Partial Control (obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp) 

Pattern 3: Obligatory & Partial Control (optional DP2) 

Pattern 4: Non-obligatory & Unconstrained Type (optionally unexpressed SUBJcomp) 

Pattern 5: Implicit-Control Environment (optionally unexpressed OBJm as 

controller) 

 

3.6.1. Pattern 1: Obligatory & Exhaustive Control (obligatorily unexpressed 

SUBJcomp) 

shefa/changshi 

/xiangbanfa ‘try’ 

qitu ‘attempt’ jujue ‘refuse’ xue(xi)  

‘learn (from)/imitate’ 

sihu ‘seem’ kanqilai ‘appear’ kaishi ‘begin’ tingzhi ‘stop’ 

jixu ‘continue’ 

 

These matrix predicates pass the locality constraint and bound-variable tests, but fail the 

syntactically remote controller and collective-word tests, indicating they exhibit 

Exhaustive Control. Their SUBJcomp is always unexpressed. Some assign a theta-role to 

DP1 (e.g., shefa ‘try’, qitu ‘attempt’, jujue ‘refuse’), while others do not (e.g., sihu ‘seem’, 

kaishi ‘begin’, tingzhi ‘stop’, jixu ‘continue’), which is referred to as “Raising” (section 3.5). 

(76) contains examples of shefa ‘try’ and sihu ‘seem’, passing the locality-constraint 

test. Ø corefers with a matrix GR – SUBJm, making these predicates “SUBJm-control 

predicates”. 
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(76) a. xiaomingi  shefa Øi/*j kefu            kunnan 

    Xiaoming  try           overcome   difficulty 

    ‘Xiaoming tries to overcome the difficulty.’ 

b. xiaomingi  sihu    Øi/*j    kefu-le               kunnan 

    Xiaoming  seem           overcome-PFV   difficulty 

    ‘Xiaoming seems to have overcome the difficulty.’ 

 

(77) illustrates the bound-variable test on shefa ‘try’. Consider the scenario where 

Xiaoming, Zhangsan, and Lisi participate in a competition. (a) is false under the scenario 

(bi), but true under (bii). Thus, (a) licenses bound-variable reading, which states that 

Xiaoming is the only x such that x tries for x to win the competition, but not the strict 

reading. This shows that the Ø must be interpreted as a bound variable, whose binder is 

the controller.57 

 

(77) a. zhiyou xiaomingi shefa Øi/*j yingde  bisai 

    only    Xiaoming try              win      competition 

    ‘Only Xiaoming tries to win the competition.’ 

b. i. Xiaoming tries (for himself) to win the competition. Zhangsan tries (for 

himself) to win the competition. Lisi tries (for himself) to win the 

competition. 

    ii. Xiaoming, Zhangsan, and Lisi try for Xiaoming to win the competition.  

c. Bound-variable reading: Xiaoming = Only x[x tries for x to win the competition] 

    Strict reading: Xiaoming = Only x[x tries for Xiaoming to win the competition] 

 

The locality condition and bound-variable interpretation suggest that these matrix 

predicates demonstrate OC. 

(78)a and (79)a reveal that the matrix predicates fail the collective-word test, 

classifying them as Exhaustive-Control verbs. Sentences (b) are provided to show that 

the constructions become well-formed when the Partial-Control reading is removed, with 

Ø referring to DP1 and another referent introduced by the with-phrase. 

  

 
57 If (a) licensed the strict reading, which states that Xiaoming is the only x such that x tries for Xiaoming 
to win the competition, the scenario in (bii) would be false while (bi) would be true. 
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(78) Context: Xiaoming and Zhangsan are good friends. 

a. #xiaomingi sihu  Øi+ yiqi         qu-le     dishini 

      Xiaoming seem       together go-PFV  Disneyland 

   ‘#Xiaoming seems to have gone to Disneyland together.’ 

b. xiaomingi sihu  gen    zhangsanj  Øi+j yiqi         qu-le     dishini 

    Xiaoming seem with  Zhangsan        together  go-PFV  Disneyland 

    ‘Xiaoming seems to have gone to Disneyland together with Zhangsan.’ 

 
(79) Context: Xiaoming and Zhangsan are good friends. 

a. #xiaomingi kaishi  Øi+  yiqi          shangxue  

      Xiaoming begin         together   go.to.school 

      ‘#Xiaoming begins to go to school together.’ 

b. xiaomingi kaishi  gen    zhangsanj  Øi+j yiqi           shangxue 

    Xiaoming begin  with   Zhangsan        together    go.to.school 

    ‘Xiaoming begins to go to school together with Zhangsan.’ 

 

To confirm the Exhaustive-Control classification, I searched corpora for examples of 

these predicates with the collective word yiqi ‘together’. I found no compelling examples 

that demonstrated Partial Control between Ø and DP1. Instead, I found multiple 

examples where DP1 is a plural entity: 

 

(80) haizi-meni kaishi  Øi  yiqi            benpao 

child-PL     begin        together    run 

‘The children begin to run together.’        (zhTenTen17 corpus) 

 

(81) liang-reni      sihu     Øi    yiqi           zai  yangtai   xiangshou qingchen yangguang  

       two-person   seem           together    on  balcony  enjoy         morning  sunlight 

     ‘The two people seem to be enjoying the morning sunlight on the balcony together.’ 

    (zhTenTen17 corpus) 

 
(82) womeni     jixu            Øi   yiqi          jinxing      ceshi 

we             continue          together   conduct    test 

        ‘We continued to conduct the test together.’  

    (zhTenTen17 corpus) 
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Although I consider SUBJcomp to be obligatorily unexpressed, as illustrated by (83) 

(see also C.-T. J. Huang, 1989: 190), it is puzzling when it seems that Ø can be replaced 

by ziji – a pattern noted by Xu (2003: 90). 

 
(83) xiaoming   shefa  {Ø/*ta    /*xiaoming}     wangcheng gongke 

Xiaoming  try      {Ø/*3SG/*Xiaoming}     complete    homework 

‘Xiaoming tries to complete the homework.’ 

 

(84) ta     shefa  ziji  liang tian nei wancheng zhe-jian  gongzuo 

        he    try     self  two  day in   complete   this-CL   work 

        ‘He tries to complete this work in two days himself.’             (Xu, 2003: 90) 

 
(85) wo jiu     budebu  shefa  ziji   qu    jian   ta 

I    then   have.to  try     self   go    see    him 

‘Then, I have to try to see him myself.’          (CCL corpus) 

 

I conducted searches in the zhTenTen17 (Jakubíček et al., 2013) and CCL  (Zhan et al., 

2019) corpora to investigate the use of ziji after shefa ‘try’. 45 tokens were found in the 

zhTenTen17 corpus and 5 tokens in the CCL corpus. Chinese has two 3rd person singular 

reflexives – ziji and taziji. While ziji can also be used as an adverbial, taziji does not have 

an adverbial use (see e.g., Zhang, 2017). If ziji in (84) and (85) were a reflexive, taziji should 

also be acceptable, but as shown in (86), it is not. 

 
(86)  xiaoming     shefa  {Ø/ziji/*taziji}        liang tian nei wancheng zhe-jian  gongzuo 

        Xiaoming    try      {Ø/SELF/*C.SELF} two  day  in   complete  this-CL   work 

  ‘Xiaoming tries to complete this work in two days (himself).’ 

 

I looked for the pattern shefa taziji in the CCL and zhTenTen17 corpora, but I could not 

find any valid example. I therefore account for the use of ziji after shefa ‘try’ as an adverbial. 

This aligns with my claim that SUBJcomp after shefa ‘try’ is obligatorily unexpressed. I extend 

the adverbial explanation for the above matrix predicates when ziji appears to replace Ø 

in their constructions. 

Another interesting pattern is illustrated in (87) using shefa ‘try’ as an example. It 

was first noted by Hu et al. (2001) and later re-considered by Grano (2015) that Ø can be 

replaced by a DP when there is a (long) intervening adverbial between the matrix 

predicate and DP2. The DP2 must be pronominal and anaphoric to DP1, suggesting that 
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it is a resumptive pronoun. Grano (2015) labels this phenomenon “Copy Control” – a 

term I will borrow. 

 
(87) nii     zuihao shefa [jintian xiawu        san-le    hui         yihou]  {Øi/nii  /*lisi} 

          you   best     try      today   afternoon end-PFV meeting after    {Ø/you/Lisi} 

yi-ge-ren           lai 

             one-CL-person come 

‘You had better try to come by yourself (*make Lisi come by himself) this afternoon  

after the meeting is over.’    (Hu et al., 2001: 1130-1132) 

 

Hu et al. (2001: 1131) claim that “all the subject positions of the so-called controlled 

structures…can be lexicalised under certain conditions”. Although native speakers may 

have varying opinions about the well-formedness of (87),58 considering Hu et al.'s (2001) 

view, at least some speakers can accept it given the presence of an intervening adverbial. 

However, for Raising predicates with an athematic controller like sihu ‘seem’, Ø cannot 

be replaced by a resumptive pronoun. 

 
(88) a. xiaomingi sihu  [jintian xiawu       san-le     hui         yihou] {Øi/*tai  /*lisi}  

   Xiaoming seem today   afternoon end-PFV meeting after    {Ø/3SG  /Lisi}   

   yi-ge-ren          qu 

   one-CL-person go 

   ‘Xiaoming seems to go by himself (*make Lisi go by himself) this afternoon after  

    the meeting is over.’ 

b. xiaomingi kaishi  [zai mei ren        zhuyidao di  difang] {Øi/*tai/*lisi} chouyan 

    Xiaoming begin   at   no   person  notice     DE place    {Ø/3SG /Lisi}  smoke 

    ‘Xiaoming begins to smoke (*make Lisi smoke) at a place where no one notices.’ 

 

This supports the idea that matrix predicates with divergent theta-role assignments have 

behavioural differences. In Chapter 4, I argue that Copy Control can serve as evidence to 

distinguish between two model-theoretical control mechanisms – “Functional Control” 

and “Anaphoric Control” – in LFG. 

(89) shows that shefa ‘try’, kaishi ‘begin’ and tingzhi ‘stop’ cannot license a 

syntactically remote controller, a property shared by all Pattern-1 predicates, providing 

further evidence for their OC characterisation. 

  

 
58 This is based on my own intuitive judgment as well the informal judgment kindly offered by a few Chinese 
native speakers. 
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(89) xiaomingi shuo zhangsanj  shefa/jujue/kaishi/jixu           Ø*i/j xie        shu 

       Xiaoming say   Zhangsan  try    /refuse/begin/continue          write    book 

 ‘Xiaoming says that Zhangsan tries/refuses/begins/continues to write/writing the book.’ 

 

Xue(xi) ‘learn (from)/imitate’ differs from other Pattern-1 predicates by having 

two alternative complementation structures (section 3.5.10). When the DP2 position of a 

xue(xi) ‘learn (from)/imitate’ construction is filled by a pronoun ta, the pronoun is in 

disjoint reference from DP1. Compare (90)a and (90)b: 

 
(90) a. xiaomingi   xue     Øi/*j  zuo   yi-ge     hou     ren 

    Xiaoming  learn           be     one-CL  good   person 

    ‘Xiaoming learns to be a good person.’ 

b. xiaomingi  xue     ta*i/j  zuo   yi-ge      hou     ren 

           Xiaoming  learn   3SG   be     one-CL  good   person 

               ‘Xiaoming learns from him to be a good person.’ 

 

In (90)a, DP2-position Ø corefers with DP1, whereas DP2-position ta in (90)b is in disjoint 

reference with DP1. Following the binding condition of ta, the obviative pattern in (90)b 

suggests that DP1 Xiaoming and DP2 ta map onto GRs of the same predicate xue ‘learn 

(from)/imitate’. The contrast between (90)a and (90)b can be understood if the 

construction in (90)a bears the GR pattern of SUBJm-PREDm-[SUBJcomp-

PREDcomp...]clausal.GR, while (90)b takes on the pattern of  SUBJm-PREDm-OBJm-[SUBJcomp-

PREDcomp...]clausal.GR. In other words, (90)a is analysed as containing an obligatorily 

unexpressed SUBJcomp. In (90)b, the pronoun ta maps onto OBJm. (90)b involves an 

unexpressed SUBJcomp, indicated as “DP3-position Ø” below: 

 
(91) xiaomingi   xue     ta*i/j    Ø  zuo   yi-ge     hou     ren 

Xiaoming   learn   3SG         be     one-CL  good   person 

‘Xiaoming learns from him to be a good person.’ 

 

The GC Relations of “DP3-position Ø” will be discussed in Level 4B (section 3.7). 
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3.6.2. Pattern 2: Obligatory & Partial Control (obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp) 

dasuan ‘intend/plan’ zhunbei ‘prepare’ zhiyi ‘insist’ gan ‘dare’ 

xiang ‘want’ 

 

The above matrix predicates pass the locality-constraint test, bound-variable test, and 

collective-word test, but fail the syntactically remote controller test. 

(92) exemplifies the locality condition on Ø, whose controller needs to be SUBJm. 

These predicates are “SUBJm-control predicates”. 

 

(92) a. xiaomingi   zhunbei    Øi/*j qu     yingguo 

    Xiaoming  prepare            go     UK 

    ‘Xiaoming refuses to go to the UK.’ 

b. xiaomingi zhiyi   Øi/*j    yao   qu    yingguo 

    Xiaoming insist           will  go     UK 

    ‘Xiaoming insists on going to the UK.’ 

 

(93) shows the bound-variable test on zhiyi ‘insist’. Consider the scenario where Xiaoming, 

Zhangsan, and Lisi participate in a competition. (a) is false under the scenario (bi), but 

true under (bii). Thus, (a) licenses bound-variable reading, which states that Xiaoming is 

the only x such that x insists that x will win the competition. 

 
(93) a. zhiyou xiaomingi zhiyi Øi/*j yao  yingde bisai 

    only    Xiaoming insist        will  win     competition 

    ‘Only Xiaoming insists on winning the competition himself.’ 

b. i. Xiaoming insists on winning the competition himself. Zhangsan insists on 

winning the competition himself. Lisi insists on winning the competition 

himself. 

    ii. Xiaoming, Zhangsan, and Lisi insist that Xiaoming will win the competition.  

c. Bound-variable reading: Xiaoming = Only x[x insists that x will win the 

competition] 

    Strict reading: Xiaoming = Only x[x insists that Xiaoming will win the 

competition] 

 

These predicates fulfil both locality condition and bound-variable interpretation, 

demonstrating OC. They do not allow a syntactically remote controller: 
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(94) zhangsani  shuo xiaomingj   dasuan/zhiyi/gan/xiang    Ø*i/j  qu     yingguo 

Zhangsan  say   Xiaoming   intend/insist/dare/want           go     UK 

‘Zhangsan says Xiaoming intends/insists/dares/wants to go/on going to the UK.’ 

 

Pattern-2 predicates can license Partial Control. (95) exemplifies this property 

using xiang ‘want’ and gan ‘dare’: 

 
(95) Context: Xiaoming and Zhangsan are good friends. 

xiaomingi xiang  Øi+ yiqi        qu     dishini 

Xiaoming want         together go      Disneyland 

‘Xiaoming wants to go to Disneyland together.’ 

 
(96) Context: Hanhan’s friends are rich, but he is poor. 

hanhani  bu    gan    Øi+   yiqi           chuqu   chifan 

Hanhan  not   dare           together   go.out   eat 

‘Hanhan dare not eat out together.’          (zhTenTen17 corpus) 

 

Their SUBJcomp is usually unexpressed but with the possibility of Copy Control, 

where SUBJcomp is replaced by a resumptive pronoun. This has been observed by Hu et 

al. (2001) and Grano (2015: 145-146). 

 

(97) woi zhunbei [mingtian    xiawu        tian  hei     yihou]  {Øi/woi/*lisi} 

I     prepare   tomorrow  afternoon  sky  dark   after    {Ø/I/   *Lisi} 

yi-ge-ren          lai 

       one-CL-person come 

       ‘I prepare (for Lisi) to come along tomorrow after it gets dark.’ 

Grano (2015: 145-146) 

 

Grano (2015: 145-146) notes that their SUBJcomp can be taken up by an expression whose 

reference is in a semantic subset relation with the entity denoted by SUBJm, along with an 

intervening adverbial, as illustrated in (98). This concurs with their property of Partial 

Control; thus, Grano (2015) labels the phenomenon “Partial Copy Control”: 

 

(98) woi zhunbei     [tian hei    yihou]  {womeni+/*tamen}   yiqi          qu 

        I     prepare      sky  dark  after    {we       /*they   }     together   go 

       ‘I prepare that we (*they) go together after it gets dark.’ 
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My corpus study suggests that the situation for dasuan ‘intend/plan’ is more 

complex than Grano's (2015) formulation. First, I agree with Grano (2015) that the 

permission of a resumptive pronoun is contingent on the presence of an intervening 

adverbial:59 

 
(99) xiaomingi dasuan          (*tai)  qu   yingguo 

       Xiaoming intend/plan     he   go   UK 

       ‘Xiaoming intends/plans to go to the UK’ 

 
(100) woi … hai         dasuan          ta   you   daoqian     huigai,   woi  jiu     

          I         initially   intend/plan  he  have  apologise   repent   I     then   

kaolu      yuanliang ta 

consider forgive     he 

‘Initially, I intended/planned to consider forgiving him, if he had apologised and  

repented.’             (zhTenTen17 corpus) 

 

However, when SUBJm and SUBJcomp form a part-whole relation, an intervening adverbial 

is often not required, contrary to Grano's (2015) claim: 

 
(101)  woi ben         dasuan            womeni+ yiqi           zuo  guoqu 

         I    initially    intend/plan     we          together    go    there 

         ‘Initially, I intended/planned that we go there together.’    (zhTenTen17 corpus) 

 

(102) nii    zhende bu    dasuan            womeni+          ziji   lai    bai 

       you  really    not   intend/plan     we.inclusive    self   go   shoot 

       ‘You are really not planning that we shoot (the film) ourselves.’ 

       (zhTenTen17 corpus) 

 

(103) [baba mama]i…dasuan          [women yi-jia-san-kou-ren                 he    laolao]i+    

dad    mum       intend/plan    we        one-family-three-CL-people  and  grandma 

yiqi         guo    wode shengri   

        together spend my     birthday 

       ‘Dad and mum are planning that we three and grandma spend my birthday together.’ 

  (zhTenTen17 corpus) 

 

 
59 In the Sinica corpus, I searched for the patterns of “NP1 + dasuan + ta” and “NP1 + dasuan + wo”, and 
I did not find any results. 
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(104) laoshii     dasuan             [quan  ban]i+      yiqi         qu   luxing 

teacher    intend/plan      whole class       together  go   trip 

‘The teacher intends/plans that the whole class go to the trip together.’ 

 

The above examples show that the proposition formed by VPcomp expresses the matrix-

subject entity’s plan to do something, which is related to their volition. However, I noted 

one instance in my corpus study, as shown in (105), where the proposition does not relate 

to the matrix-subject entity’s volition. Instead, my reading, integrating the contextual 

information, suggests that the proposition expresses the matrix subject’s expectation or 

lack thereof about a situation. 

 
(105) shiniani yuanben ye     mei    dasuan    [taj     neng bang ziji    shuohua] 

       Shinian initially   too    not    expect     3SG   can   help  self    speak 

           ‘Shinian didn’t expect that he could speak for her (but at the end he did speak for  

           her).’             (zhTenTen17 corpus) 

 

SUBJcomp is filled by ta, with different reference from SUBJm Shinian. This proposition 

does not relate to Shinian’s plan to do something, unlike (99) to (104). It expresses a 

situation that Shinian did not expect. As only one instance of such usage was found in the 

corpus study, it is considered rare and distinct from dasuan’s common usage as a control 

verb with the meaning of ‘intend/plan’. 

 
3.6.3. Pattern 3: Obligatory & Partial Control (optional DP2) 

Pattern 3a 

xihuan ‘like/prefer’ taoyan ‘hate’ xiangyao ‘want’ 

 

These predicates are “SUBJm-control predicates”. (106) shows that they support OC as 

Ø must be controlled locally by Xiaoming.  

 

(106) lisii shuo xiaomingj {xihuan/taoyan/xiangyao}  Ø*i/j   xie       xiaoshuo 

       Lisi say   Xiaoming {like    / hate    /want     }            write    novel 

       ‘Lisi says Xiaoming likes/hates/wants to write novels.’ 

 

For simplicity, I will skip an illustration of the bound-variable test, which shows that Ø 

is a bound variable. The collective-word test confirms that the matrix predicates are 

Partial-Control predicates. 
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(107)  Context: Xiaoming and Zhangsan are good friends. 

 xiaomingi {xihuan/taoyan/xiangyao}   Øi+ yiqi        qu     tushuguan 

 Xiaoming {like    / hate    /want}               together go      library 

 ‘Xiaoming likes/hates/wants to go to the library together.’ 

 

The DP2-position Ø can be filled by an overt expression. Below are corpus 

examples with the pronoun ta as DP2, with referential indexes added based on the 

contexts: 

 

(108) wuzhenyui shuo erzij bu   xihuan  tai/*j  yan   huairen 

       Wuzhenyu say   son  not  like       3SG   act   bad.guy 

       ‘Wuzhenyui says that his sonj does not like for himi/*j to play the role of a bad guy 

(on stage).’            (zhTenTen17 corpus) 

 
(109) tai     taoyan ta*i/j     chouyan 

       3SG   hate     3SG  smoke 

       ‘Hei hates himj smoking.’            (zhTenTen17 corpus) 

 
(110) zhangmoui  xiangyao  ta*i/j    dai      zijii    (hui         jia) 

       Zhangmou  want        3SG  bring  SELF   return    home 

       ‘Zhangmoui wants himj to bring him(self)i home’        (zhTenTen17 corpus) 

 

Although xiangyao and xiang have the same translation ‘want’, xiang constructions cannot 

have an overt DP2 (section 3.6.2), whereas xiangyao’s DP2 is optionally overt, as displayed 

in (106) and (110). 

As demonstrated by (108) to (110), when xihuan ‘like/prefer’, taoyan ‘hate’, and 

xiangyao ‘want’ are followed by the pronoun ta filling the DP2 position, the pronoun is in 

disjoint reference with DP1. On the other hand, when DP2 is absent, Ø is obligatorily 

coreferential with DP1. The fact that DP2 ta needs to be in disjoint reference with DP1 

suggests DP1 and DP2 map onto GRs of the same predicate (section 2.3.1). When DP1 

maps onto SUBJm, DP2 maps onto OBJm. Therefore, the GR pattern of (108) to (110) 

should be represented as SUBJm-PREDm-OBJm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR, with DP3-

position Ø being SUBJcomp. Theta-role tests (section 3.3.1) demonstrate that DP2 (in this 

case OBJm) is an athematic entity for xihuan ‘like/prefer’, taoyan ‘hate’, and xiangyao ‘want’, 

making them Raising predicates. 
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To account for the contrast between Øi/*j (coreference) and ta*i/j (obviation), I add 

to my previous discussion in section 3.4.2 that these predicates have two 

subcategorisation patterns: SUBJm-PREDm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR and SUBJm-

Vm-OBJm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR, depending on whether there is a DP2. When 

there is a DP2-position Ø, e.g., (106), the construction bears the GR pattern of SUBJm-

PREDm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR. (108) to (110) involve a DP3-position Ø, whose 

GC Relations will be addressed in Level 4B (section 3.7). In both subcategorisation 

patterns, there is an obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp. 

 
Pattern 3b 

jueding ‘decide’ kewang ‘desire’ houhui ‘regret’60 

 

These matrix predicates exhibit OC, Partial Control, and SUBJm control. Their SUBJcomp 

is optionally unexpressed: 

 
(111) a. zhangsani  shuo  xiaomingj   jueding/kewang  [Ø*i/j(+)  (yiqi)         bangzhu lisi   ] 

           Zhangsan  say    Xiaoming   decide/desire                  together   help        Lisi 

           ‘Zhangsan says Xiaoming decides/desires to help Lisi.’ 

       b. zhangsani  shuo xiaomingj   jueding/kewang  [{tai/j/k/taziji*i/j/zijii/j/xiaomei} 

    Zhangsan  say   Xiaoming   decide/desire      [{3SG/C.SELF/SELF/Xiaomei}         

    (yao/hui)      bangzhu lisi]         

            will/will       help       Lisi] 

          ‘Zhangsan says Xiaoming decides/desires that he/she/Xiaomei will help Lisi.’ 

 

When SUBJcomp is unexpressed, it must be locally bound.61 On the other hand, ta in the 

DP2 position can corefer with Zhangsan, Xiaoming or a discourse participant, as is 

permitted by its binding constraint. Taziji and ziji also follow the patterns as predicted by 

their binding constraints. A corpus example, given in (112), supports the claim that ta can 

refer to SUBJm. 

  

 
60 Regarding houhui ‘regret’, it is common for the reference of (expressed) SUBJcomp to coincide with that 
of SUBJm. Pragmatically, speakers usually use this verb to describe a mistake made by themselves, or in a 
story-telling context, a mistake made by the SUBJm referent (section 3.4.1). 
61 This judgment was corroborated by corpus searches, where I randomly isolated 100 instances of the 
“jueding + Ø + VP” pattern from the zhTenTen corpus. All the instances showed the pattern of Ø being 
locally bound. 
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(112) dang  tai   jueding tai xiang hui     zhengfu        gongzuo shi,       

when he   decide  he want return government  work      time      

men   dou    changkai-zhe 

       door   all      open-DUR 

‘When he decides that he wants to return to work in the government, the door  

will be open.’             (zhTenTen17 Corpus) 

 

The fact that Ø*i/j in (111)a and tai/j/k in (111)b do not share the same pattern of 

coreferentiality suggests that ta is not a resumptive pronoun, unlike Pattern 1 (e.g., shefa 

‘try’; section 3.6.1) and Pattern 2 (e.g., dasusan ‘intend/plan’; section 3.6.2). Furthermore, 

the fact that tai/j/k does not exhibit obligatory obviation from DP1 suggests that tai/j/k is 

not OBJm, unlike Pattern 3a (e.g., xihuan ‘like’, taoyan ‘hate’, xiangyao ‘want’). In other words, 

jueding ‘decide’, kewang ‘desire’ and houhui ‘regret’ do not have two complementation 

structures. They involve an optionally unexpressed SUBJcomp. 

 
3.6.4. Pattern 4: Non-obligatory & Unconstrained Type (optionally unexpressed SUBJcomp) 

shuo ‘say’ faxian ‘find’ baozheng ‘guarantee’ jianchi ‘persist/insist’ 

xiangxin ‘believe’ renwei ‘believe/think’ xiwang ‘hope’ guji ‘guess/predict’ 

huaiyi ‘suspect’ zhuzhang ‘advocate’ jianyi/tiyi ‘suggest’ tingshuo ‘hear’ 

zhidao ‘know’ xiangzhidao ‘wonder’ diaocha ‘investigate’ 

 

The above matrix predicates do not pass the locality-constraint test, bound-variable test, 

and dispreference of local controller test, but they pass the syntactically remote controller 

test. Their SUBJcomp is optionally unexpressed. 

Examples like xiwang ‘hope’ and tingshuo ‘hear’ in (113) show that these matrix 

predicates do not observe the locality condition since the controller need not be identified 

within the matrix clause. 

 

(113) a. xiaomingi   xiwang  Øi/j   chenggong  

    Xiaoming   hope            succeed 

    ‘Xiaoming hopes (he/she/it/they) will succeed.’ 

b. xiaomingi tingshuo Øi/j    dei      zuo   na-jian-shi 

    Xiaoming hear               need   do     that-CL-matter  

    ‘Xiaoming heard that (he/she/it/they) will need to that.’ 
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(114) illustrates the bound-variable test on shuo ‘say’. Consider the scenario where 

Xiaoming, Zhangsan, and Lisi take part in a competition. Focusing on the reading where 

Ø refers to Xiaoming, in one of the interpretations, (114)a is false under the scenario (114) 

bi, but true under (114)bii. This shows a bound-variable interpretation. However, (114)a 

also has another reading where (114)a is true in the situation of (114)bi, but false in 

(114)bii. This alternative is the strict reading. The results show that Ø does not need to 

be a bound variable. 

 
(114) a. ziyou xiaomingi shuo Øi/j   hui    yingde    bisai 

    only   Xiaoming say           will   win         competition 

    ‘Only Xiaoming says (he) will win the competition.’ 

b. i. Xiaoming says he (Xiaoming) will win the competition. Zhangsan says he 

(Zhangsan) will win the competition. Lisi says he (Lisi) will win the 

competition. 

    ii. Xiaoming, Zhangsan, and Lisi say Xiaoming will win the competition.  

c. Bound variable reading: Xiaoming = Only x[x says x will win the competition] 

    Strict reading: Xiaoming = Only x[x says Xiaoming will win the competition] 

 

The locality-constraint and bound-variable tests suggest that these predicates license 

NOC. This is supported by (115), showing that these predicates –  exemplified by jianyi 

‘suggest’, jianchi ‘persist/insist’, diaocha ‘investigate’, and xiangzhidao ‘wonder’ – allow a 

syntactically remote controller. 

 
(115) a. xiaomingi   biaoshi  zhangsanj      {jianyi/jianchi}     Øi/j/k   wancheng   baogao  

                    Xiaoming   convey  Zhangsan      {suggest/persist}           complete    report 

              ‘Xiaoming conveys (the message) that Zhangsan suggests/persists in  

                     completing the report.’ 

         b. xiaomingi  biaoshi   zhangsanj   {zai-diaocha/xiangzhidao} Øi/j/k   

     Xiaoming  convey   Zhangsan   {DUR-investigate/wonder}   

     yao-bu-yao         qu 

                    need-not-need    go 

         ‘Xiaoming conveys (the message) that Zhangsan is investigating/wondering  

      whether to go or not.’ 
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Ø can refer to a local controller, remote controller, or discourse participant, depending 

on the context. The fact that Ø is “freely interpretable” explains why these predicates can 

allow a collective-word environment even with a singular SUBJm. 

 
(116) xiaomingi  shuo/renwei/guli/baozheng/huaiyi         Øi+/j    yao 

Xiaoming {say/believe/guess/guarantee/suspect}              will 

yiqi         qu      dishini 

            together  go       Disneyland 

  ‘Xiaoming says/believes/guesses/guarantees/suspects that they will  

go to Disneyland together.’ 

 

Ø in (116) can refer to any plural entity allowed by the discourse, exhibiting the predicates’ 

NOC property. 

The DP2 position can be filled by an overt expression, including the pronouns ta, 

taziji and ziji, each of which manifests the pattern predicted by its own binding condition: 

 
(117) xiaomingi   biaoshi    zhangsanj   xiangxin  {Øi/j/k/tai/j/k/taziji*i/j/*k/zijii/j/*k}   

Xiaoming   convey   Zhangsan   believe    {Ø    /3SG  /C.SELF   /SELF    } 

hui   chenggong 

will  succeed 

‘Xiaoming conveys (the message) that Zhangsan believes (he/she/it/they)  

will succeed.’ 

 
3.6.5. Pattern 5: Implicit-Control Environment (optionally unexpressed OBJm as 

controller) 

yunxu ‘allow’ pizhun ‘permit’ dayin ‘promise’ wen ‘ask’ 

jinzhi ‘prohibit’ guli ‘encourage’ dailing ‘lead’ peitong ‘accompany’ 

 

In Patterns 1-4, the DP2-position Ø is a controllee. However, in an Implicit-Control 

environment, where there are two unexpressed GRs, a DP2-position Ø1 is the implicit 

controller of a DP3-position Ø2. Ø1 takes on an optionally unexpressed matrix GR, 

whereas Ø2 is an unexpressed embedded subject. (118)-(122) illustrate the matrix 

predicates jinzhi ‘prohibit’, guli ‘encourage’, wen ‘ask’, yunxu ‘allow’, and peitong ‘accompany’. 

The data, except (118), are extracted from the zhTenTen17 corpus (Jakubíček et al., 2013). 

I have added co-indexation indexes based on the corpus contexts. 
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(118) woi  jinzhi        Ø1*i/j    Ø2j   zuo neijian gongzuo 

        I     prohibit                         do   that      work 

       ‘I prohibit (somebody) from doing that work.’                            (Xu, 1985: 355) 

 
(119) kai    jiazhang hui,         laoshii       guli              Ø1*i/j    Ø2j  baoming  canjia 

       hold  parent    meeting   teacher      encourage                          sign.up    participate 

      ‘Holding a parents’ meeting, teachers encourage (parents) to sign up for it.’  

(zhTenTen17 corpus) 

 

(120) [jiaoyu        bumen]i          bu    yunxu       Ø1*i/j    Ø2j      juxing … peixun 

       education   department     not   allow                                hold         training 

       ‘The Education Department does not allow (some organisation) to  

        hold…training.’           (zhTenTen17 corpus) 

 
(121) xie  zeshengi  peitong           Ø1*i/j    Ø2i+j  canjia           weiwen       huodong 

       Xie Zezheng  accompany                           participate   memorial    activity 

       ‘Xie Zezheng accompanies (somebody) to participate in the memorial activity.’ 

(zhTenTen17 corpus) 

(122) a. aisenhaoweieri … hen bunaifande   wen Ø1*i/j Ø2i/#j yao    ting 

    Eisenhower          very impatiently  ask                      need  listen   

    duoshao     ren       huibao 

           how.many  people  present 

           ‘Eisenhower very impatiently asks (the vice principal) how many people’s 

presentations he (Eisenhower) needs to listen to.’ 

        b. shangcaiyuani  qinqie     wen   Ø1*i/j    Ø2#i/j  yao-bu-yao        fang    cong 

            waiter               kindly     ask                               need-not-need   add     green.onion 

           ‘The waiter kindly asks whether (the speaker) would like to have some green  

            onion added to the dish.’            (zhTenTen17 corpus) 

 

Ø1 is an optionally unexpressed OBJm and Ø2 an unexpressed SUBJcomp. In (119), 

Ø1 refers to jiazhang ‘parent’ (discourse participant), which is the goal argument of guli 

‘encourage’. Yunxu ‘allow’ is a Raising predicate (section 3.5.6). Ø1 is its athematic OBJm, 

referring to some organisation (discourse participant). While the GC Relations of Ø2 (in 

the DP3 position) will be discussed in Level 4B (section 3.7), in these examples, Ø1 
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(unexpressed OBJm) has to be disjoint from DP1 (SUBJm).62 However, as discussed in 

section 2.5.3.1.5, since Ø1 and DP1 are co-arguments of the same predicate, their (disjoint) 

coreferential relation cannot regarded as a control relation. On the other hand, as shown 

in (123), Ø1 can corefer with Zhangsan, which is an antecedent found in a higher clause, 

or a discourse participant not appearing in the sentence. 

 
(123) zhangsani    biaoshi    xiaomingj    jinzhi       Ø1i/*j/k    Ø2j   zuo neijian gongzuo 

       Zhangsan    convey    Xiaoming    prohibit                          do   that      work 

‘Zhangsang conveys (the message) that Xiaoming prohibits him/her/them 

(Zhangsan or someone else) from doing that work.’             

 

Ø1 can be replaced by an overt expression. The following examples illustrate that Ø1 

shares the same reference as an ordinary person pronoun ta or tamen, but its reference is 

different from tazji and ziji, although it may be less common to use the reflexives in such 

contexts: 

 
(124) zhangsani biaoshi xiaomingj  jinzhi     {Ø1i/*j/k/tai/*j/k/tameni/*j/k/taziji*i/j/zijii/j}   Ø2  

Zhangsan convey Xiaoming  prohibit {           3SG   /3PL             /C.SELF /SELF}      

zuo  neijian gongzuo 

do   that      work 

‘Zhangsan conveys (the message) that Xiaoming prohibits him/her/himself/them 

from doing that work.’ 

 

(125) zhangsani biaoshi xiaomingj  wen {Ø1i/*j/k/tai/*j/k/tameni/*j/k/taziji*i/?j/zijii/?j}   Ø2  

Zhangsan convey Xiaoming  ask  {            3SG    /3PL           /C.SELF /SELF}           

yao-bu-yao      qu63 

need-not-need go 

       ‘Zhangsan conveys (the message) that Xiaoming asks him/her/?himself/them 

whether him/her/?himself/them need(s) to go.’ 

 

The person pronouns ta and tamen are subject to a negative binding condition that forces 

them to be disjoint from its co-arguments, such as Zhangsan in (124). It is possible to assimilate 

the negative binding constraint of ta and tamen into the modelling of the disjoint reference 

 
62 To confirm my referential judgment, I extracted 50 random examples of jinzhi ‘prohibit’, guli ‘encourage’, 
and yunxu ‘allow’ respectively from the zhTenTen17 corpus, with the pattern “DP1 + Vm +  (Ø1 + Ø2) + 
VPcomp”. All the examples display an obviative reading between DP1 and Ø1.  
63 The “?” before taziji and ziji indicates that using a reflexive to express the meaning of ‘asking oneself’ is 
uncommon. 
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between Ø1 and DP1 in (118)-(122). Section 4.2.5 will demonstrate the details of the formal 

implementation. 

As a side note, an Implicit-Control environment involves an obviative asterisk, 

which has limitations as a shorthand for marking control properties. For instance, in the 

sentence Johni promised Maryj Øi/*j to visit the place, promise is considered an English SUBJm-

control verb, and its control reading is usually notated as Øi/*j in the literature (e.g., 

Hornstein & Polinsky, 2010; Landau, 2000, 2013; Stiebels, 2007b). The obviative *j here 

only means that promise does not license the meaning of Mary going to visit the place, but it 

does not entail that Mary is incapable of visiting the place, even though the asterisk may 

appear to carry such a meaning. In other words, whether Mary will or will not visit the 

place is irrelevant to the truth condition of the control construction. When reading 

Implicit-Control examples, it is important to be mindful of the interpretations of the 

obviative mark. In (119), for example, the control property of guli ‘encourage’ licenses the 

reading that the teachers encourage someone else (parents in the context) to sign up for 

the meeting. Whether the teachers have also engaged in some self-encouragement to sign 

up for the meeting is irrelevant to the truth condition of the construction. 

 
3.6.6. Matrix predicates for complementation constructions with obligatory DP2 

The following matrix predicates were not discussed as they require an obligatory DP2 in 

their complementation constructions, leaving no room for a DP2-position Ø to exist to 

trigger any GC Relations. They will be addressed in section 3.7, which covers GC 

Relations related to a DP3-position Ø. 

quan ‘try to persuade’ shuifu ‘persuade’ bi(po) ‘force’ (yao)qing ‘invite’ 

pai ‘send’ gongxi ‘congratulate’ ganxie ‘thank’ yuanliang ‘forgive’ 

guai/manyuan ‘blame’ yinyou ‘seduce’ jiao ‘ask/order’ rang ‘let’ 

daibiao ‘represent’ gaosu ‘tell’ tongzhi ‘inform’ 

 

3.6.7. Interim summary for Level 4A 

The following generalisations have been made based on the discussion in this section. 

First, Ø with the GC Relation of [OC + Exhaustive Control] cannot be filled by an overt 

expression, except through the resumptive strategy of Copy Control, which is dependent 

on the controller’s argument status and the presence of an intervening adverbial. Raising 

cannot trigger Copy Control. 
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Three GC Relations have been identified in relation to DP2-position Ø being a 

controllee: 

(i) [OC + Exhaustive Control] 

(ii) [OC + Partial Control] 

(iii) [NOC + Unconstrained Type] 

Obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp is associated with [OC + Exhaustive Control] and [OC 

+ Partial Control], whereas optionally unexpressed SUBJcomp is associated with [OC + 

Partial Control] and [NOC + Unconstrained Type]. 

[NOC + Unconstrained Type] has the most “referential freedom” as Ø can refer 

to any entity as long as it can be retrieved in the context. In contrast, [OC + Exhaustive 

Control] has the least “referential freedom”. [NOC + Unconstrained Type] can be 

characterised as “discourse pro-drop” in Chinese. In this way, it is possible to subsume 

pro-drop under a generalised concept of control, echoing the idea of C.-T. J. Huang (1984, 

1989) in section 1.2. 

Table 1 summarises properties for DP2-position Ø associated with different GC 

Relations. 

 
Table 1 

Attested properties associated with different GC Relations with respect to DP2-position Ø 

 
  

GC Relation Nature of 
coreference 

GR of  Ø 
 

Obligatoriness 
of  Ø (i.e., Can  
Ø  be replaced 
by overt DP?)  

GR of 
controller 

Theta-role 
assignment 
to controller 
(Raising/ 

non-Raising) 

[OC + 
Exhaustive] 

Obligatory 
coreference 
(complete 
identity) 

SUBJcomp Obligatory  Ø 
(except in Copy 
Control for 
non-Raising 
type) 

SUBJm Raising & 
non-Raising 

[OC + Partial] Obligatory 
coreference 
(complete/ 
partial 
identity) 

SUBJcomp Obligatory  Ø  
(except in 
(Partial) Copy 
Control)/  
Optional  Ø 

SUBJm Non-Raising 

[NOC + 
Unconstrained 
Type] 
(i.e., Discourse 
pro-drop) 

Freely 
interpretable  
Ø 
(contextually 
dependent) 

SUBJcomp Optional  Ø Any Non-Raising 
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3.7. Level 4B: Generalised Control Relations of Unexpressed GR at DP3 Position 

The DP3 position corresponds to the linear position after the DP2 and prior to VPcomp. 

The complementation structure can potentially be embedded within a higher clausal 

structure omitted as “…”: 

 

(126) … DP1 Vm DP2 Ø VPcomp 

                         ↑ 

              “DP3-position Ø” 

 

The forthcoming discussion focuses on matrix predicates that permit a DP3-position Ø. 

Some of these predicates, such as wen ‘ask’, guli ‘encourage’, and jinzhi ‘prohibit’, also 

permit a DP2-position Ø in an Implicit-Control environment, which was discussed in 

section 3.6.5. For Level 4B, an additional diagnostic test, the plural-anaphor test, is 

required to determine whether Split Control is possible. DP3-position Ø is associated with 

various GC Relations, forming the following combinations: 

 Pattern 1: Obligatory & Exhaustive Control (obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp) 

 Pattern 2: Obligatory & Partial Control (obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp) 

 Pattern 3: Obligatory & Split Control (obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp) 

 Pattern 4: Obligatory & Split Control with Control Shift (optionally unexpressed SUBJcomp) 

 Pattern 5: Non-obligatory & Unconstrained Type (optionally unexpressed SUBJcomp) 

 
3.7.1. Pattern 1: Obligatory & Exhaustive Control (obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp) 

3.7.1.1. Pattern 1a: OBJm as controller 

gongxi ‘congratulate’ ganxie ‘thank’ yuanliang ‘forgive’ guai/manyuan ‘blame’ 

yunxu ‘allow’ pizhun ‘permit’ jinzhi ‘prohibit’ taoyan ‘hate’ 

xihuan ‘like/prefer’ 

 

These predicates pass the locality-constraint and bound-variable tests, but fail the 

collective-word and syntactically remote controller tests. Some of them are non-Raising 

predicates (e.g., gongxi ‘congratulate’, ganxie ‘thank’), while others are Raising ones (e.g., 

yunxu ‘allow’, taoyan ‘hate’, xihuan ‘like/prefer’) (sections 3.3 and 3.4). 

(127) and (128) exemplify jinzhi ‘prohibit’ and xihuan ‘like/prefer’, respectively, 

which are OBJm-control predicates passing the locality-constraint test. 
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(127) xiaomingi  jinzhi       zhangsanj   Ø*i/j/*k   xiyan 

Xiaoming  prohibit   Zhangsan               smoke 

‘Xiaoming prohibits Zhangsan from smoking.’ 

 
(128) yiban          xuexiaoi … xihuan  xueshengj  Ø*i/j/*k   kao             GRE 

in.general    school         like      student                  take.exam   GRE 

‘Schools, in general, like students taking the GRE exam.’  (zhTenTen17 corpus) 

 

(129) illustrates the bound-variable test on gongxi ‘congratulate’. Consider the following 

scenario involving Zhangsan, Xiaoming, Lisi, and Wangwu. Xiaoming, Lisi and Wangwu 

are family members. (a) is false under the scenario (bi), but true under (bii). Thus, (a) 

licenses the bound-variable reading, which states that Xiaoming is the only x such that 

Zhangsan congratulates x for x winning the prize, but not the strict reading.64 

 
(129) a. zhangsani  zhi     gongxi         xiaomingj   Ø*i/j/*k  dejian-le 

   Zhangsan  only   congratulate Xiaoming              win.prize-PFV 

    Lit.: ‘Zhangsan only congratulates Xiaoming for winning the prize.’ 

    Better paraphrase: ‘Xiaoming is the only one who has both won the prize and 

    been congratulated by Zhangsan.’ 

b. i. Zhangsan congratulates Xiaoming for him (Xiaoming) winning the prize. 

Zhangsan congratulates Lisi for him (Lisi) winning the prize. Zhangsan 

congratulates Wangwu for him (Wangwu) winning the prize. 

    ii. Zhangsan congratulates Lisi, Wangwu and Xiaoming for him (Xiaoming) 

winning the prize. 

c. Bound variable reading: Xiaoming = Only x[Zhangsan congratulates x for x 

winning the prize] 

    Strict reading: Xiaoming = Only x[Zhangsan congratulates x for Xiaoming 

winning the prize] 

 

 
64 Note that, being an English approximate, the literal translation in (a) may not do full justice to the 
meaning of the Chinese original sentence. The original sentence conveys the meanings that Xiaoming wins 
the prize, that Zhangsan congratulates Xiaoming for winning the prize, and that Zhangsan does not 
congratulates any other people for winning the prize. (b)ii does falsify the last meaning because, although 
Zhangsan congratulates Xiaoming together with other people who are related to Xiaoming as his family 
members, it is only Xiaoming who wins the prize. In other words, in (bii), Xiaoming is still the only one 
who has undergone both events: congratulated by Zhangsan and winning the prize. On the other hand, in 
(bi), Xiaoming is not the only one who has undergone both events; all Xiaoming, Lisi, and Wangwu have 
undergone both events. 
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These matrix predicates show OC according to the locality-constraint and bound-variable 

tests. A remote controller is not possible: 

 
(130) lisii   biaoshi   xiaomingj  {jinzhi/yunxu/taoyan/xihuan}    zhangsank    

Lisi   convey   Xiaoming  {prohibit/allow/hate/like     }     Zhangsan 

Ø*i/*j/k  qu  yingguo 

           go  UK 

‘Lisi conveys (the message) that Xiaoming prohibits/allows/hates/likes 

Zhangsan (from/to) go(ing) to the UK .’ 

 

(131)a shows that the matrix predicates fail the collective-word test, and are thus 

Exhaustive-Control predicates. (131)b becomes well-formed once the Partial-Control 

reading is removed, and Ø refers to the set of entities denoted by DP1 and the with-phrase. 

It should be noted that (131)b is not an instance of Split Control, as Split Control would 

require Ø to be split between two matrix GRs, which is not the case in this sentence. 

 
(131)  Context: Xiaoming, Zhangsan, and Lisi are friends. 

a. #xiaoming   yuanliang  zhangsani    Øi+   yiqi          taobao-le 

      Xiaoming  forgive      Zhangsan           together   run.away-PFV 

     ‘#Xiaoming has forgiven Zhangsan for running away together.’ 

b. xiaoming   yuanliang  zhangsani    gen     lisij    Øi+j    yiqi         taobao-le 

    Xiaoming  forgive      Zhangsan    with   Lisi             together run.away-PFV 

 ‘Xiaoming has forgiven Zhangsan for running away together with Lisi.’ 

 

SUBJcomp is obligatorily unexpressed, which is illustrated in (132):65 

 

(132)  wo  yunxu/pizhun/yuanliang   xiaoming    (*ta)   chidao 

         I     allow/permit/forgive        Xiaoming     he    be.late 

         ‘I allow/permit/forgive Xiaoming to be late/for being late.’ 

 

Although no previous studies have suggested that these predicates demonstrate 

Copy Control, it is important to consider the claim made by Hu et al. (2001: 1131) that 

all subject positions in controlled structures may be lexicalised under certain 

 
65 Turning to naturalistic data, I extracted 50 random instances of yunxu ‘allow’ and yuanliang ‘forgive’ each 
in complementation structures. I did not identify any instance where there is a DP3. This corroborated my 
grammaticality judgment. 
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circumstances. At least for some speakers, it is acceptable to use the resumptive strategy 

when there is an adverbial that spans DP2 and VPcomp. 

Copy Control is subject to the theta-role assigning properties of the matrix 

predicate. Copy Control is possible for non-Raising predicates that require a thematic 

OBJm controller. However, Raising predicates that require an athematic OBJm controller 

do not allow Copy Control. This difference can be illustrated using the following pair of 

examples, where yuanling ‘forgive’ is non-Raising, and xihuan ‘like/prefer’ and yunxu ‘allow’ 

are Raising predicates: 

 
(133) a. xiaoming  yuanliang zhangsani [zai  ershi   nian qian    de       

   Xiaoming  forgive    Zhangsan  in   twenty year before DE     

   mouge dongtian] {Øi/tai/*lisi}   beipan-le      ziji 

             one      winter       Ø/3SG/Lisi    betray-PFV     SELF 

    ‘Xiaoming forgives Zhangsan for (*Lisi) betraying him in the winter  

   twenty years ago.’ 

b. mama    xihuan/yunxu erzii [zai mingtian    fangxue        zhihou] 

    mother  like/allow        son  at   tomorrow  after.school  after 

   {Øi/*tai/*lisi}  canjia kewei                huodong 

    Ø/3SG/Lisi     join     extracurricular   activity 

   ‘The mother likes/allows her son (*for Lisi) to join the extracurricular activity  

    after school tomorrow.’  

 

3.7.1.2. Pattern 1b: SUBJm as controller 

daibiao ‘represent’ xue(xi) ‘learn (from) /imitate’ 

 

Daibiao ‘represent’ and xue(xi) ‘learn (from) /imitate’ are non-Raising predicates that pass 

the same control diagnostics as Pattern 1a predicates. I will skip the illustration of the 

diagnostics. Their SUBJm controls the obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp. 

 
(134) a. laoshui      daibiao      [quanban       tongxue]j    Øi/*j/*k     dao    meiguo 

   teacher      represent    whole.class   student                     to      US 

   huijian      zongtong 

   meet         president 

   ‘The teacher represents the whole class of students, going to the US to meet  

    with the president.’ 
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b. [lin-laoshu]i    daibiao      [chen-xiaozhang]j    Øi/*j/*k   huijain   li-juzhang 

     Lin-teacher   represent    Chen-principal                    meet     Li-director 

   ‘Teacher Lin represents Principal Chen, meeting with Director Li.’ 

c. xiaomingi   xue              zhangsanj    Øi/*j/*k   zuo       hao      ren 

    Xiaoming  learn.from   Zhangsan                be         good    person 

   ‘Xiaoming learns from Zhangsan to be a good person.’ 

 

Copy Control is not viable. 

 
(135) a. xiaomingi  daibiao      xuexiao    [zai mingtian   fangxue        zhihou] 

   Xiaoming  represent   school      at   tomorrow after.school  after 

              {Øi/*tai/*lisi}   canjia            bisia 

    Ø/3SG/Lisi     participate    competition 

   ‘Xiaoming represents the school (*for Lisi) participating in the competition.’ 

b. xiaomingj   xue              zhangsan    [meifeng xingqisan     fangxue        yihou] 

    Xiaoming   learn.from   Zhangsan    every     Wednesday  after.school  after 

   {Øi/*tai}   da    lanqiu 

    Ø/3SG      play  basketball 

   ‘Xiaoming learns from Zhangsan to play the basketball every Wednesday after    

   school.’ 

 

As will be discussed in Chapter 5, the availability of Copy Control is a criterion for 

differentiating between two LFG model-theoretic control mechanisms – “Functional 

Control” and “Anaphoric Control”. 

 

3.7.2. Pattern 2: Obligatory & Partial Control (obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp) 

quan  

‘try to persuade’ 

bi(po) ‘force’ shuifu ‘persuade’ (yao)qing ‘invite’ 

pai ‘send’ yinyou ‘seduce’ jiao ‘ask/order’ rang ‘let’ 

guli ‘encourage’ xiangyao ‘want’ 

 

These matrix predicates pass the locality-constraint, bound-variable and collective-word 

tests, but fail the plural-anaphor and syntactically remote controller tests. Some are non-

Raising predicates (e.g., quan ‘try to persuade’, yinyou ‘seduce’), while others are Raising 

ones (e.g., rang ‘let’, xiangyao ‘want’) (see sections 3.3 and 3.4). 
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(136) illustrates the locality-constraint test, with Ø being controlled by OBJm, 

making these predicates “OBJm-control predicates”. 

 
(136) xiaomingi {quan               /shuifu   /jiao/guli          /xiangyao}                       

Xiaoming {try.to.persuade/persuade/ask/encourage/want     } 

zhangsanj Ø*i/j/*k nuli   dushu 

Zhangsan           hard  study 

‘Xiaoming tries to persuade/persuades/asks/encourages/wants Zhangsan to 

study hard.’ 

 

The predicates also pass the bound-variable test, which is formulated in a similar way as 

in (129). A bound-variable reading with OBJm being the controller is attested. For brevity, 

I will skip the illustration. 

(137) shows that a remote controller is not allowed: 

 

(137) lisii  juede xiaomingj {quan              /shuifu     /jiao/guli         /xiangyao}                  

Lisi feel   Xiaoming {try.to.persuade/persuade/ask/encourage/want} 

zhangsank Ø*i/*j/k  nuli   dushu 

                    Zhangsan             hard  study 

                   ‘Lisi feels Xiaoming tries to persuade/persuades/asks/encourages/wants Zhangsan  

                    to study hard.’ 

 

Thus, these predicates license OC rather than NOC. 

Pattern-2 predicates pass the collective-word test, as seen in (138). Corpus 

examples, (138)b and (138)c, provide evidence that Raising predicates like xiangyao ‘want’ 

and rang ‘let’ can license Partial Control. 

 
(138) a. Context: Xiaoming, Zhangsan, and Lisi are friends. 

    xiaoming  {quan              /shuifu     /jiao/guli   /xiangyao}  zhangsani  Øi+  

    Xiaoming {try.to.persuade/persuade/ask/encourage/want} Zhangsan       

    yiqi        qu yingguo 

    together go UK 

    ‘Xiaoming tries to persuade/persuades/asks/encourages/wants Zhangsan to  

    go to the UK together.’ 
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b. shimaigei xiangyao zhurenj   Øj+   yiqi           qu. 

    Gollum   want        master           together    go 

    hao     zhuren yao-bu-yao   gen   shimaigei  yiqi           zuo 

    good   master  will-not-will  with  Gollum    together   go 

                ‘Gollum wants the master to go together. Will the good master go together  

                 with Gollum?’              (CCL corpus) 

            c. muqin    aitong-de  ku-zhe, 

     mother   sadly-DE  cry-DUR   

   [zheng xiaoren]i   meiyou rang taj    Øj+  yiqi          zuo 

                Zheng Xiaoren   not       let    3SG        together   go 

                ‘The mother was crying. Zheng Xiaoren didn’t let her go together.  

      (CCL corpus) 

 d. shushui shuo taj   jiao  ren          gei  wo    jieshao-le        yi-gei     nuhai,  

                uncle   say    3SG  ask  someone for  1SG    introduce-PFV one-CL  girl 

                Øi  rang woj   Øj+ jianmian 

                      let    1SG           meet 

           ‘Uncle said he asked someone to introduce a girl to me and let me meet (with her).’

                       (zhTenTen17 corpus) 

 

These predicates fail the plural-anaphor test and cannot license Split Control. 

 
(139) #xiaomingi {shuifu    /jiao/guli         /xiangyao}   zhangsanj  Øi+j mai gei 

  Xiaoming {persuade/ask/encourage/want}         Zhangsan         buy for  

            tamenzijii+j   yi-liang xinche 

               themselves   one-CL  new.car 

             ‘#Xiaomingi persuades/asks/encourages/wants Zhangsanj to buyi+j themselves a  

 new car.’ 

 

SUBJcomp is, in general, obligatorily unexpressed: 

 

(140) wo  quan                    zhangsan   (*ta)  bu   mai   zhe-ben  shu 

       I      try.to.persuade    Zhangsan    3SG  not  buy  this-CL   book 

       Intended: ‘I try to persuade Zhangsan not to buy this book.’     

(C.-T. J. Huang, 1989: 249) 
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(141) wo  bi       lisi    (*ta)    lai 

        I    force   Lisi     3SG  come 

            Intended: ‘I try to force Lisi to come.’            (C.-T. J. Huang, 1989: 190) 

 
(142) wo   qing       lisi    (*ta)     chi   fan 

        I      invite     Lisi     3SG    eat   meal 

            Intended: ‘I invite Lisi to have a meal.’                      (Hu et al., 2001: 1130) 

 

Copy Control is possible when there is a mediating adverbial between DP2 and VPcomp. 

Partial Copy Control occurs when DP3 is in a semantic subset relation to DP2. 

 
(143) a. wo   bi       zhangsani [buguan   fasheng sheme  shi]      (tai)   dou 

    I      force  Zhangsan no.matter happen  what   matter  3SG  PRT     

    bixu  ba  dongxi zhao huilai 

            must BA thing    find  back 

       ‘I force Zhangsan to find that thing no matter what happens.’ 

 (Hu et al., 2001: 1132) 

     b. *wo bi       zhangsan  [buguan    fasheng sheme shi] 

       I    force  Zhangsan  no.matter happen  what   matter    

           lisi   dou   bixu  ba dongxi zhao huilai 

             Lisi  PRT   must BA thing   find  back 

           ‘I force Zhangsan that Lisi needs to find that thing no matter what happenes.’ 

(Grano, 2015: 146) 

 

(144) a. wo jiao zhangsani  jintian  xiawu         (tai)      wulun-ruhe         dou   yao   lai 

           I    ask  Zhangsan  today   afternoon    3SG     regardless-how   PRT   will   come 

          ‘I ask Zhangsan to come this afternoon, no matter what happens.’ 

               (Hu et al., 2001: 1132) 

     b. *wo jiao zhangsan  jintian  xiawu           lisi    wulun-ruhe       dou    yao   lai 

             I    ask  Zhangsan  today   afternoon    Lisi   regardless-how  PRT    will   come 

            ‘I ask Zhangsan that Lisi should come this afternoon, no matter what happens.’ 

(Grano, 2015: 146) 
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(145) a. wo quan                 zhangsani [ruguo meiyou.ren mai  zhe-ben shu]   

   I     try.to.persuade Zhangsan  if        no.one        buy  this-CL  book    

   (tai)   ye    bu  yao    mai 

                 3SG  also not will   buy 

               ‘I try to persuade Zhangsan not to buy this book if no one is buying it. 

 (Hu et al., 2001: 1131) 

       b. *wo quan                zhangsan [ruguo meiyou.ren mai  zhe-ben shu]  

             I    try.to.persuade Zhangsan if       no.one         buy this-CL  book 

lisi   ye   bu  yao    mai 

                   Lisi also not will   buy 

             ‘I try to persuade Zhangsan that Lisi should not buy this book if no one is buying it.’ 

(Grano, 2015: 146) 

 
(146) a. wo qing    zhangsani  [jintian xiawu       liudian        yihou]   

             I     invite  Zhangsan   today  afternoon six.o’clock  after       

   (tai)    he    ta     taitai   yiqi          lai        chi   fan 

         3SG   and  3SG  wife    together   come   eat   meal 

                ‘I invite Zhangsan and his wife to come to dinner together after six this afternoon.’ 

(Hu et al., 2001: 1132) 

   b. *wo qing    zhangsan  [jintian xiawu       liudian        yihou]   

         I    invite  Zhangsan  today  afternoon six.o’clock  after          

   lisi     he   ta    taitai   yiqi           lai       chi    fan 

        Lisi   and  3SG wife    together   come   eat    meal 

            ‘I invite Zhangsan that Lisi and his wife should come to dinner together after six this  

            afternoon.’        (Grano, 2015: 148) 

 

As discussed in section 3.7.1.1, (Partial) Copy Control is subject to the theta-role assigning 

properties of the matrix predicate. Raising predicates (e.g., rang ‘let’, xiangyao ‘want’), which 

subcategorise for an athematic OBJm controller, do not allow for (Partial) Copy Control. 

 
(147) xiaoming    rang/xiangyao  zhangsani [meifeng xingqisan     fangxue        yihou] 

Xiaoming   let  /want         Zhangsan  every     Wednesday  after.school  after    

{Øi/*tai/*tai   he   ta    mama}  bangzhu  lisi 

 Ø/3SG / 3SG and 3SG mother  help        Lisi 

‘Xiaoming lets/wants Zhangsan (*and his mother) (to) help Lisi every Wednesday  

after school.’ 
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3.7.3. Pattern 3: Obligatory & Split Control (obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp) 

dailing ‘lead’ peitong ‘accompany’ 

 

These predicates pass the locality-constraint, bound-variable, collective-word, and plural-

anaphor tests. They allow Split Control between two matrix GRs. An example of Split 

Control is shown in (148). 

 
(148) a. xiaomingi  {dailing/peitong     }   tuandauij    Øi+j/*k    qu   lundun 

                Xiaoming  {lead   /accompany}   team                       go   London 

                ‘Xiaoming leads/accompanies the team to go to London.’ 

b. xiaomingi  {dailing/peitong     }  tuandauij  Øi+j  gei  

    Xiaoming  {lead   /accompany}  team                for 

    tamenzijii+j   zai      yingde jinpai 

                themselves  again   win     gold.medal 

   ‘Xiaoming leads the team to win a gold medal for themselves again.’ 

 

Ø observes the locality condition of OC, with the controllers being the matrix GRs. A 

remote controller is not possible: 

 
(149) zhangsani   biaoshi   xiaomingj  {dailing/peitong}        

Zhangsan   convey   Xiaoming  {lead   /accompany} 

tuandauik    Ø*i/j+k/*j/*k    qu   lundun 

            team                              go   London 

           ‘Zhangsan conveys (the message) that Xiaoming leads/accompanies the team to  

go to London.’ 

 

The bound-variable condition holds as long as part of Ø must be interpreted as a bound 

variable. In (150), I focus on one of the controllers – SUBJm – and its control effect on 

Ø. Consider the following scenario involving Zhangsan, Xiaoming, Lisi, and Wangwu. (a) 

is false under the scenario (bi), but true under (bii). Thus, (a) licenses a bound-variable 

reading, which states that Xiaoming is the only x such that x accompanies Zhangsan so 

that x and Zhangsan go to the UK, but not the strict reading. This shows that part of Ø 

must be interpreted as a bound variable. 

 
(150) a. Zhiyou xiaomingi   peitong       zhangsanj   Øi+j/*k   qu    yingguo 

    only     Xiaoming   accompany  Zhangsan              go    UK 

    ‘Only Xiaoming only accompany Zhangsan to go to the UK.’ 
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b. i. Xiaomingi accompanies Zhangsanj and [both of them]i+j go to the UK.  

Lisii accompanies Zhangsanj and [both of them]i+j go to the UK.  

Wangwui accompanies Zhangsanj and [both of them]i+j go to the UK. 

    ii. Xiaoming, Lisi, and Wangwu accompany Zhangsan, but somehow it ends  

        up that just Xiaoming and Zhangsan go to the UK. 

c. Bound variable reading: Xiaoming = Only x[x accompanies Zhangsan so that  

    x and Zhangsan go to the UK] 

    Strict reading: Xiaoming = Only x[x accompanies Zhangsan so that Xiaoming  

    and Zhangsan go to the UK] 

 

Copy Control is possible with an intervening adverbial, but SUBJcomp is 

obligatorily unexpressed when there is no intervening adverbial. 

 
(151) a. xiaomingi  dailing    tuandauij  (*tameni+j)    qu   lundun 

                Xiaoming  lead       team            they           go   London 

                Intended meaning: ‘Xiaoming leads the team to go to London.’ 

b. xiaomingi  dailing    tuandauij  [jintian san     dianzhong  yihou]   

    Xiaoming  lead        team         today  three  o’clock       after      

   (tameni+j)    qu   lundun 

                they           go   London 

                ‘Xiaoming leads the team to go to London.’ 

 
3.7.4. Pattern 4: Obligatory & Split Control with Control Shift (optionally 

unexpressed SUBJcomp) 

dayin ‘promise’ 

 

Control Shift, according to Landau (2013: 136-148), is attested only in constructions with 

two matrix arguments (besides the proposition), notably agent and goal. Landau (2013: 

136) has noted that one of the two arguments is more frequently used as the controller 

than the other. 

Although SUBJm (agent argument) is usually the controller of Ø in a dayin ‘promise’ 

construction, it is also acceptable for Ø to be controlled by OBJm (goal argument). 

Examples from the zhTenTen17 corpus (Jakubíček et al., 2013) are presented in (153), 

with referential indexes added based on my understanding of the corpus contexts. The 

permission-giving auxiliary keyi ‘can’ is used to convey the agent’s permission to the goal 

argument, allowing them to participate in the event depicted by VPcomp. 
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(152) xiaomingi  dayin       zhangsanj  Øi/j/*k  (keyi) mingtian      qu 

            Xiaoming  promise   Zhangsan             can    tomorrow   go 

            ‘Xiaoming promises Zhangsan that (he) (can) go tomorrow.’ 

 
(153) a. guoji              aowei      hui             dayin      xilaj         Øj   

   international  Olympic  committee  promise  Greece  

 ke(yi) … zhaokai  yundonghui 

               can          hold       sport.game 

               ‘The International Olympic Committee promised Greece that Greece can hold 

               the Olympic game.’ 

             b. [yejie        gongsi]i  … dayin     yonghuj  Øj keyi   

      industry  company     promise user            can     

      yunyong yidong  qudao   jinxing maimai 

                  use         mobile  channel do       trading 

                 ‘Companies in the industry have promised users that they (users) can use  

                  mobile channels for trading’ (zhTenTen 17 corpus) 

 

The examples illustrate that Ø observes the locality constraint because the controller is a 

matrix GR, despite Control Shift. (154) shows that a remote controller is prohibited: 

 

(154) lisii   biaoshi    xiaomingj  dayin       zhangsank  Ø*i/j/k  (keyi) mingtian     qu 

            Lisi   convey   Xiaoming  promise  Zhangsan              can   tomorrow   go 

            ‘Lisi conveys (the message) that Xiaoming promises Zhangsan that (he) (can) go  

             tomorrow.’ 

 

The bound-variable test is applied to (155). First, I focus on the reading of Ø 

being controlled by SUBJm. Consider the following scenario involving Zhangsan, 

Xiaoming, Lisi, and Wangwu. (a) is false under the scenario (bi), but true under (bii). This 

shows that (a) licenses bound-variable reading but not strict reading. 

 
(155) a. zhiyou xiaomingi  dayin        zhangsanj   Øi/j/*k    qu    yingguo 

    only    Xiaoming  promise    Zhangsan               go    UK 

    ‘Only Xiaoming promises Zhangsan for him to go to the UK.’ 
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b. i. Xiaoming promises Zhangsan that he (Xiaoming) will go to the UK. Lisi 

promises Zhangsan that he (Lisi) go to the UK. Wangwu promises Zhangsan 

that he (Wangwu) will go to the UK     

    ii. Xiaoming, Lisi, and Wangwu promise Zhangsan that Xiaoming will go to 

the UK. 

c. Bound variable reading: Xiaoming = Only x[x promises Zhangsan that x will  

   go to the UK] 

   Strict reading: Xiaoming = Only x[x promises Zhangsan that Xiaoming will go  

   to the UK] 

 

Regarding the reading of Ø being controlled by OBJm in (156), (a) is false under the 

scenario (bi), but true under (bii). Therefore, (a) licenses bound-variable reading but not 

strict reading. 

 

(156) a. zhangsani  zhi      dayin         xiaomingj   Øi/j/*k   (keyi)   qu     yingguo 

    Zhangsan  only   promise     Xiaoming               can      go     UK 

    ‘Zhangsan only promises Xiaming for him to be able to go to the UK.’ 

b. i. Zhangsan promises Xiaoming for him (Xiaoming) to be able to go to the UK. 

Zhangsan promises Lisi for him (Lisi) to be able to go to the UK. Zhangsan 

promises Wangwu for him (Wangwu) to be able to go to the UK. 

    ii. Zhangsan promises Lisi, Wangwu and Xiaoming for Xiaoming to be able to 

go to the UK. 

c. Bound variable reading: Xiaoming = Only x[Zhangsan promises x for x to be 

able to go to the UK] 

    Strict reading: Xiaoming = Only x[Zhangsan promises x for Xiaoming to be 

able to go to the UK] 

 

It is concluded that the DP3-position Ø of a dayin ‘promise’ construction exhibits OC. It 

passes the collective-word test (skipped here). Using the plural-anaphor test, (157) shows 

that Ø can license Split Control:66 

 

(157) a. xiaomingi  dayin      zhangsanj  Øi+j  mai  gei tamenzijii+j     yi-liang  xin-che 

                Xiaoming  promise  Zhangsan        buy  for themselves     one-CL   new-car 

                ‘Xiaomingi promises Zhangsanj to buyi+j themselves a car new.’ 

 
66 The plural anaphor tamenziji must be locally bound (see section 2.5.3.1.3). 
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b. xiaomingi  dayin      zhangsanj  Øi+j  liu   dianzhong    jian  duifangi+j 

                Xiaoming  promise  Zhangsan         six  o’clock         see   each.other  

                ‘Xiaomingi promises Zhangsanj to seei+j each other at six o’clock.’ 

 

(158) illustrates that Ø can be replaced by the pronouns ta, taziji, and ziji, all of which 

conform to their respective binding constraints. Notably, Ø exhibits distinct referential 

patterns from those of overt pronominal expressions. 

 
(158) xiaomingj  dayin     zhangsanj  [{Øi/j/*k/tai/j/k/taziji*i/j/zijii/*j}  (keyi)  qu   lundun] 

       Xiaoming  promise Zhangsan  [{Ø    /3SG /C.SELF/SELF}                go   London] 

       ‘Zhangsan promises Xiaoming that (he) (can) go to London.’ 

 
3.7.5. Pattern 5: Non-obligatory & Unconstrained Type (optionally unexpressed 

SUBJcomp) 

gaosu ‘tell’ tongzhi ‘inform’ wen ‘ask’ 

 

These predicates fail the locality-constraint, bound-variable, and dispreference of local 

controller tests, but they pass the syntactically remote controller test. Their SUBJcomp is 

optionally unexpressed. 

(159) shows that the locality condition is not observed: 

 
(159) a. xiaomingi   {gaosu/tongzhi}  zhangsanj   Øi/j/k  chenggong-le  

    Xiaoming   {tell   /inform  }  Zhangsan            succeed-PFV 

    ‘Xiaoming tells/informs Zhangsan that (he/she/it/they) has/have succeeded.’ 

b. xiaomingi   wen  zhangsanj   Øi/j/k   hui.bu.hui     chenggong  

    Xiaoming   ask    Zhangsan            whether        succeed 

    ‘Xiaoming asks Zhangsan whether (he/she/it/they) will succeed.’ 

 

(160) illustrates the bound-variable test on gaosu ‘tell’. I focus on the reading where Ø is 

controlled by one of the available controllers – Xiaoming (OBJm). Consider the scenario 

where Xiaoming, Zhangsan, Lisi and Wangwu participate in a competition. In one of the 

readings, (a) is false under the scenario (bi), but true under (bii). This is a bound-variable 

reading. On the other hand, (a) also has another reading where (a) is true in the situation 

of (bi), but false in (bii). This alternative is the strict reading. In other words, Ø allows for 

both bound-variable and strict readings. 
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(160) a. zhangsani   zhi     gaosu          xiaomingj   Øi/j/k   keyi   qu  yingguo 

    Zhangsan  only   tell              Xiaoming              can    go  UK 

   ‘Zhangsan only tells Xiaoming that (he/she/they) can go to the UK.’ 

b. i. Zhangsan tells Xiaoming that Xiaoming can go to the UK. Zhangsan tells 

Lisi that Lisi can go to the UK. Zhangsan tells Wangwu that Wangwu can go 

to the UK. 

    ii. Zhangsan tells Xiaoming, Lisi, and Wangwu that Xiaoming can go to the 

UK. 

c. Bound variable reading: Xiaoming = Only x[Zhangsan tells x that x can go to 

the UK] 

    Strict reading: Xiaoming = Only x[Zhangsan tells x that Xiaoming can go to 

the UK] 

 

It can be concluded that the matrix predicates display NOC. (161) illustrates that the 

matrix predicates can license a remote controller: 

 

(161) lisii  biaoshi  xiaomingj  {gaosu/tongzhi}  zhangsank   Øi/j/k/l   chenggong-le  

Lisi  convey  Xiaoming {tell   /inform  }  Zhangsan               succeed-PFV 

‘Lisi conveys the message that Xiaoming tells/informs Zhangsan that 

(he/she/it/they) has/have succeeded.’ 

 

Ø is rather unconstrained as it can refer to a local controller, long-distance controller, or 

even a discourse participant, depending on the context. 

Overt expressions like ta, taziji, and ziji can replace Ø and conform to their 

respective binding constraints. Notably, Ø and ta share the same reference. 

 
(162) xiaomingi   {gaosu/tongzhi}  zhangsanj   {Øi/j/k/tai/j/k/tazijii/*j/*k/zijii/*j/*k}    

          Xiaoming  {tell   /inform  }   Zhangsan  {Ø   /3SG  /C.SELF     /SELF    } 

chenggong-le  

succeed-PFV 

‘Xiaoming tells/informs Zhangsan that (he/she/it/they) has/have succeeded.’ 
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3.7.6. Matrix predicates for constructions without DP3-position Ø 

The following matrix predicates were excluded from section 3.7 because their 

constructions do not contain a DP3-position Ø: 

shuo ‘say’ fanxian ‘find’ baozheng ‘guarentee’ jianchi ‘insist’ 

xiangxin ‘believe’ renwei ‘believe/think’ xiwang ‘hope’ guji ‘guess/predict’ 

huaiyi ‘suspect’ zhuzhang ‘advocate’ jianyi ‘suggest’ tingshuo ‘hear’ 

zhidao ‘know’ xiangzhidao ‘wonder’ diacha ‘investigate’ shefa ‘try’ 

qitu ‘attempt’ sihu ‘seem’ kanqilai ‘appear’ kaishi ‘begin’ 

tingzhi ‘stop’ deyi ‘manage’ dasuan ‘intend/plan’ zhunbei ‘prepare’ 

jujue ‘refuse’ zhiyi ‘insist’ gan ‘dare’ xiang ‘want’ 

kewang ‘desire’ jueding ‘decide’ houhui ‘regret’ 

 

3.7.7. Interim summary for Level 4B 

The following generalisations are made based on the above discussion. First, a DP3-

position Ø with GC Relations of [OC + Exhaustive Control] or [OC + Partial Control] 

cannot be overtly expressed, except in cases of (Partial) Copy Control where the 

resumptive strategy is used. This strategy depends on the presence of an intervening 

adverbial and the controller’s argument status, which must be assigned a theta-role by the 

matrix predicate. 

Four GC Relations are attested for a DP3-position Ø: 

(i) [OC + Exhaustive Control] 

(ii) [OC + Partial Control] 

(iii) [NOC + Split Control] 

(iv) [NOC + Unconstrained Type] 

DP3-position Ø is always associated with an unexpressed SUBJcomp. 

[NOC + Unconstrained Type] grants the most “referential freedom” for DP3-

position Ø, allowing it to refer to any contextually valid entity. Conversely, [OC + 

Exhaustive Control] permits the least “referential freedom”. [NOC + Unconstrained 

Type] can be characterised as “discourse pro-drop” in Chinese. In this way, one can 

subsume pro-drop under a generalised notion of control, echoing the idea of C.-T. J. 

Huang (1984, 1989), as discussed in section 1.2. 

Table 2 summarises properties for DP3-position Ø associated with different GC 

Relations. 
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Table 2 

Attested properties associated with different GC Relations with respect to DP3-position Ø 

 

  

GC Relation Nature of 
coreference 

GR of  Ø 
 

Obligatoriness 
of  Ø (i.e., Can  
Ø  be replaced 
by overt DP?)  

GR of 
controller 

Theta-role 
assignment 
(Raising/ 

non-Raising) 

[OC + 
Exhaustive] 

Obligatory 
coreference 
(complete 
identity) 

SUBJcomp Obligatory  Ø 
(except in Copy 
Control for 
non-Raising 
type) 

SUBJm or 
OBJm 

Raising & 
non-Raising 

[OC + Partial] Obligatory 
coreference 
(complete/ 
partial 
identity) 

SUBJcomp Obligatory  Ø  
(except in 
(Partial) Copy 
Control  for 
non-Raising 
type) 

OBJm Raising & 
non-Raising 

[OC + Split] Obligatory 
coreference 
(split between 
two matrix 
GRs) 

SUBJcomp Obligatory  Ø 
(except in Copy 
Control)/ 
Optional  Ø 

SUBJm and 
OBJm 

Non-Raising 

[NOC + 
Unconstrained 
Type] 
(i.e., Discourse 
pro-drop) 

Freely 
interpretable  
Ø 
(contextually 
dependent) 

SUBJcomp Optional  Ø Any Non-Raising 
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3.8. Summary for Levels 1-4: Lexical-semantic Generalisations, Control and 

Complementation (C&C) Classes 

Lexical semantics of matrix predicates may offer insights into their control properties. 

Regarding the lexical-semantic classes discussed in section 1.4, the following patterns 

have been observed: 

 

(i) Aspectual predicates (e.g., kaishi ‘begin’): Raising. 

(ii) Attitudinal predicates (e.g., xiangxin ‘believe’): mostly Unconstrained-Type. 

(iii) Comitative predicates (e.g., dailing ‘lead’): Split Control. 

(iv) Communication predicates (e.g., shuo ‘say’): Unconstrained-Type. 

(v) Desiderative predicates (e.g., xiangyao ‘want’): SUBJm-control. A number of 

them are also Partial-Control predicates. 

(vi) Directive/permissive predicates (e.g., shuifu ‘persuade’): OBJm-control. A 

number of them allow OBJm to be unexpressed in an Implicit-Control 

environment. 

(vii) Implicative predicates (e.g., shefa ‘try’): SUBJm-control predicates. A number of 

them license Exhaustive Control. 

(viii) Interrogative predicates (e.g., xiangzhidao ‘wonder’): Unconstrained-Type. 

(ix) Situational predicates (e.g., sihu ‘seem’): Raising. 

 

It appears that lexical semantics allows one to make preliminary predictions about control. 

There are also cross-linguistic studies supporting this. For example, Stiebels (2007) has 

observed that directive/permissive predicates tend to be OBJm-control predicates. 

Nevertheless, she has noted that cross-linguistic generalisations based on lexical 

semantics are subject to language-specific variation. For instance, directive predicates in 

Kavalan require SUBJm control rather than OBJm control (Stiebels, 2007: 20). Therefore, 

although lexical semantics may enable researchers to make preliminary predictions about 

control, it is necessary to apply linguistic diagnostics to obtain a full and accurate picture 

of a verb’s control properties. That being said, some previous studies posit formal control 

mechanisms which heavily rely on the lexical-semantic classes of control predicates, for 

example, Jackendoff & Culicover (2003), Rooryck (2007), and Sag & Pollard (1991). See 

Landau (2013: 128-136) for a critical review of these lexical-semantic approaches.67 

 
67 Among the various problems, as pointed out by Landau (2013), is the imprecision of the lexical-semantic 
approaches. E.g., In Sag & Pollard (1991), the verb ask is categorised as a member of the “influence”-class, 
explaining its object-control properties; on the other hand, agree is said to belong to the “commitment”-
class, explaining its subject-control properties. Landau (2013: 130) criticises that Sag & Pollard (1991) do 
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In this section, I summarise the control and complementation patterns from 

Level 1 (section 3.2) to Level 4b (section 3.7) and divide the matrix predicates into 19 

Control and Complementation (C&C) classes. Each C&C class has one representative 

matrix predicate, and the key properties of each class are presented in tables. While some 

C&C classes have multiple members, others consist of one member. However, because 

my data set is not meant to be exhaustive for Chinese, it is expected that further 

investigation will expand the single-member C&C classes. The C&C classes pave the way 

for further investigation in Level 5 (section 3.9) and Level 6 (section 3.10). Chapter 5 will 

discuss LFG model-theoretic control mechanisms for these 19 classes. 

 
3.8.1. Sihu ‘seem’-C&C class 

Matrix predicate sihu ‘seem’ 

kanqilai ‘appear’ 

kaishi ‘begin’ 

tingzhi ‘stop’ 

jixu ‘continue’ 

Complementation Const. : (DP1)-Vm-[VPcomp]IP 

GR     : SUBJm-PREDm-[SUBJcomp- PREDcomp...]clausal.GR 

Arg     : PREDm<Proposition> PREDcomp<Argcomp...> 

GC Relation 

(DP2-position Ø) 

• Obligatory Control & Exhaustive Control  

• Obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp 

• SUBJm-control 

• Raising (athematic SUBJm controller) 

• No Copy Control 

 
  

 
not provide anything beyond the intuition of classifying verbs under a vague notion of “influence”. 
Consider sentences (i) and (ii): 
(i) John asked Mary to help him. 
(ii) John agreed with Mary to help him. 
Landau (2013: 130) argues that a person being asked something is not necessarily more “influenced” by the 
request than someone who is a party to an agreement; yet, the latter does not result in object control, 
contrary to what the lexical-semantic argumentation would predict. 
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3.8.2. Shefa ‘try’-C&C class 

Matrix predicate shefa/changshi/xiangbanfa ‘try’ 

jujue ‘refuse’ 

qitu ‘attempt’ 

Complementation Const. : (DP1)-Vm-[VPcomp]IP 

GR     : SUBJm-PREDm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]clausal.GR 

Arg     : PREDm<Argm Proposition> PREDcomp<Argcomp...> 

GC Relation 

(DP2-position Ø) 

• Obligatory Control & Exhaustive Control  

• Obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp 

• SUBJm-control 

• Copy Control is feasible 

 
3.8.3. Zhunbei ‘prepare’-C&C class 

Matrix Predicate zhunbei ‘prepare’ 

dasuan ‘intend/plan’ 

zhiyi ‘insist’ 

gan ‘dare’ 

xiang ‘want’ 

Complementation Const. : (DP1)-Vm-[VPcomp]IP 

GR     : SUBJm-PREDm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]clausal.GR 

Arg     : PREDm<Argm Proposition> PREDcomp<Argcomp...> 

GC Relation 

(DP2-position Ø) 

• Obligatory Control & Partial Control  

• Obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp 

• SUBJm-control 

• Copy Control is feasible 

 
3.8.4. Shuo ‘say’-C&C class 

Matrix predicate shuo ‘say’ 

faxian ‘find’ 

baozheng ‘guarantee’ 

jianchi ‘persist/insist’ 

xiangxin ‘believe’ 

renwei ‘believe/think’ 

xiwang ‘hope’ 

guji ‘guess/predict’ 

huaiyi ‘suspect’ 

zhuzhang ‘advocate’ 

jianyi/tiyi ‘suggest’ 

tingshuo ‘hear’ 

zhidao ‘know’ 

xiangzhidao ‘wonder’ 

diaocha ‘investigate’ 
 

Complementation Const. : (DP1)-Vm-[(DP2)-VPcomp]IP 

GR     : SUBJm-PREDm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]clausal.GR 

Arg     : PREDm<Argm Proposition> PREDcomp<Argcomp...> 

GC Relation 

(DP2-position Ø) 

• Non-obligatory Control & Unconstrained Type  

• Optionally unexpressed SUBJcomp 
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3.8.5. Ganxie ‘thank’-C&C class 

Matrix predicate ganxie ‘thank’ 

gongxi ‘congratulate’ 

yuanliang ‘forgive’ 

guai/manyuan ‘blame’ 

Complementation Const. : (DP1)-Vm-DP2-[VPcomp]IP 

GR     : SUBJm-PREDm-OBJm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]clausal.GR 

Arg     : PREDm<Argm Argm Proposition> PREDcomp<Argcomp...> 

GC Relation 

(DP3-position Ø) 

• Obligatory Control & Exhaustive Control  

• Obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp 

• OBJm-control 

• Copy Control is feasible 

 
3.8.6. Daibiao ‘represent’-C&C class 

Matrix predicate daibiao ‘represent’ 

Complementation Const. : (DP1)-Vm-DP2-[VPcomp]IP 

GR     : SUBJm-PREDm-OBJm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]clausal.GR 

Arg     : PREDm<Argm Argm Proposition> PREDcomp<Argcomp...> 

GC Relation 

(DP3-position Ø) 

• Obligatory Control & Exhaustive Control  

• Obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp 

• SUBJm-control 

• No Copy Control 

 
3.8.7. Shuifu ‘persuade’-C&C class 

Matrix predicate shuifu ‘persuade’ 

quan ‘try to persuade’ 

bi(po) ‘force’ 

(yao)qing ‘invite’ 

pai ‘send’ 

yinyou ‘seduce’ 

jiao ‘ask/order’ 

Complementation Const. : (DP1)-Vm-DP2-[VPcomp]IP 

GR      : SUBJm-PREDm-OBJm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]clausal.GR 

Arg      : PREDm<Argm Argm Proposition> PREDcomp<Argcomp...> 

GC Relation 

(DP3-position Ø) 

• Obligatory Control & Partial Control  

• Obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp 

• OBJm-control 

• Copy Control is feasible 
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3.8.8. Rang ‘let’-C&C class 

Matrix predicate rang ‘let’ 

Complementation Const. : (DP1)-Vm-DP2-[VPcomp]IP 

GR      : SUBJm-PREDm-OBJm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]clausal.GR 

Arg      : PREDm<Argm Proposition> PREDcomp<Argcomp...> 

GC Relation 

(DP3-position Ø) 

• Obligatory Control & Partial Control  

• Obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp 

• No Copy Control 

• Raising (athematic OBJm controller) 

 

3.8.9. Jueding ‘decide’-C&C class 

Matrix predicate jueding ‘decide’ 

kewang ‘desire’ 

houhui ‘regret’ 

Complementation Const. : (DP1)-Vm-[(DP2)-VPcomp]IP 

GR     : SUBJm-PREDm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]clausal.GR 

Arg     : PREDm<Argm Proposition> PREDcomp<Argcomp...> 

GC Relation 

(DP2-position Ø) 

• Obligatory Control & Partial Control  

• Optionally unexpressed SUBJcomp 

• SUBJm-control 

 
3.8.10. Gaosu ‘tell’-C&C class 

Matrix predicate gaosu ‘tell’ 

tongzhi ‘inform’ 

Complementation Const.  : (DP1)-Vm-DP2-[(DP3)-VPcomp]IP 

GR       : SUBJm-PREDm-OBJm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]clausal.GR 

Arg       : PREDm<Argm Argm Proposition> PREDcomp<Argcomp...> 

GC Relation 

(DP3-position Ø) 

• Non-obligatory Control & Unconstrained Type  

• Optionally unexpressed SUBJcomp 
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3.8.11. Jinzhi ‘prohibit’-C&C class 

Matrix predicate jinzhi ‘prohibit’ 

pizhun ‘permit’ 

Complementation Const. : (DP1)-Vm-(DP2)-[VPcomp]IP 

GR      : SUBJm-PREDm-OBJm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]clausal.GR 

Arg      : PREDm<Argm Argm Proposition> PREDcomp<Argcomp...> 

DP2-position Ø • Optionally unexpressed OBJm in an Implicit-Control 

environment 

GC Relation 

(DP3-position Ø) 

• Obligatory Control & Exhaustive Control  

• Obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp 

• OBJm-control 

• Copy Control is feasible 

 

3.8.12. Yunxu ‘allow’-C&C class 

Matrix predicate yunxu ‘allow’ 

Complementation Const. : (DP1)-Vm-(DP2)-[VPcomp]IP 

GR      : SUBJm-PREDm-OBJm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]clausal.GR 

Arg      : PREDm<Argm Proposition> PREDcomp<Argcomp...> 

DP2-position Ø • Optionally unexpressed OBJm in an Implicit-Control 

environment 

GC Relation 

(DP3-position Ø) 

• Obligatory Control & Exhaustive Control  

• Obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp 

• Raising (athematic OBJm controller) 

• No Copy Control 

 
3.8.13. Guli ‘encourage’-C&C class 

Matrix predicate guli ‘encourage’ 

Complementation Const.  : (DP1)-Vm-(DP2)-[VPcomp]IP 

GR      : SUBJm-PREDm-OBJm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]clausal.GR 

Arg      : PREDm<Argm Argm Proposition> PREDcomp<Argcomp...> 

DP2-position Ø • Optionally unexpressed OBJm in an Implicit-Control 

environment 

GC Relation 

(DP3-position Ø) 

• Obligatory Control & Partial Control  

• Obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp 

• OBJm-control 

• Copy Control is feasible 
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3.8.14. Dailing ‘lead’-C&C class 

Matrix predicate dailing ‘lead’ 

peitong ‘accompany’ 

Complementation Const.   : (DP1)-Vm-(DP2)-[VPcomp]IP 

GR       : SUBJm-PREDm-OBJm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]clausal.GR 

Arg       : PREDm<Argm Argm Proposition> PREDcomp<Argcomp...> 

DP2-position Ø • Optionally unexpressed OBJm in an Implicit-Control 

environment 

GC Relation 

(DP3-position Ø) 

• Obligatory Control & Split Control  

• Obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp 

• SUBJm + OBJm controllers 

• Copy Control is feasible 

 

3.8.15. Dayin ‘promise’-C&C class 

Matrix predicate dayin ‘promise’ 

Complementation Const.  : (DP1)-Vm-(DP2)-(DP3)-[VPcomp]IP 

GR      : SUBJm-PREDm-OBJm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]clausal.GR 

Arg      : PREDm<Argm Argm Proposition> PREDcomp<Argcomp...> 

DP2-position Ø • Optionally unexpressed OBJm in an Implicit-Control 

environment 

GC Relation 

(DP3-position Ø) 

• Obligatory Control & Split Control & Control Shift  

• Optionally unexpressed SUBJcomp 

 
3.8.16. Wen ‘ask’-C&C class 

Matrix predicate wen ‘ask’ 

Complementation Const.   : (DP1)-Vm-(DP2)-(DP3)-[VPcomp]IP 

GR       : SUBJm-PREDm-OBJm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]clausal.GR 

Arg       : PREDm<Argm Argm Proposition> PREDcomp<Argcomp...> 

DP2-position Ø • Optionally unexpressed OBJm in an Implicit-Control 

environment 

GC Relation 

(DP3-position Ø) 

• Non-obligatory Control & Unconstrained Type  

• Optionally unexpressed SUBJcomp 
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3.8.17. Xihuan ‘like/prefer’-C&C class 

Matrix predicate xihuan ‘like/prefer’  

taoyan ‘hate’ 

Alternative 

Complementation 

Pattern 1 

Const.   : (DP1)-Vm-[VPcomp]IP 

GR       : SUBJm-PREDm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]clausal.GR 

Arg       : PREDm<Argm Proposition> PREDcomp<Argcomp...> 

GC Relation 

(DP2-position Ø) 

• Obligatory Control & Partial Control  

• Obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp 

• SUBJm-control 

• No Copy Control (a DP2-position overt pronoun triggers an 

alternative complementation structure) 

Alternative 

Complementation 

Pattern 2 

Const.   : (DP1)-Vm-DP2-[VPcomp]IP 

GR       : SUBJm-PREDm-OBJm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]clausal.GR 

Arg       : PREDm<Argm Proposition> PREDcomp<Argcomp...> 

GC Relation 

(DP3-position Ø) 

• Obligatory Control & Exhaustive Control  

• Obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp 

• Raising (athematic OBJm controller) 

• Copy Control is not viable 

 
3.8.18. Xue(xi) ‘learn (from)/imitate’-C&C class 

Matrix predicate xue(xi) ‘learn (from)/imitate’ 

Alternative 

Complementation 

Pattern 1 

Const. : (DP1)-Vm-[VPcomp]IP 

GR      : SUBJm-PREDm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]clausal.GR 

Arg      : PREDm<Argm Proposition> PREDcomp<Argcomp...> 

GC Relation 

(DP2-position Ø) 

• Obligatory Control & Exhaustive Control  

• Obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp  

• SUBJm-control 

• No Copy Control (a DP2-position overt pronoun triggers an 

alternative complementation structure) 

Alternative 

Complementation 

Pattern 2 

Const.  : (DP1)-Vm-DP2-[VPcomp]IP 

GR      : SUBJm-PREDm-OBJm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]clausal.GR 

Arg      : PREDm<Argm Argm Proposition> PREDcomp<Argcomp...> 

GC Relation 

(DP3-position Ø) 

• Obligatory Control & Exhaustive Control 

• Obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp 

• SUBJm-control 

• No Copy Control 
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3.8.19. Xiangyao ‘want’-C&C class 

Matrix predicate xiangyao ‘want’ 

Alternative 

Complementation 

Pattern 1 

Const.  : (DP1)-Vm-[VPcomp]IP 

GR      : SUBJm-PREDm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]clausal.GR 

Arg      : PREDm<Argm Proposition> PREDcomp<Argcomp...> 

GC Relation 

(DP2-position Ø) 

• Obligatory Control & Partial Control  

• Obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp 

• SUBJm-control 

• No Copy Control (a DP2-position overt pronoun triggers an 

alternative complementation structure) 

Alternative 

Complementation 

Pattern 2 

Const.  : (DP1)-Vm-DP2-[VPcomp]IP 

GR      : SUBJm-PREDm-OBJm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]clausal.GR 

Arg      : PREDm<Argm Proposition> PREDcomp<Argcomp...> 

GC Relation 

(DP3-position Ø) 

• Obligatory Control & Partial Control  

• Obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp 

• Raising (athematic OBJm controller) 

• No Copy Control 
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3.9. Level 5: Properties of Matrix Predicates/Embedded Complements – Modal 

Auxiliaries of Futurity and Aspectual Markers 

This section tests three hypotheses related to how matrix predicates interact with 

embedded future modals and certain aspectual markers, building on the relevant 

diagnostics motivated in section 2.6. The goal is to determine whether Chinese has two 

distinct subclasses of embedded complements (“non-finite” or “restrictive” vs “finite” or 

“non-restrictive”), and whether such a division has implications for clausehood. This 

study adopts a broader definition of finiteness, as outlined in section 2.6.3, in line with 

current Generative research: 

 

(163) Finiteness as a relative concept 

Finiteness is a relative concept – in a given language, the syntactically 

unembedded, declarative, non-modal, non-negative clause is considered the 

“finite” complement, which is used as a standard of comparison for other 

complement types. If an embedded-complement type is subject to systematic 

restrictions which are not imposed on the syntactically unembedded, declarative, 

non-modal, non-negative clause, it is said to be “non-finite”; otherwise, an 

embedded-complement type is defined as “finite” for being as free from 

restrictions as a syntactically unembedded, declarative, non-modal, non-negative 

clause. 

 

To create a more detailed typology of (non-)finiteness, there can be multiple types of non-

finite complements based on degrees of deviation from a prototypical finite clause (Lowe, 

2019). However, to support this, convincing distribution-correlation evidence is necessary 

for each degree of deviation, as discussed in section 3.9.5. This correlational evidence is 

crucial since Chinese lacks visible formal marking for finiteness, as highlighted in (164). 

 

(164)  General principle for postulating complement-type distinction 

To establish a complement-type distinction (finite vs non-finite), distribution-

correlation evidence is necessary. This evidence should demonstrate that 

constructs of the same complement type share a common set of properties 

enabled by that complement type. 

 

Section 2.6 discussed the debate between syntax and lexical semantics as explanations for 

the distribution of embedded future modals and aspectual markers. In section 3.9.5, I will 

explore potential ways to model finiteness in LFG. Specifically, I will examine whether 
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the (non-)finite complement type can be encoded solely at the semantic level, which may 

be more suitable for Chinese. Note that the term “complement type” (or “clause type”) 

is an informal term used in this section. Its formal characterisation can be established in 

the syntax and/or semantic dimensions. 

 

3.9.1. Modal auxiliaries of futurity: hui and yao 

In section 2.6.1.2, I proposed a hypothesis to test distribution correlation, which has 

implications for distinguishing complement types: 

 
(165) Distribution-correlation Hypothesis 1 (to be tested) 

For matrix predicates that require an obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp, the 

embedded complements also display restricted occurrence of the future modals 

hui or yao. In contrast, for matrix predicates that can license the Unconstrained 

Type of GC Relation, their embedded complements do not have restrictions for 

the occurrence of the future modals. 

 

According to section 3.8, Exhaustive-Control predicates and a subset of Partial-Control 

and Split-Control predicates are the matrix predicates that select for an obligatorily 

unexpressed SUBJcomp. Tables 3 and 4 illustrate the distribution of future modals. 

 
Table 3 

Compatibility of embedded complement with hui/yao for matrix predicates that license Unconstrained 

Type of GC Relation 

 
  

Unconstrained Type of GC Relation 

Distribution Optionally 

unexpressed 

SUBJcomp 

Matrix predicates 

Compatible with both 

hui and yao 

DP2-position Ø shuo ‘say’, faxian ‘find’, baozheng ‘guarantee’,  

xiangxin ‘believe’, guji ‘guess/predict’, huaiyi ‘suspect’, 

tingshuo ‘hear’, diaocha ‘investigate/study’,  

zhidao ‘know’, jianchi ‘insist’, renwei ‘believe/think’,  

xiwang ‘hope’, xiangzhidao ‘wonder’, zhuzhang ‘advocate’, 

jianyi/tiyi ‘suggest/advise’ 

DP3-position Ø wen ‘ask’, gaosu ‘tell’, tongzhi ‘inform’ 

Incompatible with hui, 

but compatible with yao 

DP2-position Ø (Unattested) 

DP3-position Ø (Unattested) 

Compatible with hui, but 

incompatible with yao 

DP2-position Ø (Unattested) 

DP3-position Ø (Unattested) 

Incompatible with both 

hui and yao 

DP2-position Ø (Unattested) 

DP3-position Ø (Unattested) 
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Table 4 

Compatibility of embedded complement with hui/yao for matrix predicates that select for obligatorily 

unexpressed SUBJcomp 

 

Table 3 shows that Unconstrained-Type predicates are compatible with both hui 

and yao, providing consistent support for the distribution-correlation hypothesis. This 

pattern motivates a finite subclass of embedded complement similar to a syntactically 

unembedded declarative clause (see (163)). The strong correlation between the 

Unconstrained Type of GC Relation and future modals suggests that all predicates in 

Table 3 select for this type of embedded clause, regardless of their varying lexical 

semantics. Explanation based solely on lexical semantics of individual predicates would 

be inadequate to account for the consistent results. 

Table 4 shows more varied patterns. This variation appears to contradict the 

distribution-correlation hypothesis. While some predicates, such as zhunbei ‘prepare’, have 

been explained through subtle semantic differences (e.g., Hu et al., 2001), not much has 

been said about those that are compatible or incompatible with both options. While one 

may be tempted to reject the hypothesis and solely resort to lexical-semantic explanations, 

this would conflict with the correlational evidence seen in Table 3. 

I propose an integrated view to explain the occurrence of embedded future 

modals, combining complement-type and lexical-semantic explanations. The data 

Obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp 

(All Exhaustive-Control predicates; subset of Partial-Control and Split-Control predicates) 

Distribution Unexpressed 

SUBJcomp 

Matrix predicates 

Compatible with both 

hui and yao 

DP2-position Ø dasuan ‘intend/plan’, sihu ‘seem’, kanqilai ‘appear’, 

kaishi ‘begin’, jixu ‘continue’ 

DP3-position Ø peitong ‘accompany’, dailing ‘lead’,  

xue(xi) ‘learn (from)/imitate’ 

Incompatible with hui, 

but compatible with yao 

DP2-position Ø zhiyi ‘persist/insist’, zhunbei ‘prepare’, xiang ‘want’,  

shefa/changshi/xiangbanfa ‘try’,  

qitu ‘attempt’ 

DP3-position Ø guli ‘encourage’, quan ‘try to persuade’, bi(po) ‘force’,  

(yao)qing ‘invite’, yinyou ‘seduce’, jiao ‘ask/order’,  

shuifu ‘persuade’, pai ‘send’, daibiao ‘represent’,  

gongxi ‘congratulate’, ganxie ‘thank’,  guai/manyuan ‘blame’ 

taoyan ‘hate’, xihuan ‘like/prefer’ 

Compatible with hui, but 

incompatible with yao 

DP2-position Ø (Unattested) 

DP3-position Ø (Unattested) 

Incompatible with both 

hui and yao 

DP2-position Ø jujue ‘refuse’, tingzhi ‘stop’,  gan ‘dare’ 

DP3-position Ø pizhun ‘permit’, yunxu ‘allow’,  rang ‘let’,  

jinzhi ‘prohibit’, yuanliang ‘forgive’, xiangyao ‘want’ 
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evidence a split into two subclasses of embedded complements – finite vs non-finite.68 I 

disagree with the view that non-finiteness should be characterised as prohibition of future 

modals, pace C.-T. J. Huang (1982, 1989). Instead, a non-finite embedded complement 

should be characterised as being susceptible to semantic influence from the matrix clause 

and thus permeable to the interaction between the lexical semantics of the matrix 

predicate and that of an embedded future modal. Such interaction can cause semantic 

incompatibility, resulting in the restricted occurrence of hui and/or yao in some cases as 

shown in Table 4. Finite embedded complements are less susceptible to the semantic 

influence from the matrix clause and thus the lexical semantics of the matrix predicate 

has much less, if any, interaction with an embedded future modal. This leads to a relatively 

free choice of the future modals as seen in Table 3. 

I will explain the non-finite class in Table 4 by showing how their behaviour can 

be explained in terms of semantic interaction. Before that, note that Grano (2015: 152-

153) offers an alternative explanation, positing that hui and yao are fundamentally distinct 

syntactic entities (with yao being the abstract future root WOLL, following Abusch (1985), 

Wurmbrand (2011), etc.), but I disagree because it does not account for situations where 

both hui and yao are allowed or forbidden. Additionally, Grano's (2015) theory lacks 

independent language-specific evidence to support his claim that the differences between 

hui and yao are syntactic. Instead, I support the lexical-semantic explanations of Hu et al. 

(2001) and Xu (1985, 2003) in explaining the variation within Table 4. Even though I 

have included more data than their studies, lexical-semantic explanations are still 

sufficient in explaining the variation. 

I will first revisit the lexical-semantic differences between hui and yao (section 2.6), 

which Hu et al. (2001) and Xu (1985, 2003) have already discussed. Hui refers to objective 

futurity, uncertainty of future events, and low volitionality of an agentive entity, while yao 

denotes subjective futurity, certainty of future events, and high volitionality of an agentive 

entity. Hu et al. (2001: 1124) explain why the embedded complement of quan ‘try to 

persuade’ and bi ‘force’ is incompatible with hui but compatible with yao based on the 

interaction of lexical semantics with future modals: it is hard to imagine how it is possible 

to persuade or force a person to perform a certain action without their knowingness that 

they will engage in the action or without their own activation of the action; in contrast, 

high volitionality denoted by yao entails activation of the action carried out by the person 

being persuaded or forced. I agree with this explanation. Lexical-semantic interaction also 

 
68Before section 3.9.2, I will explain why it is too simplistic to say that the matrix predicates in Table 4 (e.g., 
dasuan ‘intend/plan’, peitong ‘accompany’) that are compatible with both hui and yao select for a finite clause. 
This is partly due to a lack of distribution-correlation evidence. 
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explains the asymmetry between hui and yao in (166) to (168) from the Sinica corpus (K.-

J. Chen et al., 1996). The corpus data only show the yao situation, but for illustration, I 

have added hui and marked it as semantically anomalous based on my introspective 

judgment. I could not find examples of these embedded complements occurring with hui, 

which supports my judgment that they are incompatible. 

 
(166) nu        zhujiao          zhiyi  (yao/#hui)   da       yi-tong   dianhua 

female  protagonist   insist  will/will        make   one-CL   phone.call 

‘The female protagonist insists on making a phone call.’       (Sinica corpus) 

 

(167) wo guli            xuesheng yiding (yao/#hui)  chuguo       qu  kankan 

I    encourage  student    must    will/will      go.abroad    go  explore 

‘I encourage students to go abroad to explore (new things).’       (Sinica corpus) 

 

(168) (wo) gongxi            ni     (yao/#hui) zuo         mama     le 

I       congratulate   you    will/will     become   mother   SFP 

“I congratulate you for becoming a mother.’         (Sinica corpus) 

 

In (166), the person who insists is the one who performs the action in the 

embedded proposition. The lexical semantics of zhiyi ‘insist/persist’ requires the female 

protagonist in (166) to show high volitionality in engaging in the activity of making a 

phone call. This requirement is compatible with the semantics of yao, but not hui. Similarly, 

for (167), one hopes that encouragement will have an effect upon the person to actively 

carry out the required action. This requirement is compatible with the subjective futurity 

and high volitionality expressed by yao, but not with the objective futurity and low 

volitionality associated with hui. For (168), when one congratulates a person for a 

particular event denoted by the embedded proposition, it is either that the event has 

already happened or, in (168), one is certain about the future occurrence of the event. 

Because yao denotes certainty of future events and hui denotes uncertainty, only yao but 

not hui can be allowed in the embedded complement. 

The next group in Table 4 forbids both hui and yao. The restricted occurrence is 

due to the interaction of lexical semantics between the matrix predicate and future modal. 

 
(169) xiaoming  pizhun/yunxu/rang ta     (#yao/#hui) qu  yingguo 

Xiaoming permit/allow/let      3SG     will/will      go  UK 

‘Xiaoming permits/allows/lets him go to the UK.’ 
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(170) xiaoming  jujue   (#yao/#hui) qu  yingguo 

xiaoming  refuse    will/will      go   UK 

‘Xiaoming refuses to go to the UK.’ 

 

(171) xiaoming   jinzhi      zhangsan (#yao/#hui) canjia huodong 

Xiaoming  prohibit  Zhangsan   will/will      join    activity 

‘Xiaoming prohibits Zhangsan from joining the activity.’ 

 

(172) xuexiao tingzhi (#yao/#hui) ban    huodong 

school   stop        will/will     hold   activity 

‘The school stops holding activities.’ 

 

(173) xiaoming   yuanliang ta      (#yao/#hui)  likai-le      home 

Xiaoming  forgive     3SG      will/will       leave-PFV  jia 

‘Xiaoming forgives him for leaving home.’ 

  

The matrix predicates in (169) to (173) can be categorised into three semantic types. The 

first type (pizhun ‘permit’, yunxu ‘allow’, and rang ‘let’) expresses permission, requiring a 

modal of permission such as keyi ‘can’ in the embedded complement instead (if one 

chooses to use a modal auxiliary). The second type (jujue ‘refuse’, jinzhi ‘prohibit’, and 

tingzhi ‘stop’) implies that the protagonist should not undertake the action in the 

embedded proposition. However, both hui and yao express the meaning that the 

protagonist will carry out the action, which contradicts the meanings of the matrix 

predicates.69 As for (173), yuanliang ‘forgive’ in a complementation construction requires 

a past-oriented complement, making both hui and yao semantically incompatible.70 

Table 3 lists matrix predicates that allow both hui and yao in their embedded 

complement. Examples are given in (174) to (176): 

  

 
69 One may think that the sentences would become acceptable if hui/yao is preceded by the negative marker 
bu ‘not’. However, this causes another semantic anomality. Because jujue ‘refuse’, jinzhi ‘prohibit’, and tingzhi 
‘stop’ already have a meaning of negation for requiring the protagonist not to take part, adding bu ‘not’ 
results in “double negation” in the semantic sense, which is undesirable. 
70 To express the meaning that one forgives a person for an action that the person will undertake, the matrix predicate 
yuanliang ‘forgive’ needs to be used in a non-complementation construction, e.g., (i): 
(i) suiran     zhangsan yijing    zhidao xiaogming  mingting   yao  likai, danshi zhangsan  rengran xuanze yuanliang  ta. 
    although zhangsan already know   Xiaoming  tomorrow  will  leave but     Zhangsan  still      choose forgive      3SG 
    ‘Although Zhangsan already knows that Xiaoming is leaving tomorrow, Zhangsan has still choose to forgive him  
    (for making such a decision).’ 
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(174) a. erpa   dasuan         yao   qu   yanhai chengshi gongzuo 

    Erpa  intend/plan  will   go   costal  city         work 

   ‘Erpa intends/plans to go to a coastal city to work.’         (zhTenTen17 corpus) 

b. wo  dasuan            hui    xuanyong butong     changdi-de       kafei    dou 

     I     intend/plan    will   use           different   origins-POSS     coffee  bean 

     ‘I intend/plan to use coffee beans of different origins.’  (zhTenTen17 corpus) 

 

(175) xiaoming   peitong        zhangsan    mingtian     (hui/yao)  likai   zheli 

Xiaoming  accompany  Zhangsan   tomorrow    will/will    leave  here 

‘Xiaoming accompanies Zhangsan to leave here tomorrow.’ 

 

(176) a. ta    sihu    zong     yao    xiyin      bieren-de      zhuyi 

   3SG  seem  always   will    attract   others-POSS   attention 

   ‘He seems to always attract others’ attention.’        (zhTenTen17 corpus) 

b. jihua-hao-de  shiqing sihu    chang  hui  biangua 

    plan-well-DE  event   seem   often   will  change 

    ‘Well-planned events seem to often change.’        (zhTenTen17 corpus) 

 

(174) shows dasuan ‘intend/plan’ can take an embedded hui or yao – in contrast to zhunbei 

‘prepare’, which is incompatible with embedded hui due to semantic incompatibility 

between the modality of uncertain possibility expressed by hui and planned eventhood 

conveyed by zhunbei ‘prepare (Hu et al., 2001: 1124). Dasuan ‘intend/plan’ denotes an 

intention without the entailment of concrete planning, thereby avoiding semantic 

incompatibility with hui. For peitong ‘accompany’ in (175) and sihu ‘seem’ in (176), the data 

suggest these predicates are semantically compatible with embedded future modals of 

either type, denoting subjective or objective futurity, certainty or uncertainty of future 

events, and high or low volitionality. 

I will now exemplify some Unconstrained-Type predicates in Table 3, which 

demonstrate unrestricted behaviour: 

 

(177)  xiaoming   tingshuo zhangsan   (hui/yao)  qu yingguo 

 Xiaoming  hear        Zhangsan   will/will   go UK 

 ‘Xiaoming has heard that Zhangsan will go to the UK.’ 
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(178)  a. aman   jianchi   ta     ye      yao  genzhe   fuqin 

     Aman  insist     3SG   also   will   follow    father 

     ‘Aman insists that he will also follow his father.’         (Sinica corpus) 

 b. wo  haishi  jianchi  wo  hui   qu 

     I     still      insist     I     will   go 

                ‘I still insist that I will go.’               (Sinica corpus) 

 

(179) a. shizhang baozheng shizhengfu           yao  songgei ni     yi-ge 

    mayor    guarantee  city.government   will give       you   one-CL 

    zhongshen mianfei-de dianziyoujian xinxiang 

    for.life        free-DE     email              mail.box 

    ‘The mayor has promises that the city government will give you a free email   

     account for life.’            (Sinica corpus) 

b. wo ye    baozheng   wo  hui  wei   ci     qidao 

    I    also  guarantee    I    will   for   this  pray 

   ‘I also guarantee that I will pray for this.’         (Sinica corpus) 

 

The correlation between GC Relations and embedded future modals requires an 

explanation. In line with (164), the correlation has implications for complement-type 

distinction: finite vs non-finite. The fact that all Unconstrained-Type predicates 

demonstrate unrestricted compatibility with both future modals is strong distribution-

correlation evidence for the finite class (see (163)). Being a finite embedded complement 

means less susceptibility to the semantic influence of the matrix clause, while being non-

finite is more susceptible. For the finite class, there is little to no semantic interaction 

between the lexical semantics of the matrix predicate and the embedded future modal in 

the finite complement. 

It is possible to compare synonyms of different GC Relations to assess the 

feasibility of relying solely on the lexical-semantic explanation without considering 

complement-type distinction. For example, the previous discussion on zhiyi ‘insist/persist’ 

showed that the lexical semantics of this predicate requires the agentive entity in the 

embedded proposition to display high volitionality, which results in incompatibility with 

hui. However, jianchi ‘insist’ in (178) is a (partial) synonym of zhiyi ‘insist/persist’.71 Unlike 

zhiyi, jianchi licenses the Unconstrained Type of GC Relation and is fully compatible with 

both hui and yao. Relying solely on the lexical-semantic explanation, it is difficult to explain 

 
71 Zhiyi ‘insist/persist’ and jianchi ‘insist’ are (partial) synonyms, both demanding the occurrence of an event. 
However, zhiyi ‘insist/persist’ may carry a negative connotation of stubbornness, whereas jianchi ‘insist’ 
implies (much) determination without stubbornness. 
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why the lexical semantics of jianchi ‘insist’ does not banish hui, while its synonym zhiyi 

‘insist/persist’ does. Furthermore, the lexical semantics of baozheng ‘guarantee’ in (179)  

should require its embedded proposition to convey high certainty of future events, thus 

anticipating semantic incompatibility with hui. However, the data show that baozheng 

‘guarantee’ is compatible with both hui and yao. Under the proposed complement-type 

distinction, this compatibility can be explained by the finite complement that baozheng 

‘guarantee’ selects for. However, proponents of the view that the lexical-semantic 

explanation alone is sufficient could attempt to inspect the subtle semantic differences 

between the synonyms (e.g., zhiyi ‘insist/persist’ vs jianchi ‘insist’) to capture their different 

behaviour with respect to embedded hui and yao. So far, there is no convincing argument 

that can precisely correlate such differences with their interaction with embedded hui and 

yao to achieve the required explanatory purpose. 

In Table 4, some matrix predicates (e.g., peitong ‘accompany’) are compatible with 

both hui and yao, and one might assume they select for a finite complement like those in 

Table 3. However, there are two problems. First, there is a lack of distribution-correlation 

evidence from control properties for complement-type selection. Under the current 

proposal, matrix predicates requiring an obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp select for the 

same non-finite complement type, and variation among them can be explained via lexical-

semantic means. Second, when applying the -le/-guo diagnostic (in the next section), 

predicates in Table 4 (e.g., peitong ‘accompany’) do not pattern with those in Table 3. If 

they indeed selected for the same complement type, they should display the same pattern 

under both diagnostics. 

This section has tested the Distribution-correlation Hypothesis 1 on how matrix 

predicates interact with embedded future modals. The results suggest that both finiteness 

and lexical-semantic explanations are required to account for the distribution patterns in 

Table 3 and Table 4, in contrast to past studies that rely on only one explanation. The 

generalisations are summarized in (180). 
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(180) a. Matrix predicates with an obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp select for non-

finite complements, while Unconstrained-Type predicates select for finite 

complements. 

b. Finiteness in the embedded complement can be conceptualised as susceptibility 

to the semantic influence from the matrix clause. The finite class is less susceptible, 

while the non-finite class is more susceptible. For the finite class, there is not 

much, if any, semantic interaction between the lexical semantics of the matrix 

predicate and that of the embedded future modal, whereas the non-finite class is 

permeable to this interaction. 

 

3.9.2. Clausehood diagnostics in the context of hui/yao in embedded complement 

Section 2.6 introduced the clausehood hypothesis (repeated in (181)), which must be 

tested in different contexts. However, the discussions in sections 3.1 and 3.3 suggest that 

without an embedded hui/yao, all matrix predicates select for a clausal complement in 

both the Constituent and GR dimensions. This contradicts Distribution-correlation 

Hypothesis 3: 

 
(181)  Distribution-correlation Hypothesis 3 (to be tested) 

Matrix predicates selecting for unexpressed SUBJcomp have non-clausal embedded 

complements, while those allowing the Unconstrained Type of GC Relation have 

clausal embedded complements. 

 

In the contexts of embedded hui and yao, clausehood diagnostics show that both 

types of matrix predicates have clausal embedded complements. The ye ‘also’, 

complementizer shuo, and independent negation diagnostics are exemplified in (182) to 

(186), indicating biclausality in the Constituent Dimension (section 2.4). The binding 

diagnostics exemplified in (186) to (188) are indicative of an embedded subject and 

biclausality in the GR Dimension (section 2.3). These results contradict Distribution-

correlation Hypothesis 3. 

 

(182) xiaoming   dasuan            ye     yao/hui    qu   hanguo 

Xiaoming  intend/plan    also   will/will   go   Korea 

‘Xiaoming intends/plans to also go to Korea.’ 
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(183) xiaoming   guli            lisi   shuo    yao    qu   hanguo 

Xiaoming  encourage  Lisi  COMP   will    go   Korea 

‘Xiaoming intends/plans to go to Korea.’ 

 

(184) xiaoming   zhiyi                 bu   yao   qu    hanguo 

Xiaoming  persist/insist    not   will   go   Korea 

‘Xiaoming persists/insists not to go to Korea.’ 

 
(185) xiaoming   guji       (lisi)   ye     yao/hui   qu    hanguo 

Xiaoming  guess     Lisi   also   will/will  go     Korea 

‘Xiaoming guesses that (Lisi) will also go to Korea.’ 

 
(186) xiaomingi   sihu     yao/hui    kuai      ta*i/j/tazijii/*j 

Xiaoming   seem   will/will    blame   3SG/C.SELF 

‘Xiaoming seems to blame him/himself.’ 

 
(187) a. xiaomingi   bi(po)  ta*i/j  yao  bangzhu  lisi 

   Xiaoming   force   3SG   will  help        Lisi 

   ‘Xiaoming forces him to help Lisi.’ 

b. xiaomingi   bi(po)  Lisij  yao  chengfa  taziji*i/j 

    Xiaoming   force   Lisi   will  punish   C.SELF 

    ‘Xiaoming forces Lisi to punish himself.’ 

 

(188) xiaomingi   huaiyi     tai/j    yao/hui   qu    hanguo 

Xiaoming   suspect   3SG   will/will  go     Korea 

‘Xiaoming suspects that he will also go to Korea.’ 

 

The implication is that non-finiteness does not necessarily correspond to a non-clausal 

structure, pace Adger (2007) and Grano (2015). To further test Distribution-correlation 

Hypothesis 3, other contexts will be examined to determine whether the results support 

the more flexible proposals of N. Huang (2018) and Wurmbrand (2015), which suggest 

that control predicates only select for non-clausal complements in certain situations. 
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3.9.3. Aspectual markers: -le and -guo 

This section examines the interaction between matrix predicates and aspectual markers -le 

and -guo affixed to the embedded predicates to test a hypothesis that has implications for 

complement-type distinction. 

 

(189) Distribution-correlation Hypothesis 2 (to be tested) 

For matrix predicates requiring obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp, the embedded 

complements also have restricted behaviour with respect to aspectual markers -le 

and -guo in one of the following ways: 

(a) it is ungrammatical to affix -le or -guo to the embedded predicate 

(b) it is grammatical to affix -le or -guo to the embedded predicate but the aspectual 

marker is semantically associated with the matrix predicate rather than the 

embedded predicate. Such semantic association can be evidenced by:  

(i) a temporal effect where the aspectual marker places the matrix event 

temporally prior to the utterance time and the embedded event does not 

precede the matrix event; and/or 

 (ii) there are no interpretational differences between affixing the 

aspectual marker to the matrix predicate vs affixing it to the embedded 

predicate since both options should constitute a matrix construal. 

In contrast, for those matrix predicates which can license the Unconstrained Type 

of GC Relation, their embedded complements do not display the above 

restrictions. Affixing -le or -guo to the embedded predicate results in the event 

time of the embedded material preceding the event time of the matrix clause. 

 

The results of the diagnostics are presented in Table 5 and Table 6:  
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Table 5 

Compatibility of post-Vcomp -le/-guo for matrix predicates that license Unconstrained Type of Generalised 
Control Relations 
(Symbols: tm: time of matrix event; tcomp: time of embedded event; tspeech: speech time; <: 

temporal precedence) 

 
  

Unconstrained Type of Generalised Control Relations 

Compatibility Temporal sequence with 

post-Vcomp -le/-guo 

(& semantic association) 

Matrix predicates 

Compatible with  

post-Vcomp  

-le/-guo 

tm< tcomp<tspeech 

(-le/-guo semantically associated 

with embedded predicate) 

 

(Unattested) 

tcomp< tm<tspeech 

(-le/-guo semantically associated 

with embedded predicate) 

DP2-position  Ø (optionally unexp. SUBJcomp): 

shuo ‘say’, faxian ‘find’, 

baozheng ‘guarantee’, xiangxin ‘believe’, 

guji ‘guess/predict’, huaiyi ‘suspect’, tingshuo ‘hear’, 

diaocha ‘investigate’, 

zhidao ‘know’, jianchi ‘insist’, renwei ‘believe/think’, 

xiwang ‘hope’, xiangzhidao ‘wonder’, 

zhuzhang ‘advocate’, jianyi/tiyi ‘suggest/advise’ 

DP3-position  Ø (optionally unexp. SUBJcomp): 

wen ‘ask’, gaosu ‘tell’, tongzhi ‘inform’ 

tm=tcomp<tspeech 

(-le/-guo semantically associated 

with embedded predicate) 

 

(Unattested) 

tm<tcomp<tspeech  

OR tcomp<tm<tspeech 

OR tm=tcomp<tspeech 

OR other combinations 

(-le/-guo semantically associated 

with matrix predicate) 

 

 

(Unattested) 

Incompatible 

with  

post-Vcomp  

-le/-guo 

/  

 

(Unattested) 
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Table 6 

Compatibility of post-Vcomp -le/-guo for matrix predicates that select for obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp  
(Symbols: tm: time of matrix event; tcomp: time of embedded event; tspeech: speech time; <: 

temporal precedence) 

 

The Unconstrained-Type predicates in Table 5 show consistent patterns: 

compatible with post-Vcomp -le/-guo, temporal sequence of tcomp<tm, and -le/-guo 

semantically associated with the embedded predicate. This supports Distribution-

correlation Hypothesis 2, which predicts that the embedded complement should be free 

from restrictions, indicating the finite subclass (see (163)). However, for matrix predicates 

with an obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp, Table 6 shows more varied patterns, initially 

suggesting the rejection of Distribution-correlation Hypothesis 2. 

 

Obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp  

(All Exhaustive-Control predicates; subset of Partial-Control predicates and Split-Control 

predicates) 

Compatibility Temporal sequence with  

post-Vcomp -le/-guo 

(& semantic association) 

Matrix predicates 

Compatible 

with  

post-Vcomp  

-le/-guo 

tm<tcomp<tspeech 

(-le/-guo semantically associated 

with embedded predicate)  

DP3-position  Ø (unexp. SUBJcomp): 

guli ‘encourage’,  pizhun ‘permit’,  yunxu ‘allow’ 

quan ‘try to persuade’,  bi(po) ‘force’, 

(yao)qing ‘invite’,  yinyou ‘seduce’,  jiao ‘ask/order’, 

shuifu ‘persuade’,  pai ‘send’,  rang ‘let’ 

tcomp<tm<tspeech 

(-le/-guo semantically associated 

with embedded predicate) 

DP3-position  Ø (unexp. SUBJcomp): 

ganxie ‘thank’, yuanliang ‘forgive’, taoyan ‘hate’,  

xihuan ‘like/prefer’,  gongxi ‘congratulate’, 

guai/manyuan ‘blame’ 

tm=tcomp<tspeech 

(-le/-guo semantically associated 

with embedded predicate) 

DP2-position  Ø (unexp. SUBJcomp): 

sihu ‘seem’,  kanqilai ‘appear’, zhiyi ‘persist/insist’, 

kaishi ‘begin’,  shefa/changshi/xiangbanfa ‘try’,   
qitu ‘attempt’, 

DP3-position  Ø (unexp. SUBJcomp): 

peitong ‘accompany’,  dailing ‘lead’,   
daibiao ‘represent’, 
xue(xi) ‘learn (from)/imitate’ 

tm<tcomp<tspeech   

OR tcomp<tm<tspeech 

OR tm=tcomp<tspeech 

OR other combinations 

(-le/-guo semantically associated 

with matrix predicate)  

 

 

(Unattested) 

Incompatible 

with  

post-Vcomp  

-le/-guo 

 

/ DP2-position  Ø (unexp. SUBJcomp): 

dasuan ‘intend/plan’,  xiang ‘want’, zhunbei ‘prepare’, 

jujue ‘refuse’,  gan ‘dare’,  tingzhi ‘stop’ 

DP3-position  Ø (unexp. SUBJcomp): 

xiangyao ‘want’, jinzhi ‘prohibit’ 
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I will address the interaction between matrix predicates and post-Vcomp -le/-guo, 

focusing on compatibility, semantic association, temporal sequence, and clausehood. The 

investigation will show that the embedded complements of the two groups of matrix 

predicates, as displayed by Table 5 and Table 6 respectively, are of two different types 

(finite vs non-finite) and will explore the nature of finiteness in relation to 

post-Vcomp -le/-guo. 

To start, I will examine the compatibility issue in Table 6 concerning matrix 

predicates that require an unexpressed SUBJcomp. Most of these predicates allow for post-

Vcomp -le/-guo, which seems to contradict the generalisation (e.g., C.-T. J. Huang, 1989) 

that such markers are unavailable in non-finite embedded complements and thus appears 

to violate part (a) of Distribution-correlation Hypothesis 2. However, there are also 

matrix predicates whose embedded complement cannot take a post-Vcomp -le/-guo:72 

 
(190) #xiaoming   {dasuan/xiang/zhunbei/jujue/gan/tingzhi}  qu-le/-guo     yingguo  

   Xiaoming   intend/want/prepare/refuse/dare/stop       go-PFV/EXP   UK 

‘#Xiaoming intends/wants/prepares/refuses/dares/stop to have been to the 

UK.’ 

 
(191) #xiaoming  {xiangyao/jinzhi}  zhangsan  qu-le/-guo    yingguo 

   Xiaoming   want/prohibit      Zhangsan go-PFV/EXP   UK 

‘#Xiaoming wants/prohibits Zhangsan to have/from having been to the UK.’ 

 

The attested patterns do not contradict the previous formulation of finiteness as 

susceptible to semantic influence from the matrix clause. The semantic anomaly in (190) 

to (191) can be explained by the matrix predicate’s requirement for its embedded 

complement to be future-oriented or simultaneous with the matrix event, while the 

aspectual marker -le/-guo requires the complement to denote an event that precedes the 

matrix event, causing semantic incompatibility. Matrix predicates in Table 5 do not 

impose such restrictions on the temporal reference of their subcategorised finite 

complements. It remains to be seen if this explanation needs modification when it comes 

to the patterns of semantic association and temporal sequence. 

Counterexamples challenge the early generalisation that non-finite clauses cannot 

contain an aspectual marker, as discussed in section 2.6.2.1. For those predicates in Table 

6 whose constructions are compatible with a post-Vcomp -le/-guo, as they are considered to 

 
72 I searched the zhTenTen17, Sinica, and CCL corpora but could not find any valid cases to support the 
claim that these predicates are compatible with a post-Vcomp -le/-guo. 
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be requiring a non-finite complement, the literature claims that their post-Vcomp -le/-guo is 

semantically associated with the matrix predicate, rather than the embedded predicate (see 

e.g., Grano, 2015; C.-T. J. Huang, 1989; N. Huang, 2018; Y.-H. A. Li, 1990; T.-H. J. Lin, 

2011). This claim will be tested through an interpretational diagnostic, following Hu et al. 

(2001) and Xu (1985), comparing the meaning expressed by a complementation 

construction with a post-Vm -le/-guo vs post-Vcomp -le/-guo. 

 

(192) a. xiaoming   {shefa/changshi/qitu    /kaishi/zhiyi}     

   Xiaoming    try    /try         /attempt/begin/insist       

   xiuhao-le     jiu    diannao   (#xianzai diannao       shi  huaide) 

   repair-PFV   old  computer      now     computer    be   not.working 

   ‘Xiaoming tried/attempted/began/insisted to repair/on repairing the old   

    computer. (#Now, the computer is still not working.)’ 

b. xiaoming   {*shefa-le/changshi-le/*qitu-le     /kaishi-le}       (yao)    

    Xiaoming      try-PFV /try-PFV      /attempt-PFV/begin             will   

    xiulihao     jiu    diannao     (xianzai diannao      shi  huaide) 

    repair        old   computer   now     computer    be   not.working 

   ‘Xiaoming tried/attempted/began/insisted to repair/on repairing the old   

   computer. Now, the computer is still not working.’ 

 
(193) a. xiaoming   {guli            /pizhun/jiao/rang/ganxie/peitong}       

   Xiaoming     encourage  /permit/ask/let   /thank /accompany     

   zhangsan  xiuli-le         jiu    diannao (#xianzai diannao      shi  huaide) 

   Zhangsan  repair-PFV   old  computer   now     computer    be   not.working 

  ‘Xiaoming encouraged/permitted/asked/let/thanked/accompanied Zhangsan  

   to repair/for repairing the old computer. (With the computer repaired,) #now,  

   the computer is still broken.’ 

b. xiaoming   {guli-le            /pizhun-le  /jiao-le   /*rang-le/ganxie-le  

   Xiaoming     encourage-PFV/permit-PFV/ask-PFV/let-PFV /thank-PFV 

  /peitong-le}           zhangsan  (yao) xiuli      jiu    diannao   

  /accompany-PFV     Zhangsan  will  repair   old   computer  

  (xianzai diannao      shi  huaide)  

   now     computer    be  not.working 

  ‘Xiaoming encouraged/permitted/asked/let/thanked/accompanied Zhangsan  

   to repair/for repairing the old computer. Now, the computer is still broken.’ 
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I have only provided examples of the -le diagnostic in (192) and (193), but similar test 

environments can be used for -guo, yielding comparable results. In these examples, 

sentences (a) and (b) exhibit a contrast in semantic compatibility with the follow-up 

sentence. Affixing an aspectual marker to a Table-6 matrix predicate does not result in 

the same semantic reading as affixing it to an embedded predicate. Sentence (192)a, for 

instance, xiuhao-le ‘repair-PFV’ implies that the repairing work has already been done, 

which makes it anomalous if the follow-up sentence suggests otherwise. In contrast, 

affixing the perfective marker to the matrix predicate changshi ‘try’ in sentence (b) instead 

of the embedded predicate xiuhao ‘repair’ indicates that the protagonist attempted to carry 

out the repairing work, but there is no entailment that the computer has been repaired, 

explaining why the construction is semantically compatible with a follow-up sentence that 

says the computer is still broken. The optional future modal yao ‘will’ added to the 

embedded complement in sentences (b) marks a temporal separation between the two 

events, making it clear that the trying event does not entail successful accomplishment of 

the repairing work. Thus, these findings constitute counterevidence to the claim that a 

post-Vcomp -le/-guo is semantically associated with the matrix predicate instead of the 

embedded predicate. I argue that a post-Vcomp -le/-guo is semantically associated with the 

embedded predicate. Later, I will discuss the nature of this semantic association with 

regard to three time points: matrix-event time, embedded-event time, and speech time. 

Before that, I must address another issue. As demonstrated in (192)b and (193)b, there 

are matrix predicates that cannot take -le, even though the embedded predicate can. For 

example, shefa ‘try’ cannot have -le attached to it, although its synonym changshi ‘try’ can 

take the aspectual suffix. Similarly, qitu ‘attempt’ and rang ‘let’ are incompatible with the 

perfective aspectual suffix. To convey the perfective meaning, native speakers may use 

the adverbial yijing ‘already’ preceding shefa ‘try’, qitu ‘attempt’ and rang ‘let’. The 

incompatibility of these matrix predicates with -le poses a problem for the claim that a 

post-Vcomp -le is semantically associated with the matrix predicate. If this were the right 

analysis, no post-Vcomp -le should be allowed in the shefa ‘try’, qitu ‘attempt’ and rang ‘let’ 

constructions, contrary to the results of (192) and (193). 

Another important pattern is the temporal sequence of events when -le/-guo is 

suffixed to a post-Vcomp. As mentioned in section 2.6.2.1, Grano (2015) and J.-W. Lin 

(2003, 2006)  argue that -le and -guo have a temporal component when suffixed to a post-

Vcomp. This component places the time of the embedded event before the matrix event 

(tcomp < tm) if the embedded complement is finite, which is attested for all predicates in 

Table 5. This supports Distribution-correlation Hypothesis 2 for these predicates, which 

suggests that they subcategorise for a finite complement. 
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Grano (2015) claims that a post-Vcomp -le or -guo, when the embedded complement 

is non-finite, places the matrix event prior to the speech time and embedded-event time. 

However, this claim is incorrect. Grano’s analysis focuses on the predicate qing ‘invite’, 

which displays the pattern of tm<tcomp<tspeech. Table 6 considers a wider range of matrix 

predicates and illustrates two additional patterns not addressed in Grano (2015: 154-155): 

tcomp<tm<tspeech and tm=tcomp<tspeech. Examples showing the temporal sequence of tcomp<tm 

<tspeech and tm=tcomp<tspeech are provided in (194) and (195), respectively. 

 
(194) a. xiaoming   yuanliang/guai      zhangsan  qipian-le/-guo ziji 

    Xiaoming  forgive   /blame   Zhangsan  lie-PFV/-EXP    SELF 

    ‘Xiaoming forgives/blames Zhangsan for having lied to him.’ 

b. xiaoming   gongxi          zhangsan   de-le/-guo       jiang 

    Xiaoming  congratulate  Zhangsan  win-PFV/-EXP  prize 

    ‘Xiaoming congratulates Zhangsan for having won the prize.’ 

 

(195) a. xiaozhang   zhiyi    jiagei-le       ... yuyanghe 

    Xiaozhang  insist   marry-PFV        Yuyanghe 

    ‘Xiaozhang insisted on being married to Yuyanghe.’           (zhTenTen17 corpus) 

b. xiaoming   peitong        zhangsan   qu-le/-guo      beijing 

    Xiaoming  accompany  Zhangsan  go-PFV/-EXP    Beijing  

    ‘Xiaoming accompanied Zhangsan to go to Beijing.’  

 

In (194), the embedded event precedes the matrix event, while in (195) the matrix and 

embedded events occur simultaneously, contradicting any claim that the post-

Vcomp -le/-guo places the matrix event temporally before the embedded event. However, it 

is not satisfactory to posit that the matrix predicates in (194) select for the same type of 

embedded complement as those in Table 6 for three reasons. First, according to the 

general principle in (164), positing complement-type distinction requires distribution-

correlation evidence, which is lacking in this case. Second, the analysis suffers circular 

reasoning without independent evidence based on distributional correlation: one takes 

the observed temporal sequence as evidence of the complement type and simultaneously 

uses complement type as an explanation for the observed temporal sequence. Third, when 

comparing the behaviour of the matrix predicates concerning the aspectual markers -le/-

guo, on the one hand, there is a set of predicates which require an obligatorily unexpressed 

SUBJcomp but display the same temporal sequence as the Unconstrained-Type predicates; 

on the other hand, with regard to the future modals hui/yao, there is another set of 
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predicates which require an obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp but display the same 

behaviour as the Unconstrained-Type predicates. Nevertheless, the two sets of predicates 

do not overlap. The question remains about how to explain the different temporal 

sequences in Table 6. 

Before returning to -le and -guo, I will mention that Unconstrained-Type 

predicates in Table 5 generally allow for flexible temporal sequencing between tm and tcomp, 

which is context-dependent and influenced by the presence of time adverbials and 

aspectual markers. (196)a denotes the temporal sequence of tm=tcomp, (196)b denotes the 

sequence of tm<tcomp, and (196)c tcomp<tm. 

 

(196) a. xiaoming   {shuo/faxian   /baozheng/xiangxin/huaiyi    /jianchi/xiwang}     

   Xiaoming     say  /discover/guarantee/believe  /suspect  /insist  /hope    

   (ta)     zhengzai     nuli           gongzuo 

    3.SG   now             diligently    work 

   ‘Xiaoming says/discovers/guarantees/believes/suspects/insists/hopes that he  

    is now working diligently.’ 

b. xiaoming   {shuo/faxian   /baozheng/xiangxin/huaiyi    /jianchi/xiwang}     

    Xiaoming     say  /discover/guarantee/believe  /suspect  /insist  /hope    

   (ta)     (mingtian)   hui     nuli           gongzuo 

    3.SG     tomorrow  will      diligently    work 

   ‘Xiaoming says/discovers/guarantees/believes/suspects/insists/hopes that he  

    will work diligently tomorrow.’ 

b. xiaoming   {shuo/faxian   /baozheng/xiangxin/huaiyi    /jianchi/xiwang}     

    Xiaoming     say  /discover/guarantee/believe  /suspect  /insist  /hope    

   (ta)       wancheng-le     gongzuo 

    3.SG      finish-PFV         work 

   ‘Xiaoming says/discovers/guarantees/believes/suspects/insists/hopes that he  

    has finished work.’ 

 

In contrast, constructions formed by predicates in Table 6 (which require an obligatorily 

unexpressed SUBJcomp) are generally restricted in terms of the temporal sequence between 

tm and tcomp. For example, (yao)qing ‘invite’, yinyou ‘seduce’, shuifu ‘persuade’, and jiao 

‘ask/order’ only permit the sequence of tm < tcomp in their complementation constructions. 

Therefore, (197) is semantically anomalous because the time adverbial zhengzai ‘now’ 

forces the matrix event to be simultaneous with the embedded event. 
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(197)  #xiaoming   {qing / shuifu      /jiao }    zhangsan    zhengzai   

   Xiaoming     invite/persuade  /ask       Zhangsan    now           

   yiqi           chifan 

   together    eat 

 ‘#Xiaoming invites/persuades/asks Zhangsan to be having a meal together now.’ 

 

Predicates like peitong ‘accompany’, dailing ‘lead’ etc. require tm=tcomp, whereas predicates 

like yuanliang ‘forgive’ require tcomp<tm. The former allow for both matrix and embedded 

events to happen in the future with the future modal yao or hui in the embedded 

complement, while the embedded complement of the latter is incompatible with these 

modals and cannot be modified by the time adverbial zhengzai ‘now’. 

 
(198) #xiaoming   yuanliang  zhangsan    zhengzai  qipian   wo 

   Xiaoming  forgive     Zhangsan    now          lie         I 

Intended: ‘Xiaoming gives his forgiveness to Zhangsan at the same time that 

Zhangsan is lying to me now.’ 

 

Ganxie ‘thank’ and gongxi ‘congratulate’ generally require tcomp<tm., except that when the 

embedded predicate is a stative verb, e.g., aishang ‘love’ as in Xiaomei thanks Xiaoming for 

loving her, where tm is included in tcomp. In other words, the temporal sequence denoted by 

Table-6 predicates is not as flexible as Table-5 predicates, which allow all the three 

possibilities: tm<tcomp, tcomp<tm, and tm=tcomp. 

To summarise, matrix predicates that require an unexpressed SUBJcomp restrict the 

temporal sequence between tm and tcomp, while Unconstrained-Type predicates do not 

impose such restrictions. The temporal reference of the embedded complement is 

anchored by the matrix predicate in the former case, but independent of it in the latter. 

This dichotomy is similar to the generalisation for languages that mark finiteness 

distinction visibly: 

 

“...in the case of nonfinite verb forms like participles, whose temporal reference 

is usually anchored by the main clause. The temporal reference of a finite verb, 

on the other hand, is independent within its clause, depending rather on discourse 

and extra-linguistic context for its interpretation.”    (Dalrymple et al., 2019: 317) 

 

The temporal nature of the two classes of embedded complements in Chinese is similar 

to overtly marked finite vs non-finite clauses in other languages. A finite embedded 

complement is less susceptible to the semantic influence from the matrix clause and the 
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temporal reference is independent of the matrix predicate. A non-finite embedded 

complement is more susceptible to the semantic influence from the matrix clause, and 

the temporal reference is anchored by the matrix predicate, which determines the 

sequence of tm and tcomp. 

Returning to the aspectual markers, when -le or -guo is added to the embedded 

predicate of a non-finite complement, two possible effects can occur, depending on the 

matrix predicate. The first effect is that -le or -guo modifies the relationship between tcomp 

and tm, but this often results in semantic anomalies. This happens to dasuan ‘intend/plan’, 

jinzhi ‘prohibit’ etc. in (190) and (191). The second effect is that the aspectual marker 

modifies the relationship between tcomp and tspeech, and this modification is experienced by 

most of the matrix predicates in Table 6 without causing semantic anomalies. This 

explains why the complementation constructions with -le or -guo affixed to the embedded 

predicate xiuli ‘repair’ in (192)a and (193)a are incompatible with the follow-up sentence 

‘now the computer is still broken’. The analysis contradicts Grano's (2015: 155) view that 

-le or -guo affixed to a non-finite embedded predicate modifies the relationship between 

tm and tspeech such that the event denoted by the matrix predicate precedes the speech time 

and embedded-event time. However, when -le or -guo is affixed to the embedded predicate 

of a finite complement, the aspectual marker modifies the relationship between tcomp and 

tm such that the event time denoted by the embedded predicate precedes the event time 

denoted by the matrix predicate, as proposed by Grano (2015) and J.-W. Lin (2003, 2006). 

In summary, in (199) and (200), I compare the views proposed in the literature 

(synthesising the views of Grano, 2015; J.-W. Lin, 2003, 2006; C.-T. J. Huang, 1989, etc.) 

with my proposal. The comparison shows that although we agree upon a finiteness 

distinction in the complement clause, we differ in how this concept should be understood. 

My view characterises Chinese finiteness a type of semantic dependency pertinent to 

temporal anchoring rather than an issue of syntactic functional head compatibility. 
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(199) Views in the literature: 

The matrix predicates in Table 6 (e.g., shefa ‘try’) select for a non-finite 

complement, which restricts the occurrence of -le and -guo affixed to the 

embedded predicate because the non-finite complement does not contain (in the 

syntax) a functional head for hosting -le or -guo. In exceptional cases when -le 

or -guo is affixed to the embedded predicate, the aspectual marker is semantically 

associated with the matrix predicate, placing tm prior to tspeech and tcomp. In contrast, 

the matrix predicates in Table 5 (e.g., shuo ‘say’) select for a finite complement, 

which does not restrict the occurrence of -le and -guo affixed to the embedded 

predicate because the finite complement contains (in the syntax) a functional head 

for hosting -le or -guo. When -le or -guo is affixed to the embedded predicate, the 

aspectual marker places tcomp prior to the tm. 

 
(200) My view: 

The matrix predicates in Table 6 (e.g., shefa ‘try’) select for a non-finite 

complement, whose temporal reference is anchored by the matrix predicate that 

restricts the temporal sequence between the tm and tcomp. When -le or -guo is affixed 

to the embedded predicate, for those matrix predicates (e.g., (yao)qing ‘invite’) that 

allow such affixation, the aspectual marker modifies the relation between tcomp and 

tspeech to express the meaning that the embedded event has to be completed or 

experienced prior to tspeech. In contrast, the matrix predicates in Table 5 (e.g., shuo 

‘say’) select for a finite complement. The temporal reference of the embedded 

complement is independent from the matrix predicate. Thus, there is flexibility of 

temporal sequence between tm and tcomp, which is context-dependent and 

influenced by the presence of time adverbials and aspectual markers. When -le or 

-guo is affixed to the embedded predicate, -le or -guo places tcomp prior to tm. 

 
3.9.4. Clausehood diagnostics in the context of -le/-guo in embedded complement 

N. Huang (2018) and Grano (2015) propose that for some matrix predicates, when -le or 

-guo is attached to the embedded predicate, the embedded complement is reduced to a 

non-clausal structure. This phenomenon, known as “Aspect under Control”, is a type of 

restructuring (see also Cinque, 2006; Wurmbrand, 2001, 2004, 2015). My study suggests 

that Exhaustive-Control and Partial-Control predicates display clausal restructuring in 

Aspect under Control, with the exception of Raising predicates and predicates that are 

semantically incompatible with -le or -guo in the embedded complement. The ye ‘also’ 

diagnostic is used to demonstrate this. (201)a shows that when -le or -guo is affixed to the 
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embedded predicate of a xiangbanfa ‘try’ construction (Exhaustive-Control), the 

embedded complement cannot take ye ‘also,’ indicating the absence of the inflectional 

domain. (201)b and (201)c show that the unacceptability of (201)a cannot be attributed 

to ye ‘also’ or -le/-guo alone. In contrast, ye ‘also’ can be attached to a higher position, as 

shown in (201)d, indicating the inflectional domain of the matrix clause. (201)e suggests 

that, outside the context of Aspect under Control, ye ‘also’ and -le/-guo do not have any 

compatibility issue. The results for shuifu ‘persuade’ constructions (Partial-Control) in (202) 

are similar to those in (201). 

 

(201) a. *lisi    xiangbanfa  ye    qu-le/-guo      yingguo 

                 Lisi   try              also  go-PFV/EXP  UK 

                 ‘Lisi tried to have also gone to the UK.’ 

        b. lisi    xiangbanfa  ye    qu     yingguo 

                 Lisi   try              also  go UK 

                 ‘Lisi tried to also go to the UK.’ 

        c. lisi    xiangbanfa  qu-le/-guo      yingguo 

                 Lisi   try              go-PFV/EXP  UK 

                 ‘Lisi tried to have gone to the UK.’ 

             d. lisi    ye    xiangbanfa  qu-le/-guo      yingguo 

                 Lisi   also try               go-PFV/EXP  UK 

                 ‘Lisi also tried to have gone to the UK.’ 

        e. lisi    ye    qu-le/-guo      yingguo 

                Lisi   also  go-PFV/EXP  UK 

                ‘Lisi has also gone to the UK.’ 
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(202) a. *lisi    shuifu       xiaoming      ye    qu-le/-guo      yingguo 

                 Lisi   persuade   Xiaoming     also  go-PFV/EXP  UK 

                 ‘Lisi persuaded Xiaoming to have also gone to the UK.’ 

        b. lisi    shuifu       xiaoming    ye     qu     yingguo 

                 Lisi   persuade  Xiaoming   also   go UK 

                 ‘Lisi persuaded Xiaoming to also go to the UK.’ 

        c. lisi    shuifu       xiaoming    qu-le/-guo      yingguo 

                Lisi   persuade   Xiaoming   go-PFV/EXP  UK 

                ‘Lisi persuaded Xiaoming to have gone to the UK.’ 

             d. lisi    ye    shuifu        xiaoming    qu-le/-guo      yingguo 

                 Lisi   also  persuade   Xiaoming   go-PFV/EXP  UK 

                 ‘Lisi also persuaded Xiaoming to have gone to the UK.’ 

 

The complementizer-shuo diagnostics can also be used, as shown in (203) and (204). (203)a 

and (204)a indicate that, in Aspect under Control, the embedded complement does not 

project up to CP (section 2.4.2). (203)b and (204)b show that the embedded complement 

can project up to the CP layer outside the context of Aspect under Control. 

 

(203) a. *lisi    xiangbanfa  shuo    qu-le/-guo      yingguo 

                 Lisi   try              COMP    go-PFV/EXP  UK 

                 ‘Lisi tried to have gone to the UK.’ 

       b. lisi    xiangbanfa  shuo    (yao)  qu    yingguo 

               Lisi   try               COMP     will   go    UK 

               ‘Lisi tried to go to the UK.’ 

 

(204) a. *lisi    shuifu       xiaoming      shuo    qu-le/-guo      yingguo 

                 Lisi   persuade   Xiaoming     COMP    go-PFV/EXP  UK 

                 ‘Lisi persuaded Xiaoming to have gone to the UK.’ 

       b. lisi    shuifu       xiaoming      shuo    (yao)  qu      yingguo 

               Lisi   persuade   Xiaoming     COMP    will    go      UK 

               ‘Lisi persuaded Xiaoming to go to the UK.’ 

 

The yao ‘also’ and complementizer-shuo diagnostics indicate clausal restructuring for 

Aspect under Control in the Constituent Dimension, with the embedded complement 

being a non-clausal structure. 
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Clausehood is multi-dimensional (section 2.1.4) and restructuring in one 

dimension does not guarantee restructuring in another. Therefore, I use a binding 

diagnostic with the reflexive pronoun taziji to test for restructuring in the GR dimension 

for Aspect under Control, shown in (205) and (206): 

 

(205) lisi    xiangbanfa  (zai weixian-de       qinkuang xia)     weihu-le/-guo          taziji73 

            Lisi   try                in   dangerous-DE  situation under  defend-PFV/EXP    C.SELF 

            ‘Lisi tried to (in the dangerous situation) defend himself.’ 

 

(206) lisi    shuifu       xiaoming     weihu-le/-guo         taziji 

            Lisi   persuade   Xiaoming    defend-PFV/EXP   C.SELF 

            ‘Lisi persuaded Xiaoming to defend himself.’ 

 

The fact that (205) and (206) are acceptable is indicative of an embedded subject which 

locally binds taziji (section 2.3). That signals biclausality and no restructuring in the GR 

Dimension. 

  

 
73 Using the adverbial ‘in the dangerous situation’ to selectively modify the embedded predicate ensures 
that the matrix and embedded predicates do not form one co-predicational domain (Butt, 2014). 
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3.9.5. Interim summary and possible LFG implementation for future research 

My discussion echoes Lowe's (2019) view of the semantics of finiteness: 

 

“Finiteness is correlated with semantic independence, while a reduction in 

finiteness is correlated with a reduction in independently specified semantic 

properties, and an increase in number of semantic properties which are unspecified 

or derive from the superordinate clause.”         (Lowe, 2019: 321-322) 

 

The difference between finite and non-finite complements lies in their semantic 

dependence on the matrix clause. A non-finite complement is more susceptible to 

semantic influence from the matrix clause, while a finite complement is less susceptible, 

meaning it is more semantically independent from the matrix clause. This aligns with 

Lowe's (2019) concept of “semantic (in)dependence.” 

I do not formally characterise finiteness in Mandarin Chinese in this thesis, leaving 

it for future research. However, I suggest some ways to model Chinese finiteness in LFG. 

Finiteness can be encoded in the syntactic and/or semantic dimensions within LFG’s 

modular architecture (Haug, 2008; Lowe, 2015). Chinese finiteness can be modelled 

purely in the semantic dimension based on the discussion in this thesis. This differs from 

Minimalist ones, where finiteness nodes are proposed for the syntactic tree (e.g., T.-H. J. 

Lin, 2011). To model the temporal anchoring nature of finiteness, the LFG analysis could 

build on Lowe's (2015) work, which assumes a Neo-Davidsonian event semantics with a 

Kleinian/Reichenbachian analysis of tense and aspect. Non-finiteness is characterised as 

lacking independent tense specification and requiring the matrix predicate to bind its 

event variable. Therefore, the event denoted by a non-finite complement must be 

temporally anchored on the event denoted by the matrix clause. A possible LFG approach 

to Chinese non-finiteness is to posit that the lexical entry of a matrix predicate imposes 

semantic constraints on the complement clause to enforce the clause to be temporally 

anchored on the matrix predicate. 

Non-finite complements deviate from the prototypical finite clause (i.e., 

unembedded, declarative, non-modal, non-negative clause; Lowe (2019)), and there may 

be more than one type of non-finite complement in a language to capture these deviations. 

However, there needs to be convincing evidence for each degree of deviation. Currently, 

the findings in section 3.9 do not provide enough evidence to support multiple types of 

non-finite complement in Chinese. However, future research may suggest a more 

nuanced characterisation. 
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I focused on two types of matrix predicates: Unconstrained-Type predicates and 

those that select for an obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp. A few predicates that select for 

an optionally unexpressed SUBJcomp and do not belong to the Unconstrained Type have 

been excluded. Without distribution-correlation evidence, it is less clear whether they 

select for finite or non-finite complements. However, now that a semantic finiteness 

distinction has been established, tests can be conducted to diagnose the semantic 

dependency of their embedded complements to see if they align with the finite or non-

finite class. 

This section has shown that clausal restructuring is involved for Aspect under 

Control. Section 5.2 will formally implement Chinese restructuring in LFG. 
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3.10. Level 6: Inner Topicalisation and Focus Fronting 

This section explains how different matrix predicates license Inner Topicalisation and 

Focus Fronting, using the test environments presented in section 2.7. The discussion will 

identify factors related to the two displacement phenomena. As a preview, Inner 

Topicalisation and Focus Fronting correlate with the GC Relations (sections 3.6, 3.7) as 

well as subcategorisation requirements (section 3.3) of the matrix predicates. The matrix 

predicates are divided into eight groups based on their licensing of the displacement 

phenomena. The section concludes with four generalisations, briefly outlined in (207): 

 
(207) a. When there is an OBJm controller, the displaced phrase must not cross the OBJm  

    controller. 

b. For an Exhaustive-Control construction, the displaced phrase must cross the 

    control predicate. 

c. For a Partial-Control construction, the displaced phrase can either cross the 

control predicate or remain inside the embedded complement. When the 

displaced phrase crosses the control predicate, SUBJcomp must be unexpressed. 

d. If the matrix predicate enables the Unconstrained Type of GC Relation, the 

displaced phrase must remain inside the embedded complement. 

 

In section 3.10.11, I will present five acceptability-judgment tasks to further verify the 

above generalisations. 

 
3.10.1. Group 1: Exhaustive-Control predicates (no OBJm) 

shefa/changshi 

/xiangbanfa ‘try’ 

qitu ‘attempt’ jujue ‘refuse’ sihu ‘seem’ 

 

kanqilai ‘appear’ kaishi ‘begin’ tingzhi ‘stop’ jixu ‘continue’ 

 

The results are presented in Table 7. “Y” means that the predicate can license the relevant 

pattern for Inner Topicalisation and Focus Fronting. “N” means that the relevant pattern 

cannot be licensed because the displaced phrase cannot occupy the required position. 
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Table 7 

Results for Group 1 

Pattern Attestation 

a. Crossing Vm  

(i) DP1-[displaced phrase]-Vm-Vcomp__ Y 

b. Not crossing Vm  

(i) DP1-Vm-[displaced phrase]-Vcomp__  N 

 

All matrix predicates in Group 1 embody the GR pattern of 

SUBJm-PREDm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR, with obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp. 

Group-1 predicates license Exhaustive Control with a SUBJm controller (section 3.6.1). 

Table 7 shows that the only displacement pattern allowed is DP1-[displaced 

phrase]-Vm-Vcomp __ with the displaced phrase (which is the embedded object) preceding 

the matrix predicate. I describe this configuration as the displaced phrase “crossing” the 

matrix predicate. (208) contains examples of Inner Topicalisation. (209) is an example of 

Focus Fronting. 

 

(208) Pattern (ai) with Inner Topicalisation  

a. Context: When will Xiaoming finish this task? 

    xiaomingi    [zhe-jian shiqing]  hui {shefa/qitu     } Øi/*j jinkuai                    banwan 

    Xiaoming    this-CL task          will  try   /attempt          as.soon.as.possible finish 

    ‘Xiaoming will try/attempt to finish this task as soon as possible.’ 

 b. Context: How is the report? Has Xiaoming started working on it? 

     xiaomingi    [zhe-pian baogao]  zhongyu   kaishi   Øi/*j  xie 

     Xiaoming    this-CL   report      finally       begin             write 

     ‘Xiaoming has finally begun to write the report.’ 
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(209) Pattern (ai) with Focus Fronting 

xiaomingi    [lian  zhe-jian xiao    shi]       dou    {shefa/qitu     /jujue    /kaishi} 

Xiaoming    even this-CL   trivial  matter  PRT     try    /attempt/refuse  /begin 

Øi/*j  duzi     chuli 

        alone    handle 

‘Xiaoming tries/attempts/refuses/begins to handle such a trivial matter by 

himself.’ 

 
The displaced phrase cannot remain inside the embedded complement, conforming to 

the observation by Ernst and Wang (1995), T.-H. J. Lin (2015), Paul (2002), among others. 

 
(210) Pattern (bi) with Inner Topicalisation 

*xiaomingi    {shefa/qitu     }  [zhe-jian shiqing]  Øi/*j jinkuai                     banwan 

  Xiaoming     try   /attempt     this-CL task                 as.soon.as.possible  finish 

  ‘Xiaoming will try/attempt to finish this task as soon as possible.’ 

 
(211) Pattern (bi) with Focus Fronting 

*/?xiaomingi    {shefa/qitu     /jujue    /kaishi} Øi/*j [lian  zhe-jian xiao    shi]         

     Xiaoming      try    /attempt/refuse  /begin          even this-CL  trivial  matter         

     dou     duzi     chuli 

     PRT     alone    handle 

     ‘Xiaoming tries/attempts/refuses/begins to handle such a trivial matter by  

      himself.’ 

 

3.10.2. Group 2: Partial-Control predicates with obligatorily unexpressed SUBJcomp 

(no OBJm) 

dasuan 

‘intend/plan’ 

zhunbei ‘prepare’ xiang ‘want’ gan ‘dare’ 

zhiyi ‘insist’ 

 

Group-2 predicates embody the same GR pattern as Group-1 predicates. Group 2 

predicates license Partial Control with a SUBJm controller (section 3.6.2). Group 2 

predicates permit two displacement options: (ai) displaced phrase crossing the matrix 

predicate; (bi) displaced phrase remaining inside the embedded complement. (212) 

exemplifies the two options of Focus Fronting. For brevity, I will skip examples of Inner 

Topicalisation. 
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Table 8 

Results for Group 2 

Pattern Attestation 

a. Crossing Vm  

(i) DP1-[displaced phrase]-Vm-Vcomp__ Y 

b. Not crossing Vm  

(i) DP1-Vm-[displaced phrase]-Vcomp__  Y 

 
(212)  a. Pattern (ai) with Focus Fronting 

     xiaomingi  [(buguan)    shenme difang]      dou    {dasuan/zhunbei/zhiyi}   

     Xiaoming   no.matter  what      place         PRT     intend /prepare /insist 

     Øi+  yao    yiqi             qu 

            will     together     go 

    ‘Xiaoming intends/prepares to go to any place together/insists on going to any  

     place together.’ 

 b. Pattern (bi) with Focus Fronting 

     xiaomingi  {dasuan/zhunbei/zhiyi}  Øi+  [(buguan)   shenme ren]        

     Xiaoming   intend /prepare  /insist           no.matter  what     person          

     dou    yao    yiqi            qu 

     PRT    will    together    go 

    ‘Xiaoming intends/prepares to go to any place together/insists on going  

    to any place together.’ 

 

The contrast between Group 1 and Group 2 suggests that control correlates with 

Inner Topicalisation and Focus Fronting. The generalisation is stated as follows: for two 

matrix predicates which form the same complementation pattern of 

SUBJm-PREDm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR, if one displays Exhaustive Control and 

another Partial Control, the one which licenses Exhaustive Control requires the displaced 

phrase to precede the matrix predicate; however, the one which can license Partial Control 

permits the displaced phrase to either cross the matrix predicate or remain in the 

embedded complement. When more data are encountered, we will see that this 

generalisation continues to hold. 
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3.10.3. Group 3: Unconstrained-Type predicates (no OBJm) 

shuo ‘say’ faxian ‘find’ baozheng ‘guarantee’ jianchi 

‘persist/insist’ 

xiangxin ‘believe’ renwei 

‘believe/think’ 

xiwang ‘hope’ guji ‘guess/predict’ 

huaiyi ‘suspect’ zhuzhang ‘advocate’ jianyi/tiyi ‘suggest’ tingshuo ‘hear’ 

zhidao ‘know’ xiangzhidao ‘wonder’ diaocha ‘investigate’ 

 
Group-3 predicates form constructions of the GR pattern 

SUBJm-PREDm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR, with optionally unexpressed SUBJcomp. In 

Table 9, (ai) and (bi) test the situation when SUBJcomp is unexpressed; whereas (aii) tests 

the situation when  SUBJcomp is expressed as DP2. The fact that there is no difference 

between (ai) and (aii) as well as (bi) and (bii) suggests that the overtness of DP2 has no 

influence on Inner Topicalisation and Focus Fronting for this group. All Group-3 

predicates license the Unconstrained Type of GC Relation when SUBJcomp is unexpressed 

(section 3.6.4). 

 
Table 9 

Results for Group 3 

Pattern Attestation 

a. Crossing Vm  

(i) DP1-[displaced phrase]-Vm-Vcomp__ N 

(ii) DP1-[displaced phrase]-Vm-DP2-Vcomp__ N 

b. Not crossing Vm  

(i) DP1-Vm-[displaced phrase]-Vcomp__ Y 

(ii) DP1-Vm-DP2-[displaced phrase]-Vcomp__ Y 

 

Group 3 predicates do not allow the displaced phrase to cross the matrix predicate. 

The displaced phrase must reside in the embedded complement. (213) contrasts patterns 

(ai) and (bi) in Inner Topicalisation; (214) contrasts (aii) and (bii) in Focus Fronting: 
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(213) a. Pattern (ai) with Inner Topicalisation 

     Context: How is Xiaoming’s progress with this book? 

     *xiaomingi  [zhe-ben shu]  {shuo/xiangxin/renwei/xiwang/baozheng/guji}   

      Xiaoming   this-CL   book   say   /believe  /think  /hope    /guarantee/predict  

      Øi/j  hui    jinkuai                     wancheng 

              will   as.soon.as.possible  finish 

     ‘Xiaoming says/believes/thinks/hopes/guarantees/predicts that  

     (he/she/they) will finish this book as soon as possible.’ 

b.  Pattern (bi) with Inner Topicalisation 

     Context: How is Xiaoming’s progress with this book? 

     xiaomingi  {shuo/xiangxin/renwei/xiwang/baozheng/guji}    Øi/j    

     Xiaoming   say   /believe  /think  /hope    /guarantee/predict 

     [zhe-ben shu]  hui   jinkuai                     wancheng 

     this-CL    book will   as.soon.as.possible  finish 

     ‘Xiaoming says/believes/thinks/hopes/guarantees/predicts that  

      (he/she/they) will finish this book as soon as possible.’ 

 
(214) a. Pattern (aii) with Focus Fronting 

   *xiaomingi    [lian  na-ben   ruci gaoshen-de     shu]     dou 

     Xiaoming    even that-CL  so   advanced-DE  book    PRT 

     {shuo/xiangxin/renwei/xiwang/baozheng/guji}   

      say   /believe  /think  /hope    /guarantee/predict  

      tai/j        neng   jintian       kan-wan 

      3SG       can     today        read-finish 

     ‘Xiaoming says/believes/thinks/hopes/guarantees/predicts that he/she can  

      finish reading such an advanced book today.’ 

b.  Pattern (bii) with Focus Fronting 

     xiaomingi   {shuo/xiangxin/renwei/xiwang/baozheng/guji}      tai/j 

     Xiaoming    say   /believe  /think  /hope    /guarantee/predict   3SG 

     [lian   na-ben   ruci gaoshen-de    shu]     dou 

      even that-CL   so   advanced-DE  book    PRT  

      neng   jintian     kan-wan 

      can     today       read-finish 

     ‘Xiaoming says/believes/thinks/hopes/guarantees/predicts that he/she can  

      finish reading such an advanced book today.’ 
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Group-1, Group-2, and Group-3 predicates all form complementation 

constructions of the same GR pattern. I correlate their differential behaviour in Inner 

Topicalisation and Focus Fronting with their divergent control properties. I posit that for 

Unconstrained-Type matrix predicates, their displaced phrase needs to remain in the 

embedded complement. 

 

3.10.4. Group 4: Partial-Control predicates with optionally unexpressed SUBJcomp 

(no OBJm) 

jueding ‘decide’ houhui ‘regret’ kewang ‘desire’ 

 

Although both Group-2 and Group-4 predicates license Partial Control and form 

complementation constructions of the same GR pattern 

SUBJm-PREDm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR, the SUBJcomp of a Group 4 

complementation construction can be optionally expressed as DP2. 

 
Table 10 

Results for Group 4 

Pattern Attestation 

a. Crossing Vm  

(i) DP1-[displaced phrase]-Vm-Vcomp__ Y 

(ii) DP1-[displaced phrase]-Vm-DP2-Vcomp__ N 

b. Not crossing Vm  

(i) DP1-Vm-[displaced phrase]-Vcomp__  Y 

(ii) DP1-Vm-DP2-[displaced phrase]-Vcomp__ Y 

 

Comparing (ai) and (bi), the displaced phrase can either cross the matrix predicate 

or remain in the embedded complement, which aligns with my findings about Partial-

Control predicates (section 3.10.2). The comparison between (ai) and (aii) reveals that an 

overt DP2 is not acceptable when the crossing option is adopted. For the non-crossing 

option, as shown in (bi) and (bii), the construction remains well-formed with or without 

an overt DP2. (215) exemplifies the patterns of (ai) and (aii), whereas (216) exemplifies (bi) 

and (bii). 
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(215) a. Patterns (ai) and (aii) with Inner Topicalisation 

    Context: How is Xiaoming’s progress with this task? 

    xiaomingi    [zhe-xiang gongzuo]  {jueding/kewang}  {*tameni+| Øi+} 

    Xiaoming    this-CL     task            decide  /desire           3PL 

    mingtian      yiqi         wancheng 

    tomorrow    together  finish 

    ‘Xiaoming decides to finish the task together tomorrow.’ 

b. Patterns (ai) and (aii) with Focus Fronting 

    xiaomingi    [(buguan)  shenme gongzuo]  dou    {jueding/kewang}  

    Xiaoming     no.matter what      task          PRT     decide  /desire         

    {*tameni+ | Øi+}  mingtian    yiqi        wancheng 

       3PL                         tomorrow  together finish 

    ‘Xiaoming decides/desires to finish every task together tomorrow.’ 

 
(216) a. Patterns (bi) and (bii) with Inner Topicalisation 

    Context: How is Xiaoming’s progress with this task? 

    xiaomingi    {jueding/kewang}  {tameni+| Øi+}  [zhe-xiang gongzuo]   

    Xiaoming     decide  /desire        3PL                         this-CL     task             

    mingtian   yao  yiqi        wancheng 

    tomorrow will  together finish 

    ‘Xiaoming decides that they will finish the task together tomorrow./ 

     It is Xiaoming’s desire that they will finish the task together tomorrow.’ 

b. Patterns (bi) and (bii) with Focus Fronting 

    xiaomingi   {jueding/kewang} {tameni+| Øi+}  [(buguan)  shenme gongzuo]   

    Xiaoming    decide  /desire       3PL                         no.matter what     task 

    dou    (yao) mingtian    yiqi        wancheng 

    PRT     will  tomorrow  together finish 

    ‘Xiaoming decides that they will finish every task together tomorrow./ 

     It is Xiaoming’s desire that they will finish every task together tomorrow.’ 
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3.10.5. Group 5: Predicates subcategorising for OBJm (OBJm-control) 

Group 5 predicates are divided into two subgroups – Group 5a and Group 5b – based on 

whether the OBJm controller is expressed. 

 

Group 5a: Obligatorily expressed OBJm controller 

quan ‘try to persuade’ yuanliang ‘forgive’ jiao ‘ask/order’ yinyou ‘seduce’ 

gongxi ‘congratulate’ ganxie ‘thank’ guai/manyuan ‘blame’ pai ‘send’ 

shuifu ‘persuade’ rang ‘let’ bi(po) ‘force’ (yao)qing ‘invite’ 

 

Group-5a predicates form constructions of the GR pattern 

SUBJm-PREDm-OBJm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR, with an obligatorily expressed OBJm 

serving as the controller for the unexpressed SUBJcomp. The displaced phrase can only 

occupy a pre-Vcomp position inside the embedded complement. 

 

Table 11 

Results for Group 5a 

Pattern Attestation 

a. Crossing Vm  

(i) DP1-[displaced phrase]-Vm-DP2-Vcomp__ N 

b. Not crossing Vm  

(i) DP1-Vm-DP2-[displaced phrase]-Vcomp__ Y 

 

(217) illustrates patterns (bi) and (ai) with Focus Fronting, whereas (218) illustrates 

them with Inner Topicalisation. 

 

(217) ai. Pattern (bi) with Focus Fronting 

    xiaomingi   {quan                /jiao/bi   }    zhangsanj  

    Xiaoming    try.to.persuade  /ask/force   Zhangsan 

    Ø*i/j [lian    zhe-chang   ruci zhongyao-de    bisai          ]   dou     dei          fangqi 

            even   this-CL          so   important-DE  competition   PRT    should    give.up 

    ‘Xiaoming tries to persuade/asks/forces Zhangsan to give up  

     such an important competition.’ 

 ii. xiaomingi   yuanliang  zhangsanj  

    Xiaoming   forgive      Zhangsan 

    Ø*i/j  [lian    zhe-chang   ruci zhongyao-de    bisai          ]   dou     fangqi-le 

             even   this-CL          so   important-DE  competition   PRT    give.up-PFV 

    ‘Xiaoming forgives Zhangsan for giving up such an important competition.’ 
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bi. Pattern (ai) with Focus Fronting 

   */?xiaomingi   [lian    zhe-chang  ruci  zhongyao-de    bisai          ]   dou 

        Xiaoming   even   this-CL         so    important-DE   competition   PRT 

   {quan               /jiao/bi   }    zhangsanj    Ø*i/j   dei             fangqi 

    try.to.persuade /ask/force    Zhangsan             should       give.up 

    ‘Xiaoming tries to persuade/asks/forces Zhangsan to give up such an  

    important competition.’ 

  ii.  *xiaomingi   [lian    zhe-chang  ruci  zhongyao-de    bisai          ]   dou 

         Xiaoming   even  this-CL         so     important-DE  competition   PRT 

         yuanliang    zhangsanj    Ø*i/j   fangqi-le 

         forgive        Zhangsan             give.up-PFVS 

         ‘Xiaoming forgives Zhangsan for giving up such an important competition.’ 

 

(218) ai. Pattern (bi) with Inner Topicalisation 

    Context: What does Xiaoming think about Zhangsan joining this competition? 

    xiaomingi   {quan                /jiao/bi   }    zhangsanj  

    Xiaoming    try.to.persuade  /ask/force    Zhangsan 

    Ø*i/j  [zhe-chang   bisai           ]   dei          fangqi 

             this-CL           competition   should    give.up 

    ‘Xiaoming tries to persuade/asks/forces Zhangsan to give up  

     this competition.’ 

b. Pattern (ai) with Inner Topicalisation 

   Context: What does Xiaoming think about Zhangsan joining this competition? 

   *xiaomingi   [zhe-chang  bisai          ] 

     Xiaoming   this-CL         competition 

   {quan               /jiao/bi   }    zhangsanj    Ø*i/j   dei             fangqi 

    try.to.persuade /ask/force    Zhangsan             should       give.up 

    ‘Xiaoming tries to persuade/asks/forces Zhangsan to give up  

    this competition.’ 

 

Group-5a predicates have two control types: Exhaustive Control (section 3.7.1.1) for 

yuanliang ‘forgive’, gongxi ‘congratulate’, ganxie ‘thank’, and guai/manyuan ‘blame’, and Partial 

Control (section 3.7.2) for others, but they all exhibit the same pattern of Inner 

Topicalisation and Focus Fronting. This contrasts with Groups 1-4, which display SUBJm 

control and do not contain OBJm in their complementation constructions. Thus, I propose 

that for matrix predicates which select for an OBJm controller, their GC Relations do not 
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correlate with Inner Topicalisation and Focus Fronting. Their displaced phrase cannot 

cross the object controller. Further data will be examined to confirm this postulation. 

 

Group 5b: Optionally unexpressed OBJm 

pizhun ‘permit’ guli ‘encourage’ dailing ‘lead’ peitong ‘accompany’ 

yunxu ‘allow’ jinzhi ‘prohibit’ 

 
Group-5b constructions have an optionally expressed OBJm, which potentially allows for 

two additional displacement positions – (ai) and (bi) – in Table 12. OBJm control of 

unexpressed SUBJcomp takes various forms: Exhaustive Control for pizhun ‘permit’, yunxu 

‘allow’, and jinzhi ‘prohibit’ (section 3.7.1.1); Partial Control for guli ‘encourage’ (section 

3.7.2); and Split Control for dailing ‘lead’ and peitong ‘accompany’ (section 3.7.3).  

 
Table 12 

Results for Group 5b 

Pattern Attestation 

a. Crossing Vm  

(i) DP1-[displaced phrase]-Vm-Vcomp __ N 

(ii) DP1-[displaced phrase]-Vm-DP2-Vcomp __ N 

b. Not crossing Vm  

(i) DP1-Vm-[displaced phrase]-Vcomp__  Y 

(ii) DP1-Vm-DP2-[displaced phrase]-Vcomp__ Y 

 

Group-5b predicates require the displaced phrase to remain inside the embedded 

complement. It is not acceptable for the displaced phrase to cross the OBJm controller. 

Thus, patterns (ai) and (aii) are not attested. (219) contains examples of Focus Fronting 

to illustrate patterns (bii) (bi), (ai), and (aii). I will skip examples of Inner Topicalisation. 
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(219) a. Pattern (bii) with Focus Fronting 

   xiaomingi    {pizhun/yunxu   /jinzhi}     zhangsanj  

    Xiaoming    permit /allow    /prohibit   Zhangsan 

    Ø*i/j   [lian    zhe-chang ruci zhongyao-de  bisai              ]   dou   fangqi 

              even   this-CL       so    important-DE competition      PRT   give.up 

    ‘Xiaoming permits/allows/prohibits Zhangsan to give up/from giving up   

    such an important competition.’ 

b. Pattern (bi) with Focus Fronting 

    xiaomingi  {pizhun/yunxu   /jinzhi}       Ø*i/j 

    Xiaoming   permit /allow    /prohibit                  

      Øj    [lian    zhe-chang  ruci zhongyao-de  bisai              ]   dou    fangqi 

              even   this-CL         so    important-DE competition       PRT    give.up  

      ‘Xiaoming permits/allows/prohibits (somebody) to give up/from giving up  

      such an important competition.’ 

c. Pattern (ai) with Focus Fronting  

   *xiaomingi   [lian    zhe-chang   ruci zhongyao-de  bisai              ]    dou 

     Xiaoming    even  this-CL          so    important-DE competition       PRT 

   {pizhun/yunxu   /jinzhi}    zhangsanj  Ø*i/j   fangqi 

    permit /allow    /prohibit   Zhangsan           give.up 

    ‘Xiaoming permits/allows/prohibits Zhangsan to give up/from  

    giving up such an important competition.’ 

d. Pattern (aii) with Focus Fronting 

   *xiaomingi   [lian    zhe-chang   ruci zhongyao-de  bisai              ]    dou 

     Xiaoming    even  this-CL          so    important-DE competition       PRT 

   {pizhun/yunxu   /jinzhi}     zhangsanj  Ø*i/j  canjia 

     permit /allow    /prohibit   Zhangsan          participate 

    ‘Xiaoming permits/encourages/allows/prohibits (somebody) to  

     give up/from giving up such an important competition.’ 

 

The results support my postulation that if a matrix predicate requires an OBJm controller, 

its GC Relations are independent of Inner Topicalisation and Focus Fronting, and the 

displaced phrase cannot cross the OBJm controller.  
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3.10.6. Group 6: Predicates subcategorising for OBJm (SUBJm-control) 

daibiao ‘represent’ 

 
Daibiao ‘represent’ forms complementation constructions of the GR pattern SUBJm-

PREDm-OBJm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR, which is the same as Groups 5a and 5b. 

Unlike other patterns, daibiao ‘represent’ displays SUBJm control instead of OBJm control 

(section 3.7.1.2). This means that my previous postulation about not crossing the OBJm 

controller does not apply to daibiao ‘represent’, which is an Exhaustive-Control predicate 

(section 3.7.1.2). The displaced phrase of a daibiao ‘represent’ construction needs to cross 

the matrix predicate, aligning with the patterns for Group-1 predicates (Exhaustive-

Control). This further supports the generalisation that Exhaustive Control requires the 

displaced phrase to cross the matrix predicate, except in OBJm-control scenarios. 

 
Table 13 

Results for Group 6 

Pattern Attestation 

a. Crossing Vm  

(i) DP1-[displaced phrase]-Vm-DP2-Vcomp__ Y 

b. Not crossing Vm  

(i) DP1-Vm-DP2-[displaced phrase]-Vcomp__ N 

 

(220) contains examples of Inner Topicalisation for patterns (ai) and (bi). 

 

(220) a. Pattern (ai) with Inner Topicalisation 

   Context: Has Xiaoming joined this activity? 

    xiaomingi    [zhe-xiang huodong]  daibiao      gongsij      Øi/*j   canjia-le 

    Xiaoming    this-CL     activity       represent   company           participate-PFV 

   ‘Xiaoming represents the company to participate in this activity.’ 

b. Pattern (bi) with Inner Topicalisation 

    Context: Has Xiaoming joined this activity? 

    *xiaomingi   daibiao      gongsij      [zhe-xiang huodong]   Øi/*j  canjia-le 

      Xiaoming   represent   company   this-CL     activity                 participate-PFV 

     ‘Xiaoming represents the company to participate in this activity.’ 
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3.10.7. Group 7: Predicates with alternative subcategorisation patterns  

Group-7 predicates have two alternative complementation patterns: SUBJm-PREDm-

[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR and SUBJm-PREDm-OBJm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR 

(section 3.5.10). When DP2 is present, the construction is encoded as SUBJm-PREDm-

OBJm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR; otherwise, it is SUBJm-PREDm-[SUBJcomp-

PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR. Group 7 is subdivided into two groups. Group 7a alternate between 

SUBJm and OBJm control, which is conditioned by the presence of OBJm. Group 7b 

illustrates SUBJm control only. 

 
Group 7a: SUBJm control and OBJm control alternatives 

xiangyao ‘want’ taoyan ‘hate’ xihuan ‘like/prefer’ 

 
When Group-7a predicates form constructions of the GR pattern 

SUBJm-PREDm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR, they can license Partial Control with a 

SUBJm controller. Table 14 shows that the displaced phrase can either cross the matrix 

predicate, as in (ai), or remain inside the embedded complement, as in (bi), consistent with 

my findings for Partial-Control predicates. 

 
Table 14 

Results for Group 7a 

Pattern Attestation 

a. Crossing Vm  

(i) DP1-[displaced phrase]-Vm-Vcomp__ Y 

(ii) DP1-[displaced phrase]-Vm-DP2-Vcomp__ N 

b. Not crossing Vm  

(i) DP1-Vm-[displaced phrase]-Vcomp__  Y 

(ii) DP1-Vm-DP2-[displaced phrase]-Vcomp__ Y 

 

(221) exemplifies patterns (ai) and (bi) in Focus Fronting: 

 
(221) a. Pattern (ai) with Focus Fronting 

    xiaomingi    [lian    zhe-ge  ruci zhongyao-de   huiyi       ]   dou 

    Xiaoming    even  this-CL  so   important-DE   meeting      PRT 

    {xiangyao/xihuan }  Øi/*j   tuoyan  ji       tian 

      want      /like                   delay    few   day 

    ‘Xiaoming wants/likes to delay such an important meeting for a few days.’ 
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b. Pattern (bi) with Focus Fronting 

    xiaomingi   {xiangyao/xihuan } Øi/*j [lian   zhe-ge   ruci zhongyao-de     

    Xiaoming    want      /like                  even  this-CL   so   important-DE   

    huiyi   ]   dou    tuoyan  ji       tian 

    meeting  PRT     delay     few   day 

    ‘Xiaoming wants/likes to delay such an this important meeting for a few days.’ 

 

When Group-7a predicates form constructions of the GR pattern 

SUBJm-PREDm-OBJm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR, OBJm is the controller. Despite 

displaying different control types, with xihuan ‘like/prefer’ and taoyan ‘hate’ licensing 

Exhaustive Control (section 3.7.1.1) and xiangyao ‘want’ permitting Partial Control (section 

3.7.2), all show the same results in patterns (aii) and (bii): the displaced phrase must remain 

inside the embedded complement. This aligns with my generalisation that if a matrix 

predicate subcategorises for an OBJm controller, the displaced phrase must not cross the 

controller. (222) exemplifies patterns (bii) and (aii): 

 

(222) a. Pattern (bii) with Focus Fronting 

    xiaomingi   {xiangyao/xihuan }   zhangsanj      Ø*i/j 

    Xiaoming     want      /like           Zhangsan  

    [lian    zhe-jian   ruci suosui-de    shiqing       ]  dou    qinzi      chuli  

     even   this-CL    so   trivial-DE     matter          PRT     by.self    handle  

    ‘Xiaoming wants/likes Zhangsan to handle such a trivial matter by himself.’ 

b. Pattern (aii) with Focus Fronting 

   *xiaomingi   [lian   zhe-jian  ruci suosui-de  shiqin ]  dou {xiangyao/xihuan }    

     Xiaoming   even  this-CL    so   trivial-DE  matter   PRT    want      /like              

     zhangsanj     Ø*i/j   qinzi      chuli  

     Zhangsan              by.self    handle  

    ‘Xiaoming wants/likes Zhangsan to handle such a trivial matter by himself.’ 

 
Group 7b: SUBJm control only 

xue(xi) 

‘learn (from)/imitate’ 

 

Xue(xi) ‘learn (from)/imitate’ forms constructions of the GR pattern SUBJm-PREDm-

[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR, licensing Exhaustive Control with SUBJm as the controller. 
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The displaced phrase must cross the matrix predicate, consistent with other Exhaustive-

Control predicates with a SUBJ controller. 

 
Table 15 

Results for Group 7b 

Pattern Attestation 

a. Crossing Vm  

(i) DP1-[displaced phrase]-Vm-Vcomp__ Y 

(ii) DP1-[displaced phrase]-Vm-DP2-Vcomp__ Y 

b. Not crossing Vm  

(i) DP1-Vm-[displaced phrase]-Vcomp__  N 

(ii) DP1-Vm-DP2-[displaced phrase]-Vcomp__ N 

 

(223) exemplifies patterns (ai) and (bi) in Focus Fronting: 

 
(223) a. Pattern (ai) with Focus Fronting 

    xiaomingi   [lian    name   nan-de                shiqing       ]    dou 

    Xiaoming   even   so        challenging-DE   task                 PRT 

    xue-le        Øi/*j   ziji          zuo 

    learn-PFV            SELF       do 

    ‘Xiaoming has learn to do such a challenging task by himself.’ 

b. Pattern (bi) with Focus Fronting  

   *xiaomingi   xue-le        [lian    name   nan-de                shiqing       ]    

     Xiaoming  learn-PFV    even  so        challenging-DE   task 

     dou   Øi/*j  ziji        zuo 

     PRT            SELF     do 

    ‘Xiaoming has learned to do such a challenging task by himself.’ 

 

When xue(xi) ‘learn (from)/imitate’ forms constructions of the GR pattern 

SUBJm-PREDm-OBJm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR, different from Group-7a predicates, 

it exhibits Exhaustive Control with a SUBJm controller. Table 15 shows that the displaced 

phrase must cross the matrix predicate, consistent with other Exhaustive-Control 

predicates with a SUBJm controller. Patterns (aii) and (bii) are exemplified in (224) in the 

context of Inner Topicalisation: 
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(224) a. Pattern (aii) with Inner Topicalisation 

    Context: How’s Xiaoming getting on with this article? 

    xiaoming   [zhe-pian wenzhang]  xue(xi) zhangsan-de      fengge   Ø   qu  xie 

    Xiaoming   this-CL    article         imitate Zhangsan-POSS  style            go  write 

    ‘Xiaoming imitates Zhangsan’s style to write this article.’ 

b. Pattern (bii) with Inner Topicalisation 

   Context: How’s Xiaoming getting on with this article? 

   *xiaoming   xue(xi)   zhangsan-de      fengge  Ø  [zhe-pian wenzhang] qu  xie 

     Xiaoming  imitate   Zhangsan-POSS  style           this-CL    article        go  write 

     ‘Xiaoming imitates Zhangsan’s style to write this article.’ 

 
3.10.8. Group 8: Predicates for constructions with optional DP3 

Group-8 predicates form complementation constructions with an optional DP3, and are 

divided into two subgroups based on the obligatoriness of DP2. 

 
Group 8a: Obligatory DP2 

gaosu ‘tell’ tongzhi ‘inform’ 

 

Group-8a predicates form constructions of the constituent pattern 

(DP1)-Vm-DP2-[(DP3)-VPcomp]IP, corresponding to the GR pattern SUBJm-PREDm-OBJm-

[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR. They can license the Unconstrained Type of GC Relation 

(section 3.7.5). Based on the results of other Unconstrained-Type predicates (Group 3), 

the displaced phrase needs to remain inside the embedded complement. Table 16 

confirms this expectation. 

 
Table 16 

Results for Group 8a 

Pattern Attestation 

a. Crossing Vm  

(i) DP1-[displaced phrase]-Vm-DP2-Vcomp__ N 

(ii) DP1-[displaced phrase]-Vm-DP2-DP3-Vcomp__ N 

b. Not crossing Vm  

(i) DP1-Vm-DP2-[displaced phrase]-Vcomp__ Y 

(ii) DP1-Vm-DP2-DP3-[displaced phrase]-Vcomp__ Y 

 

Patterns (bii), (bi), (aii), and (ai) are exemplified in (225): 
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(225) a. Patterns (bi) and (bii) with Focus Fronting 

    xiaomingi  {gaosu / tongzhi } zhangsanj   {lisik | Øi/j/k }   

    Xiaoming    tell        inform     Zhangsan    Lisi  

   [lian     zhe-jian ruci  zhongyao-de   shiqing      ]  dou     bu    qu     guan 

    even    this-CL  so     important-DE matter          PRT     not   go     handle 

    ‘Xiaoming tells/informs Zhangsan that (Lisi) does not handle such an  

     important matter.’ 

b. Patterns (ai) and (aii) with Focus Fronting 

    *xiaoming  [lian     zhe-jian ruci  zhongyao-de   shiqing   ] dou  {gaosu / tongzhi }  

      Xiaoming  even  this-CL  so     important-DE matter     PRT   tell        inform      

      zhangsan    {lisik | Øi/j/k}  bu   qu   guan 

      Zhangsan    Lisi                 not  go  handle 

      ‘Xiaoming tells/informs Zhangsan that (Lisi) does not handle such an  

      important matter.’ 

 

Group 8b: Optional DP2 

wen ‘ask’ dayin ‘promise’ 

 

Group-8b predicates form (DP1)-Vm-(DP2)-[(DP3)-VPcomp]IP constructions, corresponding 

to the GR pattern SUBJm-PREDm-OBJm-[SUBJcomp-PREDcomp...]Clausal.GR. Wen ‘ask’ can 

license the Unconstrained Type of GC Relation (section 3.7.5). Dayin ‘promise’ can license 

Control Shift and Split Control (section 3.7.4), with its OBJm as a potential controller. 

Table 17 shows that the displaced phrase needs to remain inside the embedded 

complement. 

 
Table 17 

Results for Group 8b 

Pattern Attestation 

a. Crossing Vm  

(i) DP1-[displaced phrase]-Vm-Vcomp__ N 

(ii) DP1-[displaced phrase]-Vm-DP2-Vcomp__ N 

(iii) DP1-[displaced phrase]-Vm-DP2-DP3-Vcomp__ N 

b. Not crossing Vm  

(i) DP1-Vm-[displaced phrase]-Vcomp__  Y 

(ii) DP1-Vm-DP2-[displaced phrase]-Vcomp__ Y 

(iii) DP1-Vm-DP2-DP3-[displaced phrase]-Vcomp__ Y 
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For simplicity, only patterns (biii), (bii), and (bi) are exemplified in (226) in the context of 

Inner Topicalisation: 

 

(226) a. Pattern (biii) with Inner Topicalisation 

    xiaoming  wen    zhangsan    lisi      [zhe-jian   shiqing] 

    Xiaoming  ask     Zhangsan   Lisi     this-CL     matter 

     hui-bu-hui      chuli 

     will-not-will    handle 

     ‘Xiaoming asks Zhangsan whether Lisi will handle this matter or not.’ 

b. Pattern (bii) with Inner Topicalisation 

    xiaomingi  wen    zhangsanj    Øi/j/k     [zhe-jian   shiqing] 

    Xiaoming  ask     Zhangsan                 this-CL     matter 

     hui-bu-hui      chuli 

     will-not-will    handle 

     ‘Xiaoming asks Zhangsan whether (somebody) will handle this matter or not.’ 

c. Pattern (bi) with Inner Topicalisation 

    xiaomingi  wen    Ø*i/j    Øi/j/k     [zhe-jian   shiqing] 

    Xiaoming  ask                             this-CL     matter 

    yao-bu-yao      chuli 

    will-not-will    handle 

    ‘Xiaoming asks (somebody) whether (somebody) will handle this matter or not.’ 

 
3.10.9. Interim summary of generalisations and pre-theoretical insights 

There are four important generalisations identified based on the above discussion: 

 
(227)  Generalisation 1: Inner Topicalisation/Focus Fronting with OBJm-controller 

Regardless of a matrix predicate’s control properties, if its complementation 

construction contains an OBJm controller, the displaced phrase must not precede 

the OBJm controller. 

 

(228) Generalisation 2: Inner Topicalisation/Focus Fronting with Exhaustive Control 

If a matrix predicate licenses Exhaustive Control with a SUBJm controller, the 

displaced phrase must precede the matrix predicate. 
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(229) Generalisation 3: Inner Topicalisation/Focus Fronting with Partial Control 

If a matrix predicate can license Partial Control with a SUBJm controller, the 

displaced phrase either precedes the matrix predicate or remains inside the 

embedded complement. When the displaced phrase precedes the Partial-Control 

predicate, SUBJcomp must be unexpressed. 

 
(230) Generalisation 4: Inner Topicalisation/Focus Fronting with Unconstrained Type 

of GC Relation 

If a matrix predicate can license the Unconstrained Type of GC Relation, the 

displaced phrase must remain inside the embedded complement. 

 

As a pre-theoretical insight, Generalisations 2 to 4 mirror the varying degrees of 

syntactic and semantic “tightness” in complementation. Exhaustive Control implies a 

“close” relationship between the controller and controllee – by enforcing them to be 

strictly coreferential – as well as between their hosting environments, namely the matrix 

and embedded clauses; this close relationship is mirrored in Inner Topicalisation and 

Focus Fronting, where the extraction of the embedded object into the matrix clause is 

obligatory as if there were no boundary between the matrix and embedded clauses. The 

Unconstrained Type represents the other end of the spectrum and implies a “distant” 

relationship between the controller and controllee – by allowing them to obviate – as well 

as between the matrix and embedded clauses. Mirroring this distant relationship in Inner 

Topicalisation and Focus Fronting, the matrix clause cannot host the displaced phrase. 

Partial Control is in the middle of the spectrum, where the relationship between the 

controller and controllee (as well as between the matrix and embedded clauses) is tighter 

than the Unconstrained Type but looser than Exhaustive Control. The displaced phrase 

occurs in either position.74 

  

 
74  This tripartite distinction between Exhaustive-Control vs Partial-Control vs Unconstrainted-Type 
resonates with Wurmbrand & Lohninger's (2019) Implicational Complementation Hierarchy (ICH), where 
they identify three types of complementation that are cross-linguistically available: claim-type, decide-type, 
and try-type. The claim-type is ranked as the least transparent, whereas the try-type is the most transparent, 
with “transparency” defined as permeability for dependency relations. In Chinese, the try-type corresponds 
to the Exhaustive-Control class, decide-type the Partial-Control class, and claim-type the Unconstrained Type. 
Applying ICH to Inner Topicalisation and Focus Fronting, obligatory displacement to the matrix clause 
implies high permeability of displacement-dependency relation across clauses, while obligatory retainment 
in the embedded complement signals low permeability. Wurmbrand & Lohninger (2019) provide a formal 
derivational account for ICH. I will not go into further details about ICH in this thesis, but I consider it a 
fruitful avenue for future research. 
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3.10.10. Clausal status of embedded complement 

The contrast between Exhaustive-Control and Unconstrained-Type predicates in Inner 

Topicalisation and Focus Fronting has been interpretated as evidence that the former 

select for a non-clausal (or reduced clausal) complement such that the displaced phrase 

moves into the matrix clause since there is no (valid) clausal boundary barring the 

movement; whereas Unconstrained-Type predicates subcategorise for a clausal 

complement such that the movement of the displaced phrase is blocked at the clausal 

boundary and the displaced phrase remains inside the embedded clause. Grano (2015) 

advocates a restructuring analysis, viewing the two phenomena as clause-bound. The 

pattern shown by Exhaustive-Control predicates is taken as evidence for monoclausal 

configurations with their embedded complement projecting up to non-clausal vP. 

Grano's (2015) monoclausal analysis is challenged by N. Huang (2018) using an 

independent clausehood diagnostic – functional shuo diagnostic: 

 
(231) a. lisi      [zhe-pian baogao]   hui   shefa  (shuo) zai  zhe   zhou  nei xiewan 

   Lisi      this-CL    report     will   try      COMP   at    this  week  in   write.finish 

   ‘Lisi will try to finish writing this report this week.’ 

b. lisi    [lian   zhe-jian  bowuguan]  dou    dasuan    (shuo) canguan yixia 

    Lisi   even  this-CL    museum      PRT   intend      COMP  visit       a bit 

    ‘Lisi intends to even check out this museum.’               (N. Huang, 2018: 359) 

 

N. Huang (2018) regards shuo as a functional head in the inflectional domain (TP/IP), 

rather than a complementizer. N. Huang (2018) argues that the embedded complement is 

clausal and the overall construction is biclausal rather than monoclausal, pace Grano (2015). 

The contrast between Exhaustive-Control and Unconstrained-Type predicates is formally 

explained as a consequence of the different projection levels of their clausal complements: 

the clausal complement of an Exhaustive-Control predicate projects up to the inflectional 

domain (TP/IP), but that of an Unconstrained-Type predicate bears a CP projection. This 

explanation assumes that CP bars the movement of a displaced phrase, but the inflectional 

domain (TP/IP) lacks a blocking device to ban such movement. While both Grano (2015) 

and N. Huang (2018) assume restructuring to be the right explanation, N. Huang's (2018) 

proposal is more flexible, allowing a restructured complement to be either a non-clausal 
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vP or clausal TP/IP. In Grano's (2015) framework, a restructured complement can only 

be a non-clausal vP.75 

I take the evidence from N. Huang (2018) in (231) as a sufficient criterion to 

demonstrate the clausal nature of the embedded complement in the Constituent 

Dimension. However, I disagree with analysing shuo as a non-complementizer functional 

head. As mentioned in section 2.4.2, this analysis contradicts the robust cross-linguistic 

generalisation that speech verbs undergo grammaticalization to become complementizers. 

Also, it introduces some word-order conundrums as admitted by  N. Huang (2018: 359) 

himself, which I will skip here. Therefore, I regard (231) as evidence that, in Inner 

Topicalisation or Focus Fronting, the embedded complement of an Exhaustive-Control 

predicate or a Partial-Control predicate is a clausal CP. 

Regarding the GR pattern of (231), the Arg-GR Entailment mechanism (section 

2.1.3) indicates that the embedded predicate of (231)a and (231)b requires an agentive 

argument, implying a corresponding SUBJcomp, indicating clausal embedding. The 

complex-reflexive binding diagnostic (section 2.3) arrives at the same conclusion because 

taziji needs to be bound by a local SUBJcomp: 

 
(232) lisi     [zhe-fen liwu]   {shefa/dasuan} (zai mingtian)   song   gei   taziji 

        Lisi     this-CL  gift       try /intend        at   tomorrow  give    to    C.SELF 

‘Lisi tries/intends to give this gift to himself tomorrow.’ 

 

Therefore, Inner Topicalisation or Focus Fronting should not be analysed as 

restructuring phenomena. 

 
3.10.11. Experimental investigation of Inner Topicalisation and Focus Fronting 

I have classified matrix predicates into eight groups based on their Inner-Topicalisation 

and Focus-Fronting behaviour, supported by qualitative evidence (sections 3.10.1.-

3.10.8.). This led to four generalisations that relate control and complementation with the 

two displacement phenomena. To add quantitative insights, I conducted acceptability-

judgment tasks (Goodall, 2021a), a formal methodology in experimental syntax (Goodall, 

2021b) to test a subset of the patterns.76 This approach can test claims in the syntactic 

 
75 Grano (2015) follows Cinque's (2006) functional-head restructuring approach, where restructuring always 
involves monoclausal configurations, whereas N. Huang (2018) adopts Wurmbrand's (2015) size-
restructuring approach, which is more flexible, allowing varying degrees of clausal reduction. 
76 Acceptability-judgment tasks, also known as “sentence-acceptability experiments”, are important in 
experimental syntax. These tasks differ from the causal questionnaire approach used by general linguists in 
that they manipulate experimental variables, counterbalance stimuli, and use inferential statistical models. 
In general, experimental syntax aims to address theoretical linguistic questions, rather than general cognition 
or language processing, distinguishing it from psycholinguistics. See Goodall (2021b). 
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literature, enhance replicability, and produce insights unrevealed by informal data-

collection (see e.g., Cowart, 1997; Grano & Lasnik, 2018; N. Huang, 2021; Jung & 

Goodall, 2022; Juzek, 2015; Sprouse et al., 2016; Sprouse & Almeida, 2012). Informal 

judgments in past studies (Grano, 2015; N. Huang, 2018; Paul, 2002, 2005) and lack of 

corpus keywords for identifying inner-topic constructions further motivated this method. 

 
3.10.11.1. Purpose, procedures, and participants 

The five experiments focused on testing the four generalisations presented in section 

3.10.9, which are restated in (233). 

 
(233) a. Generalisation tested in Experiment 1 

If a matrix predicate licenses Exhaustive Control, the displaced phrase must 

precede the matrix predicate. 

b. Generalisation tested in Experiment 2 

If a matrix predicate can license Partial Control, the displaced phrase either 

precedes the matrix predicate or remains inside the embedded complement. 

c. Generalisation tested in Experiment 3 

When the displaced phrase precedes a Partial-Control predicate, SUBJcomp must 

be unexpressed. 

d. Generalisation tested in Experiment 4 

If a matrix predicate forms a complementation construction which contains an 

OBJm controller, the displaced phrase must not precede the OBJm controller. 

e. Generalisation tested in Experiment 5 

If a matrix predicate can license the Unconstrained Type of GC Relation, the 

displaced phrase must remain inside the embedded complement. 

 

Qualtrics-based questionnaires were used for the online distribution of 

acceptability-judgment tasks to 88 native Mandarin Chinese speakers. 77  All 88 

participants took part in Experiment 4, with its stimuli found in Lists 1-8. Of these, 48 

participants also participated in Experiments 1 and 5, and 40 participants also took part 

in Experiments 2 and 3.78  Participants were asked about their language background, such 

as Mandarin-Chinese acquisition age, self-reported language competence, etc. 79 

 
77 Ethical approval was obtained from the University of Manchester. 
78 I maintained a sample size of at least 37 participants per task to achieve 80% statistical power, following 
the calculation by Sprouse & Almeida (2012: 26) for medium-sized effect Likert-scale judgment tasks. 
79 Participants who rated their language competence as “good” and started learning Mandarin Chinese 
before age six were included in the study. Some experimental-syntax studies also administer competence 
tests to ensure native speaker status (e.g., N. Huang, 2021), while others rely on self-reported competence 
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Participants were instructed to rate sentences on a 7-point Likert scale in all 

experiments, accompanied by a plausible context. Clear instructions and examples were 

given before rating. A score of 1 on the scale indicated a completely unacceptable 

sentence, while a score of 7 indicated a perfect, natural sentence. 

 

3.10.11.2. Experimental design 

Each experiment had a 2x2 factorial design, resulting in 4 conditions, each with 4 

lexicalisations, making a total of 16 test sentences per experiment and 80 test sentences 

across the five experiments. The sentences were distributed across 8 lists using a Latin-

square design for counterbalancing. Each participant received one list, containing 12 test 

sentences (4 per experiment; 3 experiments per participant) and 13 fillers. No sentences 

in a list were variants of each other. The fillers were sentences of comparable syntactic 

complexity, displaying different degrees of acceptability. Among the fillers are 

constructions which should be highly acceptable and those which should be highly 

unacceptable. These “gold-standard” fillers were established based on a pilot run with 

other speakers before the experiments. They helped to spot invalid responses. In total, 

18 responses were deemed invalid and removed. The experimental stimuli were 

randomized by Qualtrics. 

Experiment 1 investigated native speakers’ perception of the interaction between 

Exhaustive-Control predicates and the displacement phenomenon with two possible 

positions for the displaced phrase – before or after the matrix predicate. Four conditions 

were created in a 2x2 factorial design (Table 18). 

 
Table 18 

2x2 factorial design for Experiments 1 (Exhaustive-Control), 2 (Partial-Control), and 5 (Non-control) 

 Crossing Vm Not crossing Vm 

Focus 
Fronting 

Crossing Vm +  
Focus Fronting 
(Condition A) 

Not crossing Vm +  
Focus Fronting 
(Condition B) 

Inner 
Topicalisation 

Crossing Vm + 
Inner Topicalisation 

(Condition C) 

Not crossing Vm + 
Inner Topicalisation 

(Condition D) 

 
The Appendix provides an experimental stimulus for each condition, using the 

Exhaustive-Control predicate shefa ‘try’. This predicate was chosen for Experiment 1 

because it is commonly used in theoretical papers and uncontroversial in licensing 

 
(e.g., Grano & Lasnik, 2018; White & Grano, 2014). Correlating judgment ratings with background factors 
like age and gender is generally of little interest in experimental syntax studies, as it has no immediate 
implications for theoretical linguistics (Sprouse et al., 2022 being an exception). 
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Exhaustive Control. Each condition had four lexicalisations such that each participant 

saw only one lexicalisation of each condition to achieve counterbalancing. Higher ratings 

were expected for Conditions A and C than for B and D to fulfil generalisation (233)a. 

Experiment 2 investigated how native speakers perceived the interaction between 

Partial Control and the displacement phenomena. Similar to Experiment 1, it tested the 

two possible positions of the displaced phrase (Table 18). The four experimental 

conditions are exemplified in the Appendix using the Partial-Control predicate xiangyao 

‘want’, which was chosen because its ability of Partial Control is uncontroversial in the 

literature. Unlike Experiment 1, Conditions A/B and C/D were not expected to have 

much difference in ratings to fulfil generalisation (233)b. 

Experiment 3 (Table 19) tested if SUBJcomp can be expressed when the displaced 

phrase precedes a Partial-Control predicate. Its validity relied on Experiment 2, which 

determined if this position was acceptable. 

 
Table 19 

2x2 factorial design of Experiment 3 (Partial Control – SUBJcomp expression) 

 SUBJcomp unexpressed SUBJcomp expressed 

Focus 
Fronting 

SUBJcomp unexpressed + 
Focus Fronting 
(Condition A) 

SUBJcomp expressed + 
Focus Fronting 
(Condition B) 

Inner 
Topicalisation 

SUBJcomp unexpressed + 
Inner Topicalisation 

(Condition C) 

SUBJcomp expressed + 
Inner Topicalisation 

(Condition D) 

 

Each condition is exemplified in the Appendix with one lexicalisation using the Partial-

Control predicate jueding ‘decide’, which was chosen for Experiment 3 because of its 

ability of allowing an optional DP2. It was expected that test sentences in Conditions B 

and D would be unacceptable, based on generalisation (233)c. 

In Experiment 4, acceptability of a displaced phrase crossing an OBJm controller 

was investigated using the Partial-Control predicate shuifu ‘persuade’. Four experimental 

conditions (Table 20) are exemplified in the Appendix. 

 
Table 20 

2x2 factorial design of Experiment 4 (OBJm controller) 

 Crossing OBJm controller Not crossing OBJm controller 

Focus 
Fronting 

Crossing OBJm controller 
+ Focus Fronting 

(Condition A) 

Not crossing OBJm controller + 
Focus Fronting 
(Condition B) 

Inner 
Topicalisation 

Crossing OBJm controller 
+ Inner Topicalisation 

(Condition C) 

Not crossing OBJm controller + 
Inner Topicalisation 

(Condition D) 
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Conditions A and C, with the OBJm controller preceding the matrix predicate, were 

expected to receive lower ratings, based on generalisation (233)d. 

Experiment 5 (Table 18) tested the acceptability of a displaced phrase preceding 

a matrix predicate of the Unconstrained Type of GC Relation. The matrix predicate shuo 

‘say’ is exemplified in the Appendix. It was predicted that participants would give 

significantly lower ratings to Conditions A and C compared to Conditions B and D. 

 
3.10.11.3. Results and discussion 

The results of Experiment 1 are visualised in Figure 1. The boxplots were created using 

BoxPlotR developed by Spitzer et al. (2014). “FF” stands for Focus Fronting. “IT” stands 

for Inner Topicalisation. The details of the boxplot statistics are included in the Appendix. 

 
Figure 1 

Experiment 1 (Exhaustive Control)  

 

Notches indicate 95% confidence intervals of medians, black crosses are mean ratings, 

and grey areas around crosses represent 95% confidence intervals of means. Visual 

inspection shows significant differences between Conditions A (median=6, mean=5.17) 

and B (median=3, mean=2.94) as well as between Conditions C (median=4, mean=4.06) 

and D (median= 2, mean=2.50) as their confidence intervals do not overlap. Participants 

judged the configuration with the displaced phrase in the complement clause as less 

acceptable for each displacement phenomenon. Point-2 and Point-3 descriptions were 

“the sentence is unnatural and cannot be accepted” and “the sentence sounds a bit odd 

and may not be acceptable” respectively. 

Note that Inner Topicalisation tended to receive lower ratings than Focus 

Fronting in the experiments. This observation has not been reported before. The 
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syntactic literature in general assumes both types to be equally acceptable. Condition C 

received a rating of Point 4, one point below Point 5 (“the sentence sounds okay and is 

acceptable”) and one point above Point 3 (“the sentence sounds a bit odd and may not 

be acceptable”). Unlike Focus Fronting, Inner Topicalisation is not signalled by any overt 

markers, which means that it could appear to participants as simply a construction that 

violates the usual SVO word order of Chinese. The fact that the sentence-acceptability 

tasks were designed as written tasks could also be a reason for inner-topic constructions 

to be less favourably rated because Inner Topicalisation usually appears in the spoken 

form and less so in the written language, unlike Focus Fronting which is common in both 

spoken and written Chinese. Despite these factors, it was still informative to compare 

between experimental conditions of the same displacement phenomenon. 

I applied a cumulative link mixed-effects model (ordinal regression) to analyse the 

results using R package ordinal (Christensen, 2020).80 This model, which is also used in, 

among others, N. Huang (2021) and Bross (2019), for Likert-scale rating data, 

incorporated two main fixed effects: displacement positions and displacement 

phenomena. These fixed effects represent the independent variables of the experiment. 

Random intercepts for participants and test items were included to account for random-

variation effects.81 Z-transformed ratings were to remove scale bias, which is a common 

source of noise arisen in Likert-scale experiments due to the fact that individual 

participants may use the numerical scale differently (Goodall, 2021a). For example, some 

participants may focus on the centre of the scale, while others may use the full range of 

the scale.82 Table 19 summarises the results. The results are reported in a format similar 

to N. Huang (2021), focusing on the fixed effects rather than the random effects because 

 
80 Both linear mixed-effects models and cumulative link mixed-effects models are currently the most 
commonly used statistical models in the field of experimental syntax to analyse Likert-scale judgment data. 
See e.g., Goodall (2021a) and Bross (2019). They are powerful tools that help experimental linguists 
understand how the main variables of interest (fixed effects) are related to the experimental outcome while 
taking into account and controlling other sources of variability (random effects) in the data. The fixed 
effects are the factors that we are specifically interested in studying. They are the independent variables of 
an experiment. On the other hand, random effects are factors that we are not necessarily interested in 
themselves, but they account for sources of variability in the data that we want to control for. In comparison 
to linear mixed-effects models, cumulative link mixed-effects models are considered by some to be more 
suitable for ordinal data types such as Likert-scale ratings (see Bross, 2019). 
81 In acceptability-judgment experiments, “participants” as well as “test items” are two common random 
effects to be taken into account. The former is due to individual variations between participants regarding 
how they perceive the acceptability of sentences. The latter is due to the fact that we can only lexicalise 
each experimental condition as a limited number of test items, while there exists an infinitely large number 
of test items that could be constructed to lexicalise each experimental condition. Note that “participants” 
and “test items” are incorporated as two separate random intercepts rather than having “test items” nested 
in “participants”. Similar to N. Huang (2021), I tested and dismissed more complicated models that 
included random slopes and intercepts because they produced more random effects than data points, 
indicating insufficient observations to support the models. 
82 Bross (2019: 27-29) has demonstrated that incorporating z-transformed ratings in cumulative link mixed-
effects models can effectively remove scale bias. 
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the fixed effects (but not the random effects) represent the dependent variables of the 

experiment. 

 
Table 19 

Mixed-effects regression analysis for Experiment 1 (Exhaustive Control) 

(Crossing Vm and Focus Fronting as reference levels) 

Condition Estimate Std. error z p 

Displacement positions     

Not crossing Vm -2.3920 0.3033 -7.886 3.11e-15 *** 

Displacement phenomena     

Inner Topicalisation -0.9706 0.2670 -3.635 0.000278 *** 

Significance level: ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 

 

Participants rated sentences with the displaced phrase inside the embedded clause as less 

acceptable than when the phrase crossed the Exhaustive-Control predicate 

(estimate=-2.3920, z=-7.886, p<0.001), confirming prediction (233)a. Inner 

Topicalisation and Focus Fronting also showed a statistically significant difference in 

ratings (estimate=-0.9706, z=0.2670, p<0.001). The main effects of displacement 

positions and phenomena were both found to be significant (p<0.001) using an analysis 

of deviance fitting with R packages RVAideMemoire (Hervé, 2022) and car (Fox & 

Weisberg, 2019). The Appendix has included some of the important R code snippets used 

here for the statistical analysis. 

 
Table 20 

Analysis of deviance (Type II tests) for Experiment 1 (Exhaustive Control) 

 LR Chisq Df p 

Displacement positions 22.1972        1 2.46e-06*** 

Displacement phenomena 7.7119         1 0.005486*** 

Significance level: ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 

 

Figure 2 summarises the results of Experiment 2. 
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Figure 2 

Experiment 2 (Partial Control) 

 

 

The participants gave high ratings to both Conditions A (median=6.00, mean=5.17) and 

B (median=6.00, mean=5.03) in Focus Fronting . The ratings for Condition C (median=4, 

mean=4.08) were slightly lower than Condition D (median= 5, mean=4.25), but the 

difference may not be statistically significant. An inferential-statistical analysis was needed 

to confirm this. Similar to Experiment 1, participants rated Inner Topicalisation as less 

well-formed than Focus Fronting. 

Experiment 2 results were analysed for statistical significance using a mixed-

effects model with displacement positions and displacement phenomena as fixed main 

effects, with participants and test items as random intercepts. 
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Table 21 

Mixed-effects regression analysis for Experiment 2 (Partial Control) 

(Crossing Vm and Focus Fronting as reference levels) 

Condition Estimate Std. error z p 

Displacement positions     

Not crossing Vm -0.009257 0.279120 -0.033 0.974 

Displacement phenomena     

Inner Topicalisation -1.143342 0.290844 -3.931 8.46e-05*** 

Significance level: ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 

 
Table 22 
Analysis of deviance (Type II tests) for Experiment 2 (Partial Control) 

 LR Chisq Df p 

Displacement positions 0.0014  1 0.969894    

Displacement phenomena 9.4589      1 0.002101** 

Significance level: ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 

 

Table 21 displays the results of the ordinal regression analysis. There was no significant 

difference between having the displaced phrase preceding vs following a Partial-Control 

predicate (estimate=-0.009257, z=-0.033, p=0.974), confirming the prediction of 

generalisation (233)b. Table 22 indicates that displacement positions were not a significant 

predictor of the ratings (p=0.969894). Inner-topic constructions were significantly less 

acceptable than focus-fronting constructions (estimate=-1.143342, z=-3.931, p<0.001), 

which was discussed before. Displacement phenomena were considered a significant 

predictor (p<0.01). 

Experiments 1 and 2 revealed different participant reactions towards Exhaustive- 

and Partial-Control constructions regarding the position of the displaced phrase. For 

Exhaustive Control, the displaced phrase must precede the matrix predicate, whereas for 

Partial Control, it can either precede the matrix predicate or remain inside the 

complement clause. 

Experiment 3 examined the effects of SUBJcomp expression on Partial-Control 

constructions with focus-fronting or inner-topic configurations, with the displaced phrase 

crossing the control predicate. As Experiment 2 revealed that this configuration was 

acceptable, any negative reactions would not arise from the displacement position. The 

outcomes are displayed in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 

Experiment 3 (Partial Control–SUBJcomp expression) 

 

In Figure 3, participants gave higher ratings to the unexpressed SUBJcomp condition in both 

displacement phenomena: Condition A (median=5.00, mean=4.88) was rated higher than 

Condition B (median=2.00, mean=2.27), and Condition C (median=4.00, mean=3.98) 

was rated higher than Condition D (median=1.50, mean=1.70). The ratings of Conditions 

B and D indicate that constructions with expressed SUBJcomp were considered hardly 

acceptable. 

The analysis for Experiment 3 used a two-factor cumulative link mixed-effects 

model with z-transformed ratings. The model included SUBJcomp expression and 

displacement phenomena as fixed main effects, and random intercepts for participants 

and test items. The results, shown in Table 23, indicate that constructions with 

unexpressed SUBJcomp were significantly more acceptable than those with expressed 

SUBJcomp (estimate=4.3567, z=9.746, p<0.001), supporting the prediction of (233)c. 

Inner-topic constructions were less acceptable than focus-fronting constructions 

(estimate=-1.3669, z=-4.645, p<0.001), and both main effects were statistically significant 

(p<0.001 for SUBJcomp expression, p<0.01 for displacement phenomena), as shown by the 

analysis of deviance in Table 24. 
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Table 23 

Mixed-effects regression analysis for Experiment 3 (Partial Control–SUBJcomp expression) 

(SUBJcomp expressed and Focus Fronting as reference levels) 

Condition Estimate Std. error z p 

Displacement positions     

SUBJcomp unexpressed 4.3567 0.4470 9.746 < 2e-16 *** 

Displacement phenomena     

Inner Topicalisation -1.3669 0.2943 -4.645 3.41e-06 *** 

Significance level: ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 

Table 24 

Analysis of deviance (Type II tests) for Experiment 3 (Partial Control–SUBJcomp expression) 

 LR Chisq Df p 

SUBJcomp expression 32.929 1 9.56e-09 ***  

Displacement phenomena 10.497 1 0.001196 ** 

Significance level: ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 

 

 
Experiment 4 investigated the interaction between the displaced-phrase position 

and OBJm controller position, with results presented in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4 

Boxplots for Experiment 4 (OBJm controller) 

 
 

In Figure 4, the displaced phrase preceding the OBJm controller received low ratings in 

both displacement phenomena: Condition B had a median of 2.00 and mean of 2.75; 

Condition D had a median of 1.00 and mean of 1.89. Condition A (median=6.00, 

mean=4.99) and Condition C (median=4, mean=4.05) received higher ratings. 
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A cumulative link mixed-effects analysis was conducted on the results of 

Experiment 4, with displacement positions and displacement phenomena as the fixed 

main effects, and participants and test items as the random intercepts. Table 21 shows 

that constructions with the displaced phrase remaining inside the complement clause were 

rated significantly more acceptable than those with the displaced phrase crossing the 

OBJm controller (estimate=2.7767, z=7.704, p<0.001), and that inner-topic constructions 

were significantly less acceptable than focus-fronting ones (estimate=-1.1447, z=-4.565, 

p<0.001). Both displacement positions and displacement phenomena were statistically 

significant predictors (both p<0.001), as shown in Table 26. 

 
Table 25 

Mixed-effects regression analysis for Experiment 4 (OBJm controller) 

(Crossing OBJm controller and Focus Fronting as reference levels) 

Condition Estimate Std. error z p 

Displacement positions     

Not crossing OBJm controller 2.7767 0.3604 7.704 1.32e-14 *** 

Displacement phenomena     

Inner Topicalisation -1.1447 0.2508 -4.564 5.03e-06 *** 

Significance level: ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 

Table 26 

Analysis of deviance (Type II tests) for Experiment 4 (OBJm controller) 

 LR Chisq Df p 

Displacement positions 42.627 1 6.624e-11 ***  

Displacement phenomena 14.491 1 0.0001408 *** 

Significance level: ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 

 

Experiment 5, shown in Figure 5, explored native speakers’ acceptability of the 

displaced phrase preceding an Unconstrained-Type predicate. High ratings were given to 

Conditions A (median=6.00, mean=5.56) and C (median=5.00, mean=4.56), while low 

ratings were assigned to Conditions B (median=2.00, mean=2.94) and D (median=2.00, 

mean=2.17). There is a contrast between Experiment 5 and Experiment 1. In Experiment 

1, the displaced phrase residing in the complement clause was rated as unacceptable. In 

Experiment 5, this pattern received much higher ratings than having the displaced phrase 

crossing the matrix predicate. 
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Figure 5 

Experiment 5 (Unconstrained Type) 

 

A cumulative link mixed-effects model was used to analyse the results of 

Experiment 5. The model included displacement positions and displacement phenomena 

as fixed effects, and participants and test sentences as random intercepts. The analysis 

showed that having the displaced phrase inside the complement clause was significantly 

more acceptable than crossing the matrix predicate (estimate=3.3942, z=9.503, p<0.001), 

confirming the prediction of (233)e. Additionally, focus-fronting constructions were rated 

significantly higher than inner-topic constructions (estimate=-1.2781, z=-4.768, p<0.001). 

Both displacement positions and displacement phenomena were significant main effects 

(p<0.001). 

 

Table 27 

Mixed-effects regression analysis for Experiment 5 (Unconstrained Type) 

(Crossing Vm and Focus Fronting as reference levels) 

Condition Estimate Std. error z p 

Displacement positions     

Not crossing Vm 3.3942 0.3572 9.503 < 2e-16 *** 

Displacement phenomena     

Inner Topicalisation -1.2781 0.2680 -4.768 1.86e-06 *** 

Significance level: ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 

Table 28 

Analysis of deviance (Type II tests) for Experiment 5 (Unconstrained Type) 

 LR Chisq Df p 

Displacement positions 43.718 1 3.793e-11 ***  

Displacement phenomena 12.961 1 0.000318 *** 

Significance level: ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 
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To sum up, the results of the five experiments confirmed all the generalisations 

stated in section 3.10.11.1 with respect to how control and complementation correlate 

with Inner Topicalisation and Focus Fronting. 

 

3.10.12. Interim summary for Level 6 

Level 6 of the taxonomic system analyses Inner Topicalisation and Focus Fronting. The 

matrix predicates were categorised into eight groups based on qualitative evidence to 

correlate control and complementation with these two phenomena in sections 3.10.1 to 

3.10.8. Acceptability-judgment tasks were conducted on a subset of the patterns, which 

were consistent with the discussions in sections 3.10.1 to 3.10.8. The ratings of inner-

topic constructions being generally lower than focus-fronting ones were surprising, as 

previous studies assumed them to be equally acceptable. Possible reasons for this 

difference were explored in section 3.10.11.3. In addition, it was demonstrated that the 

embedded complement of an inner-topic or focus-fronting construction is clausal in 

nature, contrary to the restructuring accounts in past studies. The patterns established in 

this section form a foundation for LFG modelling in the forthcoming chapters. 
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3.11. Summary for Chapter 3 

This chapter presented a multi-level taxonomic system of control and complementation. 

Section 3.2 discussed six attested constituent patterns pertinent to the overtness of DP2 

and DP3 as well as the boundary of the lower IP layer. Section 3.3 revealed three attested 

patterns of the Argument Dimension. The discussion focused on whether DP1, DP2 and 

DP3 are matrix arguments. Section 3.4 revealed two GR patterns, focusing on the GR 

status of DP2 and DP3 – whether they are the GRs of the matrix or embedded predicate. 

Section 3.5 summarised the patterns across the three dimensions. A careful 

characterisation of the complementation patterns led to sections 3.6 and 3.7, which 

discussed the GC Relations of unexpressed GRs. Section 3.8 summarised 19 C&C classes 

derived from the previous discussion. Section 3.9 investigated how the matrix predicates 

interacted with embedded future modals and aspectual markers. The discussion led to a 

postulation of two complement types – namely, finite and non-finite types in the semantic 

sense. Section 3.10 discussed Inner Topicalisation and Focus Fronting, in particular, how 

they correlate with GC Relations. 
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PART THREE: THEORETICAL ASSUMPTIONS, 

ANALYSES, AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

Chapter 4: LFG Glue-Theoretic Modelling of Generalised 

Control Relations 

 

This chapter provides a formal LFG analysis of Generalised Control (GC) Relations in 

Mandarin Chinese, capturing the subtle control properties discussed in Chapter 3.83 To 

model semantic and discourse issues, my proposal incorporates Glue Semantics and 

Partial Compositional Discourse Representation Theory (PCDRT) into LFG. An 

advantage of this approach is that it takes into account the intricacies of coreference 

resolution pertaining to syntax-semantics-discourse interfaces. The analysis offers a 

formal explanation for the coreferential patterns by illustrating how the empirical patterns 

arise out of the interaction between different constraints in the formal grammar of the 

language. This is the first proposal utilising Glue Semantics and PCDRT to model 

Chinese control relations.84 

 
4.1. Background 

I will first recap the Control and Complementation (C&C) classes in the previous chapter. 

Then, I will point out some LFG notions essential for modelling GC Relations. 

 

4.1.1. Recap: Attested C&C classes in Chinese 

Chapter 3 applied empirical diagnostics to detect complementation patterns and GC 

Relations. GC Relations are a phenomenon of systematic mismatch across three linguistic 

dimensions (section 2.5.2). Rather than being a formal theoretic concept, GC Relations 

are closely tied with the empirical patterns of coreference. This chapter proceeds from 

the empirically-oriented discussion to the construction of a formal model for GC 

Relations within LFG’s Glue-theoretic formalism. 

There are in total 19 C&C classes (section 3.8). In section 4.2, the LFG analysis 

will place the 19 classes under four model-theoretic control types: (i) Functional Control; 

(ii) Obligatory Anaphoric Control; (iii) Arbitrary Anaphoric Control; and (iv) Quasi-

obligatory Anaphoric Control. 

 
83 Some of the findings in this chapter will appear in Lam (2023). 
84  There are few, if any, studies exploring Chinese control within any frameworks of the Discourse 
Representation Theory. 
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4.1.2. Parallel-projection architecture of LFG and Glue Semantics 

The section will briefly introduce the formal architecture of LFG. For further information, 

see e.g., , Bresnan et al. (2016), and Dalrymple et al. (2019). The following descriptions 

are based on these references, especially Dalrymple et al. (2019).  

LFG adopts a constraint-based formalism, which is declarative in nature and does 

not assume transformation in the formal structures; it has a parallel-projection 

architecture with the fundamental assumption that language is modular.85 Thus, within 

this architecture are inter-dependent modules (or projections), which co-exist in parallel 

and are inter-related by functional correspondences. Among these modules, the 

constituent structure (c-structure) and functional structure (f-structure) are the syntactic 

modules. The c-structure encodes notions of constituency, dominance, and linear order; 

whereas the f-structure represents abstract information about grammatical functions (e.g., 

subject, object), subcategorisation, etc. A c-structure is licensed by phrase-structural rules, 

whereas an f-structure is licensed by constraints in the lexicon as well as functional 

annotations on phrase-structural rules. The c- and f-structures are related by the ϕ 

correspondence function, mapping c-structural elements onto f-structural ones. 

The f-structure is governed by well-formedness principles, including the 

Uniqueness condition, the Completeness condition, and the Coherence condition. (1) 

shows the Uniqueness condition: 

 

(1) Uniqueness condition (Kaplan & Bresnan, 1982: 181) 

In a given f-structure, a particular attribute may have at most one value. 

 

The Completeness and Coherence conditions are originally defined by Kaplan & Bresnan 

(1982: 209).86 (2) and (3) present the recent paraphrase by Börjars et al. (2019: 22-23), 

making explicit the relationship between PRED-bearing grammatical functions and their 

 
85 See e.g., Dalrymple & Findlay (2019) and Dalrymple et al. (2019: 265-266) for further explanation of the 
modularity assumption. 
86 Completeness (Kaplan & Bresnan, 1982: 209): 

An f-structure is locally complete if and only if it contains all the governable grammatical 
functions that its predicate governs. An f-structure is complete if and only if it and all its 
subsidiary f-structures are locally complete. 

    Coherence (Kaplan & Bresnan, 1982: 209): 
An f-structure is locally coherent if and only if all the governable grammatical functions that it 
contains are governed by a local predicate. An f-structure is coherent if and only if it and all its 
subsidiary f-structures are locally coherent. 
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argument status with respect to the local predicate (see also Bresnan et al., 2016: 62-63), 

which is relevant to my upcoming discussion on Raising vs non-Raising.87 

 
(2) Completeness condition (Börjars et al., 2019: 21) 

All governable functions which are part of the value of a PRED feature must be 

present in the local f-structure. 88  All functions that have a theta-role must 

themselves have a PRED value. 

 
(3) Coherence condition (Börjars et al., 2019: 22) 

All governable functions present in an f-structure must occur in the value of a 

local PRED attribute. All functions that have a PRED value must have a theta-role. 

 

The constituent patterns discussed in the empirical chapters can be modelled in 

the c-structure using syntactic trees, while GR patterns can be represented in the f-

structure using attribute-value matrixes. Since the previous chapters aimed to establish 

empirical patterns of control and complementation, I adopted simplified notational 

representations. In this chapter, I will use standard LFG notations. The GR symbols (e.g., 

SUBJm, SUBJcomp, OBJm, OBJcomp) correspond to grammatical functions (GFs) in LFG: 

SUBJ, OBJ. Since these functions are represented in attribute-value matrixes, which show 

different levels of clausal embedding (if any), there is no need to use subscripts to mark 

matrix or embedded functions. 

The semantic structure (s-structure) is also crucial in modelling GC Relations. The 

s-structure is a projection from the f-structure via the σ-function. It is an interface 

structure to model the influence of syntax on semantic compositionality (Dalrymple et al., 

2018: 107). The s-structure is introduced to LFG as part of the Glue Semantics theory, 

which is a general theory of the syntax-semantic interface (σ-function), semantic 

representation (s-structure), and semantic derivation (Glue proofs) (Asudeh, 2005b: 475; 

see also Asudeh, 2012, 2022; Dalrymple, 1999; Dalrymple et al., 2019: 276-321).89  

Glue Semantics observes the Principle of Compositionality with the meaning of 

a large linguistic unit being assembled from its smaller components. It is a logically based 

 
87 The PRED attribute is a special attribute that takes, as its value, a uniquely instantiated semantic form. 
Early LFG theories consider the semantic form a pointer to the semantics (Kaplan & Bresnan, 1982). With 
the advent of the s-structure, the semantic form is no longer used to represent semantic relations, but as a 
formal reflection of the syntactically unique contribution of a word as well as subcategorisation 
requirements (Dalrymple et al., 2019: 278-279). 
88 Governable grammatical functions include: SUBJ, OBJ, OBJθ, XCOMP, COMP, OBLθ. See Dalrymple et al. 
(2019: 13) and Bresnan et al. (2015: 97). 
89 Glue Semantics, which is often associated with LFG, has also been defined for other grammatical 
frameworks, e.g., HPSG (Asudeh & Crouch, 2002) and Minimalism (Gotham, 2018). 
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theory of semantic composition, containing instructions in the form of logical formulae 

over s-structures on how to combine meanings. The logic used to constrain meaning 

combination is a resource logic, known as “linear logic”, which regards meaning 

contributions (from words and sentence structures) as resources to be accounted for 

during semantic derivation. 90 Meaning constructors serve as the premises in meaning 

composition. As an illustration, (4) is a meaning-constructor premise found in the lexical 

entry of sleep: 

 

(4) λx.sleep(x) : (↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸↑σ<t> 

 

The meaning constructor appears in a paired format. The left-hand side is the “meaning 

side”, which adopts a predicate-logic representation, utilising lambda calculus. This 

meaning is paired with the linear-logic formula (↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸↑σ<t> on the right-hand side, 

which is the “glue side”. The glue side contains the linear-implication connective ⊸. It 

states that if a semantic resource (↑SUBJ)σ<e> (which is in the form of an s-structure) is 

found, this semantic resource will be consumed, leading to the production of the semantic 

resource ↑σ<t>. Two basic semantic types e and t are assumed here and they are associated 

with the corresponding semantic structures.91 The one-place predicate sleep is of the type 

<e, t>, with e being an individual-denoting expression and t being a proposition-denoting 

expression. The order of the arguments in the lambda expression on the meaning side 

(and their corresponding s-structures on the glue side) can be inter-changed. (5)a and (5)b 

are logically equivalent: 

 

(5) a. λx.λy.buy(x, y) : (↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸[(↑OBJ)σ<e>⊸↑σ<t>] 

  b. λy.λx.buy(x, y) : (↑OBJ)σ<e>⊸[(↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸↑σ<t>] 

 

This flexibility of semantic composition originates from the logic of Glue Semantics being 

“commutative” in nature, allowing premises to be freely re-ordered (Asudeh, 2012, 2022). 

Each meaning-constructor premise must be used exactly once in semantic derivation, 

which is known as “resource-sensitive composition” (Asudeh, 2005, 2022). Semantic 

derivation obeys the Semantic Completeness and Semantic Coherence conditions: 

  

 
90 Regarding how linear logic relates to other forms of logic (e.g., Lambek logic L, relevance logic, affine 
logic, intuitionistic logic, classical logic), see Asudeh (2012: 103). 
91 Semantic types play a crucial role in limiting the possibilities of meaning composition, despite their 
omission in some Glue literature to avoid notional clutter. 
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(6) Semantic Completeness (Dalrymple et al., 2019: 299) 

The meaning derivation for an utterance is semantically complete if the meaning 

derivation from the premises contributed by the meaning-bearing items in the 

sentence produces a meaning for the semantic structure for the utterance that 

does not contain any unsaturated expressions. 

 
 

(7) Semantic Coherence (Dalrymple et al., 2019: 299) 

The meaning derivation for an utterance is semantically coherent if the meaning 

derivation produces a meaning for the utterance with no additional unused 

premises remaining. 

 

Although simple predicate-logic expressions are adopted in (4) and (5), when handling 

control relations that resemble anaphoric binding, Discourse Representation Structures 

(DRSs) will be used. 

Behind the LFG approach to semantics is the intuition that the lexicon is a “web 

of meaning” (Asudeh et al., 2014). Therefore, meaning constructors are included in the 

lexical entries. It is possible to associate meaning constructors with other theoretical 

constructs, such as c-structural rules to encode construction-dependent meanings 

(Asudeh et al., 2014; Dalrymple et al., 2019: 297). 

 
4.1.3. LFG model-theoretic typology of control relations 

Since Bresnan (1982a), LFG has assumed two main model-theoretic control mechanisms 

– Functional Control and Anaphoric Control. Syntactically, they are modelled in the f-

structure rather than c-structure. Functional Control and Anaphoric Control are not on 

a par with GC Relations. GC Relations are concerned with the empirical patterns of 

coreference, independent of any linguistic theory. On the other hand, Functional Control 

and Anaphoric Control are formal mechanisms closely tied to LFG. Therefore, these two 

control mechanisms cannot be simply equated with Obligatory Control (OC) and Non-

obligatory Control (NOC) (pace Landau, 2013). As will be discussed, while Functional 

Control must be OC, Anaphoric Control is not always NOC. Table 1 summarises the 

properties of Functional and Anaphoric Control as commonly assumed in the LFG 

literature (e.g., Asudeh, 2000, 2005; Andrews, 1982; Bresnan, 1982a; Bresnan et al., 2016: 

289-294, 309-323; Dalrymple et al., 2019: 545-601; Mohanan, 1983). Recent studies (e.g., 

Dalrymple et al., 2019: 545-601; Haug, 2013) distinguish between three sub-types of 

Anaphoric Control, resulting in a four-way typology of control. Table 2 provides an 

overview of the four mechanisms for English discussed by Dalrymple et al. (2019: 545-

601) and Haug (2013). 
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Table 1 

Functional Control vs Anaphoric Control 
 

 

Functional Control Anaphoric Control 

F-structural sharing: the controllee and 

controller share the same f-structure. Any 

morphosyntactic properties borne by the 

controller must also be borne by the 

controllee (vice versa). 

The controllee is syntactically 

independent from the controller. They are 

semantically and pragmatically related via 

an anaphoric-binding relation. 

 

The complement clause takes an open 

clausal function: XCOMP, whose SUBJ 

attribute is paired with an f-structural 

value shared with a matrix grammatical 

function. 

The complement clause takes a closed 

clausal function: COMP, whose SUBJ 

attribute has an independent f-structural 

value not shared with any other 

grammatical function. 

The controllee cannot be replaced by an 

overt pronoun. 

The controllee may be replaced by an 

overt pronoun. 

The controller must be syntactically 

present in the immediately higher matrix 

clause. 

A syntactically remote controller is 

possible. The controllee may lack a 

sentence-internal controller. 

Split antecedency between the controller 

and controllee is not possible. 

Split antecedency between the controller 

and controllee is possible. 

 
Table 2 

LFG Model-theoretic Typology of Control Mechanisms for English (Dalrymple et al., 2019; Haug 
2013) 

Model-theoretic 
control mechanism 

Locality constraint Example 

Functional Control Syntactic locality Raising predicates 
(e.g., seem, believe, be likely) 

Obligatory Anaphoric 
Control 

Syntactic locality Equi predicates92 
(e.g., try) 

Arbitrary Anaphoric 
Control     

Absence e.g., gesture, signal 

Quasi-obligatory 
Anaphoric Control 

Semantic locality Partial-Control predicates 
(e.g., prefer, want) 

 

The term “Equi” originated from early transformational studies (e.g., Rosenbaum, 1967, 

1970), implying that a control relation is derived by applying a deletion rule (“Equi-NP 

deletion”) to the controllee sharing the same reference as the controller. Since then, the 

term has been adopted in derivational literature without necessarily implying deletion. 

 
92 As noted in Section 1.1, Bresnan (1982a) and Bresnan et al. (2016) have a different view that English 
Equi verbs are Functional-Control verbs (see also Asudeh, 2005b). Thus, their formal approach to English 
Equi verbs are different from that of Dalrymple et al., (2019) presented in Table 2. 
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The term has been borrowed by LFG studies. I will use “Equi” as a cover term for a non-

Raising Exhaustive-Control predicate. 

 

4.1.4. Partial Compositional Discourse Representation Theory in LFG for 

Anaphoric Control 

Functional Control is modelled as f-structural sharing, while the controller and controllee 

in Anaphoric Control are connected via anaphoric-binding relations. The controllee is 

modelled as a pronoun in search of its antecedent. Formalising constraints for 

pronominal resolution is complicated. This is (partly) because pronominal resolution 

involves pragmatic interpretation, which is commonly treated as distinct from the formal 

computational system of syntax and semantics that pairs linguistic form with meaning 

(Dalrymple et al., 2018: 87-88). While syntactic and semantic modules in LFG obey the 

principle of monotonicity (Bresnan et al., 2016: 73-85) in the sense that syntactic and 

semantic information is built up without being lost or changed during the process, 

pragmatic anaphoric interpretation is non-monotonic and subject to revision if the 

subsequent discourse offers information counteracting the initial interpretation 

(Dalrymple et al., 2018; Haug 2013; 2014a; 2014b). 

The Partial Compositional Discourse Representation Theory (PCDRT) (Haug, 

2014a) – developed in the context of dynamic semantics (see e.g., Kamp & Reyle, 1993) 

– is a theory to provide a strict separation between monotonic and non-monotonic 

content in a language-computation system. In PCDRT, Discourse Representation 

Structures (DRSs) model the monotonic (semantic) content of the discourse, which 

cannot be denied in the subsequent discourse without causing inconsistency. Coreference 

resolution is dealt with post-semantically in the pragmatics via an anaphoric resolution 

function A, relating anaphoric discourse referents to antecedent discourse referents 

within a particular DRS. A arises from non-monotonic reasoning and can be destructively 

updated in the subsequent discourse. For formal details on PCDRT, see Haug (2013, 

2014a, 2014b). 

PCDRT has been introduced to LFG by Haug (2013) and Dalrymple et al. (2018, 

2019). PCDRT-based meaning constructors are integrated into Glue Semantics. The 

integration allows the modelling of anaphoric-binding relations in the various sub-types 

of Anaphoric Control. The integrated model addresses the interaction between syntax, 

semantics, and discourse, all of which are essential for understanding the nature of 

coreference of GC Relations. Besides intra-sentential coreference, the model can also 

address inter-sentential coreference. Regarding how to execute PCDRT in LFG, see e.g., 
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Dalrymple et al. (2019: 500-601). I will now point out a few important concepts in 

Dalrymple et al. (2019), Haug (2013), and Dalrymple et al. (2018). 

The theory requires all anaphoric discourse referents to corefer with accessible 

antecedents. This is expressed via a truth definition in (8): 

 

(8) ∂(v(s)(𝑥)=v(s)(As(𝑥))) 
 

∂ is Beaver's (1992) unary presupposition connective, mapping ∂(ϕ) to true if ϕ is true 

and otherwise to the underdefined truth value. A is the anaphoric-resolution function. v 

is an interpretational function, assigning each individual inhabitant (i.e., real-world 

referent) to each discourse referent in every DRS state s. The equation requires the 

anaphoric discourse referent 𝑥 to be identical to its antecedent As(𝑥) in the DRS state s. 

A DRS is a formal representation of the context with the discourse referents. 

Figure 1 illustrates the relationships between three functions – A, I and R  

(Dalrymple et al., 2019: 520). I maps an anaphoric discourse referent in a DRS to a 

syntactically accessible object, known as “index”, in the s-structure. Indices introduce 

discourse referents and are regarded as “syntactically accessible” in the sense that “indices” 

are present in the s-structure, which projects directly from the syntactic f-structure via σ-

projection. I-1 is the inverse function of I. R maps an anaphoric index to an antecedent 

index; thus, R  is considered the core of anaphoric resolution. A is a composite function 

comprised of the functions I, I-1 and R. 

 
Figure 1 

Relationships between functions I, I -1and R   in anaphoric resolution (Dalrymple et al., 2019: 520) 

Antecedent discourse 

referent in DRS  

                            A  = I   ○ R  ○ I-1 Anaphoric discourse 

referent in DRS 

                    

 

                   I-1 

                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                  I                   

Index 1 in a semantic 

structure (s-structure) 

                                 R Index 2 in a semantic 

structure (s-structure) 

 

The above formal set-up describes the anaphor-antecedent relation as follows: the 

mapping from an anaphoric discourse referent to its antecedent discourse referent in the 

same DRS is obtained via, first, mapping from the anaphoric discourse referent to its 

index, then, mapping from the index to its antecedent index, and eventually, from the 

antecedent index to its antecedent discourse referent. (9) illustrates the correspondence 
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relations between f-structure, s-structure, and DRS. The word David introduces index 1, 

which appears as the value of the INDEX attribute in the s-structure projected from the f-

structure of David. Index 1 is related to discourse referent x1 in the DRS via the function 

I. Notation-wise, x refers to a non-anaphoric discourse referent rather than a free variable 

(or a constant), and 𝑥 (with an overbar) indicates an anaphoric discourse referent. 

 
(9)                                                                                     I 

 

(Dalrymple et al., 2019: 523) 

 

When modelling GC Relations, constraints can be stated in a matrix predicate’s lexical 

entry using the R function via the σ-projection to define an f-structural path along which 

the controllee must (or must not) find its controller. In this way, the semantic antecedency 

relationship between the controllee and its controller can be syntactically mediated. 

  

d [PRED ‘DAVID’] dσ [INDEX    1] 

 

 

σ 

x1 

David(x1) 

 

 

(f-structure) (s-structure) (DRS) 
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4.2. LFG Modelling of Chinese Generalised Control Relations 

I follow the model-theoretic typology of control mechanisms in Dalrymple et al. (2019: 

545-601): Functional Control, Obligatory Anaphoric Control, Arbitrary Anaphoric 

Control, and Quai-obligatory Anaphoric Control. I have divided the first three types into 

sub-variants to cater for the fine-grained GC Relations in Chinese. Table 3 provides a 

preview, where I have left out the Implicit-Control type to be modelled as Functional or 

Anaphoric Control together with a negative pronominal binding constraint. To the best 

of my knowledge, there is no existing LFG study providing such a refined typology for 

control relations. My discussion will focus on those control predicates which have not 

been visited in the LFG literature. 

 
Table 3 

Preview of LFG Model-theoretic Typology of Control Mechanisms for Chinese 

Model-theoretic  

control mechanisms 

(Macroscopic  Level) 

Variant 

(Microscopic Level) 

Functional Control Section 4.2.1.1 Functional Control for Raising Predicates 

Section 4.2.1.2 Functional Control for Equi Predicates Disallowing Copy 

Control 

Section 4.2.1.3 Functional Control for Partial-Control Predicates with 

Athematic Controllers 

Obligatory Anaphoric 

Control 

Section 4.2.2.1 Obligatory Anaphoric Control for Equi Predicates 

(Atomic Antecedency) with Copy Control 

Section 4.2.2.2 Obligatory Anaphoric Control for Obligatory Split 

Antecedency 

Section 4.2.2.3 Obligatory Anaphoric Control for Split Antecedency and 

Control Shift 

Quasi-obligatory 

Anaphoric Control 

Section 4.2.3 Quasi-obligatory Anaphoric Control for Partial-Control 

Predicates with Thematic Controllers 

Arbitrary Anaphoric 

Control 

Section 4.2.5 Arbitrary Anaphoric Control for Discourse Pro-drop 

 

Chinese is a discourse pro-drop language. The SUBJ of all verbs can be 

unexpressed in the c-structure, but it is present in the f-structure to satisfy verbal 

subcategorisation requirements. I posit the following grammar-wide constraint for all 

Chinese verbs, which is an optional f-description introducing a pronominal SUBJ: 

 

(10) A grammar-wide constraint for all Chinese verbs 

((↑SUBJ PRED)=‘PRO’) 

 

This constraint is optional such that when the SUBJ of a sentence is realised as, for example, 

a noun phrase, this grammar-wide constraint would not introduce a superfluous PRED 

value to the sentential SUBJ, violating the Uniqueness condition (section 4.1.2). When 
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displaying lexical entries, unless it is necessary, I will omit the display of this constraint 

along with other constraints not important to the issues at hand. 

 

4.2.1. Functional Control sub-variants 

Functional Control involves syntactic f-structural sharing rather than anaphoric-binding 

relations. The coreferential patterns are attributed to syntactic factors. Instead of PCDRT 

constructors, simple predicate-logic meaning constructors are used in meaning derivation. 

 
4.2.1.1. Functional Control for Raising predicates 

Applicable to: 

Sihu ‘seem’-C&C class Yunxu ‘allow’-C&C class (DP3-position Ø) 

Xihuan ‘like/prefer’-C&C class 

(DP3-position Ø) 

 

All Raising predicates involve Functional Control. The Coherence condition (section 

4.1.2) requires all PRED-bearing grammatical functions to be arguments of the local 

predicate (i.e., assigned a theta-role by the local predicate). In Raising, although the PRED-

bearing controller is not an argument of the local Raising predicate, f-structural sharing 

allows the controller to be the argument of the embedded predicate; thus, the Coherence 

condition is not violated. 

Anaphoric Control is not viable for Raising. All sub-types of Anaphoric Control 

involve positing an (unexpressed) pronominal represented as the attribute-value pair 

<PRED, ‘PRO’> in the f-structure of the embedded clausal function. The posited PRED-

bearing pronominal is an argument of the embedded predicate. There is no f-structural 

sharing mechanism to allow the PRED-bearing controller to be an argument of the 

embedded predicate. In such settings, the fact that the PRED-bearing controller cannot be 

an argument of the local Raising predicate violates the Coherence condition. This would 

constitute a theory-internal reason to rule out Anaphoric Control for Raising predicates, 

thus leaving Functional Control the only viable option. 

In addition, there is a language-specific empirical reason to motivate Functional 

Control for Raising predicates. In Chinese, while many matrix predicates allow Copy 

Control, all Raising predicates resist Copy Control. It is essential that our formal 

mechanism can accommodate this empirical distribution. As discussed in section 3.6, this 

term “Copy Control” is borrowed from the derivational literature to refer to the empirical 

pattern where the controllee is replaced by a resumptive pronoun. In other words, 

Chinese Raising predicates do not allow their controllee to be overtly expressed by a 
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pronoun, which is in line with the predictions of Functional Control (see Table 1). More 

evidence will be given in section 4.2.2.1 about the pronominal status of the resumptive 

pronoun in Chinese Copy Control to support my analysis here. It is worth noting that my 

argumentation operates on an assumption that the choice of Functional or Anaphoric 

Control needs to be determined empirically on the basis of the grammatical properties of 

individual matrix predicates in individual languages. The significance of having language-

specific diagnostics is also a viewpoint shared by some other LFG studies, such as Lødrup 

(2004).93 From this perspective, while Copy Control may serve as a language-specific 

criterion in Chinese to distinguish between Functional and Anaphoric Control, it would 

be mistaken to assert it as a universal diagnostic, given that not all languages license Copy 

Control and a language could in theory have Anaphoric Control without Copy Control.94 

As an illustration, I propose the labelled f-structures and meaning constructors in 

(11) and (12) for sentences (13) and (14), illustrating the subject-control predicate jixu 

‘continue’ (sihu ‘seem’-C&C class) and object-control predicate yunxu ‘allow’. 

  

 
93 Providing an in-depth empirical analysis, Lødrup (2004) convincingly argues that in order to determine 
whether a Norwegian matrix predicate involves Functional or Anaphoric Control, one can use the 
impersonal passive construction. For those matrix predicates which can license the impersonal passive 
construction, where the sentential subject becomes an expletive det ‘it’, they are analysed as selecting for 
COMP (Anaphoric Control) rather than XCOMP (Functional Control). Lødrup's (2004) analysis does not 
amount to the claim that we cannot have Anaphoric Control without the impersonal passive construction. 
That would not make sense for languages, such as Chinese, which lack the impersonal passive construction. 
Instead of claiming impersonal passivisation to be a universal property of Anaphoric Control, his 
investigation essentially supports the idea that the choice of Functional or Anaphoric Control needs to be 
determined empirically on the basis of the grammatical properties of individual matrix predicates in 
individual languages. 
94 One could, however, extend my argument further by suggesting that Anaphoric Control implies the 
possibility of Copy Control in the grammatical system of Mandarin Chinese, meaning that where Copy 
Control is not feasible, this constitutes (language-specific) positive evidence for Functional Control. 
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(11) a.  

 

b. continue(have.fun (Xiaoming)): sσ<t> 

 
(12) a. 

 

b. allow(Xiaoming, go(Xiaomei, UK)): sσ<t> 

 

(13) xiaomingi       jixu          Øi/*j   wanshua 

Xiaoming       continue           play 

‘Xiaoming continues to play.’ 

 
(14) xiaomingi   yunxu   xiaomeij   Ø*i/j  qu  yingguo 

Xiaoming   allow    Xiaomei            go  UK 

‘Xiaoming allows Xiaomei to go to the UK.’ 

 

The lexical entries for jixu ‘continue’ and yunxu ‘allow’ are proposed in (15) and (16). 

 
(15) jixu ‘continue’   V   (↑PRED)=‘CONTINUE<XCOMP>SUBJ’ 

                                                (↑SUBJ)=(↑XCOMP SUBJ) 

                   λP.continue(P) : (↑XCOMP)σ<t>⊸↑σ<t> 
 

(16) yunxu ‘allow’   V   (↑PRED)=‘ALLOW<SUBJ, XCOMP>OBJ’ 

                                                   (↑OBJ)=(↑XCOMP SUBJ) 

                       λx.λP.allow(x, P) : (↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸[(↑XCOMP)σ<t>⊸↑σ<t>] 
 

In (15), the SUBJ function is notated outside the angled brackets of the semantic 

form, indicating that SUBJ is not a semantic argument of the predicate. The second line of 

the lexical entry is a control equation, stating a structural sharing relationship between the 
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f-structure of (↑SUBJ) and that of (↑XCOMP SUBJ), with SUBJ being the (athematic) 

controller.  In the third line, while a semantic contribution is required from the XCOMP 

argument in the form of a meaning resource, no such contribution is made by the 

athematic SUBJ. In (16), OBJ is the (athematic) controller for the embedded SUBJ. In the 

third line of (16), OBJ does not contribute a semantic resource that can be consumed by 

the matrix predicate yunxu ‘allow’, unlike SUBJ and XCOMP. In (15) and (16), the structure-

sharing constraint rules out any possibility of the embedded SUBJ being overtly realised. 

An overt noun phrase or pronoun, if present, would contribute an extra f-structural value 

to the SUBJ attribute of the complement clause, which has already been specified via the 

structural sharing constraint, violating the Uniqueness condition. 

I provide a semantic derivation in (18), showing how the meaning of (14) is 

composed from its component parts. The meaning-constructor premises in (17) are 

instantiated according to the f-structural labels in (12)a. The final outcome is a 

semantically complete and coherent meaning constructor: 

 

(17) Meaning-constructor premises for ‘Xiaoming allows Xiaomei to go to the UK.’ 

[allow] λx.λP.allow(x, P) : dσ<e>⊸[gσ<t>⊸sσ<t>] 

[Xiaoming] Xiaoming : dσ<e> 

[go] λx.λy.go(x, y) : cσ<e>⊸[mσ<e>⊸gσ<t>] 

[Xiaomei] Xiaomei : cσ<e> 

[UK] UK : mσ<e> 

 
(18) Semantic derivation 

[Xiaomei-go] λy.go(Xiaomei, y) : mσ<e>⊸gσ<t> 

[Xiaomei-go-UK] go(Xiaomei, UK) : gσ<t> 

[Xiaoming-allow] λP.allow(Xiaoming, P) : gσ<t>⊸sσ<t> 

[Xiaoming-allow], [Xiaomei-go-UK]  ⊢ allow(Xiaoming, go(Xiaomei, UK)): sσ<t> 

 

Instead of using the standard Glue-proof format (also known as “natural 

deduction format”) in e.g., Asudeh (2012) and Dalrymple (1999), I have adopted the style 

of Dalrymple et al. (2019), which would be more readable to general readers. The Glue 

proof involving jixu ‘continue’ resembles the semantic derivation of the English raising 

predicate seem in Dalrymple et al. (2019: 557-558). 

As discussed in section 3.5.10, verbs like xihuan ‘like/prefer’ have two alternative 

subcategorisation frames. Functional Control applies to the pattern where an athematic 
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matrix OBJ is the controller. The control equation and meaning constructor resemble 

those of yunxu ‘allow’. 

The generalised constraints in (19) are posited for the lexical entries of Raising 

predicates in my data set, capturing their behaviour of Functional Control. 

 
(19) Generalised constraints: 

Assume that the relevant matrix predicate has the semantic form ‘PREDICATE’ 

and its meaning encoded as the function predicate: 

                  if SUBJ control is enabled, the lexical entry contains: 

              (↑PRED)=‘PREDICATE<XCOMP>SUBJ’ 

                            (↑SUBJ)=(↑XCOMP SUBJ) 

                             λP.predicate(P) : (↑XCOMP)σ<t>⊸↑σ<t> 

                 if OBJ control is enabled, the lexical entry contains: 

                      (↑PRED)=‘PREDICATE<SUBJ, XCOMP>OBJ’ 

                            (↑OBJ)=(↑XCOMP SUBJ) 

              λx.λP.predicate(x, P) : (↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸[(↑XCOMP)σ<t>⊸↑σ<t>] 

  
4.2.1.2. Functional Control for Equi predicates disallowing Copy Control 

Applicable to: 

daibiao ‘represent’-C&C class xue ‘learn (from)/imitate’-C&C class 

(DP2-position Ø; DP3-position Ø) 

 

As will be discussed in section 4.2.2.1, most Chinese Equi predicates can license Copy 

Control, with an overt resumptive pronoun replacing the controllee. This property is 

regarded as an indicator of Anaphoric Control.95 For Equi predicates which resist Copy 

Control, they align with the empirical distribution of Raising predicates as far as Copy 

Control is concerned. In section 4.2.1.1, I provided argumentation for adopting 

Functional Control as an explanation for the behaviour of Raising predicates with respect 

to their resistance of Copy Control. The same argumentation applies to the daibiao 

‘represent’- and xue ‘learn (from)/imitate’-C&C classes, meaning that I would assume 

Functional Control for these two classes. In other words, in Chinese, there are two Equi 

classes – one exhibiting Anaphoric Control and the other Functional Control. Another 

 
95 Section 4.2.2.1 will discuss the view that resumptive pronouns should be treated on a par with ordinary 
pronouns (see also Asudeh, 2005b, 2012). 
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language reported to have two Equi classes is Tagalog (Kroeger, 1993).96 So, Chinese is 

not the only language showing such behaviour, although it may not be cross-linguistically 

common for a language to have two Equi classes. 

For an Equi predicate to show Functional Control, its syntactic structural sharing 

has ramifications for meaning derivation: one linguistic unit apparently provides the 

necessary semantic resources for both matrix and embedded predicates. This set-up can 

readily cause “resource deficit” (Asudeh, 2000, 2005a): there is a single semantic resource 

contributed by the structure-shared controller/controllee but there are two consumers of 

the resource. How this potential tension between sharing and resource sensitivity is 

resolved will soon be illustrated. 

(20) is an example of daibiao ‘represent’. It contains an unexpressed embedded 

SUBJ, which is controlled by the matrix SUBJ. 

 

(20) lin-laoshii     daibiao     chen-xiaozhangj  Øi/*j  huijian li-juzhang 

Lin-teacher  represent  Chen-Principal            meet    Li-director 

‘Teacher Lin represents Principal Chen, meeting with Director Li.’ 

 

(21) daibiao ‘represent’   V  (↑PRED)=‘REPRESENT<SUBJ, OBJ, XCOMP>’ 

                                                                             (↑SUBJ)=(↑XCOMP SUBJ) 

                                       λP.λy.λx.represent(x, y, P(x)) :  

                             [(↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸(↑XCOMP)σ<t>]⊸[(↑OBJ)σ<e>⊸[(↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸↑σ<t>]] 
 

SUBJ, OBJ, and XCOMP are arguments of daibiao ‘represent’. Therefore, they are notated 

inside the angled brackets of the subcategorisation frame. The second line is a SUBJ-

control equation, specifying f-structural sharing, which is a hallmark of Functional 

Control. The meaning constructor shows that the verb requires three arguments: an 

implication resource [(↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸(↑XCOMP)σ<t>] corresponding to the XCOMP argument, 

a resource (↑OBJ)σ<e> corresponding to the OBJ argument, and a resource (↑SUBJ)σ<e> 

corresponding to the SUBJ argument. The semantic resource associated with the XCOMP 

argument is in the form of an implication since its controller SUBJ is thematic and 

contributes a meaning resource, which is consumed by the predicate in XCOMP. 

(22) is a labelled f-structure of (20). The meaning-constructor premises are 

provided in (23) and the semantic derivation in (24). I have made a simplifying assumption 

that the semantic contributions of lin laoshi ‘Teacher Lin’, chen xiaozhang ‘Principle Chen’, 

 
96 Falk (2001: 137-138) uses the contrast between try and agree as evidence that English has two Equi classes. 
However, since Landau (2000: 53, 2013: 158), agree has been recognised as a Partial-Control verb rather 
than an Equi. Therefore, it remains unclear whether English has two Equi classes. 
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and li juzhang ‘Director Li’ are like proper nouns (i.e., constants) because the internal 

structures of the noun phrases are not at issue here. Moreover, laoshi ‘teacher’, xiaozhang 

‘principal’, and juzhang ‘director’ can be used as a person’s title in Chinese, unlike their 

English counterparts. 

 
(22) a. f-structure of (20) 

  

b. represent(teacher.Lin, principal.Chen, meet(teacher.Lin, director.Li)) : sσ<t> 

 
(23) Meaning-constructor premises 

[represent] λP.λy.λx.represent (x, y, P(x)) :  

[dσ<e>⊸gσ<t>]⊸[cσ<e>⊸[dσ<e>⊸sσ<t>]] 

[teacher.Lin] teacher.Lin: dσ<e> 

[principal.Chen] principal.Chen: cσ<e> 

[meet] λy.λx.meet(x, y) : mσ<e>⊸[dσ<e>⊸gσ<t>] 

[director.Li] director.Li: mσ<e> 

 
(24) Semantic derivation 

[meet-director.Li] λx.meet(x, director.Li) : dσ<e>⊸gσ<t> 

[represent-meet-director.Li] λy.λx.represent(x, y, meet(x, director.Li)) :  

                              cσ<e>⊸[dσ<e>⊸sσ<t>] 

[represent-meet-director.Li], [principal.Chen] ⊢    

  λx.represent (x, principal.Chen, meet(x, director.Li)) : dσ<e>⊸sσ<t> 

[represent-meet-director.Li], [principal.Chen], [teacher.Lin] ⊢    

              represent (teacher.Lin, principal.Chen, meet(teacher.Lin, director.Li)) : sσ<t> 

 

The third step of semantic derivation in (24) shows that it is the control predicate 

daibiao ‘represent’  which drives the semantic derivation and the embedded complement 

does not directly consume the semantic resource of the controlled argument. Such a 

formal set-up ensures that there is no semantic-resource deficit caused by structural 
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sharing, given that Glue Semantics is a resource-sensitive approach whereby “the 

meanings of sub-expressions must be used exactly once in calculating the meaning of 

larger expressions in which they occur” (Asudeh, 2005: 466). 

The generalised constraints in (25) are posited for the lexical entries of those Equi 

predicates in my data set which disallow Copy Control. 

 
(25) Generalised constraints: 

Assume that the relevant matrix predicate has the semantic form ‘PREDICATE’ 

and its meaning encoded as the function predicate: 

                  if the predicate also subcategorises for OBJ, its lexical entry contains: 

            (↑PRED)=‘PREDICATE<SUBJ, OBJ, XCOMP>’ 

                           (↑SUBJ)=(↑XCOMP SUBJ) 

                 λP.λy.λx.predicate(x, y, P(x)) :  

                             [(↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸(↑XCOMP)σ<t>]⊸[(↑OBJ)σ<e>⊸[(↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸↑σ<t>]] 

                 if the predicate does not subcategorise for OBJ, its lexical entry contains: 

            (↑PRED)=‘PREDICATE<SUBJ, XCOMP>’ 

                           (↑SUBJ)=(↑XCOMP SUBJ) 

                 λP.λx.predicate(x, P(x)) :  

                             [(↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸(↑XCOMP)σ<t>]⊸[(↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸↑σ<t>] 

 
4.2.1.3. Functional Control for Partial-Control predicates with athematic controllers 

Applicable to: 

Rang ‘let’-C&C class Xiangyao ‘want’-C&C class (DP3-position Ø) 

 

Since Haug (2013, 2014a), there is a tendency to model Partial Control with Quasi-

obligatory Anaphoric Control, which will be discussed in section 4.2.3. Haug (2013, 2014a) 

intends it to supersede an earlier Functional-Control proposal by Asudeh (2005a). While 

I agree that Partial Control involving thematic controllers is best modelled by Quasi-

obligatory Anaphoric Control, I have reservations about discarding Asudeh's (2005a) 

Functional-Control mechanism. Through fine-grained empirical testing, I have identified 

two classes of predicates – the rang ‘let’-C&C class and the xiangyao ‘want’-C&C class – 

which license Partial Control with an athematic object controller (section 3.7.2). The 

athematic status of their object controller was discussed in sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.3. As a 

recap, (26) displays the contrast between, on the one hand, rang ‘let’ and xiangyao ‘want’, 

versus, on the other hand, jiao ‘ask/order’ and pizhun ‘permit’ in the selectional 

discrepancy test. The contrast was explained by their differences in theta-role assignment 
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behaviour where jiao ‘ask/order’ and pizhun ‘permit’ assign a theta-role to their object but 

rang ‘let’ and xiangyao ‘want’ do not: 

 
(26) a. #xiaoming   {jiao/pizhun}   bingkuai     ronghuai 

             Xiaoming    ask/permit       ice              melt 

          #‘Xiaoming asks/gives permission to the ice to melt.’ 

       b. xiaoming   {rang/yunxu}  bingkuai     ronghuai 

           Xiaoming    let/allow        ice              melt 

           ‘Xiaoming lets/allows the ice (to) melt.’ 

 

As discussed in section 4.2.1.1., when it comes to athematic controllers, Anaphoric 

Control causes problems for the Coherence condition. That leaves Functional Control 

the only viable option. Moreover, as will be discussed, modelling Partial Control with 

Functional Control has its advantages. I exemplify this Functional-Control variant using 

the predicate rang ‘let’. 

 

(27) rang ‘let’            V   (↑PRED)=‘LET<SUBJ, XCOMP>OBJ’ 

                                                      (↑OBJ)=(↑XCOMP SUBJ) 

             λx.λP.λy.∃z.let(x, P(z))∧y⊑z :  
            (↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸[[(↑XCOMP SUBJ)σ<e>⊸(↑XCOMP)σ<t>]⊸[(↑OBJ)σ<e>⊸↑σ<t>]] 
 

The first line in (27) suggests that rang ‘let’ selects for an athematic OBJ, which according 

to the second line is the controller for the embedded SUBJ via an f-structure sharing 

equation. Before discussing the third line, I will present an example of Asudeh's (2005a: 

504) meaning constructor for the Partial-Control predicate prefer, which has a thematic 

controller: 

 

(28) λx.λP.∃y.prefer(x, P(y))∧x⊑y :  

(↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸[[(↑XCOMP SUBJ)σ<e>⊸(↑XCOMP)σ<t>]⊸↑σ<t>] 

 

Both prefer and rang ‘let’ use a subsumption operator in a conjunct condition (“∧x⊑y” for 

prefer and “∧y⊑z” for rang ‘let’) to specify that the controller is either semantically the same 

as or part of the controllee. Note that in the meaning construction of rang ‘let’, since the 

object controller (represented as variable y) is athematic, I posit that it does not appear as 

an argument inside the let(...) function on the meaning side of the constructor, but it still 

appears in the conjunct condition with the subsumption operation for specifying the 

Partial-Control reading. Admittedly, at first sight, such treatment may appear 

unconventional. However, as we will see, the treatment does allow us to obtain a valid 

semantic representation of a rang ‘let’ construction after semantic derivation. To illustrate, 
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(29) is an example sentence, (30) is its labelled f-structure, (31) contains its meaning-

constructor premises, and (32) displays the semantic derivation. I will simplify the 

meaning of work together as λx.work.together(x) since how Glue Semantics handles 

modification is not at issue here. 

 

(29) xiaomingi   rang         xiaomeij  Ø*i/j+ yiqi          gongzuo  

Xiaoming   let/allow  Xiaomei          together   work 

‘Xiaoming lets/allows Xiaomei (to) work together.’ 

 
(30)  

 

 
(31) Meaning-constructor premises 

[let] λx.λP.λy.∃z.let(x, P(z))∧y⊑z  : 
    dσ<e>⊸[[cσ<e>⊸mσ<t>]⊸[cσ<e>⊸sσ<t>]] 

[Xiaoming] Xiaoming : dσ<e> 

[Xiaomei] Xiaomei : cσ<e> 

[work.together] λx.work.together(x) : cσ<e>⊸mσ<t> 

 
(32) Semantic derivation 

[Xiaoming-let] λP.λy.∃z.let(Xiaoming, P(z))∧y⊑z  : 
             [cσ<e>⊸mσ<t>]⊸[cσ<e>⊸sσ<t>] 

[Xiaoming-let], [work.together]  ⊢ 

   λy.∃z.let(Xiaoming, work.together(z))∧y⊑z  : cσ<e>⊸sσ<t> 

[Xiaoming-let], [work.together], [Xiaomei]  ⊢ 

         ∃z.let(Xiaoming, work.together(z))∧Xiaomei⊑z  : sσ<t> 
 

As shown in (32), the final outcome of the derivation states that there exists an entity z 

which is the argument of work.together, and it is either that z is the same as Xiaomei or 

Xiaomei is part of the entity z. The former refers to the meaning when rang ‘let’ is used 

outside a Partial-Control context. In the latter situation, z is conceived as a group – a 
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semantically plural entity, capturing the Partial-Control reading. The final outcome is thus 

a valid semantic representation of the rang ‘let’ construction. 

This approach to Partial Control has two advantages. First, structure sharing 

predicts that the controllee remains syntactically singular (if the controller is singular) 

despite semantic plurality. As discussed in section 2.5.3.1, this is an important property 

distinguishing Partial Control from Split Control.97 Second, it allows semantic flexibility 

of the controllee, which can either be in an inclusion or equality relation with the 

controller. This is in line with the behaviour of Partial-Control predicates which resemble 

Exhaustive-Control predicates when there is no collective word (or plural context) to 

license Partial-Control readings (section 2.5.3.1.2). 

Past studies (e.g., Pearson, 2016) focus on the type of Partial Control enabled by 

thematic controllers rather than athematic ones. Probing more deeply into this subtype 

of Partial Control may well be a fruitful avenue for future research. 

The following generalised constraints are posited for the lexical entries of those 

Partial-Control predicates in my data set which enable athematic object controllers: 

 
(33) Generalised constraints: 

Assume that the relevant matrix predicate has the semantic form ‘PREDICATE’ 

and its meaning encoded as the function predicate: 

           (↑PRED)=‘PREDICATE<SUBJ, XCOMP>OBJ’ 

                          (↑OBJ)=(↑XCOMP SUBJ) 

            λx.λP.λy.∃z.predicate(x, P(z))∧y⊑z  :  

     (↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸[[(↑XCOMP SUBJ)σ<e>⊸(↑XCOMP)σ<t>]⊸[(↑OBJ)σ<e>⊸↑σ<t>]] 

 

  

 
97Only Split Control (but not Partial Control) can license a plural anaphor, suggesting that Split Control is 
syntactically plural (section 2.5.3.1). 
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4.2.2. Obligatory Anaphoric Control sub-variants 

All sub-variants of Anaphoric Control represent the coreferential relationship between a 

controllee and its controller as an anaphoric-binding relationship. PCDRT-based 

meaning constructors, utilised in LFG’s anaphoric binding (Dalrymple et al., 2018, 2019), 

are used to model Anaphoric Control. The SUBJ of the complement clause is treated as a 

pronominal present in the f-structure but absent in the c-structure. 

The Obligatory Anaphoric Control sub-variants contain f-structural syntactic 

locality constraints, defining possible paths along which the controllee identifies its 

controller. However, unlike Functional Control, which provides a syntactic explanation 

for coreference, the resolution of antecedency in Obligatory Anaphoric Control is 

semantic and pragmatic in nature because it relies on the R function in semantics, which 

is a component of the A function at the discourse level. 

 
4.2.2.1. Obligatory Anaphoric Control for Equi predicates (atomic antecedency) 

with Copy Control 

Applicable to: 

Shefa ‘try’-C&C class Ganxie ‘thank’-C&C class 

Jinzhi ‘prohibit’-C&C class (DP3-position Ø) 

 

Unlike English, most Equi predicates in Chinese allow Copy Control (sections 3.6 and 

3.7), where the controllee is replaced by an overt resumptive pronoun sharing the same 

reference as the controller under the condition that there is an intervening adverbial. This 

suggests that the formal control mechanism of these predicates is anaphoric (rather than 

functional) in nature. 

Falk (2002) argues that resumptive pronouns are different from standard 

pronouns: in the syntactic specification, a standard pronoun contributes the attribute-

value pair <PRED, ‘PRO’> to the f-structure, but no such PRED-value contribution is made 

by a resumptive pronoun, which is posited to involve f-structure sharing. However, this 

view has been superseded (largely) owing to Asudeh's (2004, 2012) cross-linguistic 

investigation, which found that resumptive pronouns are not different from ordinary 

pronouns in morphological and lexical properties. His observation confirms an earlier 

generalisation made by McCloskey (2002) in a different theoretical framework. Following 

Asudeh (2004, 2012), both resumptive and ordinary pronouns should contribute 

<PRED, ‘PRO’> to the f-structure. 

In Chinese Copy Control, there is further language-specific evidence supporting 

that the fact that the resumptive pronoun should be treated on a par with an ordinary 
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pronoun. Consider (34), which involves the Equi predicate qitu ‘attempt’ (shefa ‘try’-C&C 

class). Copy Control is possible with the presence of an adverbial. 

 
(34) xiaomingi    qitu        [zai       meiyou ren       de  qingkuang xia] 

Xiaoming    attempt   when   no        person DE  condition  under 

{Øi/*j /tai/*j}   qiaoran likai 

               3SG     quietly  leave 

‘Xiaoming attempts to leave quietly when there is no one around.’ 

 

The resumptive pronoun ta takes up an independent grammatical function, namely SUBJ 

of the complement clause. There is no “sharing” of grammatical function between the 

matrix SUBJ Xiaoming and the embedded SUBJ ta. One may contrast the Chinese 

resumptive pronoun with another one in Swedish outside the scenario of Copy Control: 

 
(35) Vemi   undrar    du    hur    ofta  { Øi/honi} fuskar? 

who     wonder  you  how   often         she    cheats 

‘Who do you wonder how often (she) cheats?”         (Asudeh, 2012: 242) 

 

In (35), vem ‘who’ and the resumptive pronoun hon ‘she’ shares a grammatical function, 

namely SUBJ of the complement clause. If, as argued by Asudeh (2012), the Swedish 

resumptive pronoun should be treated similarly to an ordinary pronoun in terms of 

syntactic specification, then there are even fewer reasons to reject such a requirement for 

the Chinese resumptive pronoun. Therefore, I posit that the resumptive pronoun in Copy 

Control contribute <PRED, ‘PRO’> on a par with an ordinary pronoun. 

Returning to (34), I posit the lexical entry (36) for qitu ‘attempt’. 
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(36) qitu ‘attempt’   V 

1st line (↑PRED)=‘ATTEMPT<SUBJ, COMP>’ 

2nd line R((↑COMP SUBJ)σ INDEX)=((↑SUBJ)σ INDEX) 

 

3rd line 

 

λx.λP. 

 

 

: (↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸[(↑COMP)σ<t>⊸↑σ<t>]  

attempt(x, P) 

4th line ¬[(↑(COMP) ADJ ∈) <f.immediate (↑COMP SUBJ)] 

 ⇒ (↑COMP SUBJ PRED)=‘PRO’  ∧ 

 

 

 

     λP. 

 

⊕P(𝑥1) : ∀H.[(↑COMP SUBJ)σ<e> ⊸H<t>]⊸H<t> 

 

𝑥1 

 

 

For ease of reference, I have marked the line numbers.98 The first line states that qitu 

‘attempt’ subcategorises for SUBJ and COMP. The second line uses the R function in 

PCDRT to establish the semantic antecedency relationship between the value of the 

INDEX attribute in the semantic structure of the controllee and that of the controller. This 

R-function holds irrespective of whether the controllee is replaced by an overt resumptive 

pronoun. It results in the prediction that the overt resumptive pronoun, if any, has to be 

coreferential with the controller SUBJ, capturing the empirical pattern of (34). The third 

line is the PCDRT-based meaning constructor for the predicate qitu ‘attempt’. The fourth 

line forms one implicational constraint with ⇒ being the implicational operator. 

Intuitively, this constraint is used to impose the condition that if the complement clause 

is not immediately preceded by a matrix-level or embedded adverbial, the controllee 

cannot be replaced by a resumptive pronoun. To formally implement this, it adopts the 

concept of “immediate f-precedence” defined in (37).99 

 
(37) Immediate f-precedence 

The f-structure f immediately f-precedes the f-structure g ( f <f.immediate g ) if and 

only if the rightmost node in ϕ-1( f ) immediately c-precedes the leftmost node in 

ϕ-1( g ). 

 

This definition uses the inverse relation ϕ-1, associating f-structures with their 

corresponding c-structural nodes via LFG’s parallel-projection architecture. Building f-

precedence on c-precedence is due to the fact that the f-structure does not encode linear 

 
98 The first three lines resemble those of the English verb try in Dalrymple et al. (2019: 572). 
99 See also Bresnan et al. (2016: 259) for “f-precedence”. 
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order, unlike the c-structure. Therefore, the definition of immediate f-precedence relies 

on that of c-precedence, as stated in (38): 

 

(38) C-precedence (Dalrymple et al., 2019: 256)  

A c-structure node n1 c-precedes a node n2 if and only if n1 does not dominate n2, 

n2 does not dominate n1, and all nodes that n1 dominates precede all nodes that 

n2 dominates. 

 

If there is no adverbial (either at the matrix level or complement-clause level) immediately 

preceding the embedded subject, Copy Control is not viable, which means the matrix 

predicate contributes an f-structural pronominal together with the meaning constructor 

for pronominal interpretation. The negative constraint can be satisfied when there is no 

such an adverbial or when the adverbial is located somewhere else in the sentence instead 

of immediately preceding the embedded subject. The symbol ⊕  in the meaning 

constructor is the merge operator for combining DRSs (Dalrymple et al., 2019: 530; see 

also Muskens, 1996). The glue side contains “∀H”, standing for any semantic structure 

H.100 On the other hand, if a resumptive pronoun is used under the condition that there 

is an adverbial immediately preceding the resumption pronoun (embedded subject), the 

resumptive pronoun itself would contribute to the f-structure a pronominal PRED value 

as the SUBJ of the complement clause. Another possibility is that when the embedded 

subject is unexpressed, since f-precedence relies on c-precedence, the negative 

implicational condition ¬[(↑(COMP)ADJ ∈)<f.immediate(↑COMP SUBJ)] will be satisfied, which 

means the matrix predicate will supply an f-structural pronominal as the SUBJ of the 

complement clause. 

To give one more example, I will use the verb gongxi ‘congratulate’ (ganxie ‘thank’-

C&C class), which licenses OBJ-control. (41) is its lexical entry where the fourth line is 

used to model its Copy Control behaviour. Intuitively, this constraint is used to impose 

the condition that if the matrix object is not immediately preceded by a matrix-level or 

embedded adverbial, the controllee cannot be replaced by a resumptive pronoun. In the 

meaning derivation, I forgo the adverbial as well as any temporal or aspectual information. 

  

 
100 See Asudeh (2005a: 393-394) for the interpretation of ∀ in linear logic. This linear universal has a 
meaning of “any one” (instead of “all”) in the light of the resource-sensitive nature of linear logic.  
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(39) xiaomingi    gongxi            xiaomeij    [zai zhe-chang bisa                zhong] 

Xiaoming    congratulate   Xiaomei     in   this-CL      competition   in 

{Ø*i/j /ta*i/j}   shengchu-le 

              3SG      win-PFV 

‘Xiaoming congratulates Xiaomei for winning in this competition.’ 

 
(40) a. 

 

b. 

 
    : sσ<t>, R(3)=2 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
(41) gongxi ‘congratulate’   V    

1st line (↑PRED)=‘CONGRATULATE<SUBJ, OBJ, COMP>’ 

2nd line R ((↑COMP SUBJ)σ INDEX)=((↑OBJ)σ INDEX) 

 

3rd line 

 

λx.λy.λP. 

 

 

: (↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸[(↑OBJ)σ<e>⊸ 

             [(↑COMP)σ<t>⊸↑σ<t>]] 

 

congratulate(x, y, P) 

4th line ¬ [(↑OBJ )<f.immediate(↑(COMP) ADJ ∈)] 

 ⇒ (↑COMP SUBJ PRED)=‘PRO’  ∧ 

 

 

 

         λP. 

 

⊕P(𝑥1) : ∀H.[(↑COMP SUBJ)σ<e>⊸H<t>]⊸H<t> 

 

𝑥1 

 
 

  

𝑥1,  𝑥2 

Xiaoming(𝑥1) 

Xiaomei(𝑥2) 

 

 

congratulate(𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3 

win(𝑥3) 

 

 
) 
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(42) Meaning-constructor premises 
 
[congratulate] 

 

λx.λy.λP. 
 

 

: dσ<e>⊸[cσ<e>⊸[gσ<t>⊸Sσ<t>]] 
 

congratulate(x, y, P) 

[Xiaoming]  

λP. 
 

 

⊕ P(𝑥1): ∀H.[dσ<e>⊸H<t>]⊸H<t> 
𝑥1 

Xiaoming(𝑥1) 

[Xiaomei]  

λP. 
 

 

⊕ P(𝑥2): ∀H.[cσ<e>⊸H<t>]⊸H<t> 
𝑥2 

Xiaomei(𝑥2) 

[win]  

λx. 
 

 

: nσ<e>⊸ gσ<t> 
 

win(x) 

 
[pro] 

 
          λP. 

 

⊕P(𝑥3) : ∀H.[nσ<e>⊸H<t>]⊸H<t> 
𝑥3 

 

 
(43) Meaning derivation 

[pro-win] : gσ<t> 𝑥3 

win(𝑥3) 

Supply to [congratulate] the hypothetical resources x : [dσ<e>], y : [cσ<e>], and P : [gσ<t>] 
Discharge x : [dσ<e>] from [congratulate]: 
 

λx. 
 

 

: dσ<e>⊸Sσ<t> 

 

 

 

congratulate(x, y, P) 

 
[Xiaoming-congratulate]  

 

:  Sσ<t> 
𝑥1 

Xiaoming(𝑥1) 

congratulate(𝑥1, y, P) 

 

Discharge y : [cσ<e>] from [Xiaoming-congratulate]: 
 

 

λy. 
 

 
 

: cσ<e>⊸Sσ<t> 

 

𝑥1 

Xiaoming(𝑥1) 

congratulate(𝑥1, y, P) 
 

 
[Xiaoming-congratulate-
Xiaomei]  

 

:  Sσ<t> 
𝑥1, 𝑥2 

Xiaoming(𝑥1) 

Xiaomei(𝑥2) 

congratulate(𝑥1, 𝑥2, P) 
 

Discharge P : [gσ<t>] from [Xiaoming-congratulate-Xiaomei]: 

 
 

λP. 
  

 

:  gσ<t>⊸Sσ<t> 
𝑥1, 𝑥2 

Xiaoming(𝑥1) 

Xiaomei(𝑥2) 

congratulate(𝑥1, 𝑥2, P) 
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[Xiaoming-congratulate-
Xiaomei-pro-win] 

 

 
: sσ<t> 

𝑥1,  𝑥2 

Xiaoming(𝑥1) 

Xiaomei(𝑥2) 

 

 

congratulate(𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3 

win(𝑥3) 

 

 
) 

 

PCDRT-based Glue-Semantics derivation requires the meaning constructors of nouns 

and pronouns to be type-raised to quantifiers (see e.g., Dalrymple et al., 2019: 530). The 

process of semantic derivation requires the supply and discharge of hypothetical 

resources (see e.g., Dalrymple et al., 2019: 307). In the final outcome, although a 

semantically complete and coherent meaning constructor [Xiaoming-congratulate-

Xiaomei-pro-win] is produced, the anaphoric discourse referent 𝑥3 still needs to look for 

its antecedent.101 The R function, according to the second line of the lexical entry of gongxi 

‘congratulate’ R((↑COMP SUBJ)σ INDEX)=((↑OBJ)σ INDEX), is applied to the value of the 

INDEX attribute in the s-structure of the pronominal. The application identifies the 

pronominal’s antecedent to be Xiaomei, hence R(3)=2 as displayed in (40)b. 

Regarding the jinzhi ‘prohibit’-CC class, I focus on modelling the GC Relation of 

the obligatorily unexpressed embedded SUBJ. Their control mechanism is licensed by the 

same set of constraints as for gongxi ‘congratulate’ in (43). I will skip the demonstration. 

To sum up, the constraints in (44) are posited for the Equi predicates in my data 

set which enable Obligatory Anaphoric Control. 

  

 
101 The anaphoric discourse referent is marked with an overbar to indicate that its reference needs to be 
resolved. 
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(44) Generalised constraints: 

Assume that the relevant matrix predicate has the semantic form ‘PREDICATE’ 

and its meaning encoded as the function predicate: 

                 if the predicate does not subcategorise for OBJ, its lexical entry contains: 

  (↑PRED)=‘PREDICATE<SUBJ, COMP>’ 

 R((↑COMP SUBJ)σ INDEX)=((↑SUBJ)σ INDEX) 

 

 

 

λx.λP. 

 

 

: (↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸[(↑COMP)σ<t>⊸↑σ<t>]  

predicate(x, P) 

 ¬[(↑(COMP) ADJ ∈) <f.immediate (↑COMP SUBJ)] 

       ⇒ (↑COMP SUBJ PRED)=‘PRO’  ∧ 

 

 

 

     λP. 

 

⊕P(𝑥1) : ∀H.[(↑COMP SUBJ)σ<e>⊸H<t>]⊸H<t> 

 

𝑥1 

 

    if the predicate also subcategorises for OBJ, its lexical entry contains: 

 (↑PRED)=‘PREDICATE<SUBJ, OBJ, COMP>’ 

 R ((↑COMP SUBJ)σ INDEX)=((↑OBJ)σ INDEX) 

 

 

 

λx.λy.λP. 

 

: (↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸[(↑OBJ)σ<e>⊸ 

             [(↑COMP)σ<t>⊸↑σ<t>]] 

 

predicate(x, y, P) 

 ¬[(↑OBJ ) <f.immediate (↑(COMP) ADJ ∈  )] 

 ⇒ (↑COMP SUBJ PRED)=‘PRO’  ∧ 

 

 

 

         λP. 

 

⊕P(𝑥1) : ∀H.[(↑COMP SUBJ)σ<e>⊸H<t>]⊸H<t> 

 

𝑥1 

 

 
4.2.2.2. Obligatory Anaphoric Control for obligatory split antecedency 

Applicable to: 

Dailing ‘accompany’-C&C class 

 

The dailing ‘accompany’-C&C class allows two grammatical functions to be unexpressed: 

matrix OBJ and embedded SUBJ. The control mechanism here applies to its obligatorily 

unexpressed embedded SUBJ. This unexpressed SUBJ demonstrates Split Control (section 

3.7.3) with the controllee displaying a complex referential index, which is the mereological 

sum of the atomic indices of the matrix SUBJ and OBJ. 

(45) shows an example sentence of peitong ‘accompany’ and (46) is its lexical entry. 

Copy Control is possible when there is an intervening adverbial.  
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(45) xiaomingi  peitong         xiaowangj    [zai xiang zhou.san      de    wansheng] 

Xiaoming  accompany   Xiaowang    on next  Wednesday   DE   night 

{Øi+j /tameni+j} (yiqi)         kan     yanhua 

           they         together   watch  firework 

            ‘Xiaoming will accompany Xiaowang, on next Wednesday night, to watch the  

             firework together.’ 

 

(46) peitong ‘accompany’   V    

1st line (↑PRED)=‘ACCOMPANY<SUBJ, OBJ, COMP>’ 

2nd line R((↑COMP SUBJ)σ INDEX) = ((↑SUBJ)σ INDEX)⊕((↑OBJ)σ INDEX) 

 

3rd line 

 

λx.λy.λP. 

 

 

: (↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸[(↑OBJ)σ<e>⊸ 

             [(↑COMP)σ<t>⊸↑σ<t>]] 

 

accompany(x, y, P) 

4th line ¬ [(↑OBJ ) <f.immediate (↑(COMP) ADJ ∈)] 

 ⇒ (↑COMP SUBJ PRED)=‘PRO’  ∧ 

 

 

 

         λP. 

 

⊕P(𝑥1) : ∀H.[(↑COMP SUBJ)σ<e>⊸H<t>]⊸H<t> 

 

𝑥1 

 

 

The lexical entry of peitong ‘accompany’ largely resembles that of gongxi ‘congratulate’, 

except in lines one and two. Line two involves the mereological sum operator ⊕ , 

combining the atomic referential indices of the matrix SUBJ and OBJ. The R function 

applied to the referential index of the controllee outputs the complex index constructed 

from the two atomic indices of the matrix SUBJ and OBJ. This mereological sum operator 

is distinct from the merge operator for combining DRSs. The mereological sum operator 

was adopted by Dalrymple et al. (2018) from Link (1983) to handle split antecedency 

involving overt pronominals. Dalrymple et al. (2018) involves post-semantic scenarios 

(i.e., after semantic derivation) where the operator is needed for the resolution of plural 

anaphors without incorporating it in a lexical entry. My illustration shows this operator 

can also be useful by incorporating it in the lexical entry of the control verb to enforce 

split antecedency. 

(47) presents the final outcome of semantic derivation for sentence (42). For 

brevity, I have omitted the meaning of the adverbial and any temporal information: 
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(47)  

 

 : sσ<t>, R(3)=1⊕2    

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Enforced by the constraint R((↑COMP SUBJ)σ INDEX)=((↑SUBJ)σ INDEX)⊕((↑OBJ)σ INDEX), 

the antecedency relation is resolved as R(3)=1⊕2, where 3 is the referential index of the 

unexpressed pronominal (or resumptive pronoun in Copy Control), 1 is the referential 

index of Xiaoming, and 2 is the referential index of Xiaowang. 

(48) sums up the constraints for the predicates in my data set which enable 

obligatory split antecedency: 

 
(48) Generalised constraints: 

Assume that the relevant matrix predicate has the semantic form ‘PREDICATE’ 

and its meaning encoded as the function predicate. Its lexical entry contains: 

 (↑PRED)=‘PREDICATE<SUBJ, OBJ, COMP>’ 

 R((↑COMP SUBJ)σ INDEX) = ((↑SUBJ)σ INDEX)⊕((↑OBJ)σ INDEX) 

 

 

 

λx.λy.λP. 

 

 

: (↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸[(↑OBJ)σ<e>⊸ 

             [(↑COMP)σ<t>⊸↑σ<t>]] 

 

predicate(x, y, P) 

 ¬[(↑OBJ ) <f.immediate (↑(COMP) ADJ ∈)] 

 ⇒ (↑COMP SUBJ PRED)=‘PRO’  ∧ 

 

 

 

         λP. 

 

⊕P(𝑥1) : ∀H.[(↑COMP SUBJ)σ<e>⊸H<t>]⊸H<t> 

 

𝑥1 

 

 

  

𝑥1,  𝑥2, 𝑥4 

Xiaoming(𝑥1) 

Xiaowang(𝑥2) 

firework(𝑥4) 

 

 

accompany(𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3 

watch(𝑥3, 𝑥4) 

 

 
) 
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4.2.2.3. Obligatory Anaphoric Control for split antecedency and Control Shift 

Applicable to: 

Dayin ‘promise’-C&C class 

(DP3-position Ø) 

 

As discussed in section 3.7.4, for a predicate like dayin ‘promise’, the optionally 

unexpressed embedded SUBJ involves complex control patterns for its DP3-position Ø: 

 

(49) xiaomingi    dayin       zhangsanj   Øi/j/i+j/*k   (keyi) (gei tamenzijii+j) mai  chezi 

Xiaoming    promise   Zhangsan                  can    get themselves  buy  car 

‘Xiaoming promises Zhangsan to buy a car./ 

 Xiaoming promises Zhangsan that Zhangsan can/will buy a car./ 

 Xiaoming promises Zhangsan to get themselves a car.’ 

 

The control behaviour of dayin ‘promise’ differs from its English counterpart promise, 

which is a SUBJ-control verb. Dayin ‘promise’ permits Control Shift between SUBJ and OBJ 

control. As mentioned in section 3.7.4, the use of the permission-giving auxiliary keyi ‘can’ 

facilitates the OBJ-control reading.102 This verb allows Split Control, as detected by the 

plural-anaphor test. However, unlike predicates that license Arbitrary Anaphoric Control 

(to be discussed in section 4.2.5), the unexpressed SUBJ does not permit other potential 

antecedents in the discourse. 

When the embedded SUBJ is unexpressed, I assume that it receives a pronominal 

value in the f-structure contributed by the embedded predicate via the grammar-wide pro-

drop constraint in (10). Also, as discussed in section 3.2.3, dayin ‘promise’ can license the 

constituent pattern of DP1-Vm-DP2-DP3-VPcomp, which is displayed in (50). When DP3 

appears, DP3 has its own referential properties. (51) is the lexical entry of dayin ‘promise’. 

 
(50) xiaoming  daying    zhangsan  xiaodong    hui    haohao   gongzuo 

            Xiaoming  promise Zhangsan Xiaodong   will   well        work 

            ‘Xiaoming promises Zhangsan that Xiaodong will do the work well.’ 

  

 
102 I do not claim that the OBJ-control reading must require the permission-giving auxiliary keyi ‘can’. 
Therefore, my forthcoming lexical entry does not include constraints to condition the OBJ-control reading 
upon the permission-giving auxiliary keyi ‘can’. Such a treatment, if necessary, can be achieved via an 
implicational constraint that checks the f-structural contribution of keyi ‘can’ before applying an OBJ-control 
constraint. 
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(51) dayin ‘promise’   V 

1st line (↑PRED)=‘PROMISE<SUBJ, OBJ, COMP>’ 

2nd line ¬[REALISED(↑COMP SUBJ)]  

⇒ R((↑COMP SUBJ)σ INDEX)={((↑SUBJ)σ INDEX) 

              |((↑OBJ)σ INDEX) 

                               |((↑SUBJ)σ INDEX)⊕((↑OBJ)σ INDEX) 

                 } 

 

3rd line 

 

λx.λy.λP. 

 

 

: (↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸[(↑OBJ)σ<e>⊸ 

             [(↑COMP)σ<t>⊸↑σ<t>]] 

 

promise(x, y, P) 

 

The control behaviour of dayin ‘promise’ is stated in the second line via a disjunctive R 

constraint included in an implicational constraint. The implicational constraint states that 

when the embedded SUBJ is unexpressed, the disjunctive R constraint will apply. 

¬[REALISED(↑COMP SUBJ)] uses the function REALISED defined by Asudeh (2009: 111). It 

adopts the inverse relation ϕ-1, associating f-structural elements with c-structural nodes: 

 

(52) For any f-structure f, REALISED( f ) is true if and only if ϕ-1( f ) ≠ Ø. 

 

REALISED( f ) requires c-structural realisation of f-structural elements. ¬[REALISED( f )] 

requires the corresponding c-structural nodes to be unrealised. ¬[REALISED(↑COMP SUBJ)] 

is an important condition because the subsequent R should not apply if the embedded 

SUBJ is realised as, for example, a common noun phrase which has its own referential 

properties (as displayed in (50)). 

Being a mathematical function, R produces exactly one output at a time. R (as 

well as A) arises from non-monotonic reasoning and can be revised in the subsequent 

discourse. That means, at a point during conversation, the listener makes a judgment 

about whether the unexpressed embedded SUBJ of dayin ‘promise’ refers to the matrix 

SUBJ, OBJ or the combination of both (i.e., split antecedency). As the discourse continues, 

the listener can revise the antecedency judgment to another one out of the three options. 

However, the R constraint would not allow the listener to revise their judgment to an 

option outside of those three. This formal set-up results in the empirical pattern of (49). 

Given the meaning constructors in (51), the semantic derivation of dayin ‘promise’ 

resembles that of gongxi ‘congratulate’ in (43).103 Therefore, I will forgo the derivational 

process and present the final outcome in (53) with antecedency relations. For simplicity, 

 
103 If the temporal/aspectual information is taken into account, the derivation of gongxi ‘congratulate’ and 
dayin ‘promise’ can differ in this regard. 
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I do not take into account the meaning of bracketed words and temporal or aspectual 

information in (49). 

 

(53)  

 
    : sσ<t>, R(3)={1 

            |2  

           |1⊕2 

           } 
 
 
 

 

Stiebels (2007: 4) has identified another Chinese verb, namely anshi ‘signal’, which 

embodies the same control patterns as dayin ‘promise’. An example is given in (54): 

 

(54) dahua    anshi    xiaomei    Øi/j/i+j/*k   (keyi)  he       yi-bei-bailandi 

Dahua   signal   Xiaomei                    can    drink   one-CL-brandy 

‘Dahua signals Xiaomei that Dahua will drink brandy./ 

Dahua signals Xiaomei that Xiaomei can/will drink brandy./ 

Dahua signals Xiaomei that both of them can/will drink brandy.’  

         (Stiebels, 2007: 4) 

(55) summarises the constraints for the predicates in my data set which enable 

split antecedency and control shift. 

 
(55) Generalised constraints: 

Assume that the relevant matrix predicate has the semantic form ‘PREDICATE’ 

and its meaning encoded as the function predicate. Its lexical entry contains: 

 (↑PRED)=‘PREDICATE<SUBJ, OBJ, COMP>’ 

 ¬[REALISED(↑COMP SUBJ)]  

⇒ R((↑COMP SUBJ)σ INDEX)={((↑SUBJ)σ INDEX) 

              |((↑OBJ)σ INDEX) 

                 |((↑SUBJ)σ INDEX)⊕((↑OBJ)σ INDEX) 

                 } 

 

 

 

λx.λy.λP. 

 

 

: (↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸[(↑OBJ)σ<e>⊸ 

             [(↑COMP)σ<t>⊸↑σ<t>]] 

 

predicate(x, y, P) 

 

  

𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥4 

Xiaoming(𝑥1) 

Zhangsan(𝑥2) 

car(𝑥4) 

 

 

promise(𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3 

buy(𝑥3, 𝑥4) 

 

 
) 
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4.2.3. Quasi-obligatory Anaphoric Control for Partial-Control predicates with 

thematic controllers 

Applicable to: 

Zhunbei ‘prepare’-C&C class Shuifu ‘persuade’-C&C class 

Jueding ‘decide’-C&C class Guli ‘encourage’-C&C class (DP3-position Ø) 

Xihuan ‘like/prefer’-C&C class Xiangyao ‘want’ (DP2-position Ø) 

 

Section 4.2.1.3 used Functional Control to model Partial Control with athematic 

controllers. If control with athematic controllers were analysed as Anaphoric Control, the 

analysis would be in conflict with the Coherence condition. This restriction does not 

apply to Partial Control with thematic controllers. Furthermore, among the six C&C 

classes, three (zhunbei ‘prepare’-C&C class, shuifu ‘persuade’-C&C class, guli ‘encourage’-

C&C class) allow Copy Control and one (jueding ‘decide’-C&C class) permits its embedded 

SUBJ to be optionally expressed as a noun phrase. These are taken as indicators of 

Anaphoric Control: 

 

(56) wo quan                 zhangsani [ruguo meiyou.ren  

 I   try.to.persuade  Zhangsan  if        no.one         

             mai  zhe-ben shu]    (tai)   ye    bu  yao    mai 

             buy  this-CL  book    3SG  also not will    buy 

             ‘I try to persuade Zhangsan not to buy this book if no one is buying it. 

 (Hu et al., 2001: 1131) 

(57) xiaoming   jueding  (xiaomei)    yao    bangchu  lisi 

Xiaoming   decide   (Xiaomei)   will    help        Lisi 

‘Xiaoming decides that Xiaomei will help Lisi./ Xiaoming decides to help Lisi.’ 

 

Functional Control cannot model the above behaviour because the resumptive 

pronoun in (56) and the noun phrase in (57) would contribute a superfluous PRED-value 

to the embedded SUBJ – in conflict with the PRED-value shared by the controller via f-

structural sharing. This violates the Uniqueness condition (section 4.1.2). 

Quasi-obligatory Anaphoric Control (Haug, 2013, 2014b) is a relatively new 

model-theoretic control mechanism in comparison to Functional Control, Obligatory 

Anaphoric Control, and Arbitrary Anaphoric Control. Working on English data, Haug 

(2013, 2014a) presents semantic observations to support the anaphoric nature of Partial-

Control relations. I will adopt Haug's (2013) formalism, drawing some parallels between 

English and Chinese, which motivates Quasi-obligatory Anaphoric Control for Chinese 
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Partial-Control predicates. Following Haug's (2013, 2014b) proposal, I assume a Chinese 

Partial-Control construction holds a “bridging” relation between the controllee and its 

antecedent, with “bridging” being understood as an anaphoric dependency involving 

partial coreference between related concepts and requiring inferences for antecedents. 

Haug (2013: 280) cites the following example from Nouwen (2003) to illustrate what a 

bridging relation is: 

 

(58) John kept on staring at the newly-wed couple. She resembled a childhood 

sweetheart of his. 

 

In (58), she is part of the newly-wed couple. Inferences need to be made to infer the 

antecedent of she as being in a partial coreference relationship with the newly-wed couple. 

Likewise, Partial Control is about partial coreference between a controller and an 

unexpressed controllee. Thus, it is possible to assimilate Partial Control into a type of 

bridging relation. Since Chinese demonstrates the same type of pronominal bridging 

relationship as in (58), I assume that it is possible for Chinese Partial Control to be 

assimilated into a bridging relation. Moreover, the bridging analysis is motivated by the 

fact that Partial Control is a “marked” option, requiring context support in the form of 

salient plurality (Haug, 2013). This observation also holds in Chinese (sections 3.6.2, 3.6.3, 

3.7.2), explaining why Partial Control is always tested in contextualised environments. 

Besides the anaphoric resolution function R, an additional bridging function B  is 

involved such that the validity of the R relation depends on whether an appropriate B   

relation holds between the controllee and its antecedent (Haug, 2013, 2014b). The 

formalism posits a semantic locality constraint, requiring the controller to be a (potentially 

unexpressed) participant in the matrix event. 

Quasi-obligatory Anaphoric Control further assumes that Partial-Control 

predicates are sensitive to logophoricity such that the controllee (i.e., logophor) needs to 

be bound by one of the logocentres (i.e., arguments) introduced by the Partial-Control 

predicate.  The logophoric assumption is motivated by the observation that only de se 

reading of the controllee is allowed, which means that the controllee is a perspective-

sensitive object. Haug (2013) adopts the “mistaken-identity” scenario test from Pearson 

(2013: 318-319), involving attitude reports where the attitude holder is not aware of the 

attitude concerning themselves: 
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(59) John is an amnesiac. He is watching footage of an Olympic team sport event in 

which he competed, although he has forgotten this fact, and does not even 

recognise himself on the screen. Bill asks him, “Who won the medal?” John points 

at himself on the screen and says, “I think that that team is going to win the medal, 

look how well they work together.” 

a. #Johni expects Øi+ to win the medal by working well together. 

b. Johni expects that theyi+ will win the medal by working well together. 

 

Like English, similar “mistaken-identity” scenario tests can be devised for Chinese Partial-

Control predicates. They result in infelicitous readings, suggesting that the controllee is a 

perspective-sensitive object. The semantic locality constraint in (60), cited from Haug 

(2013: 290), depicts this logophoric binding relation between the controller (logocentre) 

and controllee (logophor): 

 

(60)  bind(e, K) ≡ K&∀𝑑. 𝑑∈U(K) → log(e, R(𝑑)) 

 

bind is a two-place function, e is a Davidsonian event representation, K is a DRS, U(K) 

denotes the universe of K, and 𝑑 is a logophor. log(e, R(𝑑)) means the antecedent of d is 

a logocentre of the eventuality e. bind(e, K) returns the DRS K augmented with the 

condition that the antecedents of any logophors in the universe of K are the logocentres 

of e. The lexical entry of the Partial-Control verb zhunbei ‘prepare’ is presented in (61): 

 
(61) zhunbei ‘prepare’ V 

1st line (↑PRED)=‘PREPARE<SUBJ, COMP>’ 

2nd line        

λx.λK. 

 

: (↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸[(↑COMP)σ<t>⊸↑σ<t>] 

    

e 

prepare(e, x, bind (e, K)) 

3rd line ¬[(↑(COMP) ADJ ∈) <f.immediate (↑COMP SUBJ)] 

       ⇒ (↑COMP SUBJ PRED)=‘PRO’  ∧ 

 

 

 

      λP. 

 

⊕P(𝑥1) : ∀H.[(↑COMP SUBJ)σ<e>⊸H<t>]⊸H<t> 

 

𝑥1 

 

 

(62) Context: Xiaoming and Xiaomei are good friends. 

a. xiaomingi  zhunbei  Øi+  yiqi           luyou 

   Xiaoming  prepare          together    travel 

   ‘Xiaoming prepares to travel together.’ 
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b. xiaomingi  zhunbei  [zai       jinnain-de     shengdan  qijian]  

    Xiaoming  prepare   during  this.year-DE Christmas  period  

   (tamen)i+ yiqi         luyou 

    they        together travel 

   ‘Xiaoming prepares to travel together during this year’s Christmas period.’ 

    

The second line of the lexical entry is the meaning constructor of zhunbei ‘prepare’, which 

integrates the semantic locality constraint of (60) for modelling Partial Control as 

logophoric binding. The third line constrains (Partial) Copy Control by conditioning it 

upon the presence of an intervening adverbial, as exemplified in (62)b. (64) contains the 

meaning premises of (62)a. (65) is the semantic derivation. 

 
(63)  

 
 

(64) Meaning-constructor premises 

[prepare]  

λx.λK. 

 

: dσ<e>⊸[gσ<t>⊸sσ<t>] 
e 

prepare(e, x, bind (e, K)) 

[Xiaoming]  

λP. 

 

⊕P(𝑥1) : ∀H.[dσ<e>⊸H<t>]⊸H<t> 

 

𝑥1 

Xiaoming(𝑥1) 

[pro] λP. ⊕P(𝑥2) : ∀H.[cσ<e>⊸H<t>]⊸H<t> 

 

𝑥2 

 

[travel.together] λx. : cσ<e>⊸gσ<t>  

travel.together(x) 
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(65) Semantic derivation 

[pro-travel.together]  

: gσ<t> 𝑥2 

travel.together(𝑥2) 

Supply to [prepare] the hypothetical resources x : [dσ<e>], K : [gσ<e>]. Discharge x : [dσ<e>]. 

Combine [prepare] with [Xiaoming]. Discharge K : [gσ<e>] from [Xiaoming-prepare]: 

[Xiaoming-

prepare] 

 

λK. 

 

: gσ<e>⊸sσ<t> 
𝑒, 𝑥1 

Xiaoming(𝑥1) 

prepare(e, 𝑥1, bind(e, K)) 

[Xiaoming-prepare-pro-travel.together] 
 

 

: sσ<t>; R(2)=1; 

B = λx.λy.group(x, y) 

 

 

 

 

 

The antecedency relation is associated with two equations. For the R equation to hold in 

a Partial-Control scenario, the B equation also needs to hold. Here, the antecedency 

relation holds between 𝑥1, 𝑥2 because the relation λx.λy.group(x, y) holds between 𝑥1, 𝑥2, 

which means 𝑥1is part of a group denoted by 𝑥2. In this way, the Partial-Control relation 

between the controllee (logophor) and controller (logocentre) is formally modelled as 

logophoric binding mediated by bridging inferences. 

Recall the matrix predicate dasuan ‘intend/plan’ in section 3.6.2. My corpus study 

suggested that, for this predicate, Partial Copy Control is always available with the 

referents of the matrix SUBJ and embedded SUBJ forming a part-whole relation, as 

illustrated in (66). However, Copy Control needs to be licensed by the presence of an 

intervening adverbial between dasuan ‘intend/plan’ and the embedded subject. Therefore, 

(67) is unacceptable. 

 

(66) Context: Xiaoming and Zhangsan are travel buddies. 

xiaomingi  dasuan  tameni+  yiqi          qu 

Xiaoming  intend  they        together   go 

        ‘Xiaoming intends that they will go together.’ 

 

(67) *xiaomingi  dasuan  tai    qu 

 Xiaoming  intend   3SG  go 

        ‘Xiaoming intends to go.’  

𝑒, 𝑥1 

 

Xiaoming(𝑥1) 

 

 

prepare(e, 𝑥1, bind(e, 𝑥2 

travel.together(𝑥2) 

 

 

) 
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I propose (68) to be the lexical entry of dasuan ‘intend/plan’. 

 
(68) dasuan  ‘intend/plan’ V 

1st line (↑PRED)=‘INTEND<SUBJ, COMP>’ 

2nd line        

  λx.λK. 

 

: (↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸[(↑COMP)σ<t>⊸↑σ<t>] 

    

e 

intend(e, x, bind (e, K)) 

3rd line ¬[(↑(COMP) ADJ ∈) <f.immediate (↑COMP SUBJ)]∧ 

¬[((↑SUBJ)σ INDEX)) ≤ R((↑COMP SUBJ)σ INDEX)]  

       ⇒ (↑COMP SUBJ PRED)=‘PRO’  ∧ 

 

 

 

        λP. 

 

⊕P(𝑥1) : ∀H.[(↑COMP SUBJ)σ<e>⊸H<t>]⊸H<t> 

 

𝑥1 

 

 

The difference between the lexical entries of zhunbei ‘prepare’ and dasuan ‘intend/plan’ 

lies in the third line. For dasuan ‘intend/plan’, the implicational constraint contains the 

conjoined part of ¬[((↑SUBJ)σ INDEX))≤R((↑COMP SUBJ)σ INDEX)]. I adopt the operator ≤ 

from Link (1983) to encode a “part-of” (or more precisely an “individual-part”) relation. 

So, the constraint states that the referent of the matrix SUBJ is not a part of the referent 

of the embedded SUBJ mediated by the R function for antecedency. The third line states 

that if both of the following conditions are satisfied, the matrix predicate supplies a 

pronominal PRED value to the f-structure of the embedded SUBJ: (i) an adverbial does not 

immediately f-precede the embedded SUBJ; (ii) the referents of the matrix SUBJ and 

embedded SUBJ do not form a part-whole relation, with the former being part of the latter. 

When a pronominal PRED value is supplied by the matrix predicate to the embedded SUBJ, 

the embedded SUBJ cannot be a resumptive pronoun or overt noun phrase due to the 

Uniqueness condition. 

The constraints for Quasi-obligatory Anaphoric Control are summarised in (69). 
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(69) Generalised constraints: 

Assume that the relevant matrix predicate has the semantic form ‘PREDICATE’ 

and its meaning encoded as the function predicate: 

                  if the predicate does not subcategorise for OBJ, its lexical entry contains: 

 (↑PRED)=‘PREDICATE<SUBJ, COMP>’ 

        

          λx.λK. 

 

: (↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸[(↑COMP)σ<t>⊸↑σ<t>] 

    

e 

predicate(e, x, bind (e, K)) 

 ¬[(↑(COMP) ADJ ∈) <f.immediate (↑COMP SUBJ)] 

       ⇒ (↑COMP SUBJ PRED)=‘PRO’  ∧ 

 

 

 

               λP. 

 

⊕P(𝑥1) : ∀H.[(↑COMP SUBJ)σ<e>⊸H<t>]⊸H<t> 

 

𝑥1 

 
 

if the predicate subcategorises for OBJ, its lexical entry contains: 

 (↑PRED)=‘PREDICATE<SUBJ, OBJ, COMP>’ 

        

         λx.λy.λK. 

 

: (↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸[(↑OBJ)σ<e>⊸ 

  [(↑COMP)σ<t>⊸↑σ<t>]] 

e 

predicate(e, x, y, bind (e, K)) 

 ¬[(↑OBJ ) <f.immediate (↑(COMP) ADJ ∈)] 

       ⇒ (↑COMP SUBJ PRED)=‘PRO’  ∧ 

 

 

 

                   λP. 

 

⊕P(𝑥1) : ∀H.[(↑COMP SUBJ)σ<e>⊸H<t>]⊸H<t> 

 

𝑥1 
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4.2.4. Implicit Control as Functional/Anaphoric Control plus negative pronominal 

binding constraint 

Applicable to: 

Jinzhi ‘prohibit’-C&C class Yunxu ‘allow’-C&C class 

Guli ‘encourage’-C&C class Dailing ‘lead’-C&C class 

Dayin ‘promise’-C&C class Wen ‘ask’-C&C class 

 

Jinzhi ‘prohibit’-C&C class, yunxu ‘allow’-C&C class, guli ‘encourage’-C&C class and dailing 

‘lead’-C&C class can involve two instances of unexpressed grammatical functions: 

optionally unexpressed matrix OBJ and obligatorily unexpressed embedded SUBJ. The 

dayin ‘promise’-C&C class and wen ‘ask’-C&C class involve an optionally unexpressed 

matrix OBJ and optionally unexpressed embedded SUBJ. When the matrix OBJ is 

unexpressed, it serves as the implicit controller of the embedded SUBJ, as discussed in 

sections 2.5.3.1.5 and 3.6.5. 

For all these classes, the control relation between the (unexpressed) matrix OBJ 

and unexpressed embedded SUBJ demonstrates one of the following mechanisms: 

Functional Control (section 4.2.1), Obligatory Anaphoric Control (section 4.2.2), Quasi-

obligatory Anaphoric Control (section 4.2.3), and Arbitrary Anaphoric Control (section 

4.2.5). As discussed in section 3.6.5, the unexpressed matrix OBJ has to be disjoint from 

the matrix SUBJ. However, because they are grammatical functions of the same predicate, 

their disjoint coreferential relation should not be characterised as a control relation. (70) 

is an example of jinzhi ‘prohibit’. It requires the reference of the unexpressed matrix OBJ 

not to be completely identical to that of the matrix SUBJ.104
 In other words, the sentence 

is not used to communicate the meaning that I initiate any prohibition on myself to banish myself 

from smoking. 

  

 
104 Some may think that wo jinzhi Ø Ø choyan ‘I prohibit him/her/them from smoking’ means that I myself do 
not smoke. In fact, such a reading is merely a pragmatic implicature. Whether I smoke is not part of the truth 
condition of the sentence. In section 3.6.5, I clarified the use of the asterisk on Ø1*i/j. To recap, the co-
indexation on Ø1*i/j indicates the control property of the matrix predicate. As an additional illustration, 
consider the following sentence: 
 
        (i) kai    jiazhang hui,          laoshii      guli              Ø1*i/j    Ø2j  baoming  canjia 

       hold  parent    meeting   teacher     encourage                         sign.up    participate 
      ‘Holding a parents’ meeting, teachers encourage (parents) to sign up for it.’  (zhTenTen17 corpus) 

 
The control property of guli ‘encourage’ licenses the reading that the teachers encourage someone else (parents in the 
context) to sign up for the meeting. Ø1*i/j here does not entail that the teachers must not – in a follow-up discourse 
– also engage in self-encouragement to sign up for the event. 
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(70) woi   jinzhi        Ø1*i/j  Ø2j   choyan 

I       prohibit                       smoke 

‘I  prohibit him/her/them from smoking.’ 

 

If the speaker would like to communicate the meaning of I (exclusively) prohibit myself from 

smoking, an overt reflexive is needed as shown in (71): 

 

(71) woi   jinzhi       (wo)zijii/*j     Ø    choyan 

I       prohibit   (C.)SELF              smoke 

‘I prohibit myself from smoking.’ 

 

Nevertheless, (70) would not exclude the reading where the referents of the matrix SUBJ 

and the unexpressed matrix OBJ are in an “inclusive” relation. (70) can be used, in an 

appropriate context, to mean that I prohibit everyone (including myself) from smoking, which is 

known as a “non-specific” reading.  

On the other hand, the unexpressed matrix OBJ shares the same reference as an 

ordinary Chinese person pronoun ta or tamen, as shown in (72): 

 
(72) a. xiaomingi  jinzhi     {Ø1*i/j/ta*i/j}     Ø2j    zuo  neijian gongzuo 

    Xiaoming  prohibit {Ø     /3SG}     Ø      do   that      work 

    ‘Xiaoming prohibits him/her from doing that work.’ 

b. [xiaoming  he zhangsan]i jinzhi  {Ø1*i/j/tamen*i/j} Ø2j zuo neijian gongzuo 

    Xiaoming and Zhangsan prohibit {Ø  /3PL         } Ø   do    that    work 

    ‘Xiaoming and Zhangsan prohibit him/her/them from doing that work.’ 

 

As such, it is possible to assimilate the negative pronominal binding constraint of Chinese 

personal pronouns, which is an independently motivated constraint, into the coreferential 

modelling of Ø1. Making reference to an independently motivated constraint which 

already exists in the formal grammar will in turn simplify the grammar. Before presenting 

the lexical entries of these matrix-predicate classes, I will take a detour to first discuss the 

required pronominal binding constraint. 

The binding condition of ta is stated in section 2.3.1 as follows: 
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(73) Binding Condition of ta 

The personal pronoun ta, which is a GR of a predicate, must be free from any 

other GRs subcategorised for by the same predicate. 

 

In other words, a Chinese personal pronoun must not be corefer with a co-argument of 

the same predicate.105 The same is said for English personal pronouns, whose LFG 

binding constraint is discussed in Dalrymple et al. (2018). Therefore, I will adapt the 

formal binding constraint found in Dalrymple et al. (2018: 116) for Chinese personal 

pronouns:106 

 

(74) Formal binding constraint applicable to Chinese personal pronouns: 

R*((↑σ INDEX))≠R*((((COARGPATH ↑)σ GFant )σ INDEX)) 

 

There are a few points to note regarding the constraint. First, it is a negative binding 

constraint stating non-coreference between a personal pronoun and its co-arguments. 

GFant refers to the grammatical function of the antecedent. The recursive R* function, 

adopted from Dalrymple et al. (2018: 120), is defined in (75): 

 

(75)  

 { x 
 

if x is atomic and R(x) is undefined 

R*(x) = |R*(R(x) ) 
 

if x is atomic and R(x) is defined 

 |⊕{R* (y) | y ∈ ATOMS(x)} 

} 

otherwise (i.e., if x is non-atomic) 
This option targets situations 
involving complex referential indices 
(e.g., coordinated noun phrase, split 
antecedency). The function ATOMS(i) 
returns a set of atomic indices that 
makes up i. 

 
105 In LFG’s binding theory, the co-argument domain is a minimal domain in the f-structure defined by a 
PRED and the grammatical functions it governs Dalrymple et al. (2019: 507).  
106 Dalrymple et al. (2018) imposes an additional prominence condition on GFant such that an English 
personal pronoun must not corefer with a more grammatically prominent co-argument GFant. Grammatical 
prominence is defined along a grammatical function hierarchy. For example, a SUBJ is considered to be 
more prominent than OBJ. I do not regard this prominence condition as needed for Chinese personal 
pronouns. For example, in the following sentence, although Xiaoming (OBJ) is less grammatically prominent 
than ta (SUBJ), it is still not acceptable for ta to corefer with Xiaoming: 
 
(i) tai    xihuan xiaoming*i/j 
    3SG  like      Xiaoming 
    ‘He/she likes Xiaoming.’ 
 
That being said, given that ta in (i) is a cataphor rather than an anaphoric pronoun, one may argue that the 
LFG binding constraint is only intended for anaphoric situations and does not cover the situation in (i). 
Nevertheless, if by removing the prominence condition, we will able to capture the coreferential behaviour 
of ta in both anaphoric and cataphoric settings; then, there is a good reason for its removal. 
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The recursive R* function traces the R path from the anaphoric index to its antecedent 

index, and it stops only when it encounters a non-anaphoric index (i.e., an index without 

an antecedent). R(x) is returned as undefined when x is non-anaphoric. COARGPATH in 

(76) is a path defining the Co-argument Domain.  

 

(76) Co-argument binding domain (Dalrymple et al., 2018: 115) 

COARGPATH ≡  GF*  GF 

          ¬(→PRED) 

 

(COARGPATH ↑) in (74) is an inside-out expression where ↑ designates the f-structure of 

the personal pronoun. The inside-out functional application defines a path starting from 

the f-structure of the personal pronoun and tracing outwards to higher f-structures.107 

While the final GF in COARGPATH is the grammatical function of the personal pronoun 

which does contain a PRED attribute, the off-path constraint ¬(→PRED) is imposed on 

each non-final GF (if any) along the path does not contain a PRED attribute. I rewrite (74) 

as a parametrised template PERSPRONBIND(_f ) in (77), which takes a single argument _f. 

Templates in LFG are formal devices that allow commonalities of functional descriptions 

to be captured across different parts of a formal grammar (see Dalrymple et al., 2019: 

230-234).  

 

(77) Parametrised template for negative pronominal binding constraint: 

PERSPRONBIND(_f ) ≡ R*((_f σ INDEX))≠R*((((COARGPATH _f )σ GFant )σ INDEX)) 

 

With this parametrised template, (78) and (79)show the lexical entries of ta and tamen. 

Both of them call upon the same template using the sign “@”, suggesting that they share 

the same pronominal binding condition.108 

  

 
107 See Dalrymple et al. (2019: 210) for further formal details of inside-out functional application. For 
example, the inside-out expression (COMP SUBJ ↑) designates the f-structure that immediately encloses the 
COMP function indicated in the path. 
108 See Dalrymple et al. (2019: 84) for more information about the PRONTYPE attribute. 
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(78) ta ‘he/she’  D (↑PRED) = ‘PRO’ 
(↑PRONTYPE) = PERS 
(↑PERS) = 3 
(↑NUM) = SG 
@PERSPRONBIND(↑) 
 

(79) tamen ‘they’  D (↑PRED) = ‘PRO’ 
(↑PRONTYPE) = PERS 
(↑PERS) = 3 
(↑NUM) = PL 
@PERSPRONBIND(↑) 

 

Returning to the classes of matrix predicates that license the Implicit-Control 

environment, we can assimilate the negative pronominal binding constraint into their 

lexical entries by calling upon the template PERSPRONBIND(_f ). Since the negative 

pronominal binding constraint is independently defined by the binding properties of the 

personal pronouns, this approach simplifies our formal grammar by leveraging an already 

existing constraint, reducing the number of unique constraints that we have to define for 

our formal grammar. 

As an example, I propose (80) to be the lexical entry of jinzhi ‘prohibit’, skipping 

the constraints for the Obligatory Anaphoric Control of the unexpressed embedded SUBJ. 

See section 4.2.2.1 for those constraints. 

 
(80) jinzhi ‘prohibit’   V    

1st line (↑PRED)=‘PROHIBIT<SUBJ, OBJ, COMP>’ 

2nd line ((↑OBJ PRED)=‘PRO’) 

  

∧ λP. 

 

⊕P(𝑥1) : ∀H.[(↑OBJ)σ<e>⊸H<t>]⊸H<t>  

𝑥1 

 

       ∧@PERSPRONBIND((↑OBJ))) 

3rd line R ((↑COMP SUBJ)σ INDEX)=((↑OBJ)σ INDEX) 

 

4th line 

 

λx.λy.λP. 

 

 

: (↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸[(↑OBJ)σ<e>⊸[(↑COMP)σ<t>⊸↑σ<t>]] 

 

 

prohibit(x, y, P) 

5th line ¬[(↑OBJ ) <f.immediate (↑(COMP) ADJ ∈  )] 

 ⇒ (↑COMP SUBJ PRED)=‘PRO’  ∧ 

 

 

 

         λP. 

 

⊕P(𝑥1) : ∀H.[(↑COMP SUBJ)σ<e>⊸H<t>]⊸H<t> 

 

𝑥1 
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The optional constraint in the second line contains three conjoined parts for 

tackling unexpressed OBJ.109 It supplies pronominal f-structural information (as well as 

the related meaning constructor) for the matrix OBJ to satisfy the verb’s subcategorisation 

requirements when there is no overt expression to contribute to the value of the OBJ 

attribute. It refers to the template PERSPRONBIND(_f ) for the pronominal binding 

constraint to account for the non-coreference between the matrix OBJ and matrix SUBJ.110 

The third line is the constraint for Obligatory Anaphoric Control between the matrix OBJ 

(controller) and embedded SUBJ (controllee). The fifth line is the constraint for modelling 

the Copy Control behaviour of jinzhi ‘prohibit’. See section 4.2.2.1. 

Suppose (81) is a discourse where the listener interprets Ø1 as Zhangsan. (82) is a 

labelled f-structure. (83) contains the meaning-constructor premises, where for a 

simplified illustration, I assume that the meaning of Zhangsan is very angry has been derived. 

 
(81) zhangsan   hen  shengqi.   xiaoming      jinzhi        Ø1  Ø2     chouyan. 

Zhangsan  very  be.angry  Xiaoming     prohibit                     smoke 

Zhangsan is very angry. Xiaoming prohibits him from smoking.’ 

(82)  

 

 
  

 
109  This constraint (for unexpressed OBJ) should not be characterised as an optional grammar-wide 

constraint, unlike the one for SUBJ drop. In section 3.8, there are C&C classes (e.g., ganxie ‘thank’-C&C class, 
daibiao ‘represent’-C&C class, shuifu ‘persuade’-C&C class, rang ‘let’-C&C class, gaosu ‘tell’-C&C class) whose 
OBJ needs to be obligatorily expressed. If this constraint were posited as an optional grammar-wide 
constraint, all Chinese (matrix) predicates would be allowed to have their OBJ unexpressed, which is a wrong 
prediction. 
110  In PERSPRONBIND(_f ),  _f  is the f-structure of the personal pronoun. For personal pronouns, 
PERSPRONBIND(_f ) is stated in their lexical entries. However, in LFG, unexpressed entities (Ø) do not 
possess lexical entries. Thus, here, PERSPRONBIND(_f ) needs to be stated in the lexical entry of the matrix 
predicate instead. In the lexical entry of jinzhi ‘prohibit’, (↑OBJ) refers to the f-structure of the matrix object, 
which has been analysed to behave like a personal pronoun in terms of its referential behaviour when OBJ 
is unexpressed. Taking (↑OBJ) as the argument of the parametrised template gives rise to the following: 

R*(((↑OBJ) σ INDEX))≠R*((((COARGPATH (↑OBJ))σ GFant )σ INDEX)) 

On the right-hand side, (COARGPATH (↑OBJ)) combines inside-out and outside-in functional application 
such that it defines a path starting from the f-structure of the matrix object and tracing outwards to higher 

f-structures restricted by the off-path constraint ¬(→PRED) along COARGPATH. 
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(83) Meaning-constructor premises: 
 

[Zhangsan-
angry] 

:  aσ<t> 
 

𝑥1 

Zhangsan (x1) 
angry(x1) 

[null.context] :  (aσ<t>CONTEXT) 
 

 

 

[context.mod1] λP. λQ.P⊕Q :  aσ<t>⊸[(aσ<t>CONTEXT)⊸(aσ<t>CONTEXT)] 

[context.mod2] λP. λQ.P⊕Q :  sσ<t>⊸[(sσ<t>CONTEXT)⊸(sσ<t>CONTEXT)] 

[prohibit]  

λx.λy.λP. 

 

: dσ<e>⊸[cσ<e>⊸[ gσ<e>⊸sσ<t>]] 
 

prohibit(x, y, P) 

[Xiaoming]  

λP. 

 

⊕P(𝑥2) : ∀H.[dσ<e>⊸H<t>]⊸H<t> 

 

𝑥2 

Xiaoming(𝑥2) 

[pro1] λP. ⊕P(𝑥3) : ∀H.[cσ<e>⊸H<t>]⊸H<t> 𝑥3 

 
[pro2] λP. ⊕P(𝑥4) : ∀H.[mσ<e>⊸H<t>]⊸H<t> 𝑥4 

 

[smoke] λx. : mσ<e>⊸gσ<t>  

smoke(x) 
 
The formal details of context update in PCDRT/LFG can be found in Dalrymple et al. 

(2019: 531-535).  Context-update meaning constructors [context.mod] are introduced in 

the semantic derivation to consume the semantic representation of a sentence and turn it 

into a context modifier, which is then combined with the semantic representation of the 

previous sentence. The combination produces a semantic representation, which will serve 

as the context of subsequent sentences. The discourse continues to build up with growing 

DRS. Pragmatic anaphoric resolution can be conducted to retrieve references. The 

context for the first sentence in a discourse is represented by [null.context], which 

contains a DRS with an empty universe. [null.context] is a simplification, setting aside 

other aspects of the context, such as world knowledge of the interlocutors before 

communication. (84) illustrate the semantic derivation. 
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(84) Semantic derivation 

[Zhangsan-
angry], 
[context.mod1], 
[null.context] 

[Zhangsan-angry], representing the first sentence, is combined with 
[context.mod1] and [null.context]. The product is set aside for later 
use. 

 
:  (aσ<t>CONTEXT) 
 
 

𝑥1 

Zhangsan(𝑥1) 
angry(𝑥1) 

[Xiaoming-
prohibit] 

 
 

      λy.λP. 
 

 
 

: cσ<e>⊸[ gσ<e>⊸sσ<t>] 

 

𝑥2 

Xiaoming(𝑥2) 

prohibit(𝑥2, y, P) 

[Xiaoming-
prohibit-pro1] 

 
           
          λP. 

 
 

: gσ<e>⊸sσ<t> 

 

𝑥2, 𝑥3 

Xiaoming(𝑥2) 

prohibit(𝑥2, 𝑥3, P) 

[pro2-smoke] :  gσ<t> 𝑥4 

smoke (𝑥4) 
[Xiaoming-
prohibit-pro1-
pro2-smoke] 

 
 
 
 
: sσ<t> 

 

 

 

𝑥2, 𝑥3 

 
Xiaoming(𝑥2) 

 

 

prohibit(𝑥2, 𝑥3, 𝑥4 

smoke(𝑥4) 

 

 
) 

 

[context.mod2] λP. λQ.P⊕Q :  sσ<t>⊸[(sσ<t>CONTEXT)⊸(sσ<t>CONTEXT)] 
 

[Xiaoming-
prohibit-pro1-
pro2-smoke], 
[context.mod2] 

 
 
λQ. 

 

𝑥2, 𝑥3 

 
Xiaoming(𝑥2) 

 

 

prohibit(𝑥2, 𝑥3, 𝑥4 

smoke(𝑥4) 

 

 
) 

 

 
⊕Q :  

(sσ<t>CONTEXT) 

⊸ 
(sσ<t>CONTEXT) 

 

The context for Xiaoming prohibits him from smoking is inherited from the previous 
sentence, which means the initial CONTEXT value of the sentence Xiaoming prohibits him 
from smoking is the same as the CONTEXT value of the sentence Zhangsan is angry. Due to 
discourse continuity, (sσ<t> CONTEXT) is associated with the same CONTEXT 

corresponding to the combined representation of [Zhangsan-angry], [context.mod1], 
and [null.context] in the first step, which is now re-written as: 

 

   
 
:  (sσ<t>CONTEXT) 
 

𝑥1 

Zhangsan(𝑥1) 
angry(𝑥1) 
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The final product of the semantic derivation: 
 
 
 
 

: (sσ<t>CONTEXT), R(4)=3; R(3)=1 
 
 
 
 

 

𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3 

Zhangsan(𝑥1) 
angry(𝑥1) 

Xiaoming(𝑥2) 

𝑥4 

smoke(𝑥4) 

prohibit(𝑥2, 𝑥3, ) 
 
 

 

Applying the anaphoric resolution function R to index 4 results in index 3. This 

is due to the positive constraint of prohibit in Obligatory Anaphoric Control 

R((↑COMP SUBJ)σ  INDEX)=((↑OBJ)σ  INDEX), enforcing the antecedency relation. R applied 

to the index 3 must not be equivalent to index 2 due to the assimilated pronominal 

binding constraint. The only licit antecedent in the discourse is index 1, which refers to 

Zhangsan. As the discourse continues, the result of R(3) can be revised – a consequence 

of the non-monotonic property of pragmatic anaphoric resolution. 

PCDRT/LFG practises explicit formal modelling. Thus, a potential discourse 

antecedent needs to be displayed in the DRS before the R-function is applied for the 

successful retrieval of the antecedent. A null context [null.context] is commonly used, 

which contains no referents in the discourse universe (upper portion of the DRS) and no 

discourse conditions (truth-conditional requirements placed on the discourse referents in 

the lower portion of the DRS). This is a simplification without encoding e.g., world 

knowledge, identities of interlocutors, time and space of the conversation (Dalrymple et 

al., 2019: 532). In general, DRSs pay attention to uttered discourse referents. To model 

the retrieval of entities which only exist in the knowledge of the interlocutors, one needs 

to be transparent about what the entities are and introduce them explicitly. A possible 

way is, instead of feeding in a null context, to use a contextual DRS which contains those 

world-knowledge entities. Through contextual update, the contextual DRS will merge 

with other DRSs, forming a larger DRS where the world-knowledge entities are available 

for referential resolution. 

In (84), I focused on a simplified discourse scenario where Ø1 is interpreted as 

referring to an explicitly mentioned discourse referent Zhangsan. I pointed out that when 

the context expands, the result of R(3) can be revised to refer to different individuals (or 

collective groups). As discussed before, the negative R constraint in the lexical entry of 

jinzhi ‘prohibit’ in (80) does not rule out the reading where the reference between its 

matrix SUBJ and OBJ forms an “inclusive” relation, preserving the non-specific 

interpretation of Xiaoming prohibits everyone (including himself) from smoking as a possibility. To 
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properly model this alternative reading, one may consider positing an alternative meaning-

constructor premise which has quantifying scope for [pro1]: 

 

 
 
[pro1] 

 
 
λP. 

 

 

: ∀H.[cσ<e>⊸H<t>]⊸H<t> 

 

 

 

person(x3) 

 

 

⇒ 

 

𝑥3 

 

 

 
⊕P(x3) 

 

With this meaning-constructor premise, the derivation of (81) produces the following 

DRS: 

 
 

 
 
 
 
: (sσ<t> CONTEXT),  
R(4)=3 

 

𝑥1, 𝑥2 

Zhangsan(𝑥1) 

angry(𝑥1) 

Xiaoming(𝑥2) 

 

person(x3) 

𝑥3 

 

prohibit(𝑥2, 𝑥3, 𝑥4 

smoke(𝑥4) 

 

 
) 

 

 ⇒    

 

 

 

The DRS contains the meaning of “if x3 is a person, x2 (i.e., Xiaoming) prohibits x3 from 

smoking”, capturing the non-specific reading. This solution allows an alternative 

meaning-constructor premise for the unexpressed matrix OBJ and generates two possible 

DRSs, but preserves other constraints (including the R constraint) unaltered. I leave it for 

future research regarding the possibility of just using one DRS to capture all the different 

interpretations associated with the matrix OBJ. 

(85) provides the generalised constraints for the predicates in my data set which 

can license an Implicit-Control environment. I have included an alternative meaning 

constructor to enable the modelling of a non-specific reading. 
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(85) Generalised constraints: 

Assume that the relevant matrix predicate has the semantic form ‘PREDICATE’ 

and its meaning encoded as the function predicate. Its lexical entry contains: 

 (↑PRED)=‘PREDICATE <SUBJ, OBJ, COMP>’ 

 ((↑OBJ PRED)=‘PRO’) 

  

  ∧{λP. 

 

⊕P(𝑥1) : ∀H.[(↑OBJ)σ<e>⊸H<t>]⊸H<t> 

𝑥1 

 

    

 

         |λP. 

 

          } 

 

: ∀H.[(↑OBJ)σ<e>⊸H<t>]⊸H<t> 

   

 

 

 

person(x1) 

 

 

⇒ 

 

𝑥1 

 
 

 

⊕P(x1) 

        ∧ @PERSPRONBIND((↑OBJ))) 

 

 

 

λx.λy.λP. 

 

 

: (↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸[(↑OBJ)σ<e>⊸[(↑COMP)σ<t>⊸↑σ<t>]] 

     

 

predicate(x, y, P) 

 (Constraints for Functional Control, Obligatory Anaphoric Control, Arbitrary 

Control, or Quasi-obligatory Anaphoric Control skipped here. These constraints 

govern coreference between OBJ and embedded SUBJ. Please refer to the relevant 

sections in this chapter for these constraints.) 

 

 
4.2.5. Arbitrary Anaphoric Control for discourse pro-drop 

Applicable to: 

Shuo ‘say’-C&C class Gaosu ‘tell’-C&C class 

Wen ‘ask’-C&C class 

 
Arbitrary Anaphoric Control lack syntactic or semantic locality constraints. Unlike 

Obligatory Anaphoric Control, Arbitrary Anaphoric Control does not involve positive R-

function constraints for defining syntactic paths along which a controllee identifies its 

controller. Syntax plays a limited role in the control mechanism. The controllee retrieves 

reference in a way similar to an overt non-reflexive pronominal. There can be negative R-

function constraints to restrict the possible range of reference for the controllee via 

certain syntactic paths. The following discussion will illustrate how a controllee retrieves 

reference from a contextual entity in a continuous discourse, using an operation known 

as “context update”. 

These three C&C classes illustrate the Unconstrained Type of GC Relation. The 

controllee retrieves its reference by pragmatic anaphoric resolution via the R and A 

functions. Other intra- and inter-sentential factors than control mechanisms may also 
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facilitate referential retrieval, but it is not my focus here. See Liao (2010) for a discussion 

on how information-structure factors influence referential retrieval in Chinese discourse 

pro-drop. The information-structure factors identified by Liao (2010) include those which 

appear in Dalrymple and Nikolaeva (2011) (e.g., topic, focus, completive information, 

background) and Lambrecht (1994) (e.g., anchored, unanchored, active, inactive, 

textually/situationally/inferentially accessible). 

I assume (86) to be the lexical entry of shuo ‘say’. 

 

(86) shuo ‘say’   V    

1st line (↑PRED)=‘SAY<SUBJ, COMP>’ 

 

2nd line 

 

λx.λP. 

 

 

: (↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸[(↑COMP)σ<e>⊸↑σ<t>]]  

say(x, P) 

3rd line @PERSPRONBIND((↑COMP SUBJ)) 

 
(87) xiaomingi  shuo {Øi/j/*k/tai/j/*k} taoyan  xiaomeik 

Xiaoming  say     Ø        3SG       hate      Xiaomei 

‘Xiaoming says he/she/it/they hates Xiaomei.’ 

 

The optionally unexpressed embedded SUBJ in (87) is introduced by the grammar-wide 

SUBJ pro-drop constraint in (10). The third constraint in (86) calls upon the parametrised 

template PERSPRONBIND(_f ) defined in (77) to draw parallels in coreferential behaviour 

between its unexpressed embedded SUBJ and a personal pronoun, as shown in (87). 

Adding to the discussion in section 3.6.4, although the unexpressed embedded SUBJ has 

a relatively free reference, it is unable to co-refer with its co-argument, akin to the 

behaviour of a personal pronoun. For brevity, I will skip the meaning derivation and 

context update demonstration. The relevant constraints are summarised in (88). 

 

(88) Generalised constraints: 

Assume that the relevant matrix predicate has the semantic form ‘PREDICATE’ 

and its meaning encoded as the function predicate. Its lexical entry contains: 

 (↑PRED)=‘PREDICATE<SUBJ, COMP>’ 

 
 

 

λx.λP. 
 

 

: (↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸[(↑COMP)σ<e>⊸↑σ<t>]]  

predicate(x, P) 

 @PERSPRONBIND((↑COMP SUBJ)) 
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4.3. Summary for Chapter 4 

This chapter has investigated the different model-theoretical control types of LFG using 

Chinese data. The discussion contributes to the literature a refined typology of LFG 

control mechanisms for modelling detailed empirical data. Obligatory Anaphoric Control 

is divided into three sub-variants, among which the two sub-variants for “obligatory split 

antecedency” and “split antecedency with control shift” are novel ones posited for 

Chinese data. Arbitrary Anaphoric Control is divided into two sub-variants, among which 

the one for Implicit Control is a novel addition. The chapter has shown that discourse 

pro-drop can be modelled by Arbitrary Anaphoric Control with an additional grammar-

wide constraint for an unexpressed SUBJ. This chapter has demonstrated how to constrain 

(Partial) Copy Control. Although there are proposals on Copy Raising (Asudeh & 

Toivonen, 2012), very little (if any) has been said for Copy Control in LFG studies. 

There have been debates regarding whether Equi predicates should be modelled 

as Functional Control or Obligatory Anaphoric Control. The debates centre on English 

data. I have shown that there are two classes of Chinese Equi predicates distinguished by 

their ability to license Copy Control. For the class that enables Copy Control, Obligatory 

Anaphoric Control is the appropriate analysis, while for the class which rejects Copy 

Control, Functional Control provides the appropriate mechanism. The implications are 

threefold. First, there can be more than one type of Equi predicate for a given language. 

Second, both Obligatory Anaphoric Control and Functional Control are needed to 

account for Equi predicates cross-linguistically. Third, there can be language-specific 

criteria (e.g., Copy Control), deciding whether Functional Control or Obligatory 

Anaphoric Control is the appropriate mechanism. 

Regarding Partial Control, although there are views to adopt Quasi-obligatory 

Anaphoric Control (Dalrymple et al., 2019; Haug, 2013, 2014b) instead of Functional 

Control (Asudeh, 2005), I have argued that Functional Control is appropriate for 

modelling Partial Control with athematic controllers. So far, there has not been any 

discussion in the literature regarding this type of Partial Control. Quasi-obligatory 

Anaphoric Control is required to analyse Partial Control with thematic controllers.  
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Chapter 5: LFG Modelling of Inner Topicalisation, Focus 

Fronting, and Aspect-under-Control (Restructuring) 

 

This chapter offers an LFG analysis for three linguistic phenomena – Inner Topicalisation, 

Focus Fronting, and Aspect under Control – whose empirical patterns were discussed in 

Chapter 3.111 The analysis captures correlational relationships between GC Relations, 

Inner Topicalisation, and Focus Fronting, which were discussed in section 3.10. 

 

5.1. Inner Topicalisation and Focus Fronting 

My analysis will feature the two syntactic structures – c-structure and f-structure (section 

4.1.2). It provides a formal explanation by showing how the empirical patterns of Inner 

Topicalisation and Focus Fronting arise out of the interaction between phrase-structural 

rules, f-structural constraints annotated on phrase-structural rules, and f-structural 

constraints in the lexicon. The formal machinery involves LFG’s formalism for long-

distance dependency. See e.g., Dalrymple et al. (2019: 652-725) and Börjars et al. (2019: 

132-151) regarding how LFG handles long-distance dependency in general. 

 
5.1.1. Reflecting on N. Huang’s (2018) movement analysis 

Before proceeding to my analysis, I will recap N. Huang's (2018) movement proposal. N. 

Huang (2018) explains Inner Topicalisation and Focus Fronting of control vs non-control 

verbs in terms of clausal restructuring. The data come from six predicates: three with 

“try/attempt” semantics (changshi, shefa, and qitu), dasuan ‘intend’, zhunbei ‘prepare’, and 

xiangxin ‘believe’. Xiangxin ‘believe’ is considered a non-control predicate, while the others 

are control predicates.112 N. Huang (2018) hypothesises that the ability of a displaced 

phrase to cross the matrix predicate depends on the size of the embedded complement. 

A reduced embedded clause necessitates the movement of the displaced phrase to the 

matrix clause, whereas a full-fledged embedded clause blocks such movement and forces 

the displaced phrase to reside within the embedded clause. N. Huang (2018) posits that 

both control and non-control predicates can form biclausal configurations, but while the 

complement clause of a non-control predicate projects up to the CP domain (more 

specifically InnerTopicP and InnerFocusP projections; see Paul, 2002; 2005; 2015), the 

complement clause of a control predicate is reduced and only projects up to the 

 
111 Some of the findings in this chapter are published in Lam (2022, 2024), where the constraints are 
computationally implemented in Xerox Linguistic Environment (XLE). 
112 In my framework, I analyse xiangxin ‘believe’ as capable of licencing the Unconstrained Type of GC 
Relation. 
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inflectional domain (TP/IP). (1) gives more details about the movement analysis in Inner 

Topicalisation (N. Huang, 2018: 361): 

 

(1) a. Movement of inner topic in non-control (e.g., xiangxin ‘believe’) constructions 

 

        b. Movement of inner topic in control (e.g., shefa ‘try’) constructions 

 

 

(1)a shows that the presence of the CP domain (InnerTopicP2 projection) in the 

complement clause of a non-control construction “freezes” the further upward 

movement of the inner topic XP1. This is due to N. Huang's (2018) formal mechanism, 

where the inner topic XP1 freezes after moving to the specifier of InnerTopicP2 for 

feature valuation. In contrast, the absence of the CP domain (InnerTopicP2 projection) 

in the complement clause of a control construction means that XP1 must move to the 

matrix clause’s InnerTopicP for feature valuation, requiring further upward movement. 

N. Huang's (2018) movement proposal faces challenges. First, it is weakened by 

further empirical evidence that some control predicates (e.g., dasuan ‘plan’, zhunbei 

‘prepare’) allow the displaced phrase to remain inside the complement clause. This point 

is admitted by N. Huang (2018: 364), offering a tentative explanation that it may be 

possible for some speakers to have the InnerTopicP2 and InnerFocusP2 projections 

appear in the complement clause of control predicates. Nevertheless, if such an 

explanation was valid, given N. Huang's (2018) theory-internal mechanism, the 

implication is that those speakers could never allow the displaced phrase of control 

constructions to appear in the matrix clause because the displaced phrase should have 

“frozen” in the specifier of InnerTopicP2 or InnerFocusP2 after feature valuation. This 

implication is unsatisfactory, given that the positioning of the displaced phrase in the 

matrix clause is regarded as a widely acceptable pattern in past studies, including N. 

Huang's (2018) own study, among others (e.g., Grano, 2015; Paul, 2002, 2005, 2015). 

Another issue concerns N. Huang's (2018) claim that the complement clause of a control 

construction in Inner Topicalisation is reduced. As discussed in section 3.10.10, this 

postulation is not supported by the complementizer shuo diagnostic, which suggests that 

the complement clause of both control and non-control constructions can project up to 

the CP domain. In addition, N. Huang's (2018) movement proposal does not consider 

the full range of empirical patterns explored in section 3.10. 
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5.1.2. LFG modelling of Inner Topicalisation and Focus Fronting 

My forthcoming analysis is different from N. Huang's (2018). First, it is a non-movement 

proposal using the LFG’s formalism of long-distance dependency (Kaplan & Zaenen, 

1989; see also Dalrymple et al., 2019: 652-725), where displacement does not hinge on 

the size of the embedded clause. The separation of clause size from the displacement 

mechanism is important since there is no independent syntactic evidence supporting a 

difference in clause size. For an inner-topic or focus-fronting construction, I encode the 

phrasal projection of the embedded clause as a clausal IP when there is no 

complementizer. IP corresponds to either COMP or XCOMP. In other words, an inner-

topic or focus-fronting construction is analysed as biclausal in both c- and f-structures. 

My analysis will show the significant role the lexicon plays in regulating displacement. 

My LFG proposal centres on the four generalisations in section 3.10, relating each 

to its corresponding C&C-classes summarised in section 3.8. Section 3.10.9 offered a pre-

theoretical discussion explaining how the generalisations regarding control predicates 

reflect the varying degrees of syntactic and semantic “tightness” in complementation 

structures. The following sections will explore ways for these pre-theoretical insights to 

be reflected in the formalism. 

 

5.1.2.1. Exhaustive-Control predicates without OBJm controllers 

Applicable to: 

sihu ‘seem’-C&C class shefa ‘try’-C&C class 

xue ‘learn (from)/imitate’-C&C class daibiao ‘represent’-C&C class 

 

Section 3.10.9 stated that if a matrix predicate licenses Exhaustive Control and forms a 

complementation construction which does not contain a matrix-object controller, the 

inner topic or focused phrase must precede the matrix predicate. The pre-theoretical 

insight (section 3.10.9) is that Exhaustive Control implies a “close” relationship between 

the controller and controllee as well as between the matrix and embedded clauses. 

According to section 4.2, the close relationship between the controller and controllee is 

formally implemented via either syntactic structural sharing or a semantic antecedency 

constraint. As for Inner Topicalisation and Focus Fronting, there seems to be a dilemma. 

First, I suggested that the empirical patterns mirror a close relationship between the 

matrix and embedded clauses, where the extraction of the embedded object into the 

matrix clause is obligatory as if there were no boundary between the matrix clause and 

embedded complement. On the other hand, I discussed syntactic evidence suggesting 
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that the embedded complement is clausal in both c- and f-structures. In other words, 

evidence suggests that there is a clausal boundary. It appears that the challenge is to devise 

a formal proposal that maintains the clausal boundary while enabling the embedded 

object to appear in the matrix clause, reflecting the “close” relationship between the two 

clauses. 

LFG’s treatment of “bridge” verbs offers insights into the issue at hand. In 

English, “bridge” verbs (e.g., say, report, announce) are said to allow extraction out of their 

clausal complements, while “non-bridge” verbs (e.g., whisper, dictate, snarl) forbid cross 

clausal boundary extraction (Erteschik, 1973). The complement clause of a “non-bridge” 

verb forms an “island” impermeable to extraction. Dalrymple et al. (2019: 226-227) 

propose that the distinction between “bridge” and “non-bridge” verbs should not be 

reflected in the grammatical function of complement clause. Instead, an additional feature 

LDD (standing for “Long-Distance Dependency”) is lexically specified by the verbs to 

license or forbid the extraction. 

In my analysis, the lexicon plays an important role in introducing the feature 

PS_LDD (standing for “Post-Subject (position) Long-Distance Dependency”), whose 

interaction with an annotated phrase-structural rule provides the formal means for the 

embedded object to appear in the matrix clause while keeping the clausal boundary in c- 

and f-structures intact. This is in contrast with N. Huang's (2018) proposal, relying on 

stipulated clause-sized differences that are not supported by independent syntactic 

evidence. Metaphorically, the feature PS_LDD acts as the “bridge” between the matrix and 

complement clauses, along which extraction of the embedded object becomes feasible. 

For Exhaustive-Control predicates, the intuition that the matrix clause and embedded 

clause have a “close” relationship is implemented via the existence of the “bridge” 

between the two clauses together with additional constraints which render extraction 

possible only along the “bridge” into the matrix clause. 

(2)-(5) are phrase-structural rules annotated with functional constraints. I follow 

Dalrymple et al. (2019), where the constituents on the right-hand side of a phrase-

structural rule are not by default optional and any optionality is marked by parentheses.113 

(6) displays the lexical entry of the Exhaustive-Control predicate sihu ‘seem’ as an example. 

The equations responsible for Inner Topicalisation and Focus Fronting are marked in 

bold. See section 4.2.1.1 for those constraints responsible for the Functional Control of 

a Raising predicate. As mentioned in section 4.1.2, a c-structure is licensed by phrase-

 
113 This is also the general position taken by LFG computational work, where optionality in a phrase-
structural rule needs to be explicitly indicated. This avoids causing ambiguities in the formal grammar and 
helps constrain the possibilities of parses. See e.g., Butt et al. (1999) and Crouch et al. (2011). 
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structural rules, whereas an f-structure is licensed by functional constraints in the lexicon 

as well as functional annotations on phrase-structural rules. 

                

(2) IP and I’ rules 

IP →  ( DP
(↑SUBJ )=↓

)    

                

I’ →    {         
  

 
 

            |  ( I
↑=↓

)    
VP
↑=↓

 

            } 
 

PS_LDD-PATH≡(↑({XCOMP|COMP}{XCOMP|COMP}*)OBJ)=↓ 
                        (→PS_LDD) =C+ 

 
 
 

(3) Complex category IP[-PS_LDD] and I’[-PS_LDD] rules 

IP[-PS_LDD] →    I’[-PS_LDD] 
    ↑=↓ 

 

I’[-PS_LDD]  → ( I
↑=↓

)    
VP
↑=↓

 

           
 
 

(4) VP and V’ rules (1st attempt) 

VP →     V’ 
             ↑=↓ 
 

V’   → { 
PRT
↑=↓

     
V'

↑=↓
     

 

                   |
AdvP

↓∈(↑ADJ)
  

V'
↑=↓

 

 

         | V
↑=↓

   ( DP
(↑OBJ)=↓

)   ({ IP
(↑{XCOMP|COMP})=↓

  | 
IP[-PS_LDD]

(↑{XCOMP|COMP})=↓
}) 

                    } 
               
 

(5) DP-adjoining rule 

DP → AdvP           DP 
            (↑SPEC)=↓            ↑=↓ 
  

      I’ 
    ↑=↓ 

      I’ 
    ↑=↓ 

Spec-IP rule for 
Chinese SUBJ 

1st option: I’-adjoining rule for 
Inner Top. and Focus Front. 

2nd option: branching into I 
(head) and VP (complement) 

Absence of I’-adjoining rule; 
Regarding complex categories, see 
Dalrymple et al. (2019: 250). See Butt 
et al. (1999: 200-201) for their 
computational properties. 

This DP-adjoining rule is used to 
license the c-structural position of 
the focused marker lian ‘even’ in 
Focus Front. 

PS_LDD-PATH is the extraction 
formula for licensing Inner 
Top. and Focus Front. 

1st attempt for the V’-rule, 
which needs to be revised 
later in section 5.2 

             DP 
          ↓∈(↑DIS) 

PS_LDD-PATH 
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(6) Lexical entry of xihu ‘seem’ 

 

(2) contains an I’-adjoining rule licensing the structural position for an inner topic 

or focused phrase (bearing the DP category). As discussed in section 2.1.3, Chinese SUBJ 

in general occupies a pre-verbal position. With SUBJ being associated with the Spec-IP 

position, the inner topic or focused phrase (following the matrix subject but preceding 

the matrix predicate) is adjoined to I’. Encoded below DP of the I’-adjoining rule in (2) 

are two lines of functional annotation. The first line states that the f-structure 

corresponding to DP maps onto a member of the DIS set in the f-structure. DIS is adopted 

from Dalrymple et al. (2019: 37) as a function of long-distance dependency borne by a 

fronted phrase. Any member of DIS must be integrated into an f-structure built up around 

a predicate via f-structural sharing (or anaphoric binding), establishing a dependency 

relationship between DIS and a within-clause function. This formal setup is governed by 

a well-formedness principle known as the “Extended Coherence condition” (Zaenen, 

1980; see also Bresnan et al., 2016: 62-63; Dalrymple et al., 2019: 653).114 The second line 

contains an extraction formula PS_LDD-PATH, which presides over a set of possible paths 

through the f-structure to the within-clause function (OBJ) of the displaced phrase. The 

asterisk * is a Kleene star operator, indicating that there can be zero to infinite instances 

of XCOMP or COMP on the path. Functional uncertainty is invoked to capture the different 

possibilities (Kaplan & Zaenen, 1989: 147): 

 

(7) Functional uncertainty 

Suppose α is a (possibly infinite) set of strings. (f α)=v holds if and only if 

((f s) Suff(s, α))=v for some symbol s, 

where Suff(s, α) is a set of suffix strings y such that sy ∈ α. 

 

Applying this definition to PS_LDD-PATH, a possible extraction path is one of the 

potentially infinite elements in the set {OBJ, XCOMP OBJ, COMP OBJ, XCOMP COMP OBJ, 

 
114 In the information structure (i-structure), which is formalised as a distinct module in LFG, members of 
the DIS set (after projecting into the s-structure) are expected to assume i-structural roles. See e.g., 
Dalrymple & Nikolaeva (2011) and Liao (2010). 

xihu ‘seem’   V    (↑PRED)=‘SEEM<XCOMP>SUBJ’ 

(↑SUBJ)=(↑XCOMP SUBJ) 

 λP.seem(P) : (↑XCOMP)σ<t>⊸↑σ<t> 

 

 

(↑XCOMP PS_LDD)=+ 

 CAT((↑XCOMP), {IP[-PS_LDD]}) 
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COMP XCOMP OBJ, COMP XCOMP COMP OBJ...}, where each of the possible paths must end 

with OBJ – the within-clause function borne by the displaced phrase. If the path starts 

with a clausal function (XCOMP or COMP), the f-structure of this function must contain 

the attribute-value pair <PS_LDD, +>. This requirement is imposed via an off-path 

constraint (→PS_LDD) =C + on the beginning clausal function of an extraction path but 

does not apply to any subsequent clausal functions.115 There is a competing version of 

PS_LDD-PATH displayed in (8), where each of the clausal functions (if any) has to satisfy 

the off-path equation (→PS_LDD) =C +. Based on the data from this section to section 

5.1.2.4, it is not possible to reject this competing version. When this chapter proceeds to 

complex-level embedding in section 5.1.2.5, there is evidence to adjudicate that the 

extraction formula in (2) is the correct one. 

 
(8) A competing (but incorrect) version of PS_LDD-PATH 

PS_LDD-PATH ≡ (↑({XCOMP|COMP}*) OBJ)=↓ 

          (→PS_LDD) =C + 

 

(3) contains the complex category IP[-PS_LDD] and a set of its associated c-structural 

rules.116 There is no I’-adjoining rule inside the set of IP[-PS_LDD]-associated rules in (3). 

Because an I’-adjoining rule is essential for licencing the structural position of an inner 

topic or focused phrase, its absence would render the formal grammar incapable of 

parsing a sentence where the displaced phrase appears inside the IP[-PS_LDD] domain. Such 

a sentence is flagged by the formal grammar as ungrammatical. 

In LFG, subcategorisation requirements are stated in f-structural terms. That 

being said, it is possible to impose c-structural categorical requirements on an f-structure 

of a GF. Sihu ‘seem’ subcategorises for XCOMP as its complement clause. The constraint 

CAT((↑XCOMP), {IP[-PS_LDD]}) in its lexical entry uses the CAT predicate to impose a 

categorical requirement on the f-structure of this XCOMP such that the category of one of 

the nodes is constrained to be IP[-PS_LDD]. The formal definition of the CAT predicate is cited 

from Dalrymple et al. (2019: 250), utilising LFG’s projection correspondences: 

  

 
115 See e.g., Dalrymple et al. (2019: 225-230) and Börjars et al. (2019: 145) on how to use off-path constraints. 
116  Complex categories are widely used in LFG’s ParGram project (https://pargram.w.uib.no) with 
computational implementation on XLE (Crouch et al., 2011). 

https://pargram.w.uib.no/
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(9) CAT predicate 

CAT(f, C) if and only if ∃n ∈ ϕ-1(f ): λ(n) ∈ C  

CAT(f, C) is true if and if there is some node n that corresponds to f via the inverse 

ϕ correspondence (ϕ-1) whose label (λ) is in the set of categories. 

 

The IP[-PS_LDD] rules coupled with the CAT predicate force sihu ‘seem’ to select for a 

complement clause of the IP[-PS_LDD] category, whose domain cannot host an inner topic (or 

focused phrase). The only structural position for its displaced phrase is the I’-adjoining 

position in the matrix clause. 

I will now exemplify how the above constraints work together to model the Inner 

Topicalisation of sihu ‘seem’. (10) is an example sentence. Parsing this sentence results in 

the c-structure (11) and f-structure (12). I have omitted the internal structure of DP.117 

 

(10) xiaomingi  [zhe-xiang gongzuo] sihu  Øi/*j  wancheng-le 

Xiaoming   this-CL     task         seem         finish-PFV 

 ‘Xiaoming seems to have finished this task.’ 

 
As shown in the c-structure (11), the inner topic zhe-xiang gongzuo ‘this task’ is adjoined to 

I’. This position is licensed by the I’-adjoining rule. In the f-structure (12), the inner topic 

zhe-xiang gongzuo ‘this task’ is a member of the DIS set, which is a function at the matrix-

clause level, and its extraction path is (f XCOMP OBJ), where f is the f-structure of the 

matrix clause. The line connecting the member of the DIS set and within-clause function 

OBJ indicates a dependency relationship between the two in the form of f-structural 

sharing, which is licensed by the long-distance dependency equation PS_LDD-PATH. 

XCOMP contains the attribute-value pair <PS_LDD, +>, satisfying the off-path equation 

(→PS_LDD) =C + inside the long-distance dependency equation PS_LDD-PATH. This 

attribute-value pair is specified by the lexical entry of sihu ‘seem’ in (6) via the equation 

(↑XCOMP PS_LDD)=+. The f-structure also shows structural sharing between the matrix 

SUBJ and embedded SUBJ due to Functional Control (section 4.2.1.1). 

  

 
117  <DEF, +>  and <DEIXIS, PROXIMAL> are commonly used in LFG ParGram grammars 
(https://pargram.w.uib.no) for demonstratives with the meaning of “this”. I have omitted the functional 
contribution of the Chinese classifiers, for which see e.g., Börjars et al. (2018) and Her (2012). 

https://pargram.w.uib.no/
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(11) C-structure of example (10) 

 

 
 

(12) Well-formed f-structure of example (10) 

 
 

 

  

(↑PRED)=‘XIAOMING’ 

(↑DEF)=+ 
(↑DEIXIS)=PROXIMAL 

(↑PRED)=‘TASK’ 

(↑PRED)=‘SEEM<XCOMP>SUBJ’ 
(↑SUBJ)=(↑XCOMP SUBJ) 
(↑XCOMP PS_LDD)=+ 

 CAT((↑XCOMP), {IP[-PS_LDD]}) 

 

(↑PRED)=‘FINISH<SUBJ, OBJ>’ 
(↑ASPECT)=PERFECTIVE 

 

PS_LDD-PATH ≡ (↑({XCOMP|COMP}{XCOMP|COMP}*)OBJ)=↓ 
(→PS_LDD) =C + 

I’  → DP            I’ 
            ↓∈ (↑DIS)             ↑=↓ 
   (↑PS_LDD-PATH)=↓ 
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While (10) is admissible by the formal grammar as a well-formed construction, 

(13) is flagged as ill-formed, for which no solution can be produced due to conflicts of 

constraints arising from a series of calculations: In (13), the inner topic appears inside the 

complement clause (XCOMP). The lexical entry of sihu ‘seem’ in (6) contains the constraint 

CAT((↑XCOMP), {IP[-PS_LDD]}), forcing XCOMP to be associated with IP[-PS_LDD].118 As shown 

in (3), IP[-PS_LDD] does not branch into any I’-adjoining rule critical for licensing the inner 

topic. Thus, the inner topic cannot be properly hosted by any phrase-structural rules. 

 

(13) *xiaomingi    sihu   Øi/*j [zhe-xiang gongzuo]  wancheng-le 

  Xiaoming   seem          this-CL     task           finish-PFV 

  ‘Xiaoming seems to have finished this task.’ 

 

As the formal grammar returns (13) as ungrammatical, this is in line with the 

generalisation about Exhaustive-Control predicates, for which the displaced phrase must 

not appear inside the complement clause. 

(15) is a focus-fronting construction containing the matrix predicate shefa ‘try’. (14) 

shows the lexical entry of shefa ‘try’, which is an Obligatory Anaphoric Control verb 

(section 4.2.3). Its constraints for Focus Fronting are marked in bold. (16) is its c-structure, 

and (17) its f-structure. 

 
(14) shefa ‘try’ V 

1st line (↑PRED)=‘TRY<SUBJ, COMP>’ 

2nd line R((↑COMP SUBJ)σ INDEX)=((↑SUBJ)σ INDEX) 

 

3rd line 

 

     λx.λP. 

 

 

: (↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸[(↑COMP)σ<t>⊸↑σ<t>]  

try(x, P) 

4th line ¬[(↑(COMP) ADJ ∈) <f.immediate (↑COMP SUBJ)] 

 ⇒ (↑COMP SUBJ PRED)=‘PRO’  ∧ 

 

 

 

          λP. 

 

⊕P(𝑥1) : ∀H.[(↑COMP SUBJ)σ<e>⊸H<t>]⊸H<t> 

 

𝑥1 

 

5th line (↑COMP PS_LDD)=+ 

6th line CAT((↑COMP), {IP[-PS_LDD]})  

 

  

 
118 More accurately, the CAT predicate forces XCOMP to be associated with a set of nodes, one of which 
must contain IP[-PS_LDD]. 
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(15) xiaomingi  [lian   zhe-zhong xiao    shi]        dou   shefa   Øi/*j duzi     chuli 

Xiaoming  even  this-CL       trivial  matter   PRT    try             alone    handle 

‘Xiaoming tries to handle even such a trivial matter by himself.’ 

 
(16) C-structure of example (15) 

 

  

(↑PRED)=‘XIAOMING’ 

(↑PRED)=‘EVEN’ 
(↑DEF)=+ 

(↑DEIXIS)=PROXIMAL 
(↑PRED)=‘MATTER’ 

. 

. 

. 
[Under an adjectival node (skipped 
here) for the adjunct xiao ‘trivial’] 

(↑PRED)=‘TRIVIAL’ 

 

(↑PRT-FORM)=DOU 

(↑PRED)=‘TRY<SUBJ, COMP>’ 

¬[(↑(COMP) ADJ ∈) <f.immediate (↑COMP SUBJ)] 

⇒ (↑COMP SUBJ PRED)=‘PRO’   
(↑COMP PS_LDD)=+ 

 CAT((↑COMP), {IP[-PS_LDD]}) 

 

(↑PRED)=‘ALONE’ 

(↑PRED)=‘HANDLE<SUBJ, OBJ>’ 
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(17) Well-formed f-structure of example (15) 

 
 

  

 

In (11) and (16), the focused phrase and inner topic use the same I’-adjoining rule, but 

differ in the branches beneath the DP node. Because the focused phrase is introduced by 

the focus marker lian ‘even’, there is an additional AdvP node for the marker, whose 

structural position is licensed by the DP-adjoining rule in (5). Given the functional 

annotation (↑SPEC)=↓, the f-structure associated with its mother’s node DP contains the 

feature SPEC. In LFG, a SPEC feature is reserved for elements in a nominal phrase which 

carry “specifying” properties instead of serving modifying purposes (Dalrymple et al., 

2019: 83-84). Here, the focused maker lian ‘even’ serves the purpose of specifying a phrase 

to be a focused phrase besides any modifying meaning it may add. The particle dou is 

adjoined to V’ (see Butt et al., 1999: 71-72 for an LFG analysis of particles).119 Crucially, 

an LFG syntactic tree need not obey binary branching (Dalrymple et al., 2019: 98). In (17), 

the f-structure of COMP contains the attribute-value pair <PS_LDD, +>, which is specified 

by the lexical entry of shefa ‘try’. The off-path constraint (→PS_LDD) =C + is satisfied and 

the extraction path (f COMP OBJ)=↓ is licensed. 

As a generalisation, (18) contains constraints posited for the lexical entries of all 

Exhaustive-Control predicates which do not select for an OBJ controller. 

  

 
119 As per section 2.7.2, some references e.g., C.-T. J. Huang et al. (2009) translate dou as “all”. In focus-
fronting, although dou is usually needed to make the construction well-formed, it does not preserve much 
(if any) of the meaning of “all”. Therefore, I simply consider it a particle. 

PS_LDD-PATH ≡ (↑({XCOMP|COMP}{XCOMP|COMP}*)OBJ)=↓ 
(→PS_LDD) =C + 

I’  → DP               I’ 
             ↓∈(↑DIS)                 ↑=↓ 
        PS_LDD-PATH 
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(18) Exhaustive-Control predicates [1st attempt – to be revised] 

(↑{XCOMP|COMP} PS_LDD)=+ 

 CAT((↑{XCOMP|COMP}), {IP[-PS_LDD]}) 

 

5.1.2.2. Unconstrained-Type predicates 

Applicable to: 

Shuo ‘say’-C&C class Gaosu ‘tell’-C&C class 

Wen ‘ask’-C&C class 

 

Section 3.10.9 stated that Unconstrained-Type predicates require their displaced phrase 

to remain within the embedded complement. It was pointed out that, pre-theoretically, 

the Unconstrained Type implies a “distant” relationship between the controller and 

controllee – by allowing their referents to obviate – as well as between the matrix and 

embedded clauses where the controller and controllee are hosted. Mirroring this distant 

relationship in Inner Topicalisation and Focus Fronting, the matrix clause is incapable of 

hosting the displaced phrase. 

The lexically specified attribute-value pair <PS_LDD, +> has been devised as the 

“bridge” to license a long-distance dependency relation that crosses the boundary of the 

embedded clause. The feature PS_LDD can be adopted for the f-structure of an 

Unconstrained-Type construction, but instead of the atomic value “+”, it is assigned the 

value “–”. The pair <PS_LDD, –> is lexically specified by an Unconstrained-Type 

predicate such as xiangxin ‘believe’ in (19). The extraction path PS_LDD-PATH encoded on 

the I’-adjoining rule requires the first clausal function (if any) to contain the attribute-

value pair <PS_LDD, +> via the off-path constraining equation (→PS_LDD)=C+. Since the 

value of PS_LDD is now specified as “–”, it cannot satisfy the off-path equation. Therefore, 

a construction such as (20) is rejected by the formal grammar and its f-structure (21) 

invalidated: 

 
(19) xiangxin ‘believe’   V 

1st line (↑PRED)=‘BELIEVE<SUBJ, COMP>’ 

2nd line  

   λx.λP. 

 

: (↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸[(↑COMP)σ<t>⊸↑σ<t>]]  

believe(x, P) 

3rd line (↑COMP PS_LDD)= –  
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(20) *xiaoming  [na-ben  shu]   xiangxin  (ta)   hui   jinkuai                     wancheng 

 Xiaoming   that-CL  book  believe    3SG  will  as.soon.as.possible  finish 

 ‘Xiaoming believes that he/she will finish that book as soon as possible.’ 

 
(21) Invalidated f-structure of example (20) 

 

 

 

On the other hand, within-complement-clause extraction is permissible. An 

example is given in (22) with its c- and f-structures presented in (23) and (24).120 Such a 

configuration is licensed owing to: first, the off-path constraint (→PS_LDD)=C+ only 

applies to the first clausal function ever present; second, the path for within-complement-

clause extraction (g OBJ) in (24) does not contain a clausal function. COMP in (24) 

corresponds to IP in (23), whose set of associated rules includes the I’-adjoining rule for 

licensing Inner Topicalisation and Focus Fronting. 

 

(22) xiaoming    xiangxin (ta)   [na-ben  shu]    hui  jinkuai                     wancheng 

Xiaoming   believe    3SG   that-CL  book  will  as.soon.as.possible  finish 

‘Xiaoming believes that he/she will finish that book as soon as possible.’ 

  

 
120  I posit that the future modal hui contributes the following functional information 
(↑MODALITY TIME)=FUTURE and (↑MODALITY TIME-FORM)=HUI. An in-depth study on Chinese modal 
auxiliaries will provide insights into more refined f-structural specifications. 
 

PS_LDD-PATH ≡ ((↑{XCOMP|COMP}{XCOMP|COMP}*)OBJ)=↓ 
(→PS_LDD)=C+ 

I’  → DP               I’ 
            ↓∈(↑DIS)                 ↑=↓ 
        PS_LDD-PATH 

 

✗ 
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(23) C-structure of example (22) 

 

  

(↑PRED)=‘XIAOMING’ 

(↑PRED)=‘BELIEVE<SUBJ, COMP>’ 
(↑COMP PS_LDD)= – 

 

(↑PRED)=‘PRO’ 

(↑DEF)=+ 
(↑DEIXIS)=DISTAL 
(↑PRED)=‘BOOK’ 

(↑MODALITY TIME)=FUTURE 
(↑MODALITY TIME-FORM)=HUI 

(↑PRED)=‘AS.SOON.AS.POSSIBLE’ 

(↑PRED)=‘FINISH<SUBJ, OBJ>’ 
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(24) Well-formed f-structure of example (22) 

 
 

 

As a generalisation, the constraint in (25) is posited for the lexical entries of all 

Unconstrained-Type predicates: 

 

(25) Unconstrained-Type predicates 

(↑COMP PS_LDD)= – 

 
5.1.2.3. Predicates with matrix-object controllers 

Applicable to: 

Ganxie ‘thank’-C&C class Rang ‘let’-C&C class 

Jinzhi ‘prohibit’-C&C class Yunxu ‘allow’-C&C class 

Dayin ‘promise’-C&C class Xihuan ‘like/prefer’-C&C class 

Xiangyao ‘want’-C&C class Guli ‘encourage’-C&C class 

Dailing ‘lead’-C&C class 

 

According to section 3.10.9, regardless of a matrix predicate’s control properties, if its 

complementation construction contains an OBJm controller, the displaced phrase must 

not precede the OBJm controller. Pre-theoretically, the matrix-object controller “blocks” 

the displacement, making the complement clause an “island” impermeable to extraction. 

While it may be tempting to associate some blocking device directly with the matrix-

object controller, I argue that such a treatment is dispreferred. For one thing, the formal 

machinery here posits a control mechanism that is largely determined by the matrix 

predicate, which is supported by the empirical evidence in sections 3.6 and 3.7 as varying 

matrix predicates leads to varying GC Relations. A GF does not become a controller on 

its own merits but is accorded a controller status via the licensing constraints of the matrix 

PS_LDD-PATH ≡ (↑({XCOMP|COMP}{XCOMP|COMP}*) OBJ)=↓ 
(→PS_LDD) =C + 

I’  → DP               I’ 
            ↓∈(↑DIS)                 ↑=↓ 
        PS_LDD-PATH 
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predicate. From this perspective, if a phenomenon appears to correlate with the identity 

of the controller, it should ultimately be attributed to the matrix predicate. Therefore, I 

posit that for a construction with a matrix-object controller, its clausal function is assigned 

<PS_LDD, –> by the matrix predicate – the same mechanism proposed for 

Unconstrained-Type predicates. In this way, the lexicon regulates displacement. 

(26) is the lexical entry of yuanliang ‘forgive’ (ganxie ‘thank’-C&C class), which 

contains C&C constraints (section 4.2.2.1) and the constraint (↑COMP PS_LDD)= – for 

regulating Inner Topicalisation and Focus Fronting. (27) is an ill-formed construction and 

(28) is its invalid f-structure. The reason why the construction is rejected by the grammar 

is that, in the extraction path (f COMP OBJ), the PS_LDD feature in the f-structure of COMP 

has the value “–”, which renders the extraction impossible due to its failure to satisfy the 

off-path constraint (→PS_LDD)=C+. 

 
(26) yuanliang ‘forgive’    V 

1st line (↑PRED)=‘FORGIVE<SUBJ, OBJ, COMP>’ 

2nd line R((↑COMP SUBJ)σ INDEX)=((↑OBJ)σ INDEX) 

 

3rd line 

 

    λx.λy.λP. 

 

 

: (↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸[(↑OBJ)σ<e>⊸ 

             [(↑COMP)σ<t>⊸↑σ<t>]] 

 

forgive(x, y, P) 

4th line ¬[(↑OBJ )<f.immediate(↑(COMP) ADJ∈)] 

 ⇒ (↑COMP SUBJ PRED)=‘PRO’  ∧ 

 

 

 

              λP. 

 

⊕P(𝑥1) : ∀H.[(↑COMP SUBJ)σ<e>⊸H<t>]⊸H<t> 

 

𝑥1 

 

5th line (↑COMP PS_LDD)= – 

 

(27) *xiaomingi  [lian    zhe-chang ruci zhongyao-de     bisai] 

 Xiaoming   even   this-CL     so    important-DE    competition 

 dou   yuanliang    zhangsanj    Ø*i/j  fangqi-le  

 PRT    forgive         Zhangsan            give.up-PFV 

‘Xiaoming forgives Zhangsan for giving up even such an important competition.’ 
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(28) Invalidated f-structure of example (27) 

 
 

 

 
(29) is a well-formed construction displaying within-complement-clause 

extraction. (30) is its c-structure, and (31) is its f-structure. The extraction path (g OBJ) is 

licensed since the off-path constraint (→PS_LDD)=C+ only applies to the first clausal 

function which is absent in this case. Unlikely Exhaustive-Control predicates, there are 

no categorical constraints that force the complement clause to map onto IP[-PS_LDD] – a 

category inhospitable to an inner topic or a focused phrase. The parsing of (29) uses the 

regular IP rule for the complement clause, licensing the focused phrase. 

 
(29) xiaomingi   yuanliang     zhangsanj   Ø*i/j [lian    zhe-chang ruci  

Xiaoming   forgive         Zhangsan           even   this-CL     so     

zhongyao-de     bisai]              dou     fangqi-le  

important-DE     competition   PRT      give.up-PFV 

‘Xiaoming forgives Zhangsan for giving up even such an important competition.’ 

  

✗ 

PS_LDD-PATH ≡ (↑({XCOMP|COMP}{XCOMP|COMP}*)OBJ)=↓ 
(→PS_LDD) =C + 

I’  → DP               I’ 
            ↓∈(↑DIS)                 ↑=↓ 
        PS_LDD-PATH 
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(30) C-structure of example (29) 

 

  

(↑PRED)=‘XIAOMING’ 

(↑PRED)=‘FORGIVE<SUBJ, OBJ, COMP>’ 

¬[(↑OBJ )<f.immediate(↑(COMP) ADJ ∈)] ⇒ (↑COMP SUBJ PRED)=‘PRO’ 
(↑COMP PS_LDD)= –  (↑PRED)=‘ZHANGSAN’ 

(↑PRED)=‘EVEN’ 

(↑DEF)=+ 
(↑DEIXIS)=PROXIMAL 

(↑PRED)=‘COMPETITION’ 
. 

. 
[Under an AP (skipped here; 

supposedly embedded under DP) 
for the adjunct zhongyao 

‘important’] 
(↑PRED)=‘IMPORTANT’ 

. 

. 
[Under an AdvP (skipped here; 

supposedly embedded under AP) 
for the adjunct ruci ‘so’] 

(↑PRED)=‘VERY’ 
 

 

(↑PRT-FORM)=DOU 

(↑PRED)=‘GIVE.UP<SUBJ, OBJ>’ 

(↑ASPECT)=PERFECTIVE 
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(31) Well-formed f-structure of example (29) 

 
 

 

 

The following constraints are posited for the lexical entries of all predicates with 

matrix-object controllers: 

 
(32) Predicates selecting for matrix-object controllers 

(↑{XCOMP|COMP}PS_LDD)= – 

 

5.1.2.4. Partial-Control predicates without matrix-object controllers 

Applicable to: 

Zhunbei ‘prepare’-C&C class Jueding ‘decide’-C&C class 

Xihuan ‘like/prefer’-C&C class Xiangyao ‘want’-C&C class 

 

According to section 3.10.12, if a matrix predicate can license Partial Control and does 

not select for a matrix-object controller, the displaced phrase either precedes the matrix 

predicate or remains inside the embedded complement; when the displaced phrase 

precedes the Partial-Control predicate, the embedded subject must be unexpressed. A 

pre-theoretical insight was provided by situating Partial Control in the middle spectrum 

between Exhaustive Control and Unconstrained Type in terms of the “closeness” of 

relationship between their respective controller and controllee (as well as between the 

matrix clause and embedded clause). Formally, the enforced “bridging” effect for an 

Exhaustive-Control construction was implemented via attribute-value pair <PS_LDD, +> 

I’  → DP               I’ 
            ↓∈(↑DIS)                 ↑=↓ 
        PS_LDD-PATH 

 

PS_LDD-PATH ≡ (↑({XCOMP|COMP}{XCOMP|COMP}*) OBJ)=↓ 
(→PS_LDD) =C + 
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together with the CAT predicate constraint CAT((↑XCOMP), {IP[-PS_LDD]}). Regarding Partial-

Control predicates, the same attribute-value pair <PS_LDD, +> can be used to license the 

extraction of a displaced phrase into the matrix clause. However, no CAT predicate 

constraint is needed to impose categorial requirements on its complement clause. 

The set of IP associated rules, namely {IP → DP   I’, I’ → (DP) I’, I’ → (I) VP, 

VP → ...V...IP...} are potentially recursive. There are two places for an I’-adjoining 

position to appear: either higher or lower than the node of the matrix predicate (in the V 

position). The displaced phrase can be structurally licensed either in the matrix clause or 

inside the complement clause. However, merely licensing the two potential positions for 

the displaced phrase is not sufficient. When the displaced phrase precedes the Partial-

Control predicate, the embedded subject must be unexpressed, suggesting the need for 

some additional treatment. (33) is the lexical entry of the Partial-Control predicate jueding 

‘decide’. 

 
(33) jueding ‘decide’ V 

1st line (↑PRED)=‘DECIDE<SUBJ, COMP>’ 

2nd line        

λx.λK. 

 

: (↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸[(↑COMP)σ<t>⊸↑σ<t>] 
e 

decide(e, x, bind (e, K)) 

3rd line ¬[(↑(COMP) ADJ ∈) <f.immediate (↑COMP SUBJ)] 

       ⇒ (↑COMP SUBJ PRED)=‘PRO’  ∧ 

 

 

 

      λP. 

 

⊕P(𝑥1) : ∀H.[(↑COMP SUBJ)σ<e>⊸H<t>]⊸H<t> 

 

𝑥1 

 

4th line ¬[REALISED(↑COMP SUBJ)] ⇒ (↑COMP PS_LDD)=+ 

 

Lines one to three are its C&C constraints (section 4.2.3). The fourth line involves 

an implicational constraint, which is conditioned by the c-structural realisation of the 

embedded subject. The definition of the function REALISED  (Asudeh, 2009: 111) was 

provided in section 4.2.2.3. ¬[REALISED( f )] requires the corresponding c-structural nodes 

to be unrealised. ¬[REALISED(↑COMP SUBJ)] ⇒ (↑COMP PS_LDD)=+ states that only when 

the embedded subject is unrealised in the c-structure can the matrix predicate assign the 

attribute-value pair <PS_LDD, +> to its COMP. The effect of this implicational constraint 

is manifested by the (un)grammaticality of (34). 

 
(34) xiaomingi [zhe-ge  difang] jueding {*tamen | *ta   | Øi+ } yao  yiqi         qu 

Xiaoming this-CL  place    decide      they         3SG            will  together  go 

‘Xiaoming decides to go to this place together.’ 
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The required extraction path for the inner topic is (f COMP OBJ), where f is the f-structure 

of the matrix clause. The off-path constraint (→ PS_LDD) =C + imposed on COMP requires 

it to contain the attribute-value pair <PS_LDD, +> for the out-of-complement-clause 

extraction. When the embedded SUBJ is realised as tamen ‘they’ or ta ‘he/she’, the matrix 

predicate cannot assign the attribute-value pair due to the implicational constraint. Thus, 

these two configurations are rejected. When the embedded SUBJ is unrealised, the 

implicational condition ¬[REALISED(↑COMP SUBJ)] is satisfied; thus, <PS_LDD, +> is 

assigned to the f-structure of COMP to license the extraction. The well-formed c- and f-

structures of (34) (with an unexpressed SUBJ) are presented in (35) and (36): 
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(35) C-structure of example (34) (with embedded SUBJ being unexpressed) 

 

  

(↑PRED)=‘XIAOMING’ 

(↑DEF)=+ 
(↑DEIXIS)=PROXIMAL 

(↑PRED)=‘PLACE’ 

 

(↑PRED)=‘DECIDE<SUBJ, COMP>’ 

¬[(↑(COMP) ADJ ∈) <f.immediate (↑COMP SUBJ)] 

⇒ (↑COMP SUBJ PRED)=‘PRO’   
¬[REALISED(↑COMP SUBJ)]  

⇒ (↑COMP PS_LDD)=+ 

(↑MODALITY TIME)=FUTURE 
(↑MODALITY TIME-FORM)=YAO 

(↑PRED)=‘TOGETHER’ 

(↑PRED)=‘GO<SUBJ, OBJ>’ 
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(36) Well-formed f-structure of (34) (with embedded SUBJ unexpressed) 

 

 

 

 

(37) is another example of jueding ‘decide’ with the inner topic residing in the 

complement clause. In contrast to (34), (37) illustrates that it is acceptable for the 

embedded SUBJ to be realised in the c-structure. Given the extraction path being (g OBJ), 

there is no (first) clausal function to be checked for the attribute-value pair <PS_LDD, +>. 

Without any constraint violation, the formal grammar parses the construction and 

generates its c- and f-structures in (38) and (39). 

 

(37) xiaomingi jueding  (tameni+) [zhe-ge  difang] yao  yiqi         qu 

Xiaoming decide    they        this-CL  place    will  together  go 

‘Xiaoming decides that they will/to go to this place together.’ 

  

I’  → DP               I’ 
            ↓∈(↑DIS)                 ↑=↓ 
        PS_LDD-PATH 

 

PS_LDD-PATH ≡ (↑({XCOMP|COMP}{XCOMP|COMP}*)OBJ)=↓ 
(→PS_LDD) =C + 
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(38) C-structure of (37) 

 

  

(↑PRED)=‘XIAOMING’ 

(↑DEF)=+ 
(↑DEIXIS)=PROXIMAL 

(↑PRED)=‘PLACE’ 

 

(↑PRED)=‘DECIDE<SUBJ, COMP>’ 

¬[(↑(COMP) ADJ ∈) <f.immediate (↑COMP SUBJ)] 

⇒ (↑COMP SUBJ PRED)=‘PRO’   
¬[REALISED(↑COMP SUBJ)]  

⇒ (↑COMP PS_LDD)=+ 

(↑PRED)=‘PRO’ 

(↑MODALITY TIME)=FUTURE 

(↑MODALITY TIME-FORM)=YAO 

(↑PRED)=‘TOGETHER’ 

(↑PRED)=‘GO<SUBJ, OBJ>’ 
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(39) Well-formed f-structure of (37) 

 

 

 

 
 

The following constraint is posited for the lexical entries of all Partial-Control 

predicates which do not select for a matrix-object controller: 

 

(40) Partial-Control predicates 

¬[REALISED(↑COMP SUBJ)] ⇒ (↑COMP PS_LDD)=+ 

 

5.1.2.5. Complex embedding and extraction paths 

It was mentioned earlier that there is a competing version of the extraction formula 

PS_LDD-PATH. 

 

(41) a. Correct version of PS_LDD-PATH 

 (↑({XCOMP|COMP}{XCOMP|COMP}*)OBJ) = ↓ 
                (→PS_LDD) =C + 

 b. Competing but wrong version of PS_LDD-PATH 

 (↑({XCOMP|COMP}*)OBJ) = ↓ 
             (→PS_LDD) =C + 

 

To understand why (41)b makes wrong predictions, one needs to turn to complex 

embedding. A complex-embedding construction involves two or more clause-embedding 

predicates. (42) contains two matrix predicates: dasuan ‘intend’ and jiao ‘ask’. Dasuan 

‘intend’ is in the outermost clausal layer and its complement clause contains jiao ‘ask’ and 

the complement clause of jiao ‘ask’. 

  

I’  → DP               I’ 
            ↓∈(↑DIS)                ↑=↓ 
        PS_LDD-PATH 

 

PS_LDD-PATH ≡ (↑({XCOMP|COMP}{XCOMP|COMP}*)OBJ)=↓ 
(→PS_LDD) =C + 
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(42) xiaoming   dasuan  Ø jiao   zhangsan  Ø bu   yao   likai     

Xiaoming  intend       ask    Zhangsan     not  will   leave    

[zhe-ge polan-de       difang] 

this-CL worn.out-DE place 

‘Xiaoming intends to ask Zhangsan not to leave this worn-out place.’ 

 

(43) presents logically possible places of extraction. While (43)a and (43)c are acceptable, 

(43)b is not. Table 1 summarises the displacement patterns. For each extraction path, if a 

clausal function has received the attribute-value pair <PS_LDD, +> from its matrix 

predicate, the clausal function is marked in bold. 

 
(43) a. xiaoming  dasuan  Ø  jiao  zhangsan  Ø [lian zhe-ge polan-de     difang] 

   Xiaoming  intend        ask  Zhangsan      even this-CL worn.out-DE place     

   dou  bu   yao   likai     

   PRT   not  will   leave    

   ‘Xiaoming intends to ask Zhangsan not to leave even such a worn-out place.’ 

b. *xiaoming  dasuan  Ø  [lian  zhe-ge polan-de       difang]  

     Xiaoming  intend         even this-CL  worn.out-DE  place    

     dou  jiao   zhangsan  Ø  bu  yao   likai     

     PRT  ask    Zhangsan      not  will   leave    

     ‘Xiaoming intends to ask Zhangsan not to leave even such a worn-out place.’ 

c. xiaoming  [lian  zhe-ge polan-de      difang] dou  dasuan  Ø   

   Xiaoming  even  this-CL  worn.out-DE place     PRT   intend          

   jiao   zhangsan  Ø  bu   yao   likai     

   ask    Zhangsan      not  will   leave    

   ‘Xiaoming intends to ask Zhangsan not to leave even such a worn-out place.’ 

 
Table 1 

Displacement patterns of (43) 

 Displacement pattern Extraction path Acceptability  

a.  Corresponding to (43)a: 

... dasuan ‘intend’... jiao ‘ask’ ... [even 

such a worn-out place]... likai ‘leave’... 

(↑OBJ) Acceptable 

b. Corresponding to (43)b: 

... dasuan ‘intend’ [even such a worn-

out place] jiao ‘ask’ ... likai ‘leave’... 

(↑COMP OBJ) Unacceptable 

c. Corresponding to (43)c: 

... [even such a worn-out place] dasuan 

‘intend’... jiao ‘ask’ ... likai ‘leave’... 

(↑COMP COMP OBJ) Acceptable 
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Although both versions of PS_LDD-PATH in (41) successfully predict the (un)acceptability 

of the extraction paths in (43)a and (43)b, the acceptability of (43)c can only be predicted 

by (41)a. This is because while the off-path constraint in (41)a is only applied to the first 

clausal function, the off-path constraint in (41)b is applied to every clausal function along 

the path. In the extraction path of (43)c, namely (↑COMP COMP OBJ), the f-structure of 

the first clausal function is assigned <PS_LDD, +> by the Partial-Control predicate dasuan 

‘intend’, whereas the f-structure of the second clausal function is assigned <PS_LDD, –> 

by the jiao ‘ask’ (which selects for a matrix-object controller). If PS_LDD-PATH took the 

form of (41)b, which requires every clausal function to contain <PS_LDD, +>, (43)c 

would be rejected by the formal grammar, contrary to its acceptability. On the contrary, 

when PS_LDD-PATH takes the form of (41)a, the formula only requires the first clausal 

function to contain <PS_LDD, +>, in line with the acceptability of (43)c. 

There is a consequence of requiring only the first clausal function (if present) 

along the extraction path to contain <PS_LDD, +>: extraction out of the complement 

clause can be licensed when the clause-embedding predicate “closest” to the displaced 

phrase is one that assigns <PS_LDD, +>. Here, proximity is understood in f-structural 

terms as belonging to the same clausal level as the predicate that assigns <PS_LDD, +>. 

For example, in (43)c, the focused phrase is located on the same clausal level as dasuan 

‘intend’. However, the focused phrase in (43)b is further embedded. The observation 

shows that while (43)c is acceptable, (43)b is not. 

(44) contains a complex-embedding construction of five clausal levels. The first 

four clausal levels are headed by the predicates – jueding ‘decide’, jiao ‘ask’, xiangbanfa ‘try’, 

and shuo ‘say’. Among them, jueding ‘decide’ and xiangbanfa ‘try’ assign the attribute-value 

pair <PS_LDD, +> to their respective complement clause, whereas jiao ‘ask’ and shuo ‘say’ 

assign <PS_LDD, –>. 

 
(44) xiaoming   jueding  Ø  hui   jiao   xiaomei  Ø xiangbanfa gen pengyou  

Xiaoming  decide         will  ask    Xiaomei     try              to   friend 

shuo  Ø  meiyou zuo-guo [zhe-jian shiqing] 

say          not       do-EXP    this-CL  thing 

‘Xiaoming decides to ask Xiaomei to try to say to friends that (somebody) has 

not done this thing.’ 

 

(45) and Table 2 examine the possible places for the inner topic zhe-jian shiqing ‘this thing’. 
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(45) a. xiaoming   jueding  Ø  hui   jiao    xiaomei  Ø xiangbanfa Ø  gen pengyou  

   Xiaoming  decide         will   ask    Xiaomei      try                   to   friend 

   shuo  Ø  [zhe-jian shiqing]  meiyou zuo-guo  

   say           this-CL    thing         not       do-EXP     

   ‘Xiaoming decides to ask Xiaomei to try to say to friends that (somebody) has  

    not done this thing.’ 

b. *xiaoming  jueding  Ø hui  jiao xiaomei  Ø xiangbanfa Ø [zhe-jian shiqing]   

     Xiaoming  decide       will  ask    Xiaomei   try                  this-CL    thing            

     gen pengyou shuo  Ø  meiyou zuo-guo  

     to   friend     say          not       do-EXP     

    ‘Xiaoming decides to ask Xiaomei to try to say to friends that (somebody) has  

    not done this thing.’ 

c. xiaoming   jueding  Ø hui  jiao  xiaomei  Ø [zhe-jian shiqing] xiangbanfa Ø  

    Xiaoming  decide       will  ask   Xiaomei      this-CL     thing       try                    

    gen pengyou shuo  Ø  meiyou zuo-guo  

    to   friend     say          not       do-EXP     

    ‘Xiaoming decides to ask Xiaomei to try to say to friends that (somebody) has  

    not done this thing.’ 

d. *xiaoming  jueding  Ø [zhe-jian shiqing] hui  jiao  xiaomei  Ø xiangbanfa Ø  

     Xiaoming  decide        this-CL     thing       will  ask  Xiaomei     try                    

     gen pengyou shuo  Ø  meiyou zuo-guo  

     to   friend     say          not       do-EXP     

    ‘Xiaoming decides to ask Xiaomei to try to say to friends that (somebody) has  

    not done this thing.’ 

e. xiaoming  [zhe-jian shiqing] jueding  Ø hui  jiao  xiaomei  Ø xiangbanfa Ø  

    Xiaoming  this-CL     thing       decide       will  ask  Xiaomei     try                    

    gen pengyou shuo  Ø  meiyou zuo-guo  

    to   friend     say          not       do-EXP     

    ‘Xiaoming decides to ask Xiaomei to try to say to friends that (somebody) has  

    not done this thing.’ 
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Table 2 

Displacement patterns of (45) 

 Displacement pattern Extraction path Acceptability  

a.  Corresponding to (45)a: 

... jueding ‘decide’... jiao ‘ask’ ... 

xiangbanfa ‘try’ ... shuo ‘say’ 

[this thing] ... zuo ‘do’... 

(↑OBJ) Acceptable 

b. Corresponding to (45)b: 

... jueding ‘decide’... jiao ‘ask’...  

xiangbanfa ‘try’ [this thing] ...  

shuo ‘say’ ... zuo ‘do’... 

(↑COMP OBJ) Unacceptable 

c. Corresponding to (45)c: 

... jueding ‘decide’... jiao ‘ask’...  

[this thing] xiangbanfa ‘try’ ... 

shuo ‘say’ ... zuo ‘do’... 

(↑COMP COMP OBJ) Acceptable 

d. Corresponding to (45)d: 

... jueding ‘decide’ [this thing] ...  

jiao ‘ask’... xiangbanfa ‘try’ ... 

shuo ‘say’ ... zuo ‘do’... 

(↑XCOMP COMP 

COMP OBJ) 

Unacceptable 

e.  Corresponding to (45)e: 

... [this thing] jueding ‘decide’...  

jiao ‘ask’... xiangbanfa ‘try’ ... 

shuo ‘say’ ... zuo ‘do’... 

(↑COMP XCOMP 

COMP COMP OBJ) 

Acceptable 

 

Both versions of PS_LDD-PATH in (41)a and (41)b give the correct predictions about the 

acceptability of (45)a and (45)b. (45)b violates one more constraint: as an Exhaustive-

Control predicate, xiangbanfa ‘try’ carries the constraint CAT((↑COMP), {IP[-PS_LDD]}), which 

forces one of the nodes associated with its COMP function to be IP[-PS_LDD], which is a clausal 

projection inhospitable to an inner topic. When examining the two versions of the 

PS_LDD-PATH formula against patterns (45)c to (45)e, I conclude that only (41)a (with the 

off-path constraint (→PS_LDD) =C + exerted only on the first clausal function) makes the 

correct predictions about sentence acceptability. 

I conclude that (41)a is the correct PS_LDD-PATH formula. If an extraction path 

contains more than one clausal function, only the first clausal function is required to 

contain <PS_LDD, +>. Whether an out-of-complement-clause extraction is possible 

depends on the licensing properties of the matrix predicate that is on the same clausal 

level as the DIS function borne by the displaced phrase. 
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5.1.2.6. Interim summary 

(46) to (50) re-state the I’-adjoining rule and important constraints associated with the 

lexicon. The constraints associated with Exhaustive-Control predicates will be updated in 

the next section on restructuring. 

 
(46) I’-adjoining rule 

I’ → 
DP

↓∈(↑DIS)  
PS_LDD-PATH

       

  

 PS_LDD-PATH ≡ (↑({XCOMP|COMP}{XCOMP|COMP}*) OBJ) = ↓ 
              (→PS_LDD) =C + 
 
 

(47) Exhaustive-Control predicates 

(↑{XCOMP|COMP}PS_LDD)=+ 

 CAT((↑{XCOMP|COMP}), {IP[-PS_LDD]}) 

 

(48) Unconstrained-Type predicates 

(↑COMP PS_LDD)= – 

 

(49) Predicates selecting for matrix-object controllers 

(↑{XCOMP|COMP}PS_LDD)= – 

 

(50) Partial-Control predicates 

¬[REALISED(↑COMP SUBJ)] ⇒ (↑COMP PS_LDD)=+ 

  

      I’ 
    ↑=↓ 
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5.2. LFG modelling of restructuring in Aspect-under-Control 

Section 3.9.4 presented clausehood diagnoses for embedded complements when the 

predicate of an embedded complement is affixed by the perfective marker -le or 

experiential marker -guo. It was concluded that while Exhaustive-Control and Partial-

Control predicates usually select for a clausal complement (IP or CP), when their 

embedded complement takes the aspectual marker -le or -guo (Aspect under Control), 

there is evidence to suggest that the embedded complement is a reduced non-clausal 

structure VP, despite its clausal status in the GR Dimension. This conclusion resonates 

with N. Huang's (2018) view that in Aspect under Control, the embedded complement is 

a non-clausal projection – a phenomenon known as “restructuring”.121 

According to section 3.9.4, the group of predicates that display restructuring in 

Aspect under Control consists of Exhaustive-Control and Partial-Control predicates – 

except Raising predicates and those semantically incompatible with -le or -guo in the 

embedded complement. Exhaustive-Control and Partial-Control predicates allow clausal 

restructuring but Unconstrained-Type predicates do not – this observation echoes the 

pre-theoretical insight that Exhaustive Control and Partial Control imply a “close” 

relationship between the matrix clause and embedded complement, contrary to the 

“distant” relationship for the Unconstrained Type. 

In LFG, restructuring can be understood as imposing subcategorisation 

requirements for a non-clausal complement, which does not imply any clausal 

transformation, unlike some early approaches in the transformational framework (e.g., 

Rizzi, 1978). Since LFG conceptualises “clausehood” as a multi-dimensional construct 

(section 2.1.4), restructuring in one dimension does not entail restructuring in another. It 

is feasible for an embedded complement to take on a non-clausal configuration (VP) in 

the c-structure but map onto a clausal function (XCOMP or COMP) in the f-structure. 

Provided that LFG’s subcategorisation requirements are stated in f-structural terms 

(Dalrymple et al., 2019: 42-44), in order to achieve categorical selection for the c-structure, 

some special treatment is needed. To this end, it is possible to pass (from the lexicon) a 

functional feature which interacts with the functional annotation in a c-structural rule to 

achieve categorical selection. I propose the following implicational constraint for those 

predicates which trigger Aspect under Control: 

  

 
121  N. Huang (2018) follows Wurmbrand's (2015) proposal of “restructuring”, allowing flexible 
complement sizes for the same matrix predicate in different linguistic contexts. 
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(51) Restructuring-feature (RESTR) constraint 

(↑{XCOMP|COMP}ASPECT)={PERFECTIVE|EXPERIENTIAL} 

⇒   (↑{XCOMP|COMP}RESTR)=+ 

 

(51) states that if the f-structure of the embedded clause (XCOMP or COMP) contains the 

attribute-value pair <ASPECT, PERFECTIVE> or <ASPECT, EXPERIENTIAL>, the embedded 

clause (XCOMP or COMP) will contain the attribute-value pair <RESTR, +> (with RESTR 

being mnemonic for “restructuring”). The condition of the implicational constraint 

specifies the Aspect-under-Control scenario, where an embedded clause is marked as 

“perfective” or “experiential”.122 If the condition is fulfilled, the restructuring feature 

RESTR is passed into the f-structure of the embedded clause. The feature interacts with 

the V’-rule in (52), which is a revised version of (4): 

 
(52) VP and V’ rules [revised version] 

VP  →     V’ 
              ↑=↓ 
 

    V’   → { 
PRT
↑=↓

     
V'

↑=↓
     

 

            |
AdvP

↓∈(↑ADJ)
  

V'
↑=↓

 

 

            | V
↑=↓

   ( DP
(↑OBJ)=↓

)   ({ IP
(↑{XCOMP|COMP})=↓

|
IP[-PS_LDD]

(↑{XCOMP|COMP})=↓
|

VP[+RESTR]

(↑{XCOMP|COMP})=↓
}) 

                                              (→RESTR)≠+                       (→RESTR)≠+                            (→RESTR) =C + 
            }  

 
 

(53) Complex category VP[+RESTR] V’[+RESTR] rules 

VP[+RESTR] → 
V'[+RESTR]

↑=↓
 

V’[+RESTR] → V
↑=↓

 ( DP
(↑OBJ)=↓

) 

 

(52) differs from its predecessor (4). (52) has an additional VP[+RESTR] as one of the 

(optional) daughters of V’. VP[+RESTR] is associated with a clausal function (XCOMP or COMP). 

The off-path constraint (→RESTR)=C+ requires the clausal function to contain the 

attribute-value pair <RESTR, +>. The joint effect of (51) and (52) is that in Aspect under 

Control, the matrix predicate selects for an embedded complement which bears a clausal 

 
122 Whether a matrix predicate is compatible with a perfectively or experientially marked embedded clause 
is often an issue of semantic compatibility. See section 3.9.3. 
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function (XCOMP or COMP) in the f-structure but non-clausal category VP[+RESTR] in the c-

structure. Another difference between (52) and (4) is that there is an off-path constraint 

(→RESTR)≠+ annotated on the clausal function associated with IP and IP[-PS_LDD]. This 

ensures that an embedded complement bears a clausal category only when its 

corresponding f-structure does not contain the restructuring attribute-value pair <RESTR, 

+>. Without the off-path constraint (→RESTR)≠+, what would happen in Aspect under 

Control is that the formal grammar would produce three parses for the c-structure, one 

using VP[+RESTR] and the other two using IP and IP[-PS_LDD]. The off-path constraint 

(→RESTR)≠+ eliminates the last two options such that VP[+RESTR] becomes the only valid 

parse. 

Notation-wise, the complex category VP[+RESTR] marks the relevant VP as a 

“restructured” form of special VP, distinct from the common VP category that usually 

appears in a syntactic tree. This resonates with the fact that the restructuring of these 

Exhaustive-Control and Partial-Control constructions is contextually confined to Aspect-

under-Control scenarios only. Unlike the common VP, the special VP[+RESTR] marks 

structural reduction, which means it is incapable of projecting further to clausal IP. 

Outside Aspect-under-Control scenarios, however, there is no clausal restructuring and 

the embedded VP can project further to IP (or even CP).123 Another reason for devising 

a complex category VP[+RESTR] here rather than using a common VP category is related to 

a parsing issue due to a series of calculations: if VP were posited as a daughter of V’ in 

(52), it would first branch into V again; then, V’ could only branch into VP again because 

all the other categories (e.g., V, IP, IP[-PS_LDD]) are not suitable for hosting the restructured 

complement (containing <RESTR, +>), which results in an endless loop. 124 

Because Exhaustive-Control predicates are target predicates for  restructuring, (47) 

(or (18)) needs to be revised as follows: 

 

(54) Exhaustive-Control predicates [finalised version] 

(↑{XCOMP|COMP}PS_LDD)=+ 

 CAT((↑{XCOMP|COMP}), {IP[-PS_LDD]|VP[+RESTR]}) 

 
123 In this regard, my analysis utilises complex categories in LFG to achieve a more nuanced syntactic 
characterisation. In LFG, complex categories are found not only in the computational literature (e.g., Butt 
et al., 1999: 200-201) but also in theoretical linguistics papers (e.g., Y. N. Falk, 2008) to provide fine-grained 
characterisation of syntactic categories. 
124 In my test run, XLE (Crouch et al., 2011) tried to use an IP category to host the restructured embedded 
complement in the c-structure. Then, it caused errors in the f-structure because the GF associated with the 
IP category was constrained by (→RESTR) ≠C +, but the embedded complement contained <RESTR, +>. 
Technically, to avoid this parsing issue, one may experiment with the use of more f-structure features rather 
than adopting the complex category VP[+RESTR]. However, a downside of this approach is to unnecessarily 
burden the f-structure with even more additional features while the focus should be about restructuring at 
the c-structure level. 
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(54) enables the clausal function to map onto either IP[-PS_LDD] or VP[+RESTR], depending on 

the presence (or absence) of the attribute-value pair <RESTR, +> as constrained by (51) 

and (52). As shown in (3) and (53), the lower projections of IP[-PS_LDD] and VP[+RESTR] do not 

contain the I’-adjoining rule for hosting an inner topic or a focused phrase. 

(55) is an example of Aspect under Control involving the Partial-Control 

predicate (yao)qing ‘invite’. (56) is its lexical entry, with the relevant constraint for Aspect 

under Control marked in bold. (57) shows the c-structure and (58) the f-structure. 

 
(55) zhangsan   qing     xiaoming    chi-le     fan 

Zhangsan  invite   Xiaoming   eat-PFV  meal 

‘Zhangsan has invited Xiaoming to eat a meal.’  

(Xiaoming has already eaten the meal after accepting Zhangsan’s invitation.) 
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(56) (yao)qing  ‘invite’    V 

1st line (↑PRED)=‘INVITE<SUBJ, OBJ, COMP>’ 
2nd line       

λx.λy.λK. 

 

: (↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸[(↑OBJ)σ<e>⊸ 

  [(↑COMP)σ<t>⊸↑σ<t>]] 

e 

invite(e, x, y, bind (e, K)) 

3rd line ¬[(↑OBJ)<f.immediate(↑(COMP) ADJ ∈)] 

      ⇒ (↑COMP SUBJ PRED)=‘PRO’  ∧ 

 
 

 
          λP. 

 

⊕P(𝑥1) : ∀H.[(↑COMP SUBJ)σ<e>⊸H<t>]⊸H<t> 

 

𝑥1 

 

4th line (↑COMP PS_LDD)= – 

5th line (↑COMP ASPECT)={PERFECTIVE|EXPERIENTIAL} 
⇒ (↑COMP RESTR)=+ 

 
 

(57) C-structure of example (55) 

 

  

(↑PRED)=‘ZHANGSAN’ 

(↑PRED)=‘INVITE<SUBJ, OBJ, COMP>’ 
 

 ¬[(↑OBJ ) <f.immediate (↑(COMP)ADJ ∈ )]  ⇒ (↑COMP SUBJ PRED)=‘PRO’  
  

(↑COMP PS_LDD)=+ 
 

(↑COMP ASPECT)={PERFECTIVE|EXPERIENTIAL} ⇒ (↑COMP RESTR)=+ 

(↑PRED)=‘XIAOMING’ 

(↑PRED)=‘EAT<SUBJ, OBJ>’ 
 

(↑ASPECT)=PERFECTIVE 

(↑PRED)=‘MEAL’ 
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(58) F-structure of (55) 

 

 
5.3. Interaction: Aspect-under-Control, Inner Topicalisation, Focus Fronting, and 

Copy Control 

As a formal grammar grows, it is vital to keep track of the interaction between the 

constraints formulated for different linguistic phenomena. The constraints for Aspect 

under Control interact with those for Inner Topicalisation and Focus Fronting. As shown 

in (53), since VP[+RESTR] does not contain (in its lower projections) an I’-adjoining node for 

hosting an inner topic or focused phrase, it is predicted that an Aspect-under-Control 

construction disallows the displaced phrase to reside within the embedded complement. 

(59) shows that this prediction is confirmed (jiao ‘ask/order’ is a Partial-Control predicate): 

 

(59) a. *zhangsan   jiao  xiaoming  [lian na-jian   shiqing] dou zuo-guo 

      Zhangsan  ask  Xiaoming  even that-CL task      PRT  do-EXP    

     ‘Zhangsan has asked Xiaoming to do even that task (and Xiaoming has  

      attempted doing the task after being asked, although he may not have  

      finished it.)’ 

b. zhangsan   jiao  xiaoming  zuo-guo [na-jian  shiqing] 

    Zhangsan  ask  Xiaoming  do-EXP    that-CL task 

   ‘Zhangsan has asked Xiaoming to do that task (and Xiaoming has attempted   

    doing the task, although he may not have finished it.)’ 

c. zhangsan   jiao  xiaoming  [lian na-jian  shiqing] dou yao  zuo 

    Zhangsan  ask  Xiaoming  even that-CL task      PRT will  do    

    ‘Zhangsan has asked Xiaoming to do even that task.’ 

 

When the embedded complement of jiao ‘ask/order’ is headed by an experientially marked 

predicate, it forms an Aspect-under-Control construction. (59)a shows that the focused 

phrase cannot reside in the embedded complement. On the contrary, outside the context 
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of Focus Fronting, as in (59)b, the Aspect-under-Control construction is well-formed. 

The well-formedness of (59)b indicates that the problem of (59)a is not due to the -guo 

marker per se. Similarly, when the embedded predicate is stripped of the experiential 

marker -guo, as in (59)c, Focus Fronting is possible, meaning that Focus Fronting per se is 

not the reason causing the ill-formedness of (59)a. The ungrammaticality of (59)a can be 

explained on syntactic grounds by the formal grammar developed so far. In Aspect under 

Control, the embedded complement of (59)a is subject to the effects of c-structural 

restructuring and projects only up to a non-clausal phrasal structure VP[+RESTR]. Since the 

lower projections of VP[+RESTR] do not contain any I’-adjoining node for hosting a focused 

phrase, (59)a is flagged as ungrammatical. Conversely, if the displaced phrase appears in 

the matrix clause, such a problem does not occur. This is because the matrix clause is not 

subject to restructuring effects and contains the essential I’-adjoining node for hosting 

the displaced phrase. (60) contains examples of shefa ‘try’ (Exhaustive-Control predicate). 

In (60)b, both Focus Fronting and Aspect under Control are attested. 

 
(60) a. xiaoming  shefa zuo-guo [na-jian   shiqing] 

   Xiaoming  try    do-EXP    that-CL  task 

    ‘Xiaoming has tried to do that task.’ 

 b. xiaoming  [lian   na-jian shiqing] dou  shefa zuo-guo 

     Xiaoming  even that-CL task       PRT  try    do-EXP 

                ‘Xiaoming has tried to do even that task.’ 

 

(61) displays the revised lexical entry of shefa ‘try’ incorporating the constraint for Aspect 

under Control (in bold): 

 
(61) shefa ‘try’ V 

1st line (↑PRED)=‘TRY<SUBJ, COMP>’ 

2nd line R((↑COMP SUBJ)σ INDEX)=((↑SUBJ)σ INDEX) 

 
3rd line 

 

      λx.λP. 
 

 

: (↑SUBJ)σ<e>⊸[(↑COMP)σ<t>⊸↑σ<t>]  

try(x, P) 

4th line ¬[(↑(COMP) ADJ ∈) <f.immediate (↑COMP SUBJ)] 

 ⇒ (↑COMP SUBJ PRED)=‘PRO’  ∧ 

 
 

 

          λP. 
 

⊕P(𝑥1) : ∀H.[(↑COMP SUBJ)σ<e>⊸H<t>]⊸H<t> 

 

𝑥1 

 

5th line (↑COMP PS_LDD)=+ 

6th line CAT((↑COMP), {IP[-PS_LDD]|VP[+RESTR]}) 

7th line  (↑COMP ASPECT)={PERFECTIVE|EXPERIENTIAL} 
⇒ (↑COMP RESTR)=+ 
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(62) is the c-structure of (60)b and (63) is its f-structure. 

 
(62) C-structure of (60)b 

 

(63) F-structure of (60)b 

 

(↑PRED)=‘XIAOMING’ 

(↑DEF)=+ 
(↑DEIXIS)=DISTAL 
(↑PRED)=‘TASK’ 

 

(↑PRED)=‘EVEN’ 

 

(↑PRT-FORM)=DOU 

 

(↑PRED)=‘TRY<SUBJ, COMP>’ 

¬[(↑(COMP) ADJ ∈)<f.immediate(↑COMP SUBJ )]  ⇒ (↑COMP SUBJ PRED)=‘PRO’   
(↑COMP PS_LDD)=+ 

(↑COMP ASPECT)={PERFECTIVE|EXPERIENTIAL} ⇒ (↑COMP RESTR)=+ 

(↑PRED)=‘DO<SUBJ, OBJ> 
(↑ASPECT)=EXPERIENTIAL 
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Another prediction is related to Copy Control (sections 3.6, 3.7, and 4.2). In 

Aspect under Control, the embedded complement only projects up to the non-clausal 

VP[+RESTR], which does not contain (in its lower projections) a Spec-IP position for an overt 

subject phrase. Therefore, the formal grammar predicts that an Aspect-under-Control 

construction cannot license Copy Control. This prediction is borne out, as shown by the 

Partial-Control predicate qing ‘invite’ in (64): 

 

(64) a. zhangsan    qing    xiaoming   [zai  san     tian  qian-de  xiawu] 

    Zhangsan   invite  Xiaoming   in   three   day  ago-DE  afternoon 

   (tamen)   yiqi         chi   fan 

    they       together  eat   meal 

   ‘Zhangsan invited Xiaoming to have a meal together three days ago.’ 

b. zhangsan    qing    xiaoming   [zai  san     tian  qian-de  xiawu] 

    Zhangsan   invite  Xiaoming   in   three   day  ago-DE  afternoon 

   (*tamen)   yiqi         chi-le     fan 

      they        together eat-PFV   meal 

   ‘Zhangsan invited Xiaoming to have a meal together three days ago.’ 

 
5.4. Summary for Chapter 5 

This chapter has presented a formal analysis for Inner Topicalisation, Focus Fronting, 

and Aspect under Control. The analysis takes into account the correlational relationships 

between these phenomena and GC Relations, the summary of which was provided in 

section 5.1.2.6. Furthermore, the chapter has explored interactive effects between 

different phenomena – Aspect under Control, Inner Topicalisation, Focus Fronting, and 

Copy Control. In the view that language is a complex model comprising of many different 

interacting constraints, it is important to keep track of any potential interactive effects, 

make predictions, and test predictions as the formal grammar grows in size (see e.g., 

Bender, 2008; Bender & Emerson, 2021; Butt et al., 1999; King & Forst, 2022). 
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Chapter 6: Conclusions 

 

In this chapter, I summarise the empirical and theoretical contributions of this thesis with 

respect to the two objectives in Chapter 1. 

 

I. Empirical: 

This thesis investigates control and complementation in Mandarin Chinese using 

linguistic diagnostics, corpus data, and acceptability-judgment tasks. Chapters 2-3 classify 

Mandarin-Chinese matrix predicates based on control and complementation properties, 

resulting in 19 control and complementation (C&C) classes (section 3.8), as shown below. 

I view Generalised Control (GC) Relations as arising from cross-dimensional discrepancy 

and provide a generalised framework for control, raising, and discourse pro-drop. 

 

(i) Sihu ‘seem’-C&C class 

(ii) Shefa ‘try’-C&C class 

(iii) Zhunbei ‘prepare’-C&C class 

(iv) Shuo ‘say’-C&C class 

(v) Ganxie ‘thank’-C&C class 

(vi) Daibiao ‘represent’-C&C class 

(vii) Shuifu ‘persuade’-C&C class 

(viii) Rang ‘let’-C&C class 

(ix) Jueding ‘decide’-C&C class 

(x) Gaosu ‘tell’-C&C class 

(xi) Jinzhi ‘prohibit’-C&C class 

(xii) Yunxu ‘allow’-C&C class 

(xiii) Guli ‘encourage’-C&C class 

(xiv) Dailing ‘lead’-C&C class 

(xv) Dayin ‘promise’-C&C class 

(xvi) Wen ‘ask’-C&C class 

(xvii) Xihuan ‘like/prefer’-C&C class  

(xviii) Xue(xi) ‘learn (from)/imitate’-

C&C class 

(xix) Xiangyao ‘want’-C&C class 

 

The distribution of future modals (hui, yao) and aspectual markers (-le, -guo) in the 

embedded complement is examined, considering a wider range of matrix predicates than 

past studies (sections 2.6, 3.9). The results lead to a division of two complement-clause 

classes correlating with control and complementation properties, supporting an 

integrated proposal that combines finiteness and lexical-semantic explanations. 

The study has investigated the relationships between control and the 

displacement phenomena of Inner Topicalisation and Focus Fronting (section 3.10), 

testing four linguistic generalisations using acceptability-judgment tasks followed by 

mixed-effects analyses (section 3.10.11). Empirical diagnostics are adopted to evaluate 

restructuring effects at different levels of clausehood, finding that only Aspect-under-

Control constructions show restructuring effects in the Constituent Dimension (section 

3.9.4). The results invalidate the claim that Inner Topicalisation and Focus Fronting are 

restructuring phenomena (section 3.10.10). 
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II. Theoretical 

This thesis has used LFG as the grammatical framework to model control relations, 

augmented with Glue Semantics and Partial Compositional Discourse Representation 

Theory to address issues at syntax-semantics-discourse interfaces. Since LFG is a formally 

explicit model of grammar (Borsley & Börjars, 2011; Bresnan, 1982b), the analysis 

comprises constraints formulated with mathematical precision, resulting in a refined 

typology of LFG model-theoretic control mechanisms (Chapter 4): 

 

(i) Functional Control for Raising Predicates 

(ii) Functional Control for Equi Predicates Disallowing Copy Control 

(iii) Functional Control for Partial-Control Predicates with Athematic Controllers 

(iv) Obligatory Anaphoric Control for Equi Predicates with Copy Control 

(v) Obligatory Anaphoric Control for Obligatory Split Antecedency 

(vi) Obligatory Anaphoric Control for Split Antecedency and Control Shift 

(vii) Quasi-obligatory Anaphoric Control for Partial-Control Predicates with Thematic 

Controllers 

(viii) Implicit Control as Functional/Anaphoric Control Plus Negative Pronominal 

Binding Constraint 

(ix) Arbitrary Anaphoric Control for Discourse Pro-drop 

 

Chapter 4 has added novel sub-variants to the refined typology of LFG model-theoretic 

control mechanisms, such as Obligatory Anaphoric Control for Obligatory Split 

Antecedency (section 4.2.2.2), Obligatory Anaphoric Control for Split Antecedency and 

Control Shift (section 4.2.2.3), and Implicit Control as Functional/Anaphoric Control 

plus negative pronominal binding constraint (section 4.2.4). The chapter has illustrated 

how to model (Partial) Copy Control, which has received little attention in existing LFG 

studies. Additionally, it has contributed to the modelling of Chinese Equi predicates by 

arguing for the availability of both Functional Control and Obligatory Anaphoric Control, 

and for the inclusion of Quasi-obligatory Anaphoric Control and Functional Control in 

the model-theoretic inventory for Partial Control, in contrast to Haug (2013, 2014a). 

Another theoretical contribution is the modelling of Inner Topicalisation and 

Focus Fronting, capturing their correlation with control and complementation (Chapter 

5). It adopts a lexically-specified mechanism, providing a more accurate analysis than 

movement-based approaches. This is shown through empirical evidence suggesting bi-

clausal structures across all inner-topic and focus-fronting constructions, contrasting with 
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movement-based analyses that rely on hypothesised clause-size variation (Grano, 2015; 

N. Huang, 2018).  

Chapter 5 has demonstrated how to model restructuring effects that only exist at 

the c-structure level but not at the f-structure level (section 5.2). This kind of restructuring 

arises when a construction is monoclausal at one level but biclausal at another. The 

chapter has shown how the restructuring constraints interact with other constraints in the 

grammar to make desirable predictions of empirical patterns. 

Finiteness is defined as a relative concept, with the unembedded declarative clause 

as the standard of comparison. If an embedded complement type is subject to systematic 

restrictions not imposed on the unembedded declarative clause, it is considered “non-

finite”; otherwise, it is “finite” (section 2.6.3). I argue that in Chinese, finiteness is realised 

as semantic dependency: a non-finite complement is more semantically dependent on the 

matrix clause, making it susceptible to, for instance, temporal-anchoring effects from the 

lexical-semantics of the matrix predicate (section 3.9). 

Overall, this thesis has presented an empirically-grounded investigation into 

Chinese control and complementation, along with a formal theoretical analysis that 

explores how syntax, semantics, and discourse interact to generate different coreferential 

patterns. 
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Appendix 

This appendix contains examples of experimental stimuli, boxplot statistics, and sample 

R code snippets for the sentence-acceptability experiments discussed in section 3.10.11. 

There were in total 5 experiments. Each experiment contained 4 conditions. Each 

condition had 4 lexicalisations (or variants). In total, there were 80 experimental stimuli 

(=5 x 4 x 4). The test sentences were distributed across 8 lists: Lists 1-4 contained 

sentences for Experiments 1, 4, and 5. Lists 5-8 contained sentences for Experiments 2, 

3, and 4. The test sentences were distributed in a Latin square design such that each list 

contains 1 lexicalisation from each of the 4 conditions of an experiment. No sentences in 

a list were variants of each other.  

For example, in Experiment 1, there were 4 conditions, and each condition 

contained 4 lexicalisations describing the following scenarios: (i) end-of-term exam, (ii) 

mathematical question, (iii) Olympic event, (iv) washing dishes. For every scenario, there 

were 4 minimal variants distributed across the 4 conditions. To save space, in this 

Appendix, I will only show 1 lexicalisation (out of 4 lexicalisations) for each condition. 

So, for Condition 1, I present a lexicalisation talking about an end-of-term exam, and skip 

the display of the other 3 lexicalisations. For Condition 2, I only present one lexicalisation 

which describes someone resolving a mathematical question. For Condition 3, I only 

present the lexicalisation about an Olympic event. For Condition 4, the lexicalisation to 

be shown here is about someone washing dishes. 

 

Experiment 1 

Condition A: Crossing Vm + Focus Fronting (Exhaustive Control) 

      DP1-[focused phrase]-VExhaustive-Control-Vcomp__ 

                  e.g., Context: 

                       Tomorrow is the day of the important end-of-term exam. 

                       Test sentence: 

                       xiaoding       [lian     ruci zhongyao-de   qimo             kaoshi] 

            Xiaoding       even    so   important-DE  end.of.term  exam  

                       dou   shefa zhao jikou      bu   canjia 

                       PRT    try    find   excuse   not  take.part 

                       ‘Xiaoding tries to find an excuse not to take part in even such an important  

   end-of-term exam.’ 
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Condition B: Not crossing Vm + Focus Fronting (Exhaustive Control) 

      DP1-VExhaustive-Control-[focused phrase]-Vcomp__ 

                  e.g., Context:  

                       This is a challenging mathematical question. 

                       Test sentence: 

                       xiaohong  shefa  [lian   zhe-dao  name shenao-de          shuxue   nanti] 

            Xiaoding  try       even  this-CL    so      challenging-DE   maths     question 

                       dou   jiejue 

                       PRT   solve 

                       ‘Xiaoding tries to solve even such a challenging mathematical question.’ 

 

Condition C: Crossing Vm + Inner Topicalisation (Exhaustive Control) 

      DP1-[inner topic]-VExhaustive-Control-Vcomp__ 

                e.g., Context:  

                       This Olympic event is intense. 

                       Test sentence: 

  yuehan [zhe-chang bisai]              dou   neng  shefa  shengchu 

  John      this-CL      competition   PRT   able   try      win 

  ‘John tries to win this competition’ 

 

Condition D: Not crossing Vm + Inner Topicalisation (Exhaustive Control) 

      DP1-VExhaustive-Control-[inner topic]-Vcomp__ 

                e.g., Context:  

                       Washing dishes is not a difficult task 

                       Test sentence: 

  keshi lisi   shefa [zhe-zhong shiqing] dou   jiao  gei  bieren   qu   zuo 

  but    Lisi  try     this-CL      task        PRT   pass  to   others   go   do 

                       ‘Lisi tries to pass on this task to others.’ 
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Table 1 

Boxplot statistics of Experiment-1 acceptability-judgment ratings (Exhaustive Control) 

 (Condition A) 

Crossing Vm + 

Focus Fronting 

(Condition B) 

Not crossing Vm 

+ Focus Fronting 

(Condition C) 

Crossing Vm  

+ Inner Topic. 

(Condition D) 

Not crossing Vm 

+ Inner Topic. 

Upper whisker 7.00 7.00 7.00 5.00 

3rd quartile 6.50 5.00 6.00 3.00 

Median 6.00 3.00 4.00 2.00 

1st quartile 4.50 1.00 3.00 1.00 

Lower whisker 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

No. of data points 48.00 48.00 48.00 48.00 

Mean 5.17 2.94 4.06 2.50 

 

Experiment 2 

Condition A: Crossing Vm + Focus Fronting (Partial Control) 

        DP1-[focused phrase]-VPartial-Control-Vcomp__ 

        e.g., Context: 

               Xiaoli always handles everything himself. 

               Test sentence: 

               xiaoli    [lian    ruci  suosui de shiqing] dou  xiangyao ziji      chuli 

               Xiaoli    even   so    trivial-DE matter   PRT   want       SELF   handle 

               ‘Xiaoli wants to handle even such a trivial matter by himself.’ 

                

Condition B: Not crossing Vm + Focus Fronting (Partial Control) 

      DP1-VPartial-Control-[focused phrase]-Vcomp__ 

      e.g., Context: 

             This report is especially long. 

  Test sentence: 

  xiaoming    xiangyao [lian   zhe-pian tebie          zhang-de 

  Xiaoming   want        even  this-CL   especially   long-DE 

  baogao] dou  jinkuai                      xiewan 

             report    PRT   as.soon.as.possible   finish 

             ‘Xiaoming wants to finish even such a long report as soon as possible.’ 
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Condition C: Crossing Vm + Inner Topicalisation (Partial Control) 

       DP1-[inner topic]-VPartial-Control-Vcomp__ 

                   e.g., Context: 

    Buddha’s Temptation is a highly challenging dish to cook. 

    Test sentence: 

    xiaowang  [zhe-dao cai]    xiangyao shunli            zuochu 

                          Xiaowang  this-CL   dish   want       successfully   make 

                          ‘Xiaowang wants to make this dish successfully.’ 

 
Condition D: Not crossing Vm + Inner Topicalisation (Partial Control) 

       DP1-VPartial-Control-[inner topic]-Vcomp__ 

                   e.g., Context: 

    This movie is very difficult to grasp. 

    Test sentence: 

                          xiaodong    xiangyao [zhe-bu dianying] kandedong 

                          Xiaodong   want        this-CL movie      understand 

                          ‘Xiaodong want to understand this movie.’ 

 

Table 2 

Boxplot statistics of Experiment-2 acceptability-judgment ratings (Partial Control) 

 (Condition A) 

Crossing Vm + 

Focus Fronting 

(Condition B) 

Not crossing Vm 

+ Focus Fronting 

(Condition C) 

Crossing Vm  

+ Inner Topic. 

(Condition D) 

Not crossing Vm 

+ Inner Topic. 

Upper whisker 7.00 6.00 7.00 6.00 

3rd quartile 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 

Median 6.00 6.00 4.00 5.00 

1st quartile 4.00 3.50 2.00 3.00 

Lower whisker 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 

No. of data points 40.00 40.00 40.00 40.00 

Mean 5.17 5.03 4.08 4.25 
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Experiment 3 

Condition A: SUBJcomp unexpressed + Focus Fronting (Partial Control) 

       DP1-[focused phrase]-VPartial-Control-Vcomp__ 

                   e.g., Context: 

                          The boss is always very efficient. 

                          Test sentence: 

                          lingdao [lian  ruci  jianju-de      renwu] dou  

    boss      even so    difficult-DE  task     PRT 

  jueding yao    zai mingtian     nei          wancheng 

    decide  need  at   tomorrow   within     finish 

                          ‘The boss decides to finish even such a difficult task by the end of  

                           tomorrow.’ 

 

Condition B: SUBJcomp expressed + Focus Fronting (Partial Control) 

       DP1-[focused phrase]-VPartial-Control-DP2-Vcomp__ 

                   e.g., Context: 

                          Xiaoming is a very smart student. 

                          Test sentence: 

    xiaoming   [lian  name nanzuo-de     gongke]         dou 

    Xiaoming   even such  difficult-DE   assignment    PRT 

    jueding   ta    yao     zai   yitian     nei        tijiao 

    decide    3SG  need   at    one.day  within   submit 

                          ‘Xiaoming decides to submit even such a difficult assignment within a  

   day.’ 

 

Condition C: SUBJcomp unexpressed + Inner Topicalisation (Partial Control) 

       DP1-[inner topic]-VPartial-Control-Vcomp__ 

                   e.g., Context: 

                          Xiaoxiu has announced her retirement from the film industry. Will she  

  still take this movie? 

                          Test sentence: 

    xiaoxiu   [zhe-bu dianying] jueding bu  hui  jie 

                          Xiaoxiu   this-CL  movie     decide  not will  take 

                          ‘Xiaoxiu decides not to take this movie.’ 
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Condition D: SUBJcomp expressed + Inner Topicalisation (Partial Control) 

       DP1-[inner topic]-VPartial-Control-DP2-Vcomp__ 

                   e.g., Context: 

                          Xiaogang does not like people sending him gifts. Will he accept this gift? 

                          Test sentence: 

    xiaogang   [zhe-fen liwu] jueding ta     bu  hui  shouxia 

    Xiaogang   this-CL  gift   decide   3SG  not will  accept 

                          ‘Xiaogang decides not to accept this gift.’ 

 

Table 3 

Boxplot statistics of Experiment-3 acceptability-judgment ratings (Partial Control – SUBJcomp expression) 

 (Condition A) 

SUBJcomp 

unexpressed   

+ Focus Fronting 

(Condition B) 

SUBJcomp 

expressed   

+ Focus Fronting 

(Condition C) 

SUBJcomp 

unexpressed   

+ Inner Topic. 

(Condition D) 

SUBJcomp 

expressed   

+ Inner Topic. 

Upper whisker 7.00 5.00 6.00 3.00 

3rd quartile 6.00 3.00 4.50 2.00 

Median 5.00 2.00 4.00 1.50 

1st quartile 3.50 1.00 3.00 1.00 

Lower whisker 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 

No. of data points 40.00 40.00 40.00 40.00 

Mean 4.88 2.27 3.98 1.70 

 

Experiment 4 

Condition A: Crossing OBJm controller + Focus Fronting 

       DP1-[focused phrase]-Vm -DP2-Vcomp__ 

                    e.g., Context: 

                          This book is very difficult to understand. 

                          Test sentence: 

              xiaoming [lian  zhe-ben ruci shenao-de    shu]   dou 

              Xiaoming even this-CL  so    difficult-DE  book PRT 

              shuifu-le           xiaomei    yao        haohao        du 

              persuade-PFV     Xiaomei   need.to  properly      read 

              ‘Xiaoming has persuaded Xiaomei to read even such a difficult book  

               properly.’ 
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Condition B: Not crossing OBJm controller + Focus Fronting 

       DP1-Vm-DP2-[focused phrase]-Vcomp__ 

                   e.g., Context: 

                          There is an important competition tomorrow. 

                          Test sentence: 

    mama shuifu-le         zhangsan  [lian    zhe-chang ruci   zhongyao-de 

                          mum  persuade-PFV  Zhangsan  even  this-CL       so     important-DE 

                          bisai]             dou   dei         fangqi 

                          competition   PRT   need.to   give.up 

                          ‘Mum has persuaded Zhangsan to give up even such an important  

   competition.’ 

 

Condition C: Crossing OBJm controller + Inner Topicalisation 

       DP1-[inner topic]-Vm-DP2-Vcomp__ 

                    e.g., Context: 

                          This oil painting is very expensive. 

                          Test sentence: 

                          chen   xiaojie [zhe-fu  youhua]       shuifu-le         ceng   xiansheng  

    Chen  Miss    this-CL  oil.painting  persuade-PFV    Ceng  Mr 

    yao         goumai 

                          need.to   buy 

                          ‘Miss Chen has persuaded Mr Ceng to buy this oil painting.’ 

 

Condition D: Not crossing OBJm controller + Inner Topicalisation 

      DP1-Vm-DP2-[inner topic]-Vcomp__ 

                    e.g., Context: 

                          This traditional musical instrument is very hard to learn. 

                          Test sentence: 

    didi                  shuifu-le          gege               [zhe-jian chuantong] 

                          young.brother  persuade-PFV   elder.brother    this-CL   traditional  

                          yueqi            yao          qu   xue 

                          instrument   need.to    go  learn 

                          ‘The younger brother has persuaded the elder brother to learn this  

   traditional instrument.’ 
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Table 4 

Boxplot statistics of Experiment-4 acceptability-judgment ratings (OBJm controller) 

 (Condition A) 

Crossing OBJm  

+ Focus Fronting 

(Condition B) 

Not crossing 

OBJm 

+ Focus Fronting 

(Condition C) 

Crossing OBJm  

+ Inner Topic. 

(Condition D) 

Not crossing 

OBJm 

+ Inner Topic. 

Upper whisker 7.00 7.00 6.00 7.00 

3rd quartile 3.50 6.00 3.00 6.50 

Median 2.00 6.00 1.00 4.00 

1st quartile 1.00 3.50 1.00 3.00 

Lower whisker 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 

No. of data points 88.00 88.00 88.00 88.00 

Mean 2.75 4.99 1.89 4.05 

 

Experiment 5 

Condition A: Crossing Vm + Focus Fronting (Unconstrained Type) 

      DP1-[focused phrase]-VUnconstrained-Type-Vcomp__ 

                    e.g., Context: 

                          Xiaowang is good at imitating sounds made by animals. 

                          Test sentence: 

    xiaowang   [lian     dongwu-de shengyin] dou 

    Xiaowang   even    animal-DE   sound      PRT 

                          shuo-guo nengguo mofang 

    say-PFV    can         imitate 

                          ‘Xiaowang has said (he) can imitate even animal sounds.’ 

 

Condition B: Not crossing Vm + Focus Fronting (Unconstrained Type) 

       DP1-VUnconstrained-Type-[focused phrase]-Vcomp__ 

                    e.g., Context: 

                          Xiaojie is an excellent writer. 

                          Test sentence: 

    xiaojie   shuo-guo [lian   zhe-ben changpian xiaoshuo]    dou 

    Xiaojie  say-EXP     even this-CL   long          novel          PRT 

    neng  zai yi-ge    yue        nei       xiewan 

    can    at  one-CL  month   within  finish 

                          ‘Xiaojie has said (he) can finish even such a long novel within a month.’ 
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Condition C: Crossing Vm + Inner Topicalisation (Unconstrained Type) 

       DP1-[inner topic]-VUnconstrained-Type-Vcomp__ 

                    e.g., Context: 

                          Can Xiaojian design this computer game? 

                          Test sentence: 

     xiaojian   [zhe-kuan diannao    youxi] shuo-guo neng sheji     hao 

      Xiaojian   this-CL     computer game   say-PFV   can   design  well 

               ‘Xiaojian has said (he) can design this computer game well.’ 

 

Condition D: Not crossing Vm + Inner Topicalisation (Unconstrained Type) 

      DP1-VUnconstrained-Type-[inner topic]-Vcomp__ 

                    e.g., Context: 

                          Does Xiaonan want to visit this country? 

                          Test sentence: 

    xiaonan   shuo-guo [zhe-ge  guojia]    bu  hui   qu 

                          Xiaonan  say-PFV     this-CL  country  not will   go 

                          ‘Xiaonan has said (he) will not go to this country.’ 

 

Table 5 

Boxplot statistics of Experiment-5 acceptability-judgment ratings (Unconstrained Type) 

 (Condition A) 

Crossing OBJm  

+ Focus Fronting 

(Condition B) 

Not crossing 

OBJm 

+ Focus Fronting 

(Condition C) 

Crossing OBJm  

+ Inner Topic. 

(Condition D) 

Not crossing 

OBJm 

+ Inner Topic. 

Upper whisker 3.00 7.00 5.00 7.00 

3rd quartile 3.00 7.00 3.00 6.00 

Median 2.00 6.00 2.00 5.00 

1st quartile 2.00 5.00 1.00 3.00 

Lower whisker 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 

No. of data points 48.00 48.00 48.00 48.00 

Mean 2.94 5.56 2.17 4.56 
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Sample R code snippets 

The section presents some of the R code snippets used in my statistical analysis. They can 

be adapted in accordance with, for example, the format of one’s .csv data sets that contain 

experimental results. 

 

1. Z-transformation 

The following code snippet creates a new column “zrating” in the “all_experiments” data 

frame, which contains z-scores calculated from the rating column. The ave() function 

in R calculates the average of a numeric vector within groups defined by one or more 

factors. In this case, it calculates the average of the rating column within groups defined 

by the “participant_ID” column. The FUN = scale argument applies the scale() 

function to the ratings within each participant group. The scale()function 

standardises the values, converting them into z-scores. 

 

all_experiments$zrating <-ave(all_experiments$rating, 

all_experiments$participant_ID, FUN = scale) 

 

2. Building cumulative link mixed-effects models 

The following code snippet is used to be the cumulative link mixed-effects model for 

Experiment 1. The snippet can be similarly adjusted for other experiments. The “zrating” 

column in the “experiment1” data frame is first converted into an ordered factor. the 

“zrating” column is the response variable, and it is regressed on the predictors “crossing” 

and “displacement”. (1|participant_ID) and (1|item) specify random 

intercepts for “participant_ID” and “item”. 

 

library(ordinal) 

experiment1$zrating <- factor(experiment1$zrating, 

ordered = TRUE) 

modelone <- clmm(zrating ~ crossing + displacement + 

(1|participant_ID) +  (1|item), data = experiment1) 

summary(modelone) 

 

3. Analysis of deviance 

The following code snippet is used for the analysis of deviance. The Anova.clmm() 

function performs an analysis of deviance on a cumulative link mixed model modelone. 

It computes type II Wald chi-square tests for the fixed effects in the model. Type II tests 
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assess the unique contribution of each predictor variable after the contributions of other 

variables have been accounted for, providing insights into the significance of the predictor 

variables in the model. 

 

library(RVAideMemoire) 

library(car) 

Anova_modelone <- Anova.clmm(modelone, type = "II") 
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